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250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101

603/627-7383      fax 603/627-7384        www.amoskeagauction.com

jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells.  Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

•   The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

•   The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description.  We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

•   Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full.   THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

•   There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PAYMENT POLICY

•   All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, SEPTEMBER 27, 2014. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT 
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2014.

RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2014 .

1100. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-1 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #41K3236, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces of this K frame revolver are in near excellent condition with light handling wear present and rate
about 99% overall.  A light turn ring is visible on the cylinder but the hard chrome Magna trigger and standard hammer are in near excellent
condition with light handling and operation wear.  The checkered Goncalo Alves target grips with S&W medallions are in near excellent con-
dition with light handling wear.  This revolver is equipped with black adjustable rear sight and red ramp front.  The left side of the frame under
the window is stamped “S. P. D. 16”.  It does not look like this revolver spent too much time in a holster.  (86741-12) (350/550)

1101. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #108415, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a
near excellent bore with a few scattered diminutive traces of oxidation and pin prick pitting. The factory nickel plated finish of this second
issue revolver is in near excellent condition with light turn rings visible on the cylinder, scattered light oxidation blemishes on the forward
edges of the cylinder and light handling wear.  The barrel latch and triggerguard retain their rich blue finish while the trigger retains bold
case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo are correctly numbered to
the gun and remain in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the gun still times and locks up cor-
rectly.  This fine revolver retains tight barrel-to-frame lock up and crisp markings.  (86694-26) {C&R} (350/550)

1102. CUSTOM RUGER MK II GOVERNMENT MODEL TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #210-45872, 22LR, 6 7/8” bull
barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1984-made pistol retains about 99% original blue finish with some very light handling wear.  The check-
ered Delrin grips are in like new condition and feature single silver Ruger Phoenix.  Several modifications have been performed and they
include a custom trigger with overtravel stop and the triggerguard has been drilled and tapped for a set screw to limit trigger reset.  The rear
sight has been replaced with a blue Bo-Mar high visibility adjustable sight that enhances the sight picture considerably over the factory
sights.  Included are a single magazine, instruction manual and a Ruger produced technical manual (TM MKII-678-1).  The Government
Model Target where fashioned after the guns sold to the military but without the military markings.  The trigger work and sight replacement
should make this a great gun for the local pistol league shoots or someone who just wants a good accurate pistol.  (86726-2) (350/550)

1103. AUTO ORDNANCE STANDARD MODEL 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOC9359, 10mm Auto, 5” barrel with an
excellent bright bore.  This 1911A1 pistol retains about 99% of its original polished and matte blue finish with few light handling blemish-
es.  The checkered walnut grips are in excellent condition and feature a small dished out area on the left panel to ease access to the mag-
azine catch.  The pistol has drift adjustable fixed front and rear sights, “speed” thumb safety, checkered front strap, long trigger and beaver-
tail grip safety.  One like-new magazine is included.  (6724-85) (350/550) 

1104. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #8K69261, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with
an excellent bore.  Overall, about 96% of the original blue finish remains with silvering of the high edges from holster wear, a turn ring on the
cylinder and light to moderate handling wear.  The Magna trigger and standard hammer retain their bold case-hardened colors with some
light operation marks present and the right side of the trigger starting to thin from use.  The revolver is fitted with near excellent condition
Walnut target grips with the latter style speed loader cut out.  The grips have the silver S&W medallions and exhibit light scratches, dents and
scrapes.  These versatile guns are adept at target shooting, as field guns or defensive use.  (86229-486) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/500) 

1105. COLT ARMY SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #533920, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall,
this 1926-made revolver retains about 85% factory blue finish with moderate holster wear evident on the cylinder, high edges and muzzle.
The topstrap exhibits some silvering toward the rear and the backstrap has flaked to a thinning brown hue with silver intermixed.  The
unmarked checkered walnut grips with Colt medallions are in fair to poor condition exhibiting moderate to heavy wear on the diamond
points and numerous scratches, dents and dings.  The inside right grip panel is broken around the escutcheon and the number 4797 is
hand scratched on the exterior base.  This same inventory number is stamped on the butt with a second number next to it (9948) has
been covered over with a series of heavy punch dots.  All markings are correct for this model and remain crisp.  Army Specials were sold
to a number of police agencies during production which may account for the inventory numbers.  (86706-4) {C&R} (350/550)

1106. CUSTOM ESSEX ARMS CORP. MODEL 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10004, 38 A.M.U. (Army Marksmanship
Unit), 5” Colt barrel that is marked 38 AMU with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains about 95% polished and dull blue finish with most
of the loss on the thumb safety, grip safety and arched mainspring housing.  The Essex frame is heavily stippled on the front strap and is
equipped with excellent condition Colt series 70 sand blasted and varnished stocks that are in excellent condition.  The slide is a Colt
Commercial 38 Super slide fitted with a Bo-Mar high mounted adjustable rear sight and undercut front sight.  A pair of magazines marked
Colt 38 Spec. are included.  The 38 A.M.U. cartridge is basically a semi-rimmed 38 Special designed to increase feed reliability and saw
limited use.  It quickly slipped into obsolescent when the feed problems of the 38 Special cartridge were overcome by the various arms
manufacturers.  (86393-276) (350/550)

1107. BRITISH WEBLEY MK VI DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #281493, 455 MkII, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
1917-dated revolver is nearly devoid of any of its original dull blue finish.  There remain traces of finish in the protected areas of the frame
and barrel but not enough remaining to assign a percentage.  The hard rubber grips were painted a green color at one time and the fin-
ish has worn exposing the black base material on the high edges.  Overall, the grips are in very good condition with assorted light dings,
dents and scratches.  The revolver has correct British proof and broad arrow property marks, and the appropriate parts are correctly num-
bered to the frame.  This old war horse of the British Empire has seen considerable use and functions correctly in single action mode but
is in need of professional attention when fired double action.  The automatic ejection still functions but the cams are worn and are in need
professional services.  (86625-8) {C&R} (200/400)

1108. CANADIAN NO. 1 MK I* SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INGLIS serial #3T7753, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with lightly frosted bore that
is prevalent mostly in the grooves.  Overall, about 98% re-applied black finish remains with light silvering of the high edges, a few scratch-
es, operation marks and light handling wear.  Old pits, dings and dents are present under the current finish.  The checkered black syn-
thetic grips are in excellent condition overall with light handling wear.  The barrel and slide are correctly serial numbered to the gun with
DCP crossed flag proof and property marks appearing on the slide and frame.  These marks are partially obscured on the slide and appear
to have been double stamped on the frame.  Serial numbers and other markings remain crisp.  This T series pistol features fixed sights and
no frame slot.  A single magazine is included.  (86678-11) {C&R} (350/550)
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1109. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TIP UP
REVOLVER serial #56712, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with moder-
ately frosted bore.  This revolver retains about 90% factory nick-
el finish except the sideplate which has been poorly re-nick-
elled.  The metal surface have predominate scattered freckling
and oxidation blemishes.  The surfaces of the sideplate are
irregular due to past corrosions and were finished as-is.  The
butt of the grip frame has a series of small impact marks in and
around the serial number.  The 2nd issue revolver still times and
locks up tightly and displays the usual turn ring on the cylinder.
There is some light play between the frame and the barrel.  The
factory smooth Rosewood grips are in very good condition with
light dents and dings present especially on the base of each
panel.  Assembly number 4 appears on the grip frame but the
number on the barrel is not legible due to corrosion.  The only
markings on the rear of the cylinder are S 7.  The last marking
observed is the number “66” on the backstrap.  The numbers are arranged vertically with the top character partial from an offset strike.
There are no indications who or what organization placed these inventory numbers there.  (86761-3) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1110. GLOCK MODEL 19 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#BBF782US, 4 3/4” unmarked, aftermarket barrel with an excellent bore
with cut rifling and a threaded muzzle.  The black Tenifer finish on the
slide is starting to wear on the high edges with a few scattered light
scratches present.  The polymer frame is in very good to excellent con-

dition with light handling and holster wear present for an overall rating of
about 98%.  The pistol includes an unmarked aftermarket detachable

anodized rail that attaches to the front of the triggerguard to allow mounting lights
etc.  Also included are a single 31 round capacity Scherer magazine with 2 + 2 base.
(86738-2) (350/550)

1111. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA36154, 380 ACP,
3 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore that is just starting to show signs of frosting.  This pistol retains about
80% original factory blue finish with most of the loss on the grip frame where it has flaked to a gunmetal gray with
intermixed oxidation blemishes.  There are scattered scratches, oxidation blemishes and handling wear present on
the remaining metal surfaces.  The black checkered two piece hard rubber grips with Remington logo are in very
good condition with light scratches and dents present.  The logos remain fairly crisp with slight handling wear and

the color has faded to some extent.  A single magazine is included.  (86724-79) {C&R} (350/550)
1112. COLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12619-C, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1950-made pistol retains about 75% original blue finish with the heaviest loss on the grip frame and muzzle areas.
These areas have worn to gunmetal gray with silvering on the remaining high edges and a scattering of oxidation blem-
ishes, scratches and handling marks.  The brown checkered plastic “Coltwood” grips with impressed Rampant Colt on the
right panel rate about good with a scattering of scratches, nicks and dents.  The left panel has a 3/4” long chip missing at
the very base with a few tiny cracks radiating out but not enough to compromise the grips integrity.  A single correctly
marked magazine is included.  (86520-1426) {C&R}[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
1113. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66
COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial
#9K12100, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  The lightly polished stainless steel sur-
faces are in very good to excellent condition with light

scratches, wear marks, turn ring on the recessed cylinder and hol-
ster wear for an overall rating of about 97%.  The standard ham-
mer and Magna style trigger retain their hard chrome finish with a
few operation marks.  The grips have been replaced with a set of
checkered Rosewood “boot” style finger groove grips that appear
to have been made by Eagle grips.  The grips are in excellent con-
dition overall.  The revolver features black adjustable micrometer
factory rear sight and red ramp insert front sight.  (86520-2885)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                          (350/550)

1114. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #A532539, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol
retains about 97% blue and anodized finishes with some light silvering at
the muzzle, a few very light oxidation blemishes on the de-cocker and a

small number of light scratches in other areas.  The checkered walnut grips with S&W
medallions are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches and dents.  This
pistol is equipped with the optional fully adjustable black blade “lollipop” rear sight that S&W

sold as an aftermarket accessory, ramp front sight and slide mounted de-cocker / safety.  A sin-
gle magazine is included.  (86770-10) (350/550)

1115. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A287972, 9mm, 4” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This pistol retains about 99% blue and anodized finishes with some light silvering at the muz-
zle and a few scattered light scratches in other areas.  The checkered walnut grips with S&W medallions are in
near excellent condition with light handling wear present.  This pistol is equipped with a windage adjustable
black blade rear sight, ramp front sight and slide mounted de-cocker / safety.  A single magazine is included.
(86770-11) (350/550)
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1116. SEECAMP MODEL LWS-32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #026168, 32 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The lightly
polished stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition and rate about 99%.  The black checkered synthetic grips are in excellent con-
dition.  The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly numbered to the gun, a single magazine, manual and paperwork.  This
is an excellent deep concealment self defense pistol.  (86771-9) (350/550)

1117. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-1 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #103K487, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with
an excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces are in near excellent condition with light holster and handling wear seen on the metal sur-
faces and a light turn ring on the recessed cylinder for an overall rating of about 97%.  The hard chrome standard hammer and Magna
trigger are in near excellent condition with a few light operation marks on the hammer.  The Goncalo Alves factory target stocks with S&W
medallions are in near excellent condition with very light handling blemishes.  This revolver has a red ramp front sight and black blade
adjustable rear sight.  Included is a Gould & Goodrich nylon and leather thumb break, high rise, right hand holster that is in excellent con-
dition.  (86791-4) (350/550)

1118. U.S. MODEL 1821 NON-REGULATION INFANTRY SWORD 28" straight non-fuller blade with no maker markings.  The bright
finished blade has some light scuffs and scratches with a thin covering of fine oxidation staining.  The hilt rates very good with a cast Federal
Eagle on the counter-guard, foliate knuckle bow and eagle pommel.  The brass has a nice darkened goldenrod patina with some faint traces
of silver plate in protected areas.  The black leather covering remains intact as does the braided wire wrap.  The leather washer remains
intact and the guard has loosened slightly.  The scabbard retains most of its bright finish with scattered scuffs, scratches and spots of oxi-
dation staining.  A good to very good Infantry sword overall.  (56519-653B) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1119. U. S. NAVY OFFICERS SWORD BY HILBORN & HAMBURGER 29" three-quarter length unstopped fuller blade, 34" over-
all length.  The blade remains bright with etched panoplies of foliate scroll, anchors, "U.S.N." in riband and flag.  The ricasso has maker
mark on one side and Star of Damascus on the opposite side; riband remains un-engraved.  The brass hilt rates fine with a pierced guard
having a cast "U.S.N." in a spray of oak leaves and acorns, serpent knuckle bow and quillon and Phrygian style pommel.  The brass has
a nicely mellowed tarnished patina with spots of light verdigris forming along the cut edges.  The faux ray skin wrap remains complete with
intact brass wire wrap and the gold colored knot is intact with a couple light stains.  The leather covered scabbard rates excellent with a
couple light scuffs  and some faint specks of oxidation on the brass drag and hangers.  A nice Solingen made Naval Officer's sword.
(56417-10) (350/550)

1120. BROWNING AUTO 22 GRADE I SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #17332RP146, 22 LR, 19 1/4" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks visible throughout.  The checkered walnut stocks rate
excellent and have a few light dings.  The original sights are intact and rifle is in excellent condition overall.  A fine example made for
Browning by Miroku in Japan.  (46779-D29333) (350/550)

1121. BROWNING BL-22 GRADE II LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial
#0587RP226, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces

retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks present.  The receiver has
factory foliate scroll engraving on either side, with similar pattern and border along the lever.  The

checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.  The original sights are intact and rifle is in excellent
condition overall.  (46779-D29365) (350/550)
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1122. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 MILITARY &
POLICE AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #D237358, 38
Special, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, the
revolver retains about 97% of its original blue and anodized finishes with sil-
vering of the high edges, scattered scratches and dings, and a turn ring on the cylin-
der.  The hammer and trigger retain strong case-hardened colors that are starting fade and
light handling wear.  The checkered walnut grips feature the S&W medallions and are in very
good condition with scattered light scratches, flaking finish and dents.  The butt of the
revolver is date stamped 8/88 indicating a return to the factory probably for repair as it does not
appear to have been refinished.  A factory hard case with correct end label is included.  This is not
the correct era box for the revolver but was probably used to mail the gun.  (86520-3170) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                                                                                      (350/550)

1123. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #260868, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel
with a near excellent bore showing some light roughness within the grooves. The metal surfaces show 98% bright profes-
sionally reblued finish. The refinishing is quite well done, with all factory markings remaining intact and edges still mostly sharp.
A few tiny areas of earlier pinprick pitting remain visible through the refinished surface, most notably on the sides of the triggerguard and
at the upper right rear of the frame adjacent to the grip safety. The later replacement checkered hard rubber grips with Rampant Colt are
correct in appearance and remain in excellent condition. Included is one original magazine with CAL. 32/COLT marking, as well as an orig-
inal Colt box with correct manual. The box is in excellent condition with no splits, and bears a penciled serial number on the underside.
While the number matches the pistol, it appears to have been applied over a previous number. Overall a very nice looking combination of
pistol, box, and manual as later assembled. (146685-12) {C&R} (300/500)

1124. CZ USA 40 P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RA0064, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original matte black polycoat finish on the slide and frame with a couple of minor handling marks and 98% original blue finish on the barrel
with some operational loss towards the muzzle and ejection port.  The checkered rubber CZ grips are in excellent condition overall with of
couple of small spots of worn checkering.  This pistol comes with two 10 rd. magazines with grip exntensions, original blue hard case and
outer cardboard box, cleaning tools, lock, manual and easy loading tool.  A nice example of a CZ 40 P pistol.  (156724-187) (300/500)

1125. CHARLES DALY FIELD HI-POWER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HP00494, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on the slide, barrel and frame displaying a few small handling marks.  The black check-
ered rubber grips are in excellent condition overall.  Featured on this pistol are a set of dot and post front and rear sights.  Included are
three magazines, original hardcase, manual and safety lock.  (156724-100) (350/550)

1126. SIG ARMS MODEL SP 2009 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SP2254929, 9mm, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% Nitron finish on the slide and 97% original blue finish on the barrel with some spots of operational loss.  The
black polymer frame rates excellent showing a few blemishes and handling marks.  Included with this pistol is the original hard case, man-
ual and paperwork, two magazines and a trigger lock.  (156724-122) (350/550)

1127. SIG ARMS MODEL SP 2340 CONVERTIBLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SP0034745, 357 Sig/ 40 S&W, 3 3/4” barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original Nitron finish on the slide and 98% blue finish on the barrel with some
operational wear towards the muzzle.  The pistol is outfitted currently with a 357 Sig barrel however a 40 S&W barrel is included and retains
97% original blue finish with some operational loss as well.  The black polymer frame rates excellent overall with a few light handling marks
present.  Included with this firearm is the original blue hard case, two magazines, manual and a set of rubber factory grips.  This Sig Pro
2340 is a functional and versatile firearm in excellent condition overall.  (156724-118) (350/550)

1128. GLOCK MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EBA198US, 40 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original black Tenifer finish on the slide and 98% original blue finish on the barrel with a bit of operational wear present.
The black polymer frame on this 3rd generation Glock is in excellent condition overall displaying a few minor handling marks.  Included
with this pistol is the original black plastic two piece box, paperwork, loading tool and three magazines.  (156724-158) (300/500)

1129. GLOCK MODEL 23 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EXS080US, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% plus original black Tenifer finish on the slide and 98% original blue finish on the barrel with the exception of a few areas
of operational loss.  The black polymer frame on this 3rd generation Glock is in excellent condition overall however there are a few char-
acters that have been etched on the front left side of the frame just behind the accessory rail that do not correlate with anything.  The orig-
inal black plastic two piece box, paperwork, a single magazine and an easy loading tool are all included.  (156724-163) (300/500)

1130. GLOCK MODEL 21 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BNT857US, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original black Tenifer finish on the slide with a couple of small scratches present and 98% original blue finish on the bar-
rel with some operational wear present.  The black polymer frame on this 2nd generation Glock is in excellent condition overall.  Included
is the original black plastic two piece box, original paperwork, a single magazine and an easy loading tool.  (156724-162) (300/500)

1131. GLOCK MODEL 19 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ERT183US, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original black Tenifer finish on the slide and 97% original blue finish on the barrel with a bit of operational loss present.  The
black polymer frame on this 3rd generation Glock rates excellent overall with a few minor handling marks.  Included are the original black
plastic two piece box and four magazines.  (156724-160) (350/550)

1132. GLOCK MODEL 17 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EDK191US, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original black Tenifer finish on the slide with a light scratch here or there and 97% original blue finish on the barrel with
some areas of light operational wear.  The black polymer frame on this 3rd generation Glock is in excellent condition overall.  The original
black plastic two piece box, two magazines and original paperwork are included. (156724-164) (350/550) 

1133. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EDT466US, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% plus original black Tenifer finish on the slide and 98% original blue finish on the barrel with some light operational wear
present.  The black polymer frame on this 3rd generation Glock rates excellent overall with one or two very small handling marks present.
The original black plastic two piece box and easy loading tool is included, however no magazine is present.  (156724-161) (350/550)

1134. CZ USA 75 P-01 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A223954, 9mm, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original matte black polycoat finish on the slide and 95/97% original blue finish on the barrel with some operational loss present.  The
silver aluminum alloy frame, with black checkered rubber grips, rates excellent overall with a few very minor handling marks present.  Included
are the original blue hard case, safety lock and cleaning tools.  No magazine is present with the firearm.  (156724-109) (350/550)
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1135. RUGER M77 MARK II COMPACT BOLT ACTION
RIFLE serial #789-17556, 308 Win, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The

stainless steel surfaces on the barrel, bolt assembly, floorplate and triggerguard rate very
good to near excellent showing some light scattered scratches.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut

stock and forend rate very good overall with some dings and dents present.  This nice little lightweight rifle packs enough
punch for any big game hunting and would be a sound investment for an aspiring youth hunter.  (156520-1135) [Richard

“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1136. RUGER STANDARD MODEL 44 CARBINE serial #92708, 44 Mag, 18
1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish showing some

light scattered areas of loss with one small dime-sized spot on the top of the barrel about 1 1/2” in front
of the barrel band.  The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate good to near very good displaying some dings

and scratches as well as a few areas where the finish has been scuffed.  Included with this handy rifle is a set of Redfield bases
and rings.  Although it has seen some time in the field, this 1965-manufactured Model 44 carbine is still very shootable and functional.
(156520-2315) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1137. WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #19689, 20 Ga, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% reapplied blue finish with a few blemishes here and there.  The plain American walnut “perch-belly” pistolgrip
buttstock and ribbed forend rate very good overall with some dings and handling marks present that have been acquired over the years.
Made in 1913, this early model Winchester 1912 is in excellent as-refinished condition overall.  (156757-2) {C&R} (350/550)

1138. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B471128M, 12ga, 20” rifled deer barrel with a cantilever scope
mount and a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original matte blue finish showing minor handling marks.  The synthet-
ic checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good showing minor handling marks.  Mounted to the cantilever is a Simmons 3x9x50
scope which has a duplex reticle and excellent optics, Weaver style rings are included.  (176724-332) (350/550)

1139. REMINGTON MODEL 887 NITRO MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #AAE033802A, 12 ga, 26” ventilated rib
Remchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% Armorlokt coating on all exterior metal surfaces which elim-
inates rust.  The synthetic pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent showing minor handling marks.  Included is the original box, modified
Remchoke tube, manual, and HiViz sight. This Remington 887 Nitro Mag is in like new condition overall.  (176724-288) (350/550)

1140. CZ MODEL 452 AMERICAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE ser-
ial #A139034, 17 HMR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces

retain 99% original blue.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stocks rate excellent with the exception of
a couple very small dings. Mounted to the receiver are 1” high dovetailed rings with a BSA 6-18x40 rifle scope with a

duplex reticle and excellent optics. Also included is a single detachable magazine. An excellent, quality rifle that is in excel-
lent overall condition. (176724-272) (350/550)

1141. REMINGTON MODEL FOUR SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A4105679, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  All metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The gloss finish Monte Carlo checkered buttstock, with a raised left side cheekpiece, and forend
rates excellent with the exception of a few handling blemishes. Mounted to the receiver is a set of 1” see thru Holden base and rings with
a Tasco 2-7x32 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics. Also included are scope covers, rifle sling, and a single magazine.
(176745-8) (350/550)

1142. CZ MODEL 452-2E BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #813706, .22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  All metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish. The walnut checkered pistolgrip and Schnabel forend rate excellent with the exception of a couple of small dings.  Mounted
to the receiver are 1” high dovetailed rings with a Simmons 6-18X40 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics; the front sight and hood
are missing.  Also included is a single detachable magazine.  This CZ model 452-E is in like new condition overall. (176724-232) (350/550)

1143. REMINGTON MODEL 700 ADL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6202290, 6mm Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original blue finish with the exception of the bolt showing some slivering on the handle.  The bar-
rel has open sights but the front sight has been damaged.  The synthetic pistolgrip stock with a left side cheekpiece rates excellent with
a few light handling marks.  This rifle comes equipped with Weaver style bases, appropriate for scope mounting.  (176758-25)(350/500) 

1144. SAVAGE MODEL 110 PREMIER GRADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2194, 270 Win, 19” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with some fading to plum on the receiver and a tiny spot or two of oxidation.  The skip
checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock with semi-rollover cheekpiece and palm swell pistolgrip rates excellent with some crazing in the gloss
finish.  The gun features a rosewood forend and pistolgrip cap, sling swivel studs, a stag head on the magazine floorplate, and gold col-
ored trigger, safety and bolt release.  It comes with a Weaver K8 scope mounted on the receiver.  (126724-252) (300/500)
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1145. WINCHESTER MODEL 9422 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#F54217, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain

99% original blue with a couple of freckles towards the muzzle and on the receiver, and a spot
of oxidation on the front barrel band and again on the magazine tube.  The smooth walnut stock and

forearm rate excellent showing a couple of superficial scuffs, a few minor dings, and a small check by the heel.  This is
an excellent gun that appears to have had very minor storage issues, but looks to be unfired.  It comes with its original fac-

tory box, hang tag and manual.  (126724-245) (350/550)

1146. WINCHESTER MODEL 9422M LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#F648592, 22 Win Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-

faces retain 99% original blue with a few light scratches and a couple of freckles.  The
smooth brown laminated stock and forearm rate excellent with a light scratch or two.  This rifle is

in excellent condition and appears to be unfired.  (126724-238) (350/550)
1147. RUGER MODEL 77R BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #70-60784, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The

metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling blemishes.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with
a tiny blemish on its side.  The gun is fitted with a Tasco 4x32 scope with omni-view clear Duplex Recticle.  (126735-6) (350/550)

1148. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #520-
09219, 357 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue showing a faint turn ring
on the cylinder.  The checkered hard rubber grips with black Ruger medallions rate excellent.  This new-in-the-box special edition
Blackhawk features a flattop frame, adjustable rear sights, “50th Year Blackhawk 1955-2005” gold rollmark, and comes with a red plastic
case, lock, and manual.  (126724-196) (350/550)

1149. RUGER GP-100 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #174-35119, 357 Magnum, 6” full lug barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The brushed stainless steel finish rates excellent exhibiting a faint turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder and couple of faint handling
marks.  The rubber cushioned grip with Goncalo Alves wood side panels rates excellent.  This revolver appears to have had little use.  It
is equipped with an adjustable rear sight and comes with an extra set of grips (Hogue mono grips), original factory plastic case, lock, and
manual.  (126724-144) (350/550)

1150. RUGER MODEL P345 NRA LIMITED EDITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
(NO. 2) serial #664-30403, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
stainless steel finish on this 2 of 1050 NRA edition pistol rates excellent.  The black
polymer grip with integral Picatinny rail also rates excellent.  This pistol is like new-in-
the-box and comes with a plastic case, a total of three magazines, loading tool, lock,
and manual.  (126724-201)                                                                   (400/600)

1151. RUGER MODEL P345 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #664-03007, 45 ACP, 4”
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless steel finish rates excellent as does
the black polymer frame with integral Picatinny rail.  This new-in-the-box pistol comes
with factory plastic case, a total of three magazines, lock, loading tool, and manual.
(126724-198)                                                                                       (350/550)

1152. RUGER GP-100 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #174-51427, 357
Magnum, 6” full lug barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The brushed stainless steel
finish rates excellent showing a couple of very faint handling marks and a faint turn
ring on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The rubber cushioned grip with Goncalo Alves
wood side panels rates excellent. This revolver appears to have seen little use and
comes with its factory plastic case, lock, and manual.  (126724-200)         (350/550)

1153. RUGER MARK II NRA ENDOWMENT EDITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NRA-09720, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue.  The faux ivory grips with red Ruger logo medallions rate excel-
lent.  This new-in-the-box pistol has a Ruger NRA Endowment crest on the top of the frame and comes with its original red plastic case,
lock, manual, and a total of two magazines.  (126724-199) (350/550)

1154. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #51-12080, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The walnut grips
with inlaid Ruger medallions also rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  This pistol features an alloy gripframe and extrac-
tor housing, an adjustable rear sight, and comes with a red cardboard factory box grease pencil-numbered to the gun and a manual.
(126741-28) (350/550)

1155. WALTHER PPS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AB9945, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original matte black finish with a couple of very minor handling marks.  The black polymer frame rates excellent.  This pistol
appears to have seen little if any use and comes with a Walther black plastic case, an extra grip backstrap, and a total of two maga-
zines.  (126741-16) (350/550)

1156. TAURUS MODEL 85 TITANIUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #SG46724, 38 Spl, 2” ported barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original light purple anodized finish with a little light handling wear and a light turn ring on
the five shot fluted cylinder.  The trigger, hammer, and cylinder release exhibit excellent case colors.  The textured rubber grips rate excel-
lent.  A nice ultra-lightweight revolver that comes with a box, manual and trigger lock.  (126741-29) (350/550)

1157. GLOCK MODEL 26 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FVA784, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue.  The black polymer frame rates excellent.  This pistol comes with a rubber wraparound finger groove grip and is
in like new condition.  (126724-159) (350/550)
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1158. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#10482, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted near excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with a little scattered light
freckling and multiple light handling marks and light scratches.  The check-
ered metal grips rate near excellent with some light wear to the blue on the

edges and tops of the checkering, and a couple of small spots of oxidation pitting.  The trigger
exhibits excellent case colors.  A very nice early 1907 pistol.  (126724-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1159. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #163721B, 380
ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original
matte blue with a tiny spot or two of oxidation
and a few minor handling marks.  The trigger
exhibits excellent case colors.  The checkered
hard rubber grips rate excellent.  (126724-
35) {C&R}                                          (350/550)

1160. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#225290, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal

surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of very minor handling marks.
The case colors on the trigger and magazine release rate excellent though are lightly faded on

the magazine release.  The black hard rubber grips rate excellent.  (126724-52) {C&R}(350/550)

1161. SAVAGE MODEL
1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#183546, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 97% original blue with some scattered
light freckling, a few tiny spots of light oxida-
tion, a few minor scratches, silvering on a few of
the high edges and on a couple of spots on the
barrel.  The case colors on the trigger rate very

good with some fading to gray.  The magazine release has faded to
gray with some light freckles.  The white plastic grips rate near excel-
lent with a couple of minor dings and light handling blemishes.
(126724-42) {C&R}                                                     (300/500)

1162. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE
serial #2596384, 30-30 Win., 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue, loss primar-
ily light fading on the underside of the frame, light silvering along
the edges along with some light scuffs and blemishes.  The plain
straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with  a 1 1/2" area of light impact marks on the right hand side of the buttstock
along with other light handling marks and some very minor flaking along the checkered steel buttplate.  The front sight hood is no longer
present, an overall fine condition 1964 manufactured Model 94 carbine.  (56791-1) (300/500)

1163. WINCHESTER MODEL 57 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial # 24127, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces are an overall pewter gray with generous traces of original blue on the frame and protected areas of the barrel.  The checkered pis-
tolgrip walnut stock rates fine with light flattening to a few of the points and some light handling marks in a nice reddish-brown oil finish
and is equipped with a checkered steel buttplate. Rifle has a folding leaf sight and a Lyman No. 42 peep sight has been installed to the
left rear of the frame.  Included is a single five round factory magazine.  An about very good condition model 57 rifle which should make
a good shooter.  (56815-40) {C&R} (300/500)

1164. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-4 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #BSF4175, 357 Magnum, 6” barrel with an
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces remain in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes and a turn ring on the
cylinder for an overall rating of about 99%.  The standard hammer and Magna trigger retain bold case-hardened colors.  The revolver
sports a set of Goncalo Alves checkered target grips with S&W medallions that are in excellent condition.  This revolver features a
black blade adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight.  The
revolver includes a factory box correctly end labeled and num-
bered to the gun, a set of Uncle Mike’s finger groove rubber
grips, manual and paperwork.  This is an excellent field or target
gun.  (86815-12)                                                    (350/550)

1165. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #121687, 22 LR, 6
1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This first series, 1937-made pistol retains about 90% factory blue
finish with silvering of the high edges, thinning finish on the grip straps and top of the slide along with
some scattered oxidation blemishes and pin prick pitting.  The checkered walnut factory grips are in good to
very good condition with moderate compression of the diamond points, dents and scuffs present.  The pistol includes
a single two tone magazine with correct markings.  (86799-1) {C&R}                                                     (350/550)
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1166. RUGER 10/22 CARBINE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #248-70267, 22 LR,
20” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The spiraling on the hammer forged barrel has been
flawlessly executed and retains 99% of its original polished deep blue finish.  The matte blue fin-
ish on the receiver and trigger assembly rate excellent overall.  The brown laminate thumbhole tar-

get stock with flared left side cheekpiece and target forend are in excellent condition displaying a small handling mark here or
there.  A one piece rail mount is fixed on the receiver and a single 10 round rotary magazine is included.  A unique looking rifle, this

10/22 carbine is both reliable and aesthetically pleasing.  (156520-2804) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1167. THOMPSON CENTER ENCORE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #S7885, 209x50 cal, 21” barrel with a bright excellent

bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish on the barrel.  The satin stainless steel frame rates about excellent dis-
playing some loose foliate scroll engraving along the upper sides, however a bit of speckled tarnishing is present also.  The plain walnut
pistolgrip Monte Carlo buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light dings.  This rifle is outfitted with a set of fiber
optic front and rear T/C sights and a modified ramrod is included.  A nice little lightweight Encore muzzleloader, ideal for youth or still
hunters.  (156520-2635) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1168. PREMIER REGENT BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #13312, 16 Ga, 28 1/4” matted rib barrels choked modified and
full with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on the barrels.  The color case-hardened frame and tang
exhibit vivid coloring and are lightly engraved with floral designs.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent over-
all with a few dings and scratches here or there.  The length of pull to the black plastic buttplate is 14 1/2” with drops of 1 1/2” and 3”.
This Premier Regent double shotgun is in excellent condition overall.  (156780-S17751) (300/500)

1169. SPANISH “VICTOR SARASQUETA” MARKED SCALLOPED BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #163890, 12 Ga,
27 1/4” matted rib barrels choked cylinder and full with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish on the
barrels with some handling marks present and a bit of surface oxidation present.  The color case-hardened frame exhibits vivid color and
displays an engraved dog on either side and a duck on the bottom.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock with left side round cheek-
piece and forend rate very good with some handling marks and dings present.  The shotgun currently has no buttplate leaving the length
of pull at 14 3/8” with drops of 1 3/8” and 2 1/8”.  With the addition of a recoil pad, this Spanish Boxlock would make a good field gun
any day.  (156758-34) (350/550)

1170. SIG SAUER MODEL P250 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAK022809, 9 mm, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This
new-in-the box DAO pistol features a black Nitron finish steel slide, black polymer frame with integrated Picatinny rail and textured grips
and Siglite night sights. Pistol includes its original factory blue plastic box, single factory magazine, cable lock, lube and manual.
(56819-64) (350/550)

1171. GLOCK MODEL 31 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPV535,
357 Sig, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with very light silvering on the slide release
lever. The polymer frame rates excellent.  Pistol includes its original
factory hinged black plastic box and (3) factory magazines.  An excel-
lent to as-new Glock Model 31 pistol.  (56819-170) (350/550)

1172. GLOCK MODEL 17
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #KLZ587, 9 mm, 4 1/2"

barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with
very slight silvering on the slide release lever.  The poly-
mer frame rates excellent.  Pistol includes its original fac-
tory hinged plastic case, (2) factory magazines and

manual. A virtually as-new Glock model 17 pistol.
(56819-169)                                             (350/550)
1173. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 AE LEVER

ACTION CARBINE serial #6050873, 357 Mag.,
16" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98-
99% original blue with a couple fine scuffs and scratches.  The plain
straight grip walnut stock rates excellent with one or two light blem-
ishes.  This newer carbine is equipped with a cross bolt safety.
(56777-15)                                                                (300/500)

1174. BROWNING MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#888C, 32 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The war-time milled metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned some time ago
partially obscuring the Waffenamt markings and retain about 90% added blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges, spots
of old pinprick pitting, light scuffs and spots of light oxidation. The checkered walnut grips rate fine showing minor wear.  Pistol includes
an unmarked stippled black leather flap holster and (2) parkerized "FN" marked magazines.  An overall very good WWII-era model 1922
pistol.  (56751-13) {C&R} (350/550)

1175. SMITH & WESSON MODEL K-38 TARGET MASTERPIECE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K44769, 38
Special, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to gray along the first 2" of the
barrel, ejector rod  and cylinder which also show some light pinprick pitting with a couple spots of slightly heavier pitting in the left side
of the barrel and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger are an overall dull gray with faint traces of original case colors
in protected areas.  The checkered walnut maga stocks rate very good overall with light handling marks, slightly softened points and are
stamp-numbered to the gun on the right panel.  An honest good to very good pre-model 14 revolver.  (56770-7) {C&R} (350/550)
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1176. L.C. SMITH FIELD GRADE LONG RANGE
SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY HUNTER ARMS serial #R88604, 12 Ga (3”), 32”

matted rib barrels choked full and improved cylinder with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces
retain about 50-60% original blue finish, most areas on the barrels toning to a pewter patina with some oxida-

tion staining present.  The frame is a silvery speckled case-hardened patina with oxidation staining present in most
areas; the triggerguard is a quality replacement.  The smooth pistolgrip replacement buttstock and original checkered forend

rate about good overall with some dings and dents from the years; an unknown substance has created a black streak running diagonally
across the right side of the buttstock, it likely could be removed in short order if one wished.  The length of pull to the black plastic buttplate
is 14 1/2” with drops of 1 3/4” and 3 1/4”.  (156817-1) (300/500)

1177. BJT MODEL DA DOUBLE BARRELED DERRINGER serial
#010190, 9mm, 3” barrels with excellent bores.  The brushed stainless steel
finish is in excellent condition and rates about 99%.  The checkered walnut
grips are in like new condition.  This top break derringer features manual
extraction, double action only and a left side mounted rocker style safety.
The original box, shipping sleeve and manual are included.  This pistol
appears to have seen little or no use.  (86520-4034) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]                                                                 (350/550)

1178. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 13-2 MILITARY & POLICE
REVOLVER serial #5D09779, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned heavy barrel with
an excellent bore.  This square butt revolver retains about 98% original nick-
el finish with some scattered very light handling marks, a turn ring on the
recessed cylinder and minute ding on the muzzle.  The Magna trigger and
standard hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light operation
marks visible.  The checkered walnut grips are correctly numbered to the
gun and rate near excellent overall with a few light handling blemishes and

dents present.  The included
gray factory box is correctly
labeled to the gun although

it has fallen off but is present inside the carton.  (86520-1292) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]                                                        (350/550)

1179. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE
REVOLVER serial #D617325, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  This revolver retains about 99% original blue finish with a turn ring
on the cylinder and a few light handling blemishes.  The Magna trigger and
standard hammer retain full-bodied case-hardened colors with light opera-
tion marks visible on the hammer.  The grips are Uncle Mike’s finger
groove rubber combat grips that are in excellent condition.  This is a very
nice condition “snubby” Model 10.  (86520-1582) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1180. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 5943 SEMI-AUTO PIS-
TOL serial #VCE0286, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The matte stainless steel slide and alloy frame rate excellent with a
few light handling marks.  The checkered black plastic grips are also
in excellent condition showing a couple of minor handling blemish-
es.  This pistol appears to have seen light use and comes with a sin-
gle 15 round magazine.  (126780-S17986) (350/550)

1181. ENFIELD PATTERN 1853 PERCUSSION MUSKET BY TOWER
.577 cal., 36 1/2” barrel, now smoothbore.  The barrel is an overall lightly oxidized brown

patina with deep gray and brown undertones, with some pitting in the area around the nipple and
breech.  There is no front sight in place, a simple bead has been affixed and the rear sight has been
removed.  Left side of barrel shows appropriate British proofs also with what appears to be a
Confederate circled “S/HC” marking, purportedly of the Sinclair Hamilton Company.  The lockplate is a
dark gray and oxidized brown patina with light borderline engraving and marked “Tower/1862” with
royal crown at its rear.  The rear barrel band is present with the triggerguard and buttplate being a dull
ocher patina.  The remnants of the original stock rate about very good with the forestock continuing for
about 6 1/2” ahead of the lockplate; from this point forward there is a modern walnut replacement with
deep ramrod channel and a rudimentary hammered brass band halfway down its length.  There is a very light left-side cartouche and rem-
nants of a maker’s name along the toeline which appears to read “Dugard”.  The lock is mechanically functional there are no sling swivels
nor ramrod present.  (36620-4) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
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1182. THREE BARREL GUN COM-
PANY AMERICAN DRILLING BOXLOCK COM-
BINATION GUN serial #1080, 12 ga.x32-40 Win, 28” barrels each choked
about light full, with about very good bores which show some moderate oxidation and
some pitting in the right tube, the left tube with some very lightly scattered light pitting, also with a
few very light dings from the years.  The rifle barrel rates about very good as well with sharp evident
rifling but with scattered light frosting and some very light pitting.  The shotgun barrels show some very nice con-
trasting damascus pattern nearly their full-length with the under barrel being a gray-blue patina, showing also some
light oxidation.  The under lug of the barrel which protrudes through the frame shows a light spray of loose scroll, also with minor dings
and handling marks, partially obscuring it; the forend lug shows a resoldering which appears well done.  The frame is a pleasing dark gray
mottled case-hardened patina with the belly showing some light surface oxidation, it shows the neatly pinched Hollenbeck fences these
guns are known for.  The frame shows light borderline engraving, light sprays of loose scroll and light geometric accenting.  A couple of
the screw heads show some slot damage.  The checkered English walnut buttstock rates very good with overall light dings and handling
marks, showing some nice grain, with the checkering worn almost smooth in spots and the original buttplate in place; there is a small chip
missing from the right lower leading edge.  The forend shows a bit more wear and two drilled holes flanking the forend release, showing
evidence of an some attachment which has left a light ovoid imprint in the wood.  Features dovetail mounted bead front sight with
adjustable rear and under-cocking rifle barrel hammer.  Lock-up is tight however the safety is extremely stiff and does not readily move;
additionally the hammer springs are removed, they are included with the arm however.  A pleasing example overall certainly worthy of any
restoration efforts or repairs necessary.  (36573-8){C&R} (500/700)

1183. UNMARKED NEW YORK STATE MULE EAR PERCUSSION RIFLE About
.44 cal., 34” barrel with an oxidized smooth bore.  The barrel and lock are a plum brown oxidized

patina with a near overall light brown oxidation.  The gun features a pewter nosecap with brass single-spur trigger-
guard and simple brass butt and toe plates.  The black Walnut stock rates about very good with a 5” crack on its left lead-

ing edge from the nosecap rearward and a 4” chip missing ahead of the lock; it is otherwise sound and pleasing.  The lock func-
tions but there is no half-cock rest.  An attractive, Spartan rifle, worthy of a couple minor wood repairs.  (36620-2){ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1184. UNMARKED PERCUSSION-CONVERTED FOWLER  About 12 bore,  37” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The barrel is a dark
pewter patina with brown oxidation staining and plum toning.  The lock plate is more plum-brown and is doubtless harvested from an older
English musket, as-was the barrel.  There remains evidence of some light engraving and remnants of a maker’s name but it is no longer
legible.  The hammer is a very plain, unadorned American replacement; the original trigger is lightly sculpted and slightly fancy.  There are
two ramrod thimbles and tailpipe of brass with a brass triggerguard with pineapple front extension and engraved bow.  The American gun-
smith fitted stock is Maple and shows some nice grain figure rating very good overall.  An antique ramrod is included, it is slightly short;
the lock seems to function well.  An attractive piece for over the mantel or den wall.  (36620-1){ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1185. COLT MODEL 1877 REVOLVER FRAME  Serial #100193, frame only.  The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original nickel
the flaked areas a brown patina.  There are a number of light impact marks and some light
pitting in areas.  The frame is completely stripped except for the loading gate and its spring.
The left-side markings are still very good and the bolt screw hole on the left side has two
small center punch marks on each side of it.  (35698-66) {ANTIQUE}                 (20/80)

1186. CUSTOM TOMWAY KNIFE DISPLAY CASE  This exceptionally-made wooden
display or presentation case is constructed of cocobolo with a glass-topped lid.  The case
measures 13” long by 7” wide by 2 1/2" deep.  Each section of the case is wood-pinned
in addition to being glued and the edges are neatly beveled.  The lid hinges on a wood-
en, full-length piano-style hinge and has two limiting arms, also of cocobolo, on the inte-
rior which support the lid and arrest its rear-ward travel.  There are two wooden clo-
sure hasps on the front face of the case, also constructed of cocobolo.  The interior
shows an 8-compartment, lift-out tray with cocobolo dividers, the bottom of each sec-
tion lined in a chocolate baize lining.  While an exceptional display case for knives,
the case could be adapted to nearly anything that that would fit in it dimensionally
as the interior is removable and a new one can easily be fashioned to fit a firearm,
single larger knife or whatever the new owner might dream-up.  A small makers
label is affixed at the rear of the case “Tomway”.  Really a super custom-made cas-
ing befitting the finest knife or accessory collection.  (36829-3)        (200/300)

1187. U.S. MODEL 1861 SOCKET BAYONET  This is a rather nice U.S.
socket bayonet removed from a Providence Tool Co. contract musket.  The
blade is 18” in length with an overall length of 21”.  The metal shows a light
overall cleaning with steel wool or other very light abrasive and is now a
bright silvery pewter patina.  The base of the blade is “U.S.” stamped and the
right side muzzle of the socket is stamped with a capital letter “T”.  The lock-
ing ring is in place and operates properly.  Included is a tompion of wood,
likely Maple, stained a Walnut color.  It rates excellent and appears more
contemporary.  A nice Civil War lot for the collector or owner of a contract
or U.S. rifle-musket.  (36560-5)

1188. U.S. MODEL 1816 MUSKET BAYONET The bayonet is unmarked and is an
overall dark oxidized brown patina with some light oxidation staining and a few very light
pinprick pits.  The blade is 14 3/8” in length with an overall length of 17 5/8”.  Blade has a flat
face and deep full-length back flutes and the socket features an L-shaped mortise and is made without lock-
ing ring. (36623-51A)
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1189. RARE CONFEDERATE TIMED ARTILLERY FUSE LOT  This is a sealed
paper and cardboard packet of 5 three second fuses from the Richmond Arsenal.  The
packet is a tan waxed or varnished paper with fabric tear strip for quick opening.  It
remains sealed and is stenciled on its front in black “5 / 3 Sec  Fuzes / Richmond”.  There
is a tiny bit of ingrained soiling from the years but overall this is a nice packet, very sel-
dom-encountered.  (36723-1) (500/700)

1190. RARE CONFEDERATE FRICTION PRIMER LOT  This is a sealed packet of
10 artillery friction primers for firing artillery, from the Richmond Arsenal.  The packet is
a dark tan varnished or waxed paper surrounding a wooden block which holds the
fuses.  There is a fabric tear strip for quick opening and, as mentioned, the packet
remains fully sealed, the very ends of the primers making an impression in the paper at
the top of the “box”.  The face of the label is stencilled in black ink “10 / Friction Primers
/ Richmond / Arsenal 186 ”  with the numeral “5” written in the appropriate blank in
pencil…only barely legible now. The Arsenal was burned at its evacuation in April of
1865 so this is a very rare packet of primers.  There is some minor soiling and handling
wear present but a lovely box overall.  (36723-2)                                       (500/700)

1191. FRENCH CANE GUN BY DUMONTHIER  12 mm, 25 1/2” barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized bore.  The
cane’s body is a flaking and lightly crazing deep chocolate brown enamel covering the wood surface through-which the
steel barrel tube passes.  There are the numerous dings and flakes and a couple very light drying cracks one would expect
from the years.  The wooden section which covers the breech and mechanism housing is a later contemporary replace-
ment which fits well.  The handle is of horn and is lightly jigged and grooved where it meets the body of the cane proper, now showing
some light drying cracks from the years.  There is a nickelled brass ferrule ahead of the handle through-which the trigger drops down when
it is rotated. The action opens by twisting the rear to the left and pulling back to expose the chamber. Pushing forward and twisting to the
right readies it for firing. The underside of the chamber area is maker-marked and shows Dumonthier’s trademark “F” flanked by little brack-
ets.  These desirable breech-loading French hidden trigger cane guns were made by Celestin Dumonthier around 1885 (he was active
about 1875 - 1900).  What appears to be the original steel-tipped, nickel ferrule brass spring-clipped cane tip/muzzle plug is present.
These are exceedingly rare as they were often lost.  The mechanism seems to function well.  A very nice example overall.  (36832)
{ANTIQUE} (600/800)

1192. LOT OF CUSTOM AMMUNITION BY SAFARI ARMS LIMITED Includes a full 20-round box of 9x57mm Mauser.  Custom-
loaded by master ammunition manufacturers Safari Arms Limited of Seaford New York.  Ammunition is loaded with the 225 grain Nosler
Ballistic Tip bullets with a muzzle velocity of 2500 FPS.  Basic brass utilized was Remington Peters 8mm Mauser, Virgin.  Ammunition is bright
excellent overall in his housed in a Safari Arms plastic 20 round box.  Safari arms markets their ammunition as:
“Custom Made by Craftsmen, Not Mass Produced by Machines; Ammunition Trusted for the Hunt
of a Lifetime”.  Truly their quality is second-to-none.  (36103-7A)

1193. COLT 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER
SHOULDER STOCK  This is a nicely made
reproduction shoulder stock for the Colt 1860
Army revolver.  Serial #F531 on the lower tang, the
brass showing nicely patinated dark ocher patina,
appropriately aged chemically.  The iron hardware
rates very good plus and is a tarnished pewter patina.  The hard-
wood stock rates very good with some minor dings and handling marks
and a dark chocolate-brown varnish, with caramel colored streaks of the
base wood beneath, possibly Maple.  Really a rather nice stock overall that would be a nice accompaniment to your original 1860 Army revolver
or would be fun to shoot with your repro.  (35615-15)

1194. CARTRIDGE COLLECTOR LOT This lot consists of some interesting cartridge-related collectibles.  The 1st item is a Frankford
Arsenal 1816/1977-headstamped 308/7.62x51mm NATO dummy round which is heavy nickel plated.  It rates excellent and sits on a turned
aluminum base which is black anodized.  The next item is a Rocky Mountain Cartridge 10 Ga 2 7/8” shotshell commemorating the St. Louis
International Cartridge Show of 2003, it is new in its plastic sleeve.  3rd item is a St. Louis International Cartridge Show 2002 commemo-
rative 8mm Mauser dummy round.  This is identical to the dummy rounds once produced by Winchester Western, having a solid head with
no primer pocket, this one shows a special commemorative headstamp and is as-new.  The next item is an A-Zoom Ammo 50 Cal BMG
“snap cap” dummy round.  This particular one is 1 of 160 made for the April 2001 St. Louis Cartridge Collectors show.  It features a spe-
cial headstamp to that effect and is new in its packaging.  Next are two Avon “Good Shot” Wild Country and Deep Woods aftershave con-
tainers, each made to look like a Winchester Super X shotshell, one yellow, one red.  They are plastic, one still contains some product, they
are otherwise excellent to as-new in their original Winchester Super X boxes.  The last item is a commemorative 1968/1984 Chicagoland
International Cartridge Show patch.  The patch is vivid and shows cartridges with the skyline of Chicago in the background and measures
roughly 7 1/2” square and is virtually as-new.  A nice lot for the cartridge collector overall (35262-6)

1195. GERMAN P.08 HARD SIDE LUGER HOLSTER This is a nice 1939-dated hard side holster for a Luger pistol, spare magazine
and loading tool (not included).  The holster is manufactured by A Fischer of Guttstadt and is Waffenamt 323 marked on its rear, the man-
ufacturer name is no longer legible but is identified by the Waffenamt.  The holster rates very good overall with some light drying and very
minor crackling of the finish.  All of the seam stitching is tight and intact.  There is some moderate crazing on the closure strap billet but
otherwise a very good 1939-dated example overall.  (36787-3A)
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1196. U.S. MODEL 1887 CARBINE BOOT This Rock Island Arsenal-
marked example rates very good plus overall.  The leather is still
mostly supple and shows only some very light drying, crackling and
scuffs.  The seam stitching is tight and intact for the most part, show-
ing one tiny area near the rear throat where some stitching is miss-
ing.  The front shows the “Rock Island/Arsenal” stamping, no date is
discernible and the front lower of the boot is inspector marked
“F.W.”.  The lower attaching billet is present showing some mild flaking
with still very good black japanning on the buckle, the upper attach-
ing strap billet is no longer present however the top lashing billet is still
attached showing some moderate flaking and with a “W.T.G.” inspectors
marking.  A very good example overall.  (36628-8) 

1197. U.S. PATTERN 1881 HOLSTER BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL This appears to be a 3rd type,
1881 pattern U.S.-issued holster made by Rock Island Arsenal for the Colt Model 1873 and Smith & Wesson
Model 1875 revolvers.  The leather is overall still mostly supple with minor and moderate crackling with some
light flaking to a 1 1/2” area along its leading edge.  There is slightly more flaking present on the cover flap.

The “U.S.” embossing is light but still very evident with only the remnants of the Rock Island Arsenal mark-
ing on the cover flap.  The seam stitching is near overall fully intact and tight, there being a small

1” un-stitched section at the very top of the seam above the brass closure
stud.  The rear suspension billet is retained by 3 brass rivets in addition to
the normal stitching, the opening is roughly 3 1/4” inches from the folded
top section of the flap to the edges of the rivets.  Overall an about good
example of these dual-purpose, U.S.-issued 1881 pattern holsters.
(36628-9)                                      (500/700)

1198. US NAVY ARTILLERY FUSE BOX FROM PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD
This leather Naval gunners fuse/primer box is in about excellent overall condition.  The leather is
supple and flexible with only the lightest amount of crackling on the closure tab billet.  The seam
stitching is mostly tight, the rear-most section has come unstitched from the left and right side
billets, the bottom is still intact as is the front piece.  The belt loop on the rear is intact as is the
acorn closure stud on the bottom of the pouch.  The flap is neatly stamped (albeit “upside
down”): “P.N.H/N.Y.”, Portsmouth New Hampshire Naval Yard, and additionally there are armorer
or ship-board markings applied just above this: “2D  PG  2”, second deck, port gun No. 2.  Really
a very nice example overall, from the time of the American Civil War and the period just preced-
ing it.  (36541-7)                                                                                                   (200/300)

1199. U.S. NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER
CARTRIDGE BOX FROM PORTSMOUTH
NAVAL SHIPYARD This leather Naval cartridge box rates very good to very good plus over-
all.  The leather is supple and flexible with only some light drying and crackling with just a bit of
flaking along the flex point of the closure flap and along the very edges of the suspension billet
at the rear.  The exterior flap is embossed “USN” only a portion of which remains legible while
the interior is neatly stamped “N.Y./P.N.H.”, Naval Yard Portsmouth New Hampshire.  The interi-
or compartment is clean however there is no tin liner, and the cap pouch on the front retains
remnants of its fleece lining and is intact.  All of the stitching as well is intact and the seams are
tight, the acorn closure stud on the bottom is in place; the outer flap closure billet is a later
replacement that was stitched slightly higher than the original flap billet.  Really a nice pouch,
very seldom encountered from such a small Naval Yard as Portsmouth, still in a very fine state of
condition.  (36541-7A) (300/400)

1200. LOT OF GERMAN SHOOTING PINS This lot consists of 6 pins, medals or plac-
ards, 5 of which appear to be shooting or hunting related.  The 1st shows a target, feathered hat
and butt of a rifle against an oak-leaf background with a riband which reads “Schuetzen Club
DABV Munchen”, this appears to be some type of hat device.  The 2nd item shows a bronze or
brass disk affixed to a stamped sheet metal pewter-tone backing with oakleaf border and rudi-
mentary pin back.  This shows an antique hat-wearing gentlemen taking aim, behind him is an
image of a target.  The border reads circularly around the gents head “Kapselschutzen Verb. F.
Wien u. N.O.”, evidently Austrian.  The 3rd item appears to be a badge from a German shooting
club.  There is a tower or other structure behind 3 pine trees, this backing a target with a swasti-
ka at its center, the target flanked by “19” and “43” the riband reads “Kreisschiessen Reutte”, this
surrounded by a border of oak leaves.  There is a pin-clasp on the back and the decoration appears

somewhat rudimentary in construction.  The 4th item shows an image of a target, crossed rifles ahead of it with what appears to be the
Hitler Youth emblem superimposed overall.  Purportedly some type of Hitler Youth shooting badge.  It is slightly convex in construction and
appears to be soldered rather than riveted.  The rear is marked “(RZM) M1/14”, the pin back also soldered to the center of the target.  The
5th item is a Reichsbund Deutsche Jägerschaft , German hunting society stick pin with St. Hubertus’ stag head with a swastika between
the branches of tines, appears to be of more contemporary construction.  The last item is a stamped sheet brass appliqué which is nickel

washed.  This is the type of item that would go on a hat or perhaps hiking staff.  It is marked beneath an Alpine village scene “Streitberg/Frank.
Schweiz” and is from a village in Switzerland.  An interesting lot overall, likely more contemporary than antique.  (31666-3)
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1201. LOT OF MILITARY RELATED PINS AND RIBBONS  10 total.  1st is a small bull’s-eye-like red white and blue cloissonned hat
device or collar tab.  It is about 5/8” in diameter and constructed of brass with a blue outer ring, white inner ring and red innermost ring.
“AEF” is inlaid in the center of this, above what appears to be a single inverted V, Lance Cpl. rank stripe.  The next item is a single nickel sil-
ver Lieutenants bar with pin back, it is lightly tarnished.  3rd item is a very small Scovill Manufacturing Federal Eagle button about 9/16” in
diameter rating very good.  Next is a small Disabled American Veterans World War tie tack or collar device.  It is about 7/16” in diameter
and made of brass with a blue cloissonned ring around the outer edge which reads “Disabled American Veterans World War” showing a
doughboy kneeling before either Victory or Columbia or a Victorious Columbia; the backing is missing.  The next item is a small contempo-
rary “VFW Ladies Auxiliary” pin or tie tack.  The next item is a brass hat device or other of crossed flintlock rifles. The next item is a blue
shield-shaped plate to-which is affixed a silver hunting horn, the pin backs are not present.  Also included with this lot are 3 British ciga-
rette package commemorative ribbons denoting British warships.  These items were popular in the 19-teens and 20s and were included in
packages of cigarettes, sometimes they would show images of soldiers sometimes other items.  These particular ribbons are about 1” by
about 2” and appear to be from SDV cigarettes.  The 1st shows the Royal Cipher with capital "V" and Commemorates the HMS King George
V, a battleship super dreadnought of 23, 000 tons.  The next shows a double headed eagle with castles on each wing, the ribands beneath
reading HMS Falmouth, a light cruiser of 5250 tons.  The 3rd shows a depiction of an Amazon Huntress, the ribands beneath reading HMS
Amazon, a torpedo boat destroyer of 970 tons.  An interesting lot overall.  (31666-3A)

1202. LOT OF GERMAN OR NAZI RELATED PIN DEVICES 6 total.  The 1st item is an Adolph Hitler 1933 rondelle, very much like the
party pins, it is about 1” in diameter and made of brass with cloissonned red white and black enamel and features a pin back; these are
known to be modern and not from the period.  The next item is a similar party stick pin.  It is gold-tone and is about 3/4” in diameter.  There
is a cloissonned red outer ring and a white inner background with exposed raised gold borders separating them, the swastika is in gold as
well; this example is modern.  The next item is a Luftwaffe parachute badge stick pin.  The reef is ovoid and is about 3/4” tall.  The back-
ground shows an older nickel plate or wash with the Eagle and swastika with a gold-tone wash, it has spilled over onto the pebbled back-
ground in the reef, not something that would ever have been allowed or accepted on a genuine article; it rates very good plus.  The next 2
items are likely souvenir pins made by Stefan Merkl in 1978.  They are each about 1” in diameter and seem to be souvenirs of a visit to the
International Military Trials at Nürnberg.  They are black enamel with a burgundy center, the outer ring reading “International Military
Trials.Nürnberg.” with the inner ring showing a hand holding scales of justice.  They are pin back and still sealed in their plastic cover.  The
last item appears to be a Luftwaffe marksmanship lanyard.  The oakleaf and Eagle appear to be made of aluminum.  There is a gray cloth
backing and a gray and silver web bullion thread over a cotton rope core, this can be seen through a number of worn-through spots.  This
article appears to be genuine and rates near very good.  (31666-3B) 

1203. LOT OF MUZZLELOADING CANNON ACCESSORIES  This lot consists of a selection of cast lead round balls in .662” diame-
ter; there are 2 bags of about 20 each.  The next item is a plastic and brass powder measure, showing some minor oxidation which will
clean.  Next item is a sealed package of 10 feet of Traditions 3/32” diameter cannon fuse.  Last is a small selection of pre-lubed patches,
perhaps 15 or so.  An excellent selection of accessories for shooting your Traditions muzzleloading cannon.  (35648-17)

1204. LOT OF U.S. CAMPAIGN AND AWARD BARS  This lot consists of 17 or so cloth campaign and award bars over their brass back-
ing, some with pin backs some without.  Including but not limited to: US Army Service Ribbon; Army Overseas Ribbon; Good Conduct
Medal; Achievement Medal, Army; Achievement Medal, Navy and Marine Corps; Navy Occupation Service Medal; Defense Superior
Service; Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal; Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal; Army Reserve Component Achievement Medal; Antarctic
Service Medal; Armed Forces Reserve Medal; World War II Victory Medal; European African, Middle Eastern Theatre Ribbon with 3 Bronze
Stars; American Theater Medal; National Defense Ribbon; Korean Service Medal with 3 Bronze Stars; and finally a Royal Lancashire
Regiment Ribbon.  There are some duplicates.  (33444-73F)

1205. JAPANESE TYPE 14 NAMBU MAGAZINE  This is a bright-bodied 8 round magazine without lower spring clip relief at the front
edge.  There is some minor oxidation staining and light freckling but it is mostly unobtrusive, the magazine
retaining about 98% original plating.  The aluminum base shows minor impact marks and oxidation but is
otherwise very good.  The magazine is marked just above the base at its bottom rear edge
“2190/040/8656”, there being some light grind marks in this area.  The interior shows some light
oxidation and likely would clean very readily with a little professional attention.  A very good exam-
ple overall.  (36402-6)

1206. NICE LOT OF SWISS HORN POWDER FLASKS This lot consists of 2 Swiss
powder flasks of flattened horn.  The flask bodies measure about 11 1/2”.  They have
been flattened and each show some ingrained soiling, light drying checks and some
light insect damage on the rears of each.  Both are equipped with heavy brass meter-
ing spouts with adjustable boche chargers with glass windows for inspection.  The
spring-loaded plunger mechanism seems to work on both, the forward-most
edge of the nozzles showing some minor impact marks or light dings; both
chargers are fully adjustable.  One horn has an intact stamped brass buttcap,
the others is no longer present.  The horn which has its cap intact also shows
a 5” drying crack along its lower edge.  Overall a nice lot of very seldom-
encountered Swiss powder flasks.  (35461-35,36)

1207. WOODEN PISTOL PRESENTATION CASE This is a large-size
wooden presentation case for 2 pistols with key lock (key is included).
The external dimensions are 19 1/4” long by 10 3/4” wide by 3 1/4” deep.
The exterior appears to be a walnut laminate with a genuine leather cov-
ering on the slightly recessed lid.  The interior shows a light chocolate-
cream colored felt lining.  The interior compartment will accommodate
two Savage Revolving Arms Company Navy percussion pistols or sim-
ilar large-size firearms.  The case rates very good overall with some
minor light handling marks or scratches.  (35528-87A)

1208. WOODEN PISTOL PRESENTATION CASE This wood pre-
sentation case will accommodate a single Mauser model 1896 pistol
of standard configuration.  Externally the case measures 13” long by 8
7/8” wide by 4” deep.  Construction appears to be of mahogany with
a nice 1907 Indian-Head penny embedded into the lid.  The interior
compartment shows a Spanish moss-colored baize lining and is
blocked to accommodate a broomhandle pistol.  There are 2 stripper clips of 30 Mauser included each with 10 rounds, the ammunition
mostly bright and DWM headstamped.  The interior of the lid shows a number of hot glue gun spots were something was affixed, likely a
banner or some type of label.  The key to the case is included.  (35528-64A)
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1209. UNMARKED GERMAN SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL 22 LR, 10” part octagon part round barrel with a very good bore
which shows strong rifling but with scattered minor pitting.  The pistol retains about 90% fading deep original gray-blue.  The hammer and
trigger show some remnants of straw temper, also with some light oxidation and hardened oil.  The pistol features a rightward- pivoting
breech with rearward-pivoting extractor.  It was designed with no half cock notch as it is a target-only pistol.  There is a simple blade front
sight and shallow v-notch rear sight and the trigger is quite nice.  The fully checkered grips and slightly checkered forearm rate very good
plus with only minor dings and handling marks.  The right side shows crown B/U proofs, the left side showing the load the arm was proved
for, it would appear in June 1911.  (36393-370) {C&R} (200/300)

1210. UNMARKED GERMAN SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL 22 RF, 11 3/4” part octagon part round barrel with a very good bore
which shows evident rifling but with some scattered light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 85% fading original dark gray-blue.  This
example features a leftward-pivoting breech with a neat rearward-pivoting extractor with a checkered thumb piece.  As a target pistol, the
arm features no half cock notch, the trigger quite nice.  There is a simple bead front sight and stepped square-notch rear sight.  The fully
checkered pistolgrips rate very good plus while the forend shows a bit more wear rating about very good.  Right side of frame shows
crown and B/U proofs, left side of barrel is marked for 5.2 mm but no proof date is discernible.  A few of the screw heads show some slot
damage.  (36393-372) {C&R}       (200/300)

1211. UNMARKED GERMAN SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL 32 CF bottleneck, 10 1/2” octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% later hot immersion blue, the frame now toning to a purplish-tone.  The hammer is a dull
gray patina showing evidence of a welded repair, as a target gun the arm is made without half cock provision and the trigger is a sin-
gle-set.  There is a drift-adjustable blade front sight and windage adjustable v-notch rear sight.  The smooth walnut grips rate about very
good with overall minor dings and handling marks and some added finish.  Lockup is tight and there is the thinnest sliver of light between
the breech face and the standing breech.  The only marking on the gun is a crown v on the underside of the barrel ahead of frame, it
does not appear to be a British proof.  A rather nice example overall that likely would shoot rather well once the caliber is determined.
(36393-371) {C&R} (200/300)

1212. BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT PARLOR PISTOL serial #10924, 22 CB cap, 9 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good, finely rifled bore
which shows light frosting.  The barrel retains about 95% original bright blue which is quite nice quality, with scattered minor dings and
handling marks and fading to pewter on the sharp edges.  The action frame retains some generous traces of gray and blue color case-
hardening with some very nice, loose scroll to the rear of the hammer on the tang.  In addition to Belgian proofs and a maker’s mark of
“ML” (beneath crown), the gun is British proofed on its barrel, hammer and pivoting breech.  The European walnut stock rates very good
plus with only minor dings and handling marks from the years.  Features a nicely fluted grip area and foliate carved forend with background
stippling.  The chiseled buttcap shows strong amounts, perhaps 40%, original blue while the triggerguard shows only traces.  The guard
has a nice single spur and shows loose scroll on its front and rear extensions as well as on the bow.  The arm features both half and full
cock notches and is equipped with a single-set trigger.  Simple bead front sight and shallow v-notch rears are in place on the barrel.  The
mechanism is overall crisp and mechanically functional.  A very attractive Belgian single shot target pistol that went across the channel at
some point.  (36393-367) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)

1213. UNMARKED BELGIAN WARNANT’S BREECH-STYLE SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL .25 Cal CF (straight case), 9
1/4” octagon barrel with a very good plus to near excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 75% dark gray-blue fading original blue, the
loss due to flaking to brown.  The forward-pivoting breech, hammer and remaining metal surfaces are primarily a pewter gunmetal gray
with light oxidation staining.  There are light sprays of loose engraving on the sides and top of the breech block, tang and on the front
extension and bow of the guard.  The European walnut stock rates about very good as lightly refinished, with remnants of minor dings and
handling marks from the years.  The grip is lightly ribbed, the forearm is smooth and there is a small 3/4” crack along its right edge which
seems to have been repaired.  The pistol features a simple thin blade front sight and a shallow v-notch rear sight and is equipped with
double set triggers.  As a target pistol it appears to have a full cock notch only and no half-cock notch.  A somewhat attractive, unmarked
Belgian target pistol that exhibits German proofs as well on the underside of the barrel.  (36393-366) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)

1214. UNMARKED GERMAN WARNANT’S PATENT BREECH-STYLE SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL .35 Cal CF, (bot-
tleneck style cartridge), 10 1/4” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel is now primarily a dull gunmetal gray with overall
specklings of brown oxidation.  The forward-pivoting breech block and frame show remnants of some smoky color case-hardening, the
breech block with some colors remaining.  There are sprays of very light scroll engraving along with borderline embellishment.  The front
extension of the triggerguard is nicely cross-hatch engraved and there is some light engraving on the bow.  There is a simple barleycorn
style front sight and v-notch rear sight which is adjustable for windage.  The European walnut stock rates very good as nicely refinished,
some of the metal now being slightly proud of the wood.  The checkering is still crisp and there are minor dings and handling marks pre-
sent.  The gun is equipped with double set triggers and as a target arm has no half cock notch but seems to function well at full cock.
There are German crown B/U proofs on the right side of the breech and British crown V proofs on both the barrel and the pivoting breech;
a few of the screw slots show some light damage but the gun seems to function well.  (36393-365) {C&R} (200/300)
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1215. BELGIAN PREVOST PATENT SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #6044, 32 RF short, 8 7/8” octagon barrel with a poor
bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray-pewter patina with an overall speckling of light oxidation and some scattered pinprick
pitting.  There are remnants of light flowing foliate scroll on the tang and spine of hammer as well as on the front extension and bow of
the guard.  There is a simple brass bead front sight and shallow u-notch rear and the gun is single-trigger equipped.  The stock rates good
to near very good with overall minor dings, dents and handling marks but appears unmolested.  The grip is ribbed and the buttcap light-
ly chiseled and engraved while the forestock shows some nice rococo carving.  The gun seems to function properly mechanically.  Left
side of barrel is patentee marked “Prevost & Vot /Bte”.  (36393-368) {C&R} (100/200)

1216. BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #2166, 22 short, 9 1/4” octagon barrel with an about very good bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 90% later hot immersion blue; the hammer and trigger are polished bright.  The gun is equipped with a heavy
replacement brass front sight with no blade and a square-notch rear.  There is some minor engraving on the tang of the stock and the
front extension and bow of the guard.  The underside of the barrel shows a maker’s name which cannot be discerned as the die was bro-
ken when stamped.  The triggerguard is equipped with a single spur and shows a very fancy flourish behind the trigger.  The stock rates
very good plus as lightly cleaned, retaining some minor dings and handling marks with a near fully checkered grip showing only some light
bruises and a checkered forearm.  The gun will not hold on full cock but the hammer is caught soundly by the half-cock notch.  An inter-
esting antique single shot pistol overall needing some minor mechanical attention.  (36393-369) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1217. BRITISH PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL BY DEANE
About .54 cal., 8” octagon barrel with an about very good smooth bore.
The barrel is an overall silver gray patina with remnants of light oxidation
staining and light pitting at its left side muzzle.  The top is maker marked
“G & J Deane London Bridge” with the hooked breech bolster showing
a light spray of engraving and gold inlaid band with the tang showing a
bit more of the same nice quality engraving.  There is a simple iron blade

front sight and tombstone rear sight with tiny slot and the bolster features a platinum blowout plug.  The lockplate
is also maker-marked and shows loose scroll engraving which continues onto the hammer, the lockplate also with

borderline geometric engraving.  The ramrod is retained through a simple unadorned thimble with a lightly engraved
tailpipe, also with the triggerguard showing a finial front extension which is engraved, the bow is engraved to similarly the lock.
There is an iron trapdoor grip-cap in place which is lightly engraved in a floral and scroll motif.  The English walnut stock rates about
very good as refinished many years ago, the metal now mostly proud overall.  There is a German silver nosecap and oval German

silver wedge escutcheons and a rectangular monogram plate atop the wrist which is un-engraved.  The spur has broken off the hammer
but the lock seems to function well mechanically and what is likely the original brass-tip ramrod is included, its lower section has broken
off and is missing.  (36338-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1218. U.S. REGULATION 38 CALIBER HOLSTER BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL  This is a 5th type, 38 caliber revolver holster
in brown leather.  The leather is overall mostly supple showing only some light crackling on the flex point of the flap, the body with a few
minor scuffs and handling marks; all the stitching is intact.  The embossed “U.S.” is still very legible and the rear suspension billet is stamped
“Rock Island/Arsenal/1909/H.E.K.”. The lanyard loop is intact and there is a lashing thong pigtailed to it and the cover flap is neatly stamped
“P (or perhaps R)” “I” beneath which is a capital letter “A” and the number “72”.  This holster will accommodate the Colt Model 1892-1905
family of revolvers as well as Smith & Wesson Military and Police-size revolvers, it will not accommodate any of the large frame 38 or 45
caliber revolvers.  Included with the holster is an original woven-cord 1st World War-era lanyard loop with stamped metal clip endpiece
showing the February 20, 1917 patent date.  Really a nice holster-lanyard combination overall with the added bonus of some neat flap
markings.  (35865-259A)

1219. U.S. REGULATION 45 CALIBER PATTERN 1909 HOLSTER BY GRATON & KNIGHT  This is a brown leather flap hol-
ster with the leather still overall supple and smooth showing no mentionable crackling nor flaking, the body showing only some light scuffs
and handling marks; all the stitching is intact.  The embossed “U.S.” is still very legible and the rear suspension billet is stamped
“G.&K./1917/A.G.”.  By design this holster is supposed to accommodate both Colt and Smith & Wesson 45 caliber revolvers, although the
Smith & Wesson Model 1917 will fit very well, the Colt New Service seems too large to fit.  The lanyard loop is intact as is a pigtailed thong
with the additional cartridge belt attaching thong at the leading edge of the holster also intact.  Included with the holster is an original
woven-cord 1st World War-era lanyard loop with stamped metal clip endpiece showing the February 20, 1917 patent date. A very nice
holster-lanyard combination overall from the era of the Great War.  (35865-262A)

1220. U.S. REGULATION MODEL 1912 HOLSTER FOR MODEL 1911 .45 caliber pistol  This is a brown leather flap holster with
swiveling suspension piece.  The leather is overall supple and smooth with only very minor handling marks and some extremely light crack-
ling on the closure tab; all of the stitching is intact and tight.  This example is the first 1914 and earlier model with the straight-back hang-
er with the 4 rivets being symmetrical, the metal attachment hanger atop the swivel billet is brass rather than iron.  The maker mark is not
discernible however the interior flap shows “J.A.H.” U.S. inspectors initials.  There is some minor crackling and flaking around the closure
stud hole but it is unobtrusive.  Overall a very fine example of these first U.S. holsters for the 1911 pistol.  (35865-258A)

1221. FLEMING FIREARMS M10-22 CONVERSION UNIT  This is a Fleming Firearms top end presumably for the MAC M10 sub-
machine gun 9 mm base units.  4 3/4” barrel with an about very good lightly oxidized bore.  The unit retains about 98% original phosphate
finish with some minor handling marks and light dings.  It appears to be complete however that cannot be ascertained.  There is thread-
ed muzzle adapter affixed to the front which is rather tight and will not budge.  The unit appears to be in excellent overall condition and
is for use only on arms which fire from an open bolt.  There is no magazine included.  (36626-23)

1222. FLEMING FIREARMS M11-22 CONVERSION UNIT  This is a Fleming Firearms top end, which appears to be to convert the
Military Armament Corp. M11 submachine gun in 380 caliber to 22 long rifle.  3 3/4” barrel with a very good lightly oxidized bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original phosphate finish with numerous minor dings and handling marks.  The charging handle is
missing but otherwise the unit seems to be complete, this cannot be ascertained for certain.  The unit comes with fixed front and rear
sights and the muzzle is threaded.  There is no magazine included.  (36626-24)

1223. MAC-10 ACCESSORY LOT  This lot consists of a black ballistic nylon bag with interior loops and tiedowns for carrying a small sub-
machine gun-style firearm and accessories.  Included in the bag are two M3 grease gun, phosphate-finished magazines; they rate about
very good.  Also included are two fabric suppressor covers with spring keepers on one end; one measures 10 3/4”, the other 9”.  Also
included are a nylon front hanger strap and a thread-on muzzlebrake which is knurled at its rear and slotted at its front to act as a com-
pensator; it appears to be for a 9 mm but not likely 45 ACP.  A very good accessory lot overall (36626-11A)

1224. GRIFFIN & HOWE SCOPE MOUNT LOT This is a blued steel and anodized quick-detach Griffin & Howe base and ring set for
a rifle with a slightly rounded left-side receiver.  The rings are 1” with the base being blued steel while the ring set is anodized aluminum
with double steel levers.  Overall the base ring set rates very good plus with some silvering on the high edges and contact points and the
odd minor ding or scratch here and there, the screws are Allen-head.  The 3 attaching screws for the base are present, the 2 lineup pins
are not; the screw slots show some minor damage. (36402-7)
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1225. LOT OF COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY GRIPS This is a pair of hard rubber
grips for a Colt Single Action Army revolver.  They are checkered with the Rampant Colt in
ovals at their top.  They rate about very good with some lightly flattened points but they are
intact around their periphery without any chips or dings.  They are scratch-numbered
(twice) on the inside, neither marking is original Colt numbering.  The left grip has had its
escutcheon pull through at some point, it is now glued back in and a modern grip screw
is included.  This is a very respectable set of grips overall.  (35538-5D)

1226. BACK ACTION BRITISH PERCUSSION SHOTGUN LOT This lot consists of a butt-
stock and two back action locks as well as a long tang triggerguard for a British muzzleloading
double barrel shotgun.  The locks are each a lightly oxidized patina with some light sprays of very
loose scroll, they are both each marked “Pyne”, no hammers are present.  The long tang trigger-
guard and triggers are a similar oxidized patina with the bow of the guard showing light engrav-
ing, the ramrod tailpipe shows only borderline engraving.  There are oval wedge escutcheons of
German silver and an oval German silver monogram plate at the toeline.  The stock rates fair and
is solid but shows overall dings, dents and handling marks, is devoid of finish, shows some pow-
der post beetle damage and there is no butt plate nor tang.  (34749-4B)

1227. U.S. M6 PERISCOPE
This is a U.S. M6 tank or
armored vehicle periscope stock
number 7578357.  The metal sur-
faces retain 92% plus of their
original wrinkle olive drab and
black painted finishes with some
minor flaking.  The optics are
slightly dirty but overall rate
about excellent and the prism is
crisp.  (35853-18)

1228. U.S. M16C PERISCOPE
This is a U.S. M16C tank range-
finding reticle periscope serial
#1392.  The OD green paint atop
the external portion is excellent with
the black and interior white enamel
rating very good plus.  The 1X
optics rate about very good and the
adjustments seem to work properly,
the lower rangefinding 6X reticle
slightly hazy around its edges, its
adjustments too seem to work
properly.  Rangefinding reticle and
stadia lines are all intact and read-
able.  A neat piece of U.S. surplus
equipment.  (35853-7)

1229. U.S. T-42 PERISCOPE SIGHT This is a U.S. T-42 periscope sight serial #3574.
The external OD green paint rates very good plus while the interior white enamel remains in a
similar state of condition.  The rubber eyepiece has degraded and dried slightly but is still pre-
sent.  Purportedly for the M48 tank equipped with a 90 mm gun, it likely could be adapted to
any tank of your choosing.  The optics are crisp and clear with what seems to be a small
rangefinding reticle, the prism is adjustable through 90° of travel, the lever operating properly.
Really a very seldom-encountered piece of military equipment which doubtless cost the gov-
ernment thousands of dollars.  (35853-9)

1230. US M1 GUNNERS QUADRANT This is an M1, number 112887, 1944-marked gun-
ners quadrant.  Features level and rangefinding micrometer with tables of fire left and right

denoting the elevation and
depression angles of fire for
machine guns and artillery.
Graduations are from 0 to
1600 mills left and right
depending upon which side
you’re using. The sight rates
about very good with minor
flaking of the OD paint.  The
quadrant comes in a U.S.
M82 carrying case made of
aluminum which rates very
good as well with attached
nylon web carry strap.  Really
a neat addition to your
machine gun or artillery col-
lection.  (35853-11)
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1231. "DUCK BLIND HEAVEN" GICLEE
PRINT BY CHILDRESS Originally painted
by the late commercial artist Robert Childress
this limited edition print measures 24" x 22" and
is printed on Archival paper and is suitable for
framing.  Mr. Childress also known for his illus-
trations in the Dick, Jane and Sally children’s
books of the 1960's often utilized family and
friends as models in his work.  This view depicts
the artists original duck blind in Old Saybrook
Connecticut with his neighbor sitting in the rain
with his hands outstretched and smiling with his
thermos, box of Western shells and trusty
Model 1912 at his left side.  At his right is the
artist’s wife Nancy, clutching the hood of her
raincoat with a not-as-enthusiastic expression
as her neighbor.  A friend of Norman Rockwell,
Mr. Childress's work has been featured on the
covers of Yankee Magazine, Country
Gentleman, Readers Digest and will be featured
in a story in the September issue of New
Hampshire Magazine.  This foam core-backed
print is in excellent condition and will make a
great addition to hunting camp or office wall.
(56827-1)                                        (200/300) 

1232. LOT OF BUSHNELL TROPHY RIFLE
SCOPES  Two total: (1) 4-12x40 mm wide
angle scope measuring 12 1/2" overall and
equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.
The scope is in as-new condition retaining 99%
gloss black finish and includes an original facto-
ry cardboard box, lens covers and papers; (1)
6-18x40 mm scope measuring 14 3/4" overall
and equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp
optics.  The scope is in as-new condition retain-
ing 99% matte black finish and includes an orig-
inal factory cardboard box, lens covers and
papers.  (56247-43M)

1233. LOT OF BUSHNELL RIFLE SCOPES
Two total: (1) Trophy 4-12x40 mm wide angle
scope measuring 12 1/2" overall and equipped
with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.  The scope
is in as-new condition retaining 99% gloss black
finish and includes an original factory cardboard
box with lens covers and papers; (1) Sportview
4x32 mm wide angle scope measuring 11 7/8"
overall and equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics.  The scope is in as-new condition
retaining 99% gloss black finish and includes an
original factory cardboard box, lens covers, rings and papers.  (56247-43N)

1234. LOT OF RIFLE SCOPES  Four total: (1) Norconia Ultralux 6x42 mm scope measuring 12 5/8" overall and equipped with a duplex
reticle and clear optics.  The scope is in as-new condition retaining 99% matte black finish and includes an original factory cardboard box
with instruction sheet; (1) Norinco Eagle Star R.A. 3-9x40 mm scope measuring 12 3/8" overall equipped with a duplex reticle and clear
optics.  The scope is in excellent condition retaining all of its "Rubber Armoured” finish and includes a factory cardboard box with lens
covers and rings; (1) unmarked  Chinese 6x42 mm scope measuring 12 1/4" overall and equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.
The scope is in excellent condition retaining 98% matte finish with a couple light nicks on the front of the tube and includes a factory box
and lens covers; (1) BXM 4x28 mm scope measuring 7 1/8" overall and equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.  The scope is in
as-new condition retaining 99% matte black finish and includes a factory cardboard box, lens covers and instruction sheet.  (56247-43P)

1235. LOT OF AIRGUN SCOPES  Five total:  (2) Daisy 4X scopes measuring 10 3/4" overall and equipped with a crosshair reticle, rings
and lens covers.  The scopes are in excellent condition both in original factory packaging, one of which has been opened; (1) Daisy
Powerline 3-9x32 mm scope measuring 11 3/4" overall and is equipped with a duplex reticle, is in excellent condition and includes an
opened original factory plastic packaging, rings and lens covers; (1) Gamo 4x32 mm scope measuring 9 7/8" overall equipped with a duplex
reticle and crisp optics.  The scope is in excellent condition retaining all of its soft rubber coated finish and includes rings and lens covers;
(1) Tasco 4x15 mm scope measuring 10 3/4" overall equipped with a crosshair reticle with broken horizontal wire.  The scope is equipped
with rings and the surface shows light scratches and handling marks with large areas of gray fading on the ocular bell.  (56247-42Q)

1236. LOT OF RED DOT SIGHTS  Two total: (1) Aimpoint Comp XD 1x36 mm sight with 3 MOA red dot reticle measuring 4 3/8" over-
all.  Sight is in excellent working condition overall retain 98% medium blue finish and includes an original factory cardboard box having a
couple cellophane tape repairs, mounting ring, battery, allen wrench and lens cloth; (1) LaserAim Grand Illusion Electronic 50 mm 2" sight
with 6 MOA red dot reticle measuring 5 3/8" overall.  The sight is in excellent working condition retaining 98% matte black finish with
some light silvering in the battery slot cover and includes an original factory cardboard box, lens caps and battery.  (56247-42R)

1237. LOT OF TASCO PROPOINT RED DOT SIGHTS  Two total: (1) 1x30 mm sight measuring 5 3/4" overall.  The is in excellent con-
dition retaining 98% matte finish with some light silvering along the edges of the adjustment covers however there are no batteries pre-
sent to confirm sights workability.  Sight includes an original factory cardboard box with extension tube, mounting rings, lens covers, lens
cloth and papers; (1) ProPoint Plus 5 1x45 mm sight measuring 4” overall and equipped with four dot sizes and eleven adjustable degrees
of light intensity.  The sight is in as-new working condition and includes an original factory cardboard box, battery, lens caps, lens cloth
and instruction sheet.  (56247-42S)
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1238. LOT OF COMPACT RIFLE SCOPES  Four total: (2) Chinese BXM 4x28 mm scopes measuring 7 1/8" overall and equipped with
a duplex reticles and crisp optics.  The scopes are in as-new condition retaining 99% matte black finish and includes factory cardboard
boxes, lens covers and instruction sheets; (2) Chinese MSM 6x32 mm scopes measuring 7 1/2" overall and equipped with duplex reti-
cles and crisp optics.  The scopes are in as-new condition retaining 99% matte black finish and includes factory boxes, lens covers and
instruction sheets.  (56247-42T)

1239. LOT OF LEUPOLD SUNSHADES  Four total: (1) No. 52343, 2 1/2" gloss finish 40 mm sunshade in original factory packaging;:
(1) No. 52344, 2 1/2" matte finish sunshade in original factory packaging;  (1) out-of-packaging 5" matte finish 50 mm sunshade; (1) No.
46392,  3 3/4"  sunshade in an original packaging.  (56247-42U)

1240. U.S. MODEL M38A2 SHERMAN TANK TELESCOPE  This is an original model M38A2 sight telescope for a U.S. WW2 M4
Sherman tank. It is made of brass and painted black and has a sticker stating it is coated optics. This telescope would be mounted on the
periscope of the tank to assist in direct fire and observation purposes. It is in good working condition with a couple of very small dents
along the rear edge, specks of flaking and other light handling marks. These were also used by the Storm Troopers in the 1977 Stars Wars
movie on their “Blasters”.  (56247-32A)

1241. LOT OF AR 15 AND SKS SCOPE MOUNTS  Five items total: (1) AR-15 front sight tower with a globe style front sight retain-
ing about 95-98% original phosphate finish with light silvering along the edges; (1) unmarked AR-15 half-round base with top rail mounts
equipped with a Williams adjustable peep aperture; (1) Norinco 941A 38 mm sporting scope mount with rings for a Norinco sporting rifle
in excellent condition with an original factory cardboard box with instruction sheet; (1) Japanese manufacture scope base for MP5/G-3
series electric guns  in excellent condition overall with opened original factory packaging and instruction sheet, missing the mounting
screws; (1) SKS rear housing in very good condition, the blue finish is toning to brown with light handling marks.  (56247-32B)

1242. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS  Four total: (1) Springfield Armory Third Generation M1A scope mount in as-new condition still sealed
in original factory packaging with a small hole in left side of the plastic; (3) Tapco one-piece Picatinny solid Weaver base riser mounts in
excellent condition still in original factory plastic bags.  (56247-32C)

1243. LOT OF LEUPOLD AND REDFIELD SCOPE MOUNTS  Four total: (1) Leupold STD No. 52318, silver solid scope mount for
a right hand Savage model 10 rifle still in original factory packaging with mounting hardware; (1) Leupold STD No. 49994, blue finish solid
scope mount for a Ruger 10/22 rifle still in original factory packing with mounting hardware; (1) Redfield NGS No. RTM-2 silver anodized
see-through mount for a N-frame revolver with color rear sight inserts and mounting hardware in opened factory packaging; (1) Redfield
No. 511227, solid scope base for a short action Remington Model 700, 722 or 725 rifle fine condition retaining 97% original blue with light
ring wear at the front of the base.  Included is an original factory box and instruction sheet but no mounting screws.  (56247-32D)

1244. LOT OF FN/FAL SCOPE MOUNTS  Three total:  (1) B-square No. 48500, blue finish top rail mount and rings in excellent condi-
tion overall in opened original factory packaging; (1) Tapco No. MNT-2412 top rail mount, excellent condition overall in blue factory card-
board box; (1) Tapco No. MNT-2410 U.N.I.T. T-Bar mount, excellent condition overall in blue factory cardboard box.  (56247-32E) 

1245. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS  Three total: (1) Leupold Q1 No. 52137 mount for a Colt 1911 Govt. model pistol, excellent condition in
original factory packaging with Redfield style rings; (1) Aimtech No. APM-5 scope mount for a Ruger MKI/II pistol, excellent condition in
original factory packing, no hardware; (1) B-Square No. 48513 mount for a H&K model 91/93/94 with rings, hardware and instruction
sheet, fine condition in opened plain factory packaging, locking knob shows modest flaking blued finish.  (56247-32F)

1246. LOT OF LEUPOLD AND MILLETT SCOPE RINGS  Six sets total: (1) Leupold STD No. 49901, matte, .770 medium profile; (1)
Leupold STD No. 49898, matte, .650 low profile; (1) Leupold STD No. 49902, silver, .770 medium  profile; STD No. 49899, silver, .650 low
profile; (1) Millett Tikka, matte, 1" medium profile; (1) Millett .22 cal., nickel, medium profile.  All rings are in excellent condition in original
factory packaging having light age staining.  (56247-32G)

1247. LOT OF REDFIELD AND RUGER SCOPE RINGS  Six sets total: (1) Redfield No. 522639, matte, 1" split high profile; (1)
Redfield No. 522688, matte, 1" split medium profile; (1) Redfield No. 522635, matte, 1" split medium profile; (1) Redfield No. 522960,
matte, 1" split high profile. All of which are in factory boxes, one of which has a tape repair; (1) Ruger low profile standard matte finish in
opened factory packaging; (1) loose Ruger medium profile standard stainless finish.  All in excellent condition overall.  (56247-32H)

1248. LOT OF BURRIS RINGS  Five sets total:  (3) No. 420084, matte black, 1" medium profile ZEE rings; (1) No. 420011, matte black,
low standard profile; (1) No. 420074, 1" nickel 22 cal. rings.  (56247-32I)

1249. LOT OF BURRIS RINGS (2) No. 420083, matte black, 1" low profile ZEE rings; (1) No. 420085, nickel, 1" medium profile ZEE rings;
(1) No. 420077, matte black, 30 mm, high profile ZEE rings.  All excellent condition in original factory boxes.  (56247-32J)

1250. LOT OF ASSORTED SCOPE RINGS  18 sets total: (4) Tasco No. 791C, matte black, 1" standard profile; (1) Tasco model 797C,
matte black, 1" rings for 22 cal. rifles; (1) Tasco No. 793C, matte black, 1" high profile; (3) Bushnell No. 76-3022, matte black, 1" rings for
22 cal. rifles; (2) Beeman 1" scope rings in original factory boxes; (1) Springfield Armory 1" scope rings; (6) pairs of loose assorted scope
rings from various manufactures.  All in excellent condition.  (56247-32K)

1251. CIENER HOHREIN MINI-14 CONVERSION KIT  This kit converts a standard Mini-14 from .223 Rem to 22 LR.  The kit con-
sists of a sub-caliber bolt, sub-caliber chamber adapter, special operating rod, return spring and guide rod, guide rod locating adapter and
30 rd. magazine.  In excellent condition overall and includes an original factory cardboard case.  (56247-39)

1252. LOT OF LEAD BULLETS  (1) box containing approximately 14 lbs. of loose .40 cal. SWC lead bullets; (1) box containing approxi-
mately 10 1/2 lbs. of Hornady .38 cal. WC lead bullets.  In excellent condition overall with some very fine white oxidation on some of the
projectiles.  (56247-40A)

1253. LOT OF RCBS RELOADING ACCESSORIES  19 items total: (3) 80 rd. loading blocks; (1) case lube pad; (1) full 1000 rd. box
of 45 cal. gas checks; (1) partial 1000 rd. box of .35 cal. gas checks; (1) partial 1000 rd. box of .44 cal. gas checks; (1) primer tray; (4)
un-opened tubes of resizing lubricant; (2) boxes of bullet lube; (5) assorted shell holders.  In excellent condition overall, most in original
factory packaging.  (56247-25A)

1254. LOT OF RCBS RELOADING DIES  Three total:  (1) 45 ACP, three die set with seater plug pack; (1) 380 ACP three die set; (1) 9
mm three die set. These carbide sets are in excellent condition with original factory plastic boxes and instruction sheets.  (56247-25B)

1255. LOT OF RCBS RELOADING DIES  Two total: (1) 357 Mag./38 Spl. three Die set; (1) 44 Mag./44 Spl. three Die set.  Both sets
are in excellent condition and include original factory plastic boxes, seater plugs and instruction sheets.  (56247-25C)

1256. LOT OF RCBS RELOADING ACCESSORIES  Eight items total: (1) Uniflow powder measure; (1) No. 09349 deburring tool; (1)
powder measure stand; (1) automatic primer feed; (1) powder trickler; (1) primer pocket brush combo; (2) plastic powder funnels.  Items
are in excellent, un-used condition, most in original factory packaging with instruction sheets.  (56247-25D)
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1257. RCBS RELOADING SCALE AND CALIBER GAUGE (1) model 10-10 reloading scale with pan and weight; (1) dial caliper case
length gauge.  Items are in excellent condition, appear unused and are in their original factory boxes.  (56247-25E)

1258. BARNETT QUAD-300 CROSSBOW WITH ACCESSORIES  This 150 lb., four limb crossbow features Realtree Advantage
camo and is equipped with a 4x32 mm scope with range finding reticle, optional two pin open sight, globe style rear sight, quiver with (6)
XX75 bolts equipped with vanes and screw-in field points, rope cocking aid and string wax.  Crossbow is in excellent condition and
includes an original factory cardboard box and original factory stickers on string.  (56247-44) 

1259. SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER PRESENTATION CASE  This 8 3/4" x 18 1/4" mahogany hinged presentation case is
equipped with brass hardware and a crazed deteriorating blue foam flocked plastic liner with only about 10% covering on the bottom sec-
tion.  (56247-50)

1260. RUGER 10/22 WOOD STOCK  This walnut stained birch stock for a Ruger 10/22 carbine is in excellent condition with only a shal-
low dent along the forend tip from a previous installed barrel band.  The barrel channel is stamped "356" and a "B is written in black mark-
er at the forend tip.  (56247-15A)

1261. RUGER 10/22 WOOD STOCK  This walnut stained birch stock for a Ruger 10/22 carbine is in excellent condition  and includes a
forend barrel band.  (56247-15B)

1262. RUGER 10/22 WOOD STOCK  This walnut stained birch stock for a Ruger 10/22 carbine is in excellent condition with a couple
light blemishes from a previously installed barrel band.  (56247-15C)

1263. WINCHESTER MODEL 69 WOOD STOCK This plain pistolgrip walnut stock for a Winchester model 69 rifle is in excellent con-
dition overall with triggerguard installed.  The is no buttplate present and the end of the buttstock is varnished with a small run and dim-
ple at the heel of the stock.  (56247-15D)

1264. SKS WOOD STOCK  This hardwood stock rates very good overall with a handful of light handling marks and varnish no longer pre-
sent on the rear 2/3's of the left side of the stock.  The stock is equipped with a forend bolt, extended solid rubber recoil pad and serial
#000107 stamped in the left side of the buttstock.  (56247-15E)

1265. REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMO AND TIN  This lot consists of a Remington "Five Pounder" limited edition ammo tin depicting
three prints from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection containing 675 rds. of high velocity gold tip cartridges.  The tin appears full and
includes folded target sheet.  (56161-28A)

1266. REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMO AND TIN  This lot consists of a Remington "Five Pounder" limited edition ammo tin depicting
three prints from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection containing 675 rds. of high velocity gold tip cartridges.  The tin appears full and
includes folded target sheet.  (56161-28B)

1267. REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMO AND TIN  This lot consists of a Remington "Five Pounder" limited edition ammo tin depicting
three prints from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection containing 675 rds. of high velocity gold tip cartridges.  The tin appears full and
includes folded target sheet.  (56161-28C)

1268. REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMO AND TIN  This lot consists of a Remington "Five Pounder" limited edition ammo tin depicting
three prints from the Remington Wildlife Art Collection containing 675 rds. of high velocity gold tip cartridges.  The tin appears full and
includes folded target sheet.  (56161-28D)

1269. LOT OF LYMAN RELOADING DIES  Two total: (1) Lyman All-American 9mm three die set and wrench, also included is a 45 ACP
resizing die; (1) Lyman All-American 380 ACP three die set and wrench.  The sets are in excellent condition overall and include original
factory black cardboard boxes.  (56161-29A)

1270. LOT OF LYMAN RELOADING DIES  Three total: (1) Lyman All-American 300 H&H Mag. two die set; (1) Lyman All-American 338
Win. two die set; (1) Lyman All American 7 mm/7x57 mm two die set.  All are in excellent condition overall in original factory black card-
board boxes with wrenches.  The boxes have a few scuffs and ingrained dirt stains.  (56161-29B)

1271. LOT OF LYMAN RELOADING DIES Three total: (1) Lyman 35 Rem. two die set; (10 Lyman 257 Roberts two die set; (1) Lyman 375
H&H Mag. two die set.  All are in excellent condition and include original factory orange plastic boxes and instruction sheets.  (56161-29C)

1272. LOT OF LYMAN RELOADING DIES  Three total:  (1) Lyman 30-30 Win. two die set; (1) Lyman 222 Rem. two die set; (1) Lyman
22 Hornet two die set.  All are in excellent condition overall and include factory orange plastic boxes with instruction sheets.  The 30-30
box is missing the label and caliber written on black magic marker.  (56161-29D)

1273. HORNADY LOCK-N-LOAD SONIC CLEANER  This cleaner utilizes sonic action and a special solution to  clean fired cases.
Large one quart stainless steel tank with removal basket cleans both interior and exterior surfaces of cases.  Digital timer, on/off button
and five position cycle set button; in excellent to as-new condition with original factory cardboard box and instructions.  (56161-29E)

1274. BRICK OF BLAZER RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  (1) older black and white box with red printing containing 500 rds. of CCI Blazer
22 LR. 40 gr. solid tip ammunition. In excellent condition overall, the outer boxes having a couple creased corners.  (56161-30A)

1275. LOT OF LYMAN IDEAL BULLET MOULDS AND HANDLES  Two total:  (1) No. 452488, 45 ACP., 195 gr. SWC single cavi-
ty mould with handle; (1) No. 357446, 357 Mag., 156 gr. SWC single cavity mould with handle.  Both in excellent condition overall with
clean grooves and no apparent wear on handles or the metal arms.  (56161-29F)

1276. LOT OF LYMAN IDEAL BULLET MOULDS AND HANDLE Three total: (1) No. 45266, 45 ACP, 215 gr. SWC, dual cavity mould
with handle; (1) No. 358432, 38 Spl./357 Mag., 160 gr. WC single cavity mould block; (1) No. 358495, 38 Spl./357 Mag., 140 gr. WC sin-
gle cavity mould block.  All moulds are in excellent condition with clean grooves, the handles have some very thin cracks but the arms show
no apparent wear.  (56161-29G)

1277. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  Three total: (1) Lyman No. 356402, 9 mm, 120 gr. RN single cavity mould with handle.  The mould and
arms are in excellent condition and the replacement plastic handles show light wear; (1) Lee No. 356-102-1R, 9 mm, 38 Super, 380 ACP
102 gr. RN single cavity mould with handle in excellent condition overall with original factory box and instruction sheet; (1) Lyman Ideal No.
452389, 45 ACP, 185 gr. single cavity mould in excellent condition with clean grooves.  (56161-29H)

1278. LOT OF LYMAN IDEAL NO. 310 RELOADING DIES  This lot contains eight dies for the Ideal No. 310 reloading tool: (2) decap-
ping dies; (2) neck resizers, one marked "30-06"; (1) No. 2 priming punch die; (1) No. 308 neck expander die; (2) seating/crimping dies,
one marked "30-06".  In excellent condition overall and includes a worn but intact Lyman orange factory box with metal reinforced corners
having light scuffs, age staining and ink markings.  (56161-29I)

1279. LOT OF OLDER LYMAN IDEAL RELOADING DIES  Two total: (1) Lyman All-American 38 Spl., size 7/8x14 three die set in red,
white and blue boxes with matching outer box and instruction sheet; Lyman Ideal True-Line Jr, 45 ACP, three die set in orange and black boxes
with matching outer box but no instructions.  In excellent condition overall, the boxes having light scuffing and age staining.  (56161-29J)
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1280. LOT OF OLDER LYMAN IDEAL RELOADING DIES  Two total: (1) Lyman All-American 30-06, size 7/8x14 two die set with
priming punch in red, white and blue boxes; (1) Lyman Ideal True-Line Jr, 222 Rem., two die set in orange and black boxes with match-
ing outer box but no instructions.  In excellent condition overall, the boxes having light scuffing and age staining, the interior boxes are
missing an endflap. (56161-29K) 

1281. LOT OF RELOADING ACCESSORIES  Nine items total: (1) Pacific 30 Carbine three die set in original factory blue plastic box; (1)
Kexplore transparent inertia bullet puller with original factory box, clips and instruction sheet showing light wear on  handle and puller; (1)
Speer ballistics slide calculator with instruction sheet and original factory envelope with light ink and age stains; (1) McKillen & Heyer alu-
minum maximum case length gauge; (1) Lyman case preparation kit in original orange plastic box; (1) Lyman universal decapping die in
original orange plastic box with instruction sheet; (1) Lyman flash hole uniforming tool with instruction sheet; (1) Lyman Little Grain Dribbler
with lightly fading label; (1) Amm-O-Cone red plastic powder funnel.  In fine to excellent condition or otherwise noted.  (56161-29L)

1282. BAUSCH & LOMB ZEPHYR BINOCULARS This set of Bausch & Lomb 7x35 mm binoculars are equipped with central focus-
ing adjustment and clear optics.  The binoculars are in excellent condition overall and include an original factory cardboard box, leather
carry case with previous owners name written in ink on the strap and inside lid, neck strap and manual.  (56161-10)

1283. BUSHNELL PROFESSIONAL BORESIGHTER  This bore sighter is equipped with sighting reticle unit and three expandable
arbors to fit both handguns and rifles from .22-.45 caliber.  The unit is in excellent condition and includes a vinyl carrying case, original fac-
tory cardboard box and instruction sheet.  (56161-12)

1284. TASCO WORLD CLASS SPOTTING SCOPE  This 15-40x50 mm spotting scope measures 12 1/8" overall and is equipped with
a soft-grip gray rubber body and crisp optics. The scope includes an adjustable arm capable of window mounting or bench use with the
included compact tripod, protective nylon carry case, lockable aluminum hard case with keys and carry strap.  (56161-17)

1285. LOT OF CCI RIFLE PRIMERS 13 packages total: (2) 1000 ct. boxes (different vintages) of No. 200 large rifle primers; (1) single
pack containing 75 No. 200 large rifle primers; (1) 1000 ct. box of No. 400 small rifle primers; (6) single packs (different vintages) con-
taining 552 No. 400 small rifle primers; (1) single pack containing 72 No. BR-4 small rifle bench rest primers; (2) single packs containing
114 No. 250 large rifle magnum primers.  Packages are in excellent condition overall some having old price labels and include a small 200
rd. green ammo can.  (56161-31)

1286. ARROW RACK WITH ARROWS  13"x24"x30" white painted rack with two plastic grate inserts containing over 140 assorted
arrows and crossbow bolts both aluminum and wood and of different length, tip and feather configurations.  In good to very good overall
some of the fletching deteriorating or missing along with a few of the tips.  (56161-22)

1287. LOT OF COMPASSES Four total: (1) Recta DP6 Swiss made compass equipped with mirror and grid tables for measuring inclines.
In excellent condition with original factory packaging, lanyard and instruction pamphlet; (1) brass pocket watch style compass engraved
"U.S." on the front face, in excellent condition remaining bright with included ryker style presentation box; (1) nickel plated brass pocket
watch style compass engraved "U.S.C.E." on the rear face, in very good condition overall with flaking nickel on inside lid and along the
edges; (1) K&M model WGC hollow brass tube compass with knurled body and plug containing matches and strikers, in excellent condi-
tion and includes instruction sheet and replacement O-rings for compass plug.  (56161-14A)

1288. NITREX COMPACT BINOCULARS  TR One 10x25 binoculars equipped with a rubber-armored finish, extended eye cups and
clear optics.  The binoculars are in excellent condition and include an original factory cardboard box, neck strap, padded carry case with
shoulder strap and belt loop and papers, no lens covers present.  (56161-15)

1289. REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE  This 1" tube, 2 3/4x22 mm scope measures 10" overall and equipped with a medium crosshair reticle and
crisp optics.  The scope retains 98% gloss black finish with a couple light blemishes and is in excellent condition overall.  (56161-11A)

1290. REDFIELD WIDE ANGLE RIFLE SCOPE  This 4x34 mm scope measures 11 3/4" overall and is equipped with a fine crosshair
center dot reticle with crisp optics and a wide angle ocular lens.  The scope retains 98-99% gloss black finish and is in excellent condi-
tion overall and a set of rings are included.  (56161-11B)

1291. LOT OF WEAVER SCOPES  Two total: (1) K6, 6x34 mm scope measures 13" overall and is equipped with a standard crosshair ret-
icle and clear optics with some very fine specks of dust on the wires.  The scope retains 95% gloss black finish with some light ring wear
and a couple scratches and blemishes; (1) K2-C3, 2x38 mm scope measures 15 3/8" overall and equipped with a fine crosshair reticle
and clear optics.  The scope retains about 95% original blue with scattered light scuffs and scratches.  (56161-11C)

1292. LOT OF SCOPES  Three total: (1) Bushnell Banner 4x20 mm scope measuring 11 3/4" overall and equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics.  The scope retains 99% gloss black finish and includes lens covers; (1) Weaver G6, 6 power scope measuring 13 1/2" over-
all and equipped with a fine crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The scope retains about 95-97% matte black finish with some scat-
tered light scuffs and blemishes; (1) Crossman 4x15 mm airgun scope measuring 10 3/4" overall and equipped with a fine crosshair ret-
icle and clear optics.  The scope retains about 95% gloss black finish with a handful of light scratches and dings and includes a set of plas-
tic lens covers.  (56161-11D)

1293. LOT OF SPEER GRAND SLAM BULLETS  Seven boxes total: (2) opened but full 50 rd. boxes of 30 cal., 200 gr. GS; (2) opened
but full 50 rd. boxes of 30 cal., 180 gr. GS; (2) boxes containing 71 rds. of 30 cal., 165 gr. GS; (1) opened but full 50 rd. box of 7 mm, 145
gr. GS.  In excellent condition overall.  (56161-32A)

1294. LOT OF NOSLER BULLETS  Nine boxes total: (1) opened but nearly full 250 rd. box of Ballistic Tip, .224, 50 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened
but nearly full 50 rd. box of Ballistic Tip .308" 165 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of Ballistic Tip, .257", 85 gr. Spitzer;
(1) open box containing 35 rds. of Ballistic tip .257, 100 gr. Spitzer; (1) open box containing 31 rds. of Partition 30 cal., 170 gr. RN; (1)
open box containing 14 rds. of Partition 30 cal., PPT;(1) opened but nearly full 50 rd. box of Partition 30 cal., Semi-Spitzer; (1) opened box
containing 20 rds. of Partition 7mm, 140 gr., Spitzer; (1) opened box containing 10 rds. of Partition 7mm, 175 gr., Spitzer.  In excellent con-
dition overall, boxes show scuffs and cellophane tape.  (56161-32B)

1295. LOT OF HORNADY BULLETS  Seven boxes total: (1) factory sealed and (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of 45 cal., 230 gr.
HP/XTP;  (1) opened box containing 50 rds. of 45 cal., 185 gr. HP/XTP; (1) factory sealed and (1) opened 100 rd. box containing 70 rds.
of 9 mm, 90 gr. HP/XTP; (1) opened box containing 48 rds. of 38 cal., 158 gr. HP/XTP; (1) opened box containing 10 rds. of 38 cal. 125
gr. HP/XTP.  In excellent condition overall, boxes have light wear and cellophane tape.  (56161-32C)

1296. LOT OF HORNADY BULLETS  Eight boxes total: (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. 7 mm, 175 gr. Spire Point; (1) opened box con-
taining approximately 50 rds. of 30 cal., 180 gr. Spire Point; (1) opened box containing approximately 75 rds. of 30 cal., 150 gr. RN; (1)
factory sealed and (1) opened 100 rd. box containing 30 rds. of .224", 35 gr. V-Max; (1) opened box containing approximately 70 rds. of
.224, 50 gr. V-Max; (1) opened box containing 26 rds. of .224 40 gr. V-Max; (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of .224", 50 gr. SX.  In
excellent condition overall, boxes have tape and old price labels.  (56161-32D)
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1297. LOT OF BULLETS  Six boxes total:  (1) opened but nearly full 50 rd. box of Nosler/Winchester Combined Technology 375 cal., 300 gr.
Fail Safe; (1) opened but nearly full 50 rd. box of Barnes XLC, .308, 180 gr, XFD; (1) opened box containing approximately 35 rds. of Nosler,
338 cal. 210 gr. Soft Point Spitzer; (1) opened box containing 41 rds. of Nosler Ballistic Tip, 22 cal., 50 gr. BT; (1) opened but nearly full
100 rd. box of Jordan .224, 55 gr. soft swaged; (1) aftermarket box without label containing what appears to be 67 rds. of .224, 46 gr. HP.
In excellent conditions overall, boxes show light wear and tape.  (56161-32E)

1298. LOT OF SPEER BULLETS  Seven boxes total: (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of Gold dot 9 mm, 115 gr. uni-cor HP; (1) fac-
tory sealed and (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of Gold Dot 9 mm, 90 gr. uni-cor GDHP; (3) factory sealed 100 rd. boxes of 9 mm,
115 gr. JHP; (1) opened box containing approximately 70 rds. of 9 mm, 100 gr. HP.  In excellent condition overall.  (56161-32F) 

1299. LOT OF SPEER BULLETS Six boxes total:  (1) open box containing 50 rds. of 38 cal., 158 HP;  (1) open box containing 50 rds. of
45 cal., 200 gr. HP; (1) factory sealed 100 rd. box of 6 mm, 105 gr. Spitzer; (1) open but nearly full 100 rd. box of .224 50 gr. Spitzer.  In
excellent condition overall with old price tags on boxes.  (56161-32G)

1300. LOT OF SIERRA BULLETS  Seven boxes total: (2) factory sealed and (1) opened 100 rd. boxes containing 21 rds. of Varminter .224,
50 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened but nearly full and (1) opened box containing approximately 40 rds. of Varminter .224, 45 gr. SP; (1) opened
box containing approximately 70 rds. of .224, 50 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened box containing approximately 30 rds. of .224, 52 gr. HPBT Match.
In excellent condition overall with tape on some of the boxes.  (56161-32H)

1301. LOT OF SIERRA BULLETS  Seven boxes total: (1) opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of GameKing .257, 90 gr. HPBT; (1) opened
GameKing box containing 29 rds. of .375, 300 gr. Spitzer Boat Tail; (1) factory sealed and (1) opened but nearly full 50 rd. box of Pro-Hunter
.358, 200 gr. RN; (1) opened box containing 70 rds. of Pro-Hunter 7 mm, 140 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened box containing 28 rds. of .257, 87 gr.
Spitzer; (1) opened box containing 21 rds. of .257, 100 gr., Spitzer.  In near excellent condition, boxes show light wear.  (56161-32I)

1302. LOT OF SIERRA BULLETS Four boxes total:  (1) opened box containing approximately 60 rds. of .308, 200 gr. Spitzer Boat Tail; (1)
opened but nearly full 100 rd. box of .308, 180 gr. Spitzer; (1) opened box containing approximately 50 rds. of .308, 110 gr. FMJ; (1)
opened box containing 20 rds. of .308, 155 gr. HPBT.  In excellent condition overall, boxes show light wear.  (56161-32J)

1303. U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICERS SWORD 32" blade with three-quarter length unstopped fullers.  Blade retains most of its bright
plating with light flaking along the true edge and modest light scuffs and scratches from the toe to the front half of the foible.  Obverse and
reverse show martial and foliate panoplies with federal eagle "e pluribus unum" riband and "U.S.", the ricasso is stamped "U of M" over a
"14" over stamped "11" and lightly scratched letters closer to the felt washer.  The hilt rates very good overall with faint traces of plating
on the pommel and backstrap and traces of brass along the edges along the branches of the bow and quillon.  The synthetic fingergroove
grip rates very good and appears to be hard rubber.  The scabbard retains about 60% nickel plate fading to a brown-gray patina with fine
oxidation staining and a couple spots of light surface rust on the front ring and hanger.  (56519-653A) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection] (200/400)

1304. SPANISH WOOD HANDLE HUNTING SWORD 27 5/8" straight blade, 33 5/8" overall length.  The bright blade is fading to a
dull gray with scattered pinprick pitting and a covering of fine oxidation staining; the ricasso has "ARTILLERIA Fca NACIONAL" makers
mark on one side and is numbered "7390" on the other side.  The brass S-shaped guard with round quillons has a nice goldenrod patina
with a few light handling marks; the leather washer is well rounded but remains intact.  The curved walnut grips rate fine with a few shal-
low dents and blemishes and is equipped with a rectangular steel lanyard hole and fastened by two large steel rivets.  The one-piece pom-
mel and tang have a few light handling marks and specks of light oxidation.  Included is a black leather scabbard with brass throat and
chape.  The brass has a tarnished patina with light dents, handling marks and oxidation staining along the edges; the leather shows mod-
est crazing and flaking with a separated seam and is no longer attached to the throat.  An overall good example Toledo manufactured hunt-
ing sword.  (55170-58)

1305. U.S. MODEL 1859 MARINE NCO SWORD BY MEYER 28" blade with  three-quarter length
unstopped fullers.  The blades bright plating is flaking to gray metal with scattered spots of darker gray within the

etching.  Obverse and reverse show panoplies of scroll, flags, shields, Stars of Damascus and "UNITED STATES MARINES" in the mid-
dle of the foibles.  The ricasso is marked "N.S. MEYER INC. / NEW YORK / GERMANY" on one side and "PROVED" on the other.  The
felt washer is missing and the tarnished patina brass Phrygian pommel and pierced knucklebow with oak leaf sprays and other foliate
shapes has become slightly loose.  The black leather wrapping shows moderate flaking exposing the wood handle with intact brass wire
wrap.  There is no sheath present, an overall good example import Model 1859 Corps sword.  (56659-4) (200/400)

1306. JAPANESE WAKIZASHI  This Ko-Wakazashi measures 21 1/4" overall, 15" to the aluminum habaki.  The blade has a very light but
present ha-mon line and remains bright overall with some very light handling marks and some scattered specks of fine oxidation and pin-
prick pitting, there is a small ding in the top edge on the left side of the blade.  The tang is unsigned  and has a dark charcoal patina with
some modest pitting and light oxidation.  The copper Tsuba and Seppas have a rich golden-brown patina with some light handling marks
and specks of light verdigris forming on the Seppas.  One of the holes on the Tsuba has a synthetic plug and the surfaces have been light-
ly simply engraved with a lion on one side and simple rudimentary designs on the other.  The faux ray skin wrapping remains fully intact
with a Menuki on either side and is equipped with a black cloth binding and a black synthetic endcap and collar.  The black lacquered
wood scabbard rates excellent with some light scuffs and scratches and is equipped with a small, simple Koatana measuring 8 1/8" over-
all with a 4 3/8" blade mainly in-the-white with some scattered spots of gray freckling.  The handle has an embossed foliate spray with
gold colored highlights and a contrasting checkered background on the exposed reverse side, the obverse side remains plain and the
retention ring is no longer present.  An overall very good condition unsigned smaller example Wakizashi.  (55872-6) (75/150)

1307. MOORE'S PATENT FIREARMS COMPANY
FRONTLOADING REVOLVER serial #9565, 32 cal. teat fire, 3
1/4" round barrel with a near very good bore. The iron surfaces are
dull gun metal gray with overall light, and some moderate, pitting.
The brass frame is lightly engraved and retains about 60% original

silver plate, the balance faded to a goldenrod patina. The smooth walnut grips are assem-
bly-numbered to the gun (C065) and rate about good as refinished with an area of synthetic

filler at the rear edge of the left-hand grip. The gun is mechanically functional. This example was
manufactured without the hooked cartridge extractor.  An overall very good plus example Moore's

Frontloading revolver.  (56674-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1308. SAVAGE "FIRST IN
THE FIELD" DEALER
DISPLAY  This cardboard
point-of-sale dealer display
measures 20" x 28" overall and
is a full color faux framed copy
of an original Henry
Hintermeister  print with faux
brass Savage "First in the
Field" plaque.  The view
depicts two black and white
English Setters at-the-ready
working a grassy field mostly
likely putting up pheasants.
Used as wall or counter dis-
plays in gun and sporting good
stores, the display is in very
good condition overall with
some light scuffs and rounded
corners mainly along the right
edge, mostly of which could be
easily hidden in a proper fram-
ing.  (56485-14)

1309. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN
serial #947958, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% original blue toning to an overall dull gray with
modest scuffing along the edges of the receiver from improper barrel
removal, high edge and contact wear with scattered light handling
marks and fine oxidation staining.  The plain pistolgrip walnut stock
and grooved forearm rate good to very good with moderate handling
marks a thin 4" scratch in the right side of the stock under a flaking
added heavy varnish.  An overall good to very good condition WWII-
era Model 12 which should make a great rainy day bird gun.  (56738-
8) {C&R}                                                                      (300/500)

1310. SHEFFIELD DOUBLE EDGE DAGGER BY IBBERSON
This dagger measures 10 5/8" overall with a 6 5/8" double edge blade.
The bright finished blade is muting to gun metal with scattered oxida-
tion staining, some pinprick pitting and light surface oxidation at the
guard.  The reverse side of the blade is unmarked while the obverse
side of the blade is marked "GEORGE IBBERSON & Co / [cello] /
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND" next to Piccadilly address.  The oval brass
guard has a tarnished patina and the curved staghorn handle has a
nicely darkened with age and is fastened by a small iron pin and wash-
er having a lightly oxidized patina.  An overall very good condition
Sheffield dagger.  (55706-46)                                           (300/500)

1311. DUPONT POWDER 1907 POSTER  This original poster mea-
sures 20 1/8" x 31 1/8" and has an olive drab background with a large
copy of Edm. Osthaus' original watercolor of "JOE CUMMING" by
Antonio Picciola, the 1899 champion "Birds Dog" of the National Field
Trial Championship. Mr. Osthaus painted the original watercolors for E.
I. DuPont's calendar of every National Champion since the trials start-
ed in 1896.  Below the view of the English Setter  is a black and white
add for reproductions of the water colors of all four dogs centered
between a large "DUPONT" and "DU PONT EXPLOSIVES / THE
RESULT OF / 106 YEARS EXPERIENCE" which in turn is centered
between interwoven collars and leashes.  The poster is in very good
plus condition overall with numerous light bends and wrinkles, a cou-
ple tears along the right side, along with a couple slight scuffs, but
remains intact with sharp corners.  Suitable for framing, would make a
nice addition to the gun room wall.  (56485-15) 
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1312. ITALIAN AUTOMATIC SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BY COLTELLERIE PAOLUCCI  This automatic knife measures 4 3/4" with
a 3 7/8" single edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse side of the
blade.  The nickel bolster and stainless steel handle remains bright and the swirled black, white and brown plastic scales rate excellent and
are fastened by four small bright brass pins, the obverse handle is equipped with a large push-button blade release and a smaller locking
button.  An excellent condition switchblade knife.  Please note: Switchblades and all automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire res-
idents only.  (56816-10A)

1313. JOSEPH ALLEN & SONS NON-XXL BOWIE KNIFE
This Bowie measures 9 3/4" overall with a 5 5/8" clip point Bowie
blade.  The blade has an overall pewter patina with scattered spots
of oxidation staining and light scuffing from being lightly sharp-
ened.  The reverse side of the blade is unmarked while the obverse
side is marked "NON-XXL" along the top edge and "JOSEPH /
ALLEN & SONS / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND" on the ricasso.  The oval German silver guard has a light
tarnished patina and the full-length tang has a thin covering of light oxidation staining.  The genuine stag handles have darkened nicely
with age and are fastened by three small iron pins.  An overall very good condition Non-XXL Bowie overall.  (56802-7D) (200/400)

1314. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #665676, 20" shortened single ivory bead plain barrel with a bright
excellent bore marked full now open-choked.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, majority of loss gray fading on the bottom
of the barrel hanger, light contact wear, silvering along the edges and some scattered light handling marks and spots of oxidation.  The plain
pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forearm rate fine with light handling marks and is equipped with a checkered WRA logo hard rubber
buttplate.  Still an overall very good condition, over-a-dog gun, for upland birds.  (56815-42) (300/500)

1315. CONTEMPORARY BLACKSMITH CROSSBOW  This bow measures 31" in length and has a 25" steel bow constructed of 4
staggered length bands of spring steel.  The bow has a dark  brown patina with a covering of moderate surface oxidation and is strung
with a braided hemp style string with matching draw loop.  The maple stock has a high-curve thin wrist with a gun style buttstock.  The
wood has an overall faded light brown finish with sporadic dark highlights and a couple thin cracks in the left side of the stock, the stock
is decorated with five large decorative iron tacks on either side of the buttstock and a loose molded brass eagle tacked in the upper front
edge.  The stock features with a brass bow retention plate also equipped with two threaded iron posts with brass finials as an arrow guide
and sighting provision, and along with the loosely tacked brass buttplate, has a hammered tarnished finish.  The top of the wrist is equipped
with a curved end iron flat bar drilled and equipped with three staggered height threaded iron posts with brass finals for string placement,
the posting is missing the brass finial and the downward angle forearm is wrapped with a loosened braided hemp style cord.  A neat
unique-looking crossbow surely to be the topic of conversation.  (56275-4)

1316. ITALIAN AUTOMATIC SWITCHBLADE KNIFE BY COLTELLERIE PAOLUCCI  This automatic knife measures 4 3/4" with
a 3 7/8" single edge stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse side of the
blade.  The nickel bolster and stainless steel handle remain bright and the faux mother-of-pearl plastic scales rate excellent and are fas-
tened by four small bright brass pins, the obverse handle is equipped with a large push-button blade release and a smaller locking button.
An excellent condition switchblade knife.  Please note: Switchblades and all automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only.
(56816-10B)

1317. RANDALL TRIATHLETE UTILITY/BOOT KNIFE  This one-piece all stainless steel constructed knife measures 6 1/2” overall with
a 2 3/4” spear point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the drilled tang handle has a
duller satin finish.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s black leather model G style sheath with belt/boot clip.  An excellent low profile Randall con-
cealment knife.  (56020-R311) (200/400)

1318. RANDALL SEAMSTRESS OR TAILORS KNIFE  This non-cataloged all-stainless steel construction knife measures 6" overall
with a 2 3/8" angled blade for separating hems and cutting fabric.  The knife remains bright and unsharpened and includes a Sullivan's
cover sheath.  (56020-R370) (100/200)

1319. RANDALL MODEL 11-4 ALASKAN SKINNER  This fixed blade knife measures 8 1/2" with a 4" tool steel special drop point
blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the brass single hilt.  The slightly curved stag
handle rates excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan's Model A leather sheath with
hone in pocket and Randall Made marked snaps.  (56020-R361) (300/500)

1320. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This
knife is one of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife
measures 8 1/2” overall with a 4” tool steel drop point blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is etched “L.L.
Bean “012” in the reverse blade.  The brass single hilt remains
bright and the genuine Sambar stag handle is separated by
thin red, white and blue spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s
leather concealment sheath.  An as-new L.L. Bean Randall
Pathfinder perfect for belt or pack.  (56020-R378) (400/600)

1321. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL
KNIFE This special order dealer special measures 8 1/2” over-
all with a 4” tool steel drop point skinning blade equipped with
thumb serrations and numbered “197” along the top edge  The
blade remains unsharpened as does the brass single hilt and
smooth buttcap.  The handle is an attractive maple burl cen-
tered between bright brass and black leather spacers.  Knife
includes a Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with hone in pock-
et, Randall Made marked snaps and A.G. Russell/Randall Made
makers mark logo on back of sheath.  A great looking A.G.
Russell dealer special Randall.  (56020-R322)        (400/600)
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1322. RANDALL KITTERY TRADING POST MODEL 4-6 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE  This knife measures  10 3/4” overall with
a 6” upswept tool steel skinning blade.  The blade remains unsharpened, bright and is etched “KITTERY TRADING POST / 28 OF 50” on
the reverse blade.  The nickel silver single hilt remains bright overall with a few spots of light tarnish from sheath storage.  The rosewood
handle rates excellent and is centered between aluminum and black spacers and is equipped with a flat circular Duralumin buttcap.  Knife
includes a model A leather sheath with hone in pocket having a few light stains.  An excellent condition limited edition Kittery model 4 big
game/skinning knife.  (56020-R320) (300/500)

1323. RANDALL ANDY THORNAL ATS-III LIMITED EDI-
TION KNIFE  This knife is virtually a model 26 Pathfinder made for
Andy Thornal to commemorate his company’s 1996 50th anniversary
and is one of only 150 knives made.  The knife measures 8 1/4” overall
with a 4” drop point stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright,
unsharpened and is etched “ATS-III/#7 in the reverse blade.  The sin-
gle brass hilt and rounded flat buttcap have a nice tarnished patina.
The handle is a combination of select stag and stacked leather wash-
ers separated by black and brass spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s
model A leather sheath with handle strap and Randall Made marked
strap and handle cord.  An excellent limited edition model 26
Pathfinder.  (56020-R393) (400/600)

1324. RANDALL MODEL 2-5 LETTER OPENER  This knife
measures 9 1/4" overall with a 5" double edge stainless steel
blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened/  The brass
double hilt and buttcap remains bright as well except for a cou-
ple spots of light tarnish staining from sheath storage.  The com-
mando-shaped Westinghouse micarta grip rates excellent
remaining bright and is centered between red, white and black
spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather sheath
having a few light stains.  (56020-R432)                    (400/600)

1325. RANDALL MODEL 11-45 ALASKAN SKINNER
This knife measures 8 7/8" overall with a 4 1/2" special drop
point stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The
blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel silver single
hilt remains bright overall with some light stains on the obverse side from sheath storage. The stag handle rates excellent, is equipped with
an aluminum lined lanyard hole, white face compass in the butt and is separated by red, white and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a
Johnson roughback leather sheath with hone in pocket and plain snaps.  (56020-R394) (300/500)

1326. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This version measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4" tool
steel modified drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is numbered 143 along
the top edge.  The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap have a tarnished patina  with some light oxidation staining on the hilt and
some spots of more modest oxidation on the buttcap and spacers.  The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered
between brass and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and Randall Made marked
snaps.  (56020-R346) (300/500)

1327. RANDALL MODEL 1-8 ALL-PURPOSE FIGHTING
KNIFE  This fighter measures 13 3/8" overall with a 8" tool steel
blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel silver
double hilt and Duralumin exposed nut buttcap remains bright as well.
The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is separated
between black and bright aluminum spacers.  Knife includes a
Sullivan's Model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and Randall
Made marked snaps.  An as-new condition Model 1 fighting knife.
(564147-1) (400/600)
1328. RANDALL MODEL 23 GAMEMASTER FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" stainless
steel blade equipped with a 2 1/2" sharpened false edge and thumb
serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The nickel silver
single hilt and Duralumin buttcap remain bright as well except for light
staining on the obverse side of the hilt from sheath storage. The stag

handle rates excellent with a thin 1" drying crack in the top right side of the handle towards the collar and is centered between red, white
and black spacers. Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and plain snaps having a couple light
stains in the throat area.  (56020-R234) (350/550)

1329. RANDALL MODEL 8-4 TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE  This knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4" tool steel blade equipped with
a 2 1/2" sharpened false edge.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt remains bright with some light oxida-
tion staining in the obverse side of the hilt from sheath storage.  The curved stag handle rates fine with a nice orange-brown color at the
butt, a couple light drying cracks and is separated by a red, white and black collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather
sheath.  (56020-R424) (300/500) 

1330. RANDALL MODEL 8-4 TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE  This knife measures  8 3/8" overall with a 4" tool steel blade equipped
with a 2 3/8" sharpened false edge.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt and buttcap remain bright overall
with some light oxidation staining from sheath storage.  The walnut burl handle rates very good with light handling marks, a small hole in
the obverse side where a knot broke free, a few small thin cracks around the small brass retention pin in the reverse side and is centered
between thin red, white and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan's left handed model B leather sheath.  (56020-R149) (300/500)

1331. RANDALL STODDARD’S SERGEANT’S MODEL KNIFE This dealer special knife measures 9 5/8” overall with a 5 1/8" tool
steel clip point trapper model style blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright, is equipped with thumb serrations and is etched
“STODDARD’S, INC./BOSTON, MA. SN. 020”.  The brass single hilt and lanyard hole-equipped buttcap have light handling marks, small
spots of light tarnish and oxidation staining from sheath storage.  The single finger briar handle rates excellent and is separated by brass
and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model A style leather sheath with a couple light stains, hone in pocket and is stamped “SS”
under the Randal trademark.  (56020-R490) (300/500)
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1332. WEST GERMAN RANDALL KITCHEN KNIVES Six total:  (3) steak knives measuring 8 5/8" overall with 5" full tang blades with
rounded tips and serrated cutting edges.  The knives are equipped with white plastic handles fastened by three large steel rivets; (2) steak
knives measuring 9 1/2" overall with 5" blade with a wide serrated edge reducing to a fine serration closest to the tip.  The hardwood han-
dles rate excellent and are fastened by two bright aluminum rivets; (1) paring knife measuring 8 1/2" overall with a 4 3/4" narrow blade
with a fine serrated cutting edge.  The narrow hardwood handles rate excellent and are fastened by two bright aluminum rivets.  knives are
in excellent condition with bright blades. (56020-R491)

1333. RANDALL GTR SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This non-cataloged model measures 7 3/4" overall with a 3 1/2" tool steel clip
point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt has a tarnished patina with
spots of oxidation staining from sheath storage.  The stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a red, white and black spacer collar.
Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath.  (56020-R352) (300/500)

1334. RANDALL MODEL 25 TRAPPER FIXED BLADE
KNIFE  This knife measures 9 3/4" overall with a 5 1/4" stain-
less steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade
remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt and
buttcap have a nicely mellowed goldenrod patina with light tar-
nish and oxidation staining from sheath storage.  The stag and
stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is separated
by brass and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan's model F
leather cover sheath with hone in pocket and plain snaps.
(56020-R325) (400/600)

1335. RANDALL KIT KNIFE  This later kit knife measures 11 1/4"
overall with a 6 1/2" broad stainless steel drop point style blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is marked "KIT" in front
of the makers mark on the obverse side.  The nickel silver single hilt has a purple-brown tarnished patina and the thick curved stag han-
dle rates excellent and is equipped with an inlaid cloudy black face compass.  (56020-R398) (300/500)

1336. JAPANESE TSUBA LOT  This lot contains an iron Tsuba for a Japanese Katana.  The metal has light scroll engraving with fading gold
color highlights and light surface oxidation.  Also includes are two brass Dai Seppas having a lightly tarnished ochre patina with light spots
of oxidation and verdigris staining.  The pieces are housed in a small riker box and are in very good condition overall.  (54192-104)

1337. RANDALL FIREMAN SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This non-cataloged offering measures 8 5/8" overall with an extra thick
full tang stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt and lan-
yard hole bushing remain bright except for a few spots of light tarnish and oxidation staining on the hilt from sheath storage.  The single
finger grip black micarta handle rates excellent.  Knife includes a Sullivan's high-rise model B leather sheath.  (56020-R353) (300/500)

1338. RANDALL MODEL 26 PATHFINDER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4" tool steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the brass single hilt has a nice goldenrod patina with light oxidation staining on the obverse
side from sheath storage.  The handle is nice genuine stag separated by a red, white and black spacer collar.  There is no sheath present.
(56020-R351) (300/500)

1339. RANDALL MODEL 19 BUSHMASTER FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9 1/8" overall with a 4
1/2" tool steel blade equipped with a 2 1/2" sharpened false
edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened except for a couple specks of light freckling at the
tip on the obverse side.  The brass single hilt remains bright as
well except for a couple spots of light tarnish from sheath stor-
age,  The genuine stag handle rates excellent and is separated
by a red, white and fading blue spacer collar.  Knife includes a
Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and plain
snaps.  (56020-R467) (400/600)

1340. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This knife
is one of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife measures
8 1/2” overall with a 4” tool steel drop point blade.  The blade
remains bright and unsharpened and is etched “L.L. Bean “005”
on the reverse blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright and the
genuine Sambar stag handle is separated by thin red, white and
blue spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s leather concealment
sheath.  An as-new L.L. Bean Randall Pathfinder perfect for belt
or pack.  (56020-R493)                                            (400/600)

1341. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 8 5/8" overall with a 4" tool steel
modified drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is numbered 197 along the
top edge.  The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap have a tarnished patina  with some light spots of oxidation staining on the buttcap
and spacers.  The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between brass and black spacers.  Knife includes a
Sullivan's model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and Randall Made marked snaps.  (56020-R360) (300/500)
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1342. RANDALL MODEL 22-5 OUTDOORSMAN FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 9 1/8" overall with a 4
5/8" stainless steel clip point blade equipped with thumb serra-
tions.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel
silver single hilt and lanyard hole equipped crow's beak
Duralumin buttcap remain bright except for some oxidation
staining mainly on the obverse side of the hilt from sheath stor-
age.  The stag handle rates excellent and is separated between
red, white and fading blue spacers.  The knife includes a
Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with hone in pock-
et and plain snaps.  (56020-R305)                          (400/600)

1343. RANDALL MODEL 2-4 LETTER OPENER  This stilet-
to style knife measures 7 3/4" overall with a 4" double edge
stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened.  The nickel silver double hilt and exposed nut Duralumin
buttcap remain bright as well.  The narrow commando-shaped stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between
red, white and black spacers.  Knife includes an unmarked leather sheath with handle strap and a brass belt/boot hook.  (56020-R452)
(300/500)

1344. RANDALL MODEL 21 LITTLE GAME FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 7 1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" stainless steel
blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel silver single hilt remains bright and the
genuine stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a red, white and black leather washer collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback
model B leather sheath with plain snaps.  (56020-RF383) (300/500)

1345. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL
FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This larger version dealer special mea-
sures 9 3/4” overall with a 5” tool steel modified drop point blade
equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and
bright except for a few faint specks of freckling staining at the tip and
raised top edge and is numbered 201 along the top edge.  The brass
single hilt and shaped smooth buttplate remain bright.  The slightly
curved genuine stag handle has attractive grain highlights and is cen-
tered between bright brass and black leather spacers.  Knife includes
a Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, Randall Made
marked snaps and A.G. Russell Special/Randall Made makers mark
logo on back of sheath.  A nice Randall custom dealer special hunting
knife.  (56020-R342) (350/550)

1346. RANDALL MODEL 21 LITTLE GAME FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 7 1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" tool steel blade
equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt has a tarnished goldenrod patina with
spots of light oxidation staining from sheath storage and the genuine stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a red, white and black
leather washer collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath with plain snaps.  (56020-RF232) (300/500)

1347. DERINGER SPUR TRIGGER POCKET REVOLVER serial #1402, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good to excellent lightly frost-
ed bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original nickel; the finish on the brass frame is excellent with light thinning on some of the high
edges and minor handling marks; the barrel and fluted cylinder exhibit thinning and spotty oxidation and show the most loss.  The walnut
grips rate near excellent with some minor handling marks and a nice darkened color.  The numbers match on the barrel, cylinder and frame.
(126287-80) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1348. ITHACA MINIER MODEL FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE serial #135634, 12 Ga., 28” barrels choked modified and
cylinder with excellent bores showing a few small pits towards the breech end.  The barrels retain about 95% original blue finish showing
some scattered oxidation staining as well as a few handling marks.  The receiver and triggerguard have some surface oxidation through-
out and exhibit a brownish gray patina with the words “Ithaca Hammerless” inscribed on both sides surrounded by light scroll engraving.
The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate good to near very good showing some scratches and dents as well
as some spots where the finish is thinning.  The length of pull is 14 1/4” to the buttplate and the drops are 1 1/2” and 2 3/4”.  (156664-
6) {C&R} (300/500)

1349. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA 2 MODEL SW40V SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAZ6923, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate near excellent but exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The black synthetic
grip rates excellent and lacks any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a set of three-dot sights and includes two stainless steel
10 round factory magazines, manual, and factory original hardcase. (136780-S17762) (200/300)

1350. MILLENNIUM DESIGNED MUZZLELOADERS INC. BUCKWACKA MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #MDM550-
49572, 50 cal., 23" barrel with a very good bore, showing light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain
about 98% of their factory original blued finish.  The smooth gray laminated walnut forend and Monte Carlo thumbhole stock both rate
near excellent, although with some minor light handling marks; featured with the stock is a recoil pad.  The rifle does not feature any iron
sights, although it appears mounting areas are present for their installation, instead an MDM Series BTS VI BuckTracka 1.5-6x44 rifle scope
has been installed.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 99% of its factory original matte black finish.  The featured German-type
reticle displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The scope is intended to have an illumination feature; however, this feature does not currently
function and is most likely the result of a dead battery.  The ignition system is accessed via a break-open-action operation.  Included with
the rifle is its original ramrod. (136632-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1351. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #L4254, 50 cal., 26" octagon barrel with a very good bore,
showing light oxidation throughout.  The barrel rates very good plus and retains about 93% of its factory original blued finish, with some
minor faint surface oxidation as well as a few minor light handling marks.  The hammer and lock both rate very good but retain little of their
factory original blued finish, exhibiting more of a gunmetal gray tint.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent, although exhibiting sev-
eral light handling marks.  The rifle maintains its original open sights and includes its original ramrod.  This particular rifle is configured for
left-handed shooters. (136578-22) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1352. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE  serial #49, 6.5 Blank, 31 1/2" smoothbore barrel with a
very good lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain little original blue and are a mottled brown throughout that is mixing with areas of
light surface oxidation and light pitting.  The hardwood stocks rate good to about very good and have added finish, a chip at the toe and
a few substantial cracks running through the wrist area on either side.  There is no cleaning rod present and parts are missing from the
bolt release mechanism.  An about very good example overall.  (46629-3) {C&R} (50/100)

1353. NEW ENGLAND STYLE PILL LOCK-CONVERTED FOWLER BY NOCK About 20 bore, 44 1/2” part octagon part round
barrel with a turned medial at the point of transition and an oxidized bore.  The barrel is an overall oxidized plum brown patina with some
areas of light pitting and has a simple steel bead front sight with no provision for rear.  There are British proofs on the left diagonal barrel
flat, flanked by a number of tool marks and many small dings, the muzzle as well showing impact marks and is slightly flared from being
dropped or impacted.  The lock shows some very light engraving and a small rear teat and is “H
Nock” marked.  The gun is converted to pill lock by a square drum with a cone-shaped recess, and
a sharp conical striking portion on the blacksmith-made hammer.  There is a simple brass tailpipe
and an acorn front-extension on the triggerguard; the bow of the guard is lightly engraved.  The
brass buttplate shows some light engraving on its upper tang; all the brass is a tarnished
goldenrod patina.  The English walnut stock rates about very good
showing a 3” chip missing from atop the rear portion of the
lock, with a couple of cracks emanating from the tang.  At
some point the stock was cracked in half, with visible cracks
below the lockplate, through the guard and up the left stock
flat; it appears as though a satisfactory repair has been made
and is sound.  There is an antique ramrod affixed which is
certainly from the period of use and the nosecap to the stock
is not present.  The lock seems to operate well mechanically.
(36623-41) {ANTIQUE}                                         (300/500)

1354. DAISY 853 POWERLINE TARGET AIR RIFLE .177 caliber.  The black painted metal surfaces retain 98% finish and the target style
pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few scratches over a thin varnish.  The rifle is equipped with a plastic buttplate adjustable for
length and sights include a globe front sight and a receiver sight mounted on a grooved receiver.  In addition there is a faux muzzlebrake
and a simple metal loop is installed on the cocking lever providing a hand stop.  Overall a neat target gun.  (115798-644)

1355. SPANISH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #3003, 7mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with an about good, dark
bore showing strong rifling with fine pitting throughout. The metal surfaces show a smooth reblued surface overlaid with lightly peppered
specks of oxidation, as well as scattered light scuffs and usage marks. The receiver bears the Oviedo Arsenal marking as well as manu-
facture date of 1913, indicating the use of a Model 1895 carbine receiver at the time of arsenal conversion to the Model 1916. No import
marks are evident. The matching bolt (safety lever non-matching) shows a later polished bright surface, with the bent bolt handle show-
ing light brown oxidation with light pitting visible at the knob. The smooth walnut stock is correctly numbered and shows a lightly sanded
surface with numerous impressions and usage marks scattered across the surface. A 1" crack is visible at the wrist, emanating from the
upper tang. The cleaning rod remains intact. The rifle wears an eared blade front sight, as well as the tangent leaf rear sight and buttstock
mounted sling bar indicative of the second pattern Model 1916 Short Rifle. In overall good plus condition. (146599-70) {C&R} (75/150)

1356. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1882 CHAFFEE-REESE BOLT RIFLE  45-70, 24" barrel with an about good bore with
light pitting and light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall with some traces of a black enamel finish and
have areas of light of minor surface oxidation.  The modified walnut stock rates about very good and has a checkered wrist and starburst
patterns on either side.  The stock has several long cracks through the wrist.  The sights are missing and the rear sight base holes have been
filled.  Modified for sporting use quite some time ago, this is an about good condition example overall.  (46100-1) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1357. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  12 Ga., 26" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 85-90% original blue finish exhibiting wear consistent with age. There is oxidation staining on the receiver as well as silvering
on the high edges. The checkered forend and buttstock exhibit an added oil finish with heavy overlapping on the buttstock and patches of
exposed wood on the forend. The barrel features an adjustable Poly-choke making this shotgun an excellent choice for the beginner. In
very good to excellent condition overall.  (66717-2) (100/200)

1358. SWISS MODEL 1878 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #203189, 41 Swiss RF, 24" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 90% of what appears to be original blue that is lightly flaking to brown.  The walnut buttstock and modified
forearm rate excellent and have a few light dings.  The original rear swivel slot has been filled and the magazine tube port in the forearm
has been plugged, sling swivels have been added.  A new sporting front sight has been added at the muzzle and a sporting rear added
in place of the original military sight.  A nifty sporterized Model 1878.  (46676-16) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1359. WINCHESTER MODEL 04A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with a moderately pitted bore.  The
metal surfaces are blue thinning to gray with areas of oxidation and some light pitting.  The walnut stock rates very good with multiple
impact marks, light scratches, and an added finish.  (126706-28) {C&R} (75/150)

1360. MOSSBERG 385KB BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #09012B, 20 Ga., 26” C-lect Choke plain barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue finish with most of the thinning on the bolt handle and floorplate as well as some other spots
of light loss.  There are a few light scratches and handling marks present as well.  The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate
about excellent overall displaying some small dings and dents.  A single factory box magazine is included.  (156664-4) (75/150)

1361. MOSSBERG 500AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G268929, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a near
excellent bore despite some minor frosting toward the muzzle end of the barrel.  The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original blue with
some operational loss along the magazine tube, scattered scratches and marks and silvering on the high edges as well as a 3/8” by 1/4”
bare metal spot on the left side of the receiver.  There are some patches of surface oxidation as well, primarily on the barrel and magazine
tube as well as a few light streaks of white paint that are present on the barrel.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate good
to very good with some handling marks and scratches including a chip missing from the left side of the stock where it meets the receiver.
There are spots and streaks of white paint also present on both the buttstock and forend.  (156691-46) (50/100)

1362. ITHACA FLUES MODEL FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #190517, 12 Ga., 26” open cylinder bar-
rels with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces on the barrels retain about 92% original blue finish showing some fading and remnants
of light oxidation staining and some handling marks present.  The receiver has traces of case-hardened color remaining, primarily on the
water table, while the rest displays light and dark gray tones.  The checkered round knob walnut buttstock and forend rate very good show-
ing some dings and dents.  The length of pull is 13 3/4” to the buttplate and the drops are 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”.  A nice example of an Ithaca
Field Grade double shotgun.  (156544-1) {C&R} (300/500)
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1363. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #P7375, 7.35 Carcano, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good but retain very little of their factory original blued finish as well as exhibiting some faint to light surface
oxidation.  The bolt rates very good plus but does exhibit some wear, as well as faint oxidation on the handle.  The smooth walnut straight
stock rates very good plus, although the sling bar section has been removed and a wooden plug installed and the stock's length has been
reduced.  Additionally, the top handguard and barrel band have both been removed.  Despite the previously mentioned modifications, the
rifle still maintains its original open sights. (136556-23) (25/75)

1364. ANTIQUE BRITISH NON-XLL BOWIE BY JOSEPH
ALLEN & SONS  This knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 5
1/2" tapered full tang blade marked "NON-XLL" along the
obverse top edge and Allen & Sons Sheffield makers mark on
the ricasso.  The blade is an overall pewter gray with scattered
spots of oxidation staining more prevalent on the reverse side
with more moderate oxidation and pinprick pitting on the ricas-
so; the edge shows light silvering and scratching from being
sharpened.  The oval German Silver guard has nicely mellowed
with a few specks of light oxidation and the cream colored
jigged bone handles have darkened nicely with age and are fas-
tened by three small iron brads.  Knife includes a brown leather
sheath with metal tip and thin leather belt loop stamped "Made
In Germany" in the rear of the loop.  The leather shows some light crazing but remains supple with previous owners name scratched in
the front of the sheath and a stitched and glued repair to the rear of the belt loop which started to separate once again.  A good to very
good condition Sheffield bowie.  (55706-45) (200/400)

1365. RUSSIAN RPD/RPDS ACCESSORIES  Includes an assortment of canvas carry cases and one 100 round drum magazine for
the Russian RPD or RPDS light machine gun or semi-automatic rifle.  There are two drum magazine cases and one rifle case all in excel-
lent condition.  Also included is a saw bag adapter.  (106593-6A)

1366. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Three holsters total.  One is an Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 5 right handed nylon hip holster in excellent condi-
tion.  Next is a Bianchi right handed leather hip holster marked #5BHL with .38/.357 Colt underneath it in very good condition overall with
some scuff marks and signs of usage.  Lastly is a Gould & Goodrich X340 Phoenix right handed nylon duty holster in excellent condition
with a couple of scuffs present.  (154501-6)

1367. MAGAZINE LOT  Includes five U.S.A. Magazines Mini-14 high capacity magazines.  There are four 30 round to include (1) stainless
steel and (3) blued in original packaging.  Also included is (1) stainless steel 40 round in its original packaging all in excellent condition.
(105732-19)

1368. CETME PARTS LOT  Includes an instructional sheet, one piece base, sight tool, and bayonet lug for a Cetme rifle from Tapco.  Parts
are in sealed plastic packages and appear in excellent condition.  (101683-8A)

1369. UZI MAGAZINE LOT  Includes an Israeli IMI Uzi 25 round magazine.  This magazine retains 99% original parkerized finish with a
star located on the bottom left side indicating it was manufactured for military use.  It is in excellent condition overall.  (156697-1)

1370. SKS MAGAZINE LOT  Included are two black polymer detachable box magazines for an SKS type rifle.  They are both 5 round mag-
azines and rate excellent overall.  (154138-16H)

1371. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two partial boxes of Winchester ammunition. First is a
box of 44-40 200 grain soft point ammunition in the original Winchester-Western yellow box with red and blue Western over X logo and
containing 35 cartridges. The box shows light shelf wear with no split seams, with the cartridges remaining clean with light discoloration.
Second is a box of 32 S&W Long 98 grain lead ammunition in the original yellow Winchester box with “Winchester over red W” logo and
containing 30 cartridges. The box shows light shelf wear with no split seams. (146726-8)

1372. PARTS KIT FOR STAR Z-45 SPANISH SUBMACHINE GUN Chambered for the 9x23mm Largo cartridge and manufactured
by Bonifacio Echeverria, S.A.  The lot items rate near very good overall, particularly considering their age, and consist of: wood and metal
stock, with the wire stock’s folding feature remaining in excellent operating condition; bolt assembly and charging handle group, which
has been stamped 21624; magwell, which has been stamped Z-21580; telescoping bolt; two portions of the receiver, one of which fea-
tures the rear sight block; and the barrel assembly, which features a near excellent bright bore.  The parts retain very little of their factory
original finishes, and exhibit extensive use and handling related marks as well as some instances of light oxidation.  The barrel shroud dis-
plays a general conversion to a mottled gray finish with brown patina, while the visible portions of the actual barrel would seem that it has
managed to retain most of its factory original finish.  Additionally most of the parts exhibit hardened grease build-up from their packing
and long storage. (136029-9)

1373. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 50 round boxes of American Eagle 9x18 Makarov, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106704-5A)

1374. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Includes two green leather Argentine Military Ballester Molina 1911 holsters.  Both holsters show dried slightly
crazed but still supple leather with some light scuffing and minor mildew staining with one having a 1" square hole in the back bottom.
The holsters rate very good overall.  (106129-3D)

1375. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Five total: (3) unmarked 25 round blued steel UZI magazines in excellent condition.  Also includes a U.S.M.C.
marked three pocket canvas magazine pouch dated 1944 also in excellent condition; (2) unmarked 30 round .22 caliber magazines for
use in a Ruger Mini-14 that has a Hohrein 22 caliber conversion.  The magazines are in excellent condition.  (106247-49AF)

1376. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Five total: (1) 50 round Lancaster submachine gun magazine in very good to excellent condition;  (2) 32 round
blued steel Sten magazines in very good overall condition; (2) polymer 32 round stick magazines for the SWD M-11/nine pistol.  The mag-
azines are Cobray marked and are in very good to excellent condition.  (106247-49AS)

1377. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Eight total: four Tapco polymer 30 round AK-47 style magazines in original plastic packaging (1) in olive drab,
(1) black, and (2) dark earth colored all in near as new condition; (3) aftermarket 30 round Glock style 9mm magazines in excellent con-
dition; (1) 15 round 9mm Glock style magazine also in excellent condition.  (106382-5D)

1378. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of (8) HK-91/G3, 7.62x51mm Nato, 20 round magazines. The lot retains a majority of origi-
nal black paint with general wear and scuffs from handling and storage, in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66627-11C)  

1379. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of (8) HK-91/G3, 7.62x51mm Nato, 20 round magazines. The lot retains a majority of origi-
nal black paint with general wear and scuffs from handling and storage, in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66627-11B)  
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1380. LOT OF AR-10 MAGAZINES  Includes six Armalite phosphate finished magazines (4) ten round and (2) 20 round all in excellent
condition.  (106247-49N)

1381. LOT OF AR-10 MAGAZINES  Includes six Armalite phosphate finished magazines (4) ten round and (2) 20 round both in excel-
lent condition.  (106247-49S)

1382. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of (8) HK-91/G3, 7.62x51mm Nato, 20 round magazines. The lot retains a majority of original
black paint with general wear and scuffs from handling and storage, in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66627-11E) 

1383. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES  Six total:  (2) Colt 20 round 5.56 mm marked magazines wrapped in foil paper in excellent con-
dition; four aftermarket steel 30 round magazines, (1) Parsons Precision, (1) Okay Industries, and (1) Center Industries all in excellent
condition.  (106247-49Q)

1384. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES  Includes three Colt 5.56mm marked 20 round magazines.  All three magazines show minor scratch-
es in the finish consistent with use and appear to be in excellent working condition.  (106382-2)

1385. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES  Four blued steel seven round 380 Government magazines.  The magazines are in excellent condition
showing only a few spots of light silvering along high contact areas.  (106704-3)

1386. STOCK AND MAGAZINE LOT  Four items total: (1) French MAS 36 buttstock. The stock is complete with sling swivel and metal
buttplate. The wood appears to have been refinished exhibiting a military oil finish. The buttplate exhibits wear and scattered impact marks
consistent with a military arm. In very good to excellent refinished condition overall; (3) aftermarket Mini-30 magazines from U.S.A.
Magazines.  They are 30 round mags (2) are blued and (1) is aluminum all in excellent condition.  (106247-29C,49G)

1387. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES  Eight aftermarket magazines total: (2) unmarked 7.62x39 mm steel magazines in excellent condition;
(1) sealed U.S.A. Magazines 30 round 7.62x39 mm AR style magazine in as near new condition; (3) Orlite Engineering Co., molded polymer
.223 magazines in excellent condition and (2) Cooper Industries .223 steel magazines on a coupler in excellent condition.  (106247-49X)

1388. SILE “PROTECTOR” SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #210697, 20 ga., 20” barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore.  This
Italian made, folding pistolgrip shotgun retains about 99% of its dull blue finish with some light freckling observed on the barrel.  The hard-
wood pistolgrip stock has vertical serrations on the pistolgrip and is in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The forend has
horizontal serrations and also exhibits light handling wear.  This single shot shotgun utilizes a barrel release forward of the triggerguard
and is designed to fold in half reducing overall storage length to 20 1/4”.  (86586-D29175) (75/150)

1389. INTRATEC TEC-9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #130204, 9 mm, 5" threaded, shrouded barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting
heavy grease. The metal surfaces retain 97% original matte blue/black finish with wear from handling and storage. The grip is integrated
into the polymer lower rating excellent. Equipped with fixed sights, the magazine is absent but obtainable. The pistol has been stored with
a generous amount of Cosmoline and will need a thorough cleaning, in excellent condition overall.  (66493-1) (300/500)

1390. INTRATEC TEC-22 LOWER RECEIVER  serial #044593, 22 LR. This lot is the black polymer frame/receiver with the trigger group
only which exhibits minor wear, in excellent condition overall.  (66493-2) (Modern Handgun)

1391. CUSTOM HIGH-STANDARD MODEL C SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #728, 22 Short, 7 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 95% of its original and re-applied blue finishes
with most of the loss on the backstrap from handling with additional

high edge and handling wear observed.  The replacement barrel has drift-
ed to a plumb color and the frame may have possibly been re-blued to finish the cut checkering on the
front strap.  The top of the barrel is cross hatch checkered with a custom Partridge front sight installed and
held with screws.  The front strap is checkered with a small raised banner left for the serial number.  The

homemade walnut thumb rest grips are in near excellent condition with light handling marks present.  The check-
ering on the right panel is quite well done and it features a palm and finger rest.  The right panel extends about 3/4”

below the frame.  The left panel is flush with the bottom of the frame to allow access to the single provided magazine and
is smooth with a pronounced thumb rest.  There is no indication who may have done the work to the pistol.  (86520-2933)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1392. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON 32 TOP BREAK “BICYCLE MODEL” SPURLESS HAMMER REVOLVER serial
#313601, 32 CF, 2" barrel with a very good bore with a couple of small spots of pitting.  The metal surfaces on this second model revolver
retain 80-85% original blue with scratches and impact marks, spotty freckling and oxidation; the hard rubber grips rate very good with
some wear to the checkering and base of the grips.  The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered alike.  This revolver needs mechanical
attention, the hammer spring is broken.  (126251-13) {C&R} (15/30)

1393. THAMES DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #3543, 38 cal, 3 1/8” barrel with a dark, mild to moderately pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 60% original nickel finish with the bulk of the areas of loss faded to a dull ochre and a small area of
bright copper with some flaking, freckling, and a few spots of oxidation.  The hammers case-hardened colors are strong; the trigger and
guard have faded to a gray-brown patina.  The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with some soiling and a couple of light handling marks.
The barrel, frame, cylinder, tip-up lever, and grips are numbered alike.  This gun needs mechanical attention.  (126363-39) (5/10)

1394. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C95619,
38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore displaying one small area of oxidation.  The nickel plated finish on this top break revolver
is in near excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The case-hardened colors remain strong on the hammer and trigger with light
oxidation blemishes present and the blue triggerguard has some light freckling.  The revolver is equipped with hard rubber grips featuring
the IJ logo around the escutcheon and an owl-head at the top of the grips.  (86564-8) {C&R} (100/200)

1395. CUSTOM HIGH STANDARD MODEL “A” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #52369, 22 LR, 4” replacement barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are in-the-white and rate excellent with the exception a couple of impact marks surrounding the bar-
rel pin, most likely made when swapping out barrels.  The fully checkered walnut grips rate near excellent as well with some handling marks
and dings present.  This pistol comes with a single factory magazine and a Bianchi Ranger Series holster.  (156642-10) (200/400)

1396. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H85583, 38 CF, 2 1/4” ribbed barrel with a
very good bore showing a little light pitting.  This barrel has been shortened from its original length.  The metal surface is a gray-brown pati-
na with scattered freckling, some light pitting, a few spots of oxidation, and a few hints of the original blue in protected areas.  The trigger
exhibits good case colors fading to gray on the high contact areas with some spotty oxidation.  The stag grips rate near excellent with a lit-
tle light soiling.  The barrel, frame, and triggerguard are numbered alike.  The cylinder-to-frame fit is slightly loose.  (126656-1) (25/75)
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1397. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #U19569, 32 CF, 1 3/4”
ribbed barrel with a lightly pitted bore.  This second model revolver’s barrel has been shortened from its original length.  The metal surfaces
retain 95% original nickel with a couple of spots thinning to gray, some light freckling and multiple light handling blemishes.  The pearl grips
rate very good with a couple of chips, and a crack on the right side.  This pistol requires mechanical attention.  (126564-9) (25/75)

1398. KUKRI LOT  Consists of a single Nepalese Kukri knife with a 9" blade.  The blade rates very good and features an artistic ethnic pat-
tern design along its right side, but exhibits a dulled edge as well as several light wear and handling marks and an isolated instance of oxi-
dation.  The wooden handle rates very good but does exhibit some light wear and handling marks as well as some light fading of its paint-
ed finish.  The pommel features a lion's head; however, the portion of the face above the nose has broken off.  Included with the blade is
a black leather sheath and small auxiliary knife with moderate oxidation of its metal.  The sheath features a metal tip which remains sharp
in its own right. (134749-1)

1399. CROSSMAN MODEL 760B STARTER KIT AIR RIFLE, .177 caliber.  The blued barrel and air tube show heavy oxidation
spotting while the alloy receiver shows all of its black coloration.  The plastic pistolgrip stock and square fluted forearm rate excellent
with crisp moulded checkering and an unmarked grooved buttplate.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an open rear
sight missing its elevator.  The original plastic wrapper is included containing a pair of shooting glasses, a box of pellets, and a trigger
lock.  (116357-S17151A)

1400. CARTRIDGE BOARD OF MISCELLANEOUS SHOT SHELLS  This 12"x16" heavy cardboard display case has 20 compart-
ments done in a red velvet and holds 22 old shot shells.  There are twelve 12 gauge paper shells from Remington, Winchester, American
Eagle, J. C. Higgins, Peters, and one Polish shell.  There is one 16 gauge Peters cartridge, one .410 Remington Peters plastic cartridge, one
unmarked paper case dummy shell, and seven 20 gauge cartridges from Remington, Peters, Canuck, Federal, and one Rottweil.  This case
has a glass cover and there is plenty of room for more shells.  (115300-15)

1401. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Four boxes total: (1) Remington 405 grain soft point 45-70 Government ammo which
contains 15 fired casings and only 1 unfired cartridge; (1)Winchester 405 grain soft point 45-70 Government ammo which contains 13
fired casings and 7 unfired cartridges.  The lot totals 8 live rounds and 28 fired cases; (1) Winchester 330 grain hollow point ammo con-
tains 7 original unfired cartridges as well as an additional 9 unfired round nose cartridges by UMC; (1) opened but full box of full metal
jacket ammo contains 20 original unfired cartridges by Lake City Arsenal.  In about very good condition overall with oxidation on some of
the cases and boxes showing moderate wear.  (134749-9I)

1402. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three Tapco composite magazines for the Golani Sporter rifle. The black composite magazines
appear to be 30 round capacity and are in excellent condition.  (46631-1B)

1403. CROSMAN MODEL 1088 CO2 AIR PISTOL 4.5mm BB/.177 cal pellet.  Silver plastic with a couple of handling blemishes and
black plastic grips in very good overall condition.  (126357-S17140C)

1404. CROSMAN MODEL AUTO AIR II CO2 AIR PISTOL Single shot .177 cal. pellet, repeater 4.5mm BB.  Gun is gray plastic with
black grips and is in very good condition.  (126416-46)

1405. LOT OF WESTERN SUPER-X EIGHT BORE PAPER HULLS  This lot contains six once-fired No. 8 industrial reduced veloc-
ity paper shot shells. The shells rate near excellent with light ingrained dirt on the salmon colored hulls and lightly mellowed high brass
bases.  (55497-8A)

1406. LOT OF MILITARY PHOTOGRAPHS AND MILITARY MEDALS  Five pieces total; (1) tintype of a seated, clean-shaven
young man in civilian dress. The wooden case is missing the cover; (1) c.d.v. portrait of a young woman seated in a chair wearing a plain
black dress.  The photo measures 4" by 2 1/2" and is backed with a heavy paper; (1) photo of a sailor wearing an 1850 Naval Officers
Sword; (1) medal for the "Marietta Commandery No. 50 K.T." which is gold colored with a black and white ribbon holding a shield depict-
ing a double walled fort and with the date of 1788;  (1) U. S. enlisted man's dress hat shield from the post WW II era. (43892-4A,4B)

1407. LOT OF DUTY BELTS  Includes two leather belts with accessories.  First is a black colored Service Mfg., belt that measures 2”x43”
with a Bucheimer B3 holster and Cart West No.38 marked combination cartridge and handcuff caddy.  The items are in very good overall
condition with light scattered scratches, scuffing and spots of mildew staining.  Second is a Service Mfg., black colored belt that measures
2”X46” with accessories.  They include an unmarked 12 loop cartridge caddy, Bucheimer handcuff holster with Astra-manufactured hand-
cuffs (keys not included) and a brown colored George Lawrence Co., No. 250/528 holster.  The items are in good overall condition with
appropriate wear from use.  (105750-1)

1408. LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CIVIL WAR REENACTMENT LOT  Four items total: (1) black leather duty belt rig, size 38, with
right handed holster, cuff case, ammo carrier, two keepers, flash light holder, ammo holder. The belt is made by S&W with the accessories
by Hume as well as Gould & Goodrich. The holster is model B501/34 for a revolver. The leather surfaces exhibit wear from honest use with
the duty rig in excellent condition overall; two reproduction Civil War belts: (1) 1874 style belt with cross-draw flap holster and cap pouch.
The belt measures 36" in length and 1 1/2" in width. The leather surfaces retain 98% original black finish with minor wear from limited use,
the buckle is well polished. This belt and accessories are in excellent condition overall and are an excellent accessory for the Civil War enthu-
siast; (1) Civil War style belt with Cavalry sling swivel measuring 57" in length and 2 1/4" width. This belt is an authentic reproduction with
correct style buckle and swivel. The leather surfaces retain 98% original black finish with minor wear from limited use. The brass belt buck-
le and rivets exhibit mild tarnishing with 2-3 areas of verdigris, in excellent to almost new condition overall; (1) replica cavalry shirt and sus-
penders. The long sleeve shirt is the style that was worn under the trooper's blouse, made of blue and black stripes, size XXL. The sus-
penders are white cotton canvas. The lot exhibits minor wear, light soiling and is in very good to excellent condition overall.  (65538-21)

1409. LOT OF FRAMED COLT REVOLVERS BY DAGLEY  This lot consists of (4) 7 1/4" x 11" facsimile pencil and charcoal draw-
ings of famous Colt revolvers ( two are missing the glass) (1) left side of a Walker Colt revolver prominently displayed.  Below this rendi-
tion is a smaller vignette of several mounted Texas Rangers on the prairie in search of hostiles--revolvers at the ready.  (1) right side of a
Colt Model 1860, .44 caliber Army revolver prominently displayed.  On the lower right portion is a smaller vignette of hundreds of Union
soldiers in battle, one soldier with a Colt revolver at the ready; (1) left side of a Colt Paterson .40 caliber Revolver prominently displayed.
On the lower left portion is a smaller vignette of mounted Texas Rangers (perhaps Captain John Coffee and his men) on the prairie in pur-
suit of hostiles; (1) 11" facsimile pencil and charcoal drawing of the right side of a Model 1873 Colt Single Action Army "Peacemaker" .45
caliber revolver prominently displayed.  On the lower right portion is a smaller sketched vignette of a showdown in a barroom, the town
sheriff having drawn both Colts on desperados.  The framed prints show a bit of brown near the edges.  The economy metal frames mea-
sure 11 1/8" x 14 1/8". Lot is in overall good plus condition.  (24449-5D)
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1410. LOT OF MATTED SKETCHES OF COLT REVOLVERS Six 7 1/8” X 10 1/2” facsimile pencil drawings total: (1) left side of a Colt
Paterson .40 caliber Revolver prominently displayed.  On the lower left portion is a smaller vignette of a mounted Texas Ranger (perhaps
Captain John Coffee) on the prairie in pursuit of hostiles; (1) left side of a Walker Colt revolver prominently displayed.  Below this rendi-
tion is a smaller vignette of several mounted Texas Rangers on the prairie in search of hostiles--revolvers at the ready; (1) right side of a
Colt Model 1860, .44 caliber Army revolver prominently displayed.  On the lower right portion is a smaller vignette of hundreds of Union
soldiers in battle, one soldier with a Colt revolver at the ready; (1) right side of a Colt Model 1851 Navy revolver.  To the lower left is a
vignette showing sailors having just shot a large cannon round at a ship in the distance; (1) left side of a Colt .31 caliber pocket model
without loading lever and commonly referred to as a Wells Fargo Colt.  A background vignette shows a Pony Express rider just having
changed his exhausted horse for a fresh one and wasting no time remounting and hurrying away; (1) right side of a Model 1873 Colt
Single Action Army "Peacemaker" .45 caliber revolver prominently displayed.  On the lower right portion is a sketched vignette of a show-
down in a barroom, the town sheriff having drawn both Colts on desperados.  The outside dimensions of the mattes measure 16" X 20".
A little smudging is evident but lot in about good plus condition.  (25330-9)

1411. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of 6 leather holsters including a French Police MAS  Model 1950 black leather holster in excellent con-
dition, a Marbles 10 1/2" flap holster showing scuffs and stains with some repaired belt loop fasteners, an unmarked 11" leather flap holster
with worn tooled border showing some staining, a tooled leather Black Sheep 10 1/2" holster with strap in good condition, an 8" Red Head
holster with strap showing some scuffs, and a small custom leather open top holster with leather lacing in good condition.  (116372-9)

1412. LOT OF THREE HOLSTERS  This lot consists of one Smith & Wesson black nylon right hand holster for a semi auto pistol mea-
suring 7" overall in excellent condition, a small black quality leather holster with strap measuring about 6" overall in very good con-
dition, and a tooled leather Redhead brand right hand holster with strap measuring 8" overall and showing a few scuffs and some
edge wear.  (116363-60)

1413. PAIR OF GRIP PANELS FOR SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVERS  The smooth walnut or rosewood panels rate very
good plus, but do exhibit several light dings as well as a couple of faint scuffs and an extremely minor shallow crack on the upper portion
of the right panel.  Two piece grips for a Colt Single Action Army revolver or similar revolver.  (135706-43)

1414. LOT OF AMMO  This lot consists of 48 rounds of 32 S&W, lead round nose ammo in a Styrofoam tray and 9 rounds of 308 Winchester
ammo in a leather Koplin belt attachment. The lot exhibits mild tarnishing and is in excellent condition overall.  (66168-3)

1415. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Two boxes total: (1) full box of 20 Winchester .30 Army Full Patch 220 grain ammunition
for the Krag Jorgensen and Winchester Model 95 repeating arms.  The two-piece manila box rates excellent and the included ammunition
has a light tarnish; (1) box of Winchester 25 ACP 50 grain Full Patch "FMJ" (K2541T).  The red and yellow box rates excellent and has some
mild foxing and contains 23 rounds of correct ammunition.  The ammunition has some mild tarnish but rates excellent as well.  (44435-7C,D)

1416. WINCHESTER BOX OF SUPER SPEED RIFLED SLUGS  This is a five rd. natural colored box with blue and red print-
ing of 12 ga., 2 3/4" Winchester Super Speed Long Range Rifled Slugs loaded with Progressive Burning Smokeless Powder.  The
box rates excellent with only slightly rounded corners and the shells rate excellent as well with minor light staining on the paper
hulls and brass.  (55658-12MY3)

1417. VINTAGE UNMARKED POCKET REAMER  (1) unmaker older pocket reamer for military crimps and rough edges from primer
pockets.  In fine condition overall with a lightly turned wooden handle and brass ferrule.  (56106-666) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1418. LOT OF REVOLVER GRIPS  The lot consists of two rubber grips for Smith & Wesson J Frame revolvers; included are: 1) checkered
black rubber grip by Pachmayr in near excellent condition, as well as both looking and feeling excellent; 2) checkered black rubber grip
by Uncle Mike’s in very good plus condition.  Both grips come with necessary frame retention screws. (135190-43)

1419. PALM REST LOT  This lot consists of an Al Freeland finger groove wood palm rest with rail attachment.  It is in near excellent condi-
tion with a couple of scratches and some fading finish.  (126699-4A)

1420. COLT SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of non-maker marked Colt style 3X scope for the AR-15 style rifles.  The scope features a stan-
dard duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics.  Though not maker-marked it is identical to the Colt-made examples and is designed
to fit a carry handle.  Lens covers are included.  An excellent example overall.  (46450-1A)

1421. KNIGHTS ARMAMENT TOP RAIL Measures 12" overall in length with the following attachments; an M203 grenade launcher
sight and side mount bracket for a small flash light.  Items are in excellent working condition.  (105478-12)

1422. MG 42 BARRELS  This lot consist of two MG 42 (MG3) spare barrels, 308 Win. (7.62x51 mm NATO), 20 3/4" barrel 22 3/8" overall
length.  The first barrel is numbered 2428 / C with a bright excellent bore.  It is maker coded "avf" on the barrel extension and has some
light oxidation staining present near the muzzle.  The second barrel is not numbered with a smoky bore with spotted pitting over its length.
It has a "dot" code on the barrel extension which is predominantly grey.  (104940-38H)

1423. MG 42 BARRELS  This lot consists of two MG 42 spare barrels, 8mm, 20 3/4" barrel, 22 3/8" overall length.  The first barrel is num-
bered 57879 and retains 85% of its original blue with a dark lightly pitted bore.  The second barrel is numbered 50946 and retains near
75% of its original blue with a large area of loss just ahead of the number.  The bore is dark and pitted near its full length and there is a
bulge near halfway down its length.  Neither barrel bears any visible Waffenamt markings.  (104849-38A) 

1424. LOT OF MODEL AIRPLANES Four model aircrafts total: (1) Soviet Sukhoi Su-25 “Frogfoot” 1:50 scale model display aircraft.  This
quality display model is in good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a layer of dust.  However,
there exists a minor chip in the right wing stabilizer, something appears to have shorn off along the rear right portion of the frame, the left
rear tail wing is missing, the portion behind the tail is beginning to split away, the under-wing fin on the right wing is missing, and two of
the armaments meant for the underside of the left wing are missing. Note: any and all missing parts are not included with the lot.  The rear
tail wing is capable of articulation.  The model features a transparent canopy with a pilot figurine present.  The model comes with a paint-
ed black wooden display stand; (1) Soviet Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 “Fishbed” 1:35 scale model hardwood display aircraft.  This quality
display model is in good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme.  However, there exists chipping at the ends of the left wing
and rear right tail wing, and around the nosecone area; as well as a slight but significant crack forming along the upper portion of the tail.
Additionally, the under-wing missile armament for the right wing is extremely loose and should be secured, also the under-wing weapons
pod armament intended for the right wing is absent and not included with the lot.  The model comes with a painted black wooden dis-
play stand; (1) British Airways Boeing 747 "British Airways" 1:288 scale model plastic aircraft.  This model is in excellent condition as it
retains its entire original paint scheme and lacks any appreciable signs of damage or diminished condition.  The wings and tail wing can
become somewhat loose but should not produce any considerable issues as they can be easily re-secured to the frame.  The model comes
with a plastic stand, but if it was once removable it has since been secured to the model; (1) Lockheed L-1011 TriStar "British Airways"
1:250 scale model plastic aircraft.  This model is in very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme; however, the under-
wing engine belonging to the left wing has snapped off from the rest of the model, but is included with the lot should it be possible, and
buyer be willing, to make repairs to the model.  The model comes with a removable plastic stand. (134299-72)
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1425. AMMUNITION LOT  Four full boxes: (1) 50 round box of Blazer Brass 9 mm 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition; (1) 50
round box of Norinco 9 mm, 124 gr., ball cartridges in excellent condition; (1) 20 round box of PMC 223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges
in excellent condition; (1) 20 round box of American Eagle 223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent condition.  (105732-13)

1426. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Three boxes total: (1)100 rd box of Remington High Velocity 22 LR High Velocity Solid Bullet
containing 95 rds.; (1) 100 rd. box of Remington 22 LR High Velocity HP; (1) 100 rd. of Remington Target 22 LR Standard Velocity Solid
Bullet.  In excellent condition overall.  (54281-9C)

1427. LOT OF ASSORTED LOOSE AMMUNITION  Two piece olive cardboard box containing 39 rds. of what appears to be 32 S&W
Long.  The headstamps are unmarked and the cases are straight, the overall length is 1.0365 with a .3005 bullet diameter and .3175 base
diameter.  The box has no top or side labels and has modest scuffing and dirt staining, a label on the inside of the lid states to use only
U.M.C. No. 0 primers when reloading; (50) rds. of Peters .38 Short Rim Fire cartridges loaded with lead round nose bullets and "P" marked
headstamps.  Cartridges show areas of tarnish on their cases and oxidation on the projectiles.  (55658-12A7)

1428. ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION CRATE This wood crate by the Robin Hood Ammunition Co. measures 15”x9 1/2”x9” with a front
and back stamped in the trademark forest green with the company logo at its center including an outer ring that reads “Loaded with Robin
Hood Smokeless Powder” around the image of a sloping landscape only, as the originally stamped Robin Hood figure has faded away.
Also included is “Robin Hood Shells” above the logo and below it is “Manufactured By/The Robin Hood Powder Co./Swanton, Vt.”.  Each
side panel includes the logo with one side devoid of any marking within the inner circle and the other without Robin Hood himself, and
also included within the rectangular border is “500” and “12 Ga.”, each within a circle and located at the top and at the bottom is  “Drs.
Oz. No. Shot” all stamped in green.  The box is of finger joint construction with inset handles and shows a few chips and handling marks
and may have been previously cleaned with a light added finish applied.  The interior is quite clean but it does reveal a nail protruding
slightly from the bottom to the inside of the wall.  Overall a nice looking intact collectible box from this Vermont maker.  (76678-42B)

1429. WINCHESTER CATALOG LOT This original copy of Catalogue No. 81 measures 8 1/2”x5
1/2” and features a light brown paperback cover bound by glue at its spine and consists of 213
pages plus an index, bound by two fully intact staples.  The cover is highlighted by the trademark
company name towards the top in raised red letters with black borders, the back with the big bold
red trademark “W” in raised lettering towards the bottom. The spine also contains the same style
Winchester name, and like the front also identifies this as “Catalogue No. 81”, in this case in red
as opposed to the black print used on the front bottom right. The front and back each exhibit
matching decorative red borders near the perimeters. The top and bottom of the front each have
splits at the spine measuring about 1” on the top and 2” at the bottom where there is also a small
section that has become unglued but is still faintly attached at the back.  The top of the spine
reveals less separation and some light creasing, the middle area with minor darker discoloration.
The front reveals barely visible isolated areas of discoloration and also exhibits faint scuffing and
a couple of creases at the bottom.  The back reveals a couple of areas of light grime and creas-
es with more light dirt evident where it meets the spine.  The top edge of the body reveals light
foxing and dirt with even lesser amounts at the side and bottom edges.  The cover opens to reveal
a title page that includes “Repeating and Single Shot/Rifles, Repeating Shotguns,/Metallic
Cartridges, Empty/and Loaded Shells, Brass/Shot Shells, Gun Wads,/Primers, Percussion
Caps,/Shot, etc.”.  This page also contains a small penciled in note at the upper right consisting
of an old price and the year of this catalog: “1918”.  This page also reveals some light foxing orig-
inating from and more pronounced at the spine.  The foxing continues but decreases onto the
ensuing pages until it is barely detectable at about page 15.  The back pages exhibit similar char-
acteristics in this regard.  The balance rates near excellent with very faint discoloration along the
interior edges, and a slight crease on the upper right of some pages.  As mentioned on the title
page, this catalog covers a wide range of products and includes hundreds of illustrations includ-
ing cutaways and component parts of iconic models such as 86, 95, 12 and 97.  A true collector’s
item in near excellent condition.  (76679-18A) 

1430. WINCHESTER CATALOG LOT This original copy of Catalogue No. 80, 1916 is the Fiftieth
Anniversary issue and measures 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”.  The paperback book has a brown vinyl cover with a front that reads
“Winchester/Repeating Arms Co./New Haven, Ct./80 (within a circle) 1916” in gold embossed print with scroll type font and decorative
accents. The spine also features embossed print in the form of the trademark bold W as end caps for the company trademark name and
“No. 80”, the back cover is plain.  The cover
exhibits mild to moderate wear most prominently
where the binding webbing is exposed where the
front meets the spine at the midsection, the
extreme top and bottom of the spine where it is
exposed, and the front lower right corner which is
missing a small section.  The book opens to reveal
a title page with red, green and gold embossed
graphics that also constitute the back page.  The
catalog consists of 224 pages of information
including hundreds of detailed illustrations of the
multitude of items available through Winchester at
the time.  The most prominent characteristic of this
collector’s item may very well be the uncommon
indexing tabs at the far right of their respective
pages: tabs marked with iconic models such as
1873, 1886, 1894, and categories such as Rifle
Ctgs., Shot Shells, and Pistol Ctgs.  The tabs do
exhibit wear with several folding back somewhat,
a scant amount with corners having worn off
slightly.  With all pages present and showing near
excellent condition and the back cover rating
excellent through most of its surface, the overall
condition of this scarce item comes in at about
near very good.  (76678-78)  
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1431. U.S NAVY AVIATOR GREEN DRESS UNIFORM  This is a complete 1950's era green dress uniform consisting of a four pocket
three button coat with Lieutenant ranking on cuffs and naval wings pin on left breast above pocket, khaki colored shirt with Lieutenant bars
on collar, navy blue tie, green head cover with navy eagle pin on one side and Lieutenant bars on the other, green pants with khaki belt with
nickel plated beltplate.  The beltplate is gold wash background engraved with naval wings in center and "JAPAN PHILIPPINES HAWAII"
above and just below "VC-77" and "55-56" above "JAKE WAHL".  The suit appears to be in excellent condition overall.  (56364-15B)

1432. LOT OF COLT PRINTS  Six prints in a folder titled A Collection of Colt Historical Prints 1836-1873.  Each print measures 11"x14" and
are in very good to near excellent condition.  They all are individually titled and wonderfully illustrated.  The titles are as follows; Colt Texas
Patterson .40 cal-1836, Colt Walker Model .44 cal-1847, Colt Wells Fargo Model .31 cal-1848, Colt Navy Model .36 cal-1851, Colt Army
Model .44 cal-1860, and Colt Peacemaker .45 cal-1873.  These would make a great addition if framed to ones gun room, den or rustic
designed interior.  (101981-J12)

1433. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE
AMMUNITION  This lot consists of
two full one piece, 50 round boxes of
Peters .22 Lr.  The first one is yellow with
blue, white and red graphics including a
top section featuring the image of a law
officer aiming a revolver at a target and
above it is “Police Match/.22 Long rifle
Lubricated/50 Rim Fire Smokeless
Cartridges/Made in U. S. A./Peters
Rustless”.  The front and back each read
“Peters/Dupont (within oval)/Police
Match (placed diagonally)/Ammunition”.
Each side consists of the “P” logo at each
upper corner and between them is
“Peters” and below that is “Rustless/Police

Match/22 Long Rifle Lub./No.2223”.  When opened the end flaps reveal tops that read “Range-One Mile/Be Careful”. The bottom is com-
prised of a message of reliability and a guarantee statement in addition to the company name and address. The fully intact box is in excel-
lent condition with strong graphics (the white has faded to a pleasing off white), sharp edges and virtually no wear, outside of maybe a
corner or two. The ammunition rates bright excellent.  The second box is green with red, blue and somewhat faded white graphics.  The
top reads “50” Peters/Outdoor/Tack Hole/.22 Long Rifle R. F. Cartridges/Special Lesmok Powder”.  Below this are two Dupont logos bor-
dering one of Peters.  The front and back have identical graphics consisting of three logos over: “Out Door Tack Hole (presented diago-
nally)/Special Lesmok Powder”.  The sides read “Peters/.22 Long/ Rifle” over the same diagonal presentation, and below that “No.
2226/For Ranges Up To 250 Yards”.  The flaps’ tops contain “Dangerous/Within 1 mile”.  The bottom provides general information and a
guarantee with the company name and address at the bottom.  A portion of this text is difficult to discern due to light wear which is less
prevalent throughout the balance of the fully intact box.  The box has sharp edges and strong graphics overall with the top having faded
down a notch or two.  The ammunition rates near excellent with clean tips and the onset of dark spots on most cases.  A great pair of
Peters boxes.  (76679-36U)  

1434. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES This lot consists of two empty two piece cardboard boxes for Winchester .22 cal. cartridges.  The
first one has a one piece wraparound label with an olive green top that features an image of the enclosed round with no wording on it,
but with the “H” head stamp. It is displayed at the center with the “H” logo and “Rim/Fire” at its sides.  Above these is “50” at each upper
corner and between them “Winchester/.22 Long Shot”.  The lower section has “Lesmok Rifle Cartridges/Made In U. S. A.”.  Below that in
very small font is the company name and address.  The balance of the label is yellow with the sides including a big bold red “W” under
“.22 Long Shot/Rim Fire/Lesmok/Rifle Cartridges/K2232R/Winchester Make”.  The label extends to the underside with a left portion con-
sisting of the guarantee, the right is missing.  The label overall has a pleasing aged look with a light mixture of foxing, ingrained dirt, fad-
ing and handling marks.  The fully intact buff-colored box features thumb cutouts and mottled discoloration from dirt and grime, the inte-
rior is clean. The bottom compartment is mostly devoid of blemishes, with some at the cutouts and more where the bottom label separat-
ed.  The second box has a top label that is also olive green and features a drawing of a cartridge, this one bearing the head stamp and
“.22/Short” along the body.  Beside it are the “H” logo and the Stetson’s Patent Oct. 31, 1871 statement.  Above these are “50” at each
upper corner and the Winchester trademark name between them. The lower portion of the label consists of “Lesmok (in quotations)Rifle
Cartridges./Manufactured by the/Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,/New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.  3-12”.  The yellow side label consists of
the guarantee on the front, and “50 .22 Short/Target Cartridges/Lesmok (in quotes)/Winchester Make.”, on the back.  All that remains of
the buff-colored seal is most of the bottom portion and it reveals a spot of blue ink.  About 40% of the left side label is missing, with the
back of it showing a split at the word “Short”.  The label was originally applied at a slope running downwards from right to left.  The top
label is peeling a bit at the lower right corner and it exhibits light fading and foxing.  The buff colored box shows a lid with an overall dark
patina and mild edge wear, the bottom with lighter panels with a couple of spots and an underside nearly matching the shade of the lid.
A nice pair of Winchester .22 boxes.  (76679-36V)  

1435. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  This lot consists of two empty two piece cardboard boxes for Winchester .22 cal. car-
tridges.  The first one has a green top label with black print with “Smokeless” presented over it in bold red and in a diagonal layout.  The
upper portion consists of an image of an of a cartridge including shadow effect between “50” and “.22 cal./(Stetson’s Oct. 31. 1871
logo)/Rifle Cartridges”.  The lower half includes the “H” logo, the code “15  10-8” and the company name and address.  The yellow side
label consists of a front with the guarantee, a back that reads “50 .22 Short/Smokeless/Target Cartridges/Greaseless Bullets”, a left side
with “50/.22 Short/Smokeless/(trademark info.)” all over the big bold red “W”, and a right with the round Winchester Smokeless logo. Most
of the buff-colored seal remains and is peeling back. The labels share a common amount of light foxing and wear, the lid showing mild
edge wear, the bottom tray a relatively large area on the left interior that has made contact with what appears to be a greasy substance
that has dried and subsequently clung to dark particles.  The under panel seems to have absorbed some of it and also shows other light
discoloration.  The second box is in significantly better condition and has a light green top label with “50” at each upper corner and
between them is the Winchester name in quotations with “Trade Mark” under it. Below that is “.22 Long Shot Cartridges/Loaded With/Soft
Shot./Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Pat. Office./Manufactured by the/Winchester Repeating Arms Co./New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.”.  The
far left lower corner contains “19”, the far right “7-6”.  The label is fully intact with nice color and bold black print, essentially free of foxing
or wear marks.  The buff-colored covering under it extends to the edges of the underside and is excellent with the exception of a spot on
the bottom that appears to be paint, the oil from which has spread slightly to form a ring around it. There are also a couple of other minor
spots and possibly faint ingrained dirt or just age fading. In addition it is handwritten in ink: “PR03-18.”  The bottom interior shows marks
from the once enclosed cartridges.  The lid has a split at the upper left corner but otherwise the box is fully intact with sharp edges and
it appears to have been carefully cleaned up along the seal.  (76679-36W)  
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1436. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two cardboard
boxes of Remington UMC .22 cal. cartridges.  The first one is a full 50 rd. one piece orange box
with black print and a top that features an image of an enclosed cartridge as the center focal

point with the red dot logo and trademark information at its sides. Above them is “.22 Long Rifle R.F. Lesmok/50 Cartridges”.  The lower
half consists of the company name and address and in very small font on either side are “New York” and “London”, respectively.  The lower
left corner has the code “54-N.S.”.  The front shows an image of a slide action rifle with sling hanging, the UMC and Remington logos, and
“These Cartridges Are Specially Recommended For Use In Remington N R A Target Rifle”.  The back reads “.22 NRA Target/These
Cartridges Are Specially Adapted For fine Target Shooting Up To 250 yards.” With the company signature below it and “See Guarantee on
Bottom Of Box” below that.  The guarantee is in both Spanish and English. The sides are identical and read “.22 Long Rifle/(red dot logo)
NRA Target/Lesmok”.  The box shows only light wear marks in scattered areas, a couple of spots of grime and fading isolated to the top
and ensuing edges.  The box is fully intact as is the bottom compartment housing cartridges with mild tarnish and oxidation.  The second
box is a two piece containing 47 rds. of .22 Win.  It has a top label with blue print that includes an image of an enclosed cartridge at its
center and  “U” and “.22 Winchester/Smokeless” draped across it.  To the left is the red dot logo and to the right “45 grs./Bullet”.  Above
is “.22 Winchester Smokeless/50 Rim Fire Cartridges”.  The lower portion consists of the company name (in an almost semi circle config-
uration) over the address.  Also included at the lower left is the code “28”.  The sealing label has a front that reads “Specially Adapted for
Winchester Model 1890./Remington-UMC.”, the back with the message that the cartridges are for the Model 1890.  The left side consists
of the red dot under “.22 W. R. F./Ungreased/Inside Lubricated/Smokeless”.  The bottom consists of the dual language guarantee.  The
surfaces exhibit an overall uneven tan/light brown patina with mild edge wear and much of the sealing label missing including portions with
text and graphics.  The ammunition rates very good to excellent with light tarnish.  (76679-36X)  

1437. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX This is an opened two piece cardboard box containing 45 rds. of Winchester .22 Lr.  The
box has a one piece maroon label with a top section exhibiting black print including at the center an image of an enclosed round and to
its left the trademark “H” logo and to the right is “Rim/Fire”.  The top of the label contains “50” on either side of the trademark
“Winchester” name.  Below that is “.22 Winchester Rim Fire” and below the image resides “Smokeless Rifle Cartridges/Adapted to
Winchester Model 90 and Single shot Rifles/Made in U. S. A.”.  The bottom line consists of the company name and address.  The sides
are identical and read “.22 Winchester/Rim Fire/Smokeless/Rifle Cartridges/Winchester Make”, all over the big bold “W” which in this
case is formed as a result of a white outline.  The bottom panel retains one side of the label only with it showing wear at the edge.  The
balance of the label also shows some scattered areas of loss with the graphics somewhat challenging to discern due to spattering of
minute spots of label wear.  The exposed parts of the box reveal a dark patina from what appears to be ingrained dirt and there are also
scattered wear marks throughout the surfaces.  The lid features thumb cutouts and the ammunition rates near excellent with nice dark
gray tips and fairly bright cases.  (76679-36B) 

1438. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is an opened two piece cardboard box containing the full 50 rds. of Winchester .22
W.R.F.  The box has a teal colored top label with black print featuring an image of an enclosed round at the upper center and within it is
“.22 Winchester/Rim Fire” with the trademark “H” as a head stamp.  To its left is “50” and “.22” at the right.  Below this is “Winchester/Rim
Fire/Cartridges/7 1/2 Grs. Powder.  45 Grs. Bullet./Manufactured by the/Winchester Repeating Arms Co./New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.”.
The label exhibits light foxing and perhaps contact with grime or liquid but the text is easily read.  The yellowish orange colored side seal-
ing label has front and rear panels that read “.22 Caliber/Winchester/Rim Fire./Model 1890.” and sides that read “ .22 Winchester Rim
Fire/Model 1890.”.  Portions of the word “Winchester” are missing from the unsealing process at the front and the label shows areas of
minor loss, and ingrained dirt.  The underside reveals a label as well, this one being in the form of a guarantee with the company name in
cursive below, although much of the message has worn off.  There are also spots of dirt particularly at the corners.  The corners of the top
show more wear but the box in general has fairly sharp edges.  The ammunition has held up extremely well as it exhibits clean tips and
cases and rates excellent, the box itself approaching that condition rating.  (76679-36C)  

1439. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is an opened two piece cardboard box con-
taining the full 50 rds. of Peters .22 Lr.  The box has a one piece wraparound label with a top sec-
tion consisting of a faded red border to a green main body with black print and the Peters name
within a black oval at the top center.  Also featured at the lower center is a facsimile of an enclosed
cartridge in the form of a fine drawing with a copper colored case, a gray tip and a “P” head stamp.
The text consists of “50” at each upper corner and below: “22 Long Rifle R. F. Rifle Cartridges”.
“Semi-/Smokeless/Powder” resides at the left of the cartridge and to its right is
“Non/Corrosive/Priming”. Below the image is “The Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O. ., U. S. A.”.
The side panels contain identical graphics consisting of a large red “P” logo with “Peters” in white
and No. 2221/.22Long Rifle R.F./(N. R. A.)” in black.  The underside consists of the extensive
instructional and guarantee statement in black text over a green background with red border.  It
reveals mild scuffing particularly at the bottom and right side, with nearly all of the text remaining legible. The side sections of the label
have small edge sections missing but virtually no wear or blemishes are evident.  The top label has minor loss at the bottom but like the
sides is clean. Where it differs from the balance is the red border has faded to contrast considerably to the other red areas, but all other
graphics remain strong.  The buff colored box has a lid with a split through the lower right half of the top, a couple of minor spots, and
features thumb cutouts.  The bottom compartment is intact with maybe the early stage of a split occurring at a lower edge but is clean
with a darker tone at the cutouts.  The original ammunition rates about very good with flaking forming at some tips and mild tarnish to the
cases.  (76679-36N)  
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1440. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a factory-
sealed two piece cardboard box containing 50 rds. of Peters .22
Win. cartridges.  The box has a wraparound label with a top portion comprised of a red background to a light, almost turquoise main sec-
tion with a yellow and black border.  It consists of an image of a cartridge including a copper case with “P” head stamp and gray tip.
Bordering it on each side is the company logo in the form of a “P” within a circle.  Also included is the logo consisting of “Peters” in white
within a black oval and “50” at either corner and below it is .22 Win. R.F. Rifle Cartridges/Inside Lubricant”.  The lower portion reads “The
Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.”  The label extends to the sides, each revealing identical graphics in the form of a large red “P”
with “Peters” in white and within the top bar, and “.22 Win.R.F./Inside Lubricant/Semi-Smokeless” in black against the turquoise-like back-
ground.  A second label lies beneath it and wraps around the front and back.  The upper front center features the same logo as the upper
top and below it is “.22 Winchester R.F./Rifle Cartridges/Semi-Smokeless Powder” in black against a green background.  The back has
the same green and reads in black “Trade Mark (round logo with P) Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.”.  The bottom has its own single panel turquoise
label with black text in the form of an informative message and guarantee.  It shows mild scuffing mainly at the edges, leaving the text
essentially unfazed. The front and back have larger areas of loss due to scuffing, the right side showing considerably less, and the left
showing virtually no wear but a dark spot from contact with some liquid, possibly oil. The spot extends to the top where there are sever-
al others over about 50% of the surface, showing light wear as well.  The box is fully intact without much edge wear and features thumb
cutouts.  (76679-36P)  

1441. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is an opened one piece buff-colored box with printed  graphics consisting of a dull
orange body with red borders and logos and black text. The top portion reads “Peters/Rustless/.22 short R.F. Cartridges/Smokeless
(image of cartridge) Powder/The Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.”  The upper left corner contains “50” in white and the lower
right has the round logo with the “P”.  The front and back have identical graphics with a very similar layout as the top but with no drawing
or address.  The fully intact end flaps each feature the large “P” with the company name and “.22 Short”, in white and within the upper
and lower bars respectively.  Also included is “No. 222028” and “Smokeless/Rustless.  The bottom contains the information and guaran-
tee statements.  The box shows mild edge wear and a handling mark or two but is clean overall and fully intact with crisp graphics. The
fully intact correct tray currently houses approximately 30 rds. of mismatched Peters .22 cal. rating about very good overall.  (76679-36Q)  

1442. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two boxes of C.I.L. Bisley .22 Lr.  First is a full 50 rd. one piece box
with multi colored graphics and a top section featuring the image of a shooter with forest backdrop and to the right is “Bisley (in quota-
tions)/Target/Cartridges”.  The upper portion consists of “.22 Long/Rifle” to the left of “Dominion/Super-Clear” (both in quotes). The front
features the company logo beside “Super-Clean”/Non-Corrosive” and below lies “Made in Canada By/Canadian Industries
Limited/Dominion (in quotes) Ammunition Division/Montreal, Canada”.  The back provides nine lines of general information.  The sides
each read “Bisley/Super Clean (in quotes)/.22 Long Rifle/(company logo)/50  R.F./Smokeless  Greased” and the tops of the flaps read
“TT-55/Dangerous/Within 1 Mile”.  The bottom contains nine lines of maintenance advice.  The box is in excellent condition with minor
scattered edge wear and traces of light foxing to the top.  The ammunition rates near excellent with the onset of flaking to the tips.  The
second item is also a one piece box, this one containing 49 rds. with green, red and white graphics over a yellow background.  The top
has a main section with “Bisley/22 Long Rifle” beside “50” and an image of a cartridge.  Under that is “Intermediate/Velocity” to the left
of the C-I-L logo and then “Greased”.  The front discusses the attributes of the product with the back providing a French version of it.  The
sides are identical and read “Bisley/(C-I-L logo)/22 Long Rifle/Greased”, the top flaps: “RF-37/#”.  This box is also excellent with sharp
edges and colors, very isolated edge wear and a little discoloration at the top extending to the back.  The ammunition rates excellent as
does the plastic yellow tray that it is housed in.  (76679-36Y)  

1443. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  This lot consists of two Winchester .22 Lr. two piece boxes. The first one has a forest
green top label with black and red print with an image of one of the enclosed ten cartridges at the upper center with “.22 Long” presented
along the case. To the left is “50” and to the right “.22 Cal.”.  Below that is “Rifle Cartridges”/Smokeless” over the company name and
address.  The far lower left reads “15”, the right “9-15”.  The side label is of red, yellow and black with the front reading “50 .22
Long/Smokeless/Target Cartridges/Greaseless Bullets”, the back with the guarantee and the sides with logos. The box rates about very
good with a bold green label, the cartridges about that as well with lightly oxidized tips.  The second box is empty and has a faded green
label with diagonal red stripe and reads “Winchester/.22 Long Rifle Cartridges/”H” logo, image, Made in U.S.A./Lesmok/Precision 200/
(company address)”.  The side label is yellow with the right side mostly missing as are the bottom sections. The buff-colored box has a
pronounced spotted appearance at the front with areas of dirt and grime, but it is intact.  (76679-36Z)

1444. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is an opened one piece cardboard box with tray containing the original full 50 rds.
of Winchester .22 Lr.  The box features a mix of red, white and blue graphics including a top with an image of an enclosed cartridge as its
centerpiece and the trademark Winchester name at the top and “Trade Mark  Made in U. S. A.” between them.  The left of the drawing
reads “.22/Long Rifle”, the right “50/Lesmok” and below is “Precision 200”. The front and back share identical graphics with text that
includes “Precision 200/Target Cartridges” presented above the company name and address. Both side flaps have separated and the sole
remaining one consists of a top that reads “Caution!/Dangerous within/1 Mile” and side with “Winchester/(trademark info.)/.22
Long/Rifle/Precision/200/K 2238 R”.  The bottom panel consists of the guarantee statement and “Made in U. S. A.” below it.  The edges
show mild to moderate edge wear, the front left corner has a scuff that has obliterated a small portion of the address and the upper left
corner of the top is beginning to tear and peel back a bit, as is a smaller section at the upper center.  The white sections of the graphics
have faded to an uneven tan but the red and blue have held up quite well. The virtually blemish-free tray has a split on one corner, and a
bottom stamped “105 28”. The ammunition rates very good to excellent with nice bright tips and light tarnish on some cases.  (76679-36F)  
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1445. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is a two piece cardboard box containing 24 rds. of Winchester 22 W.R.F.  The box has
a faded green label with black print consisting of the trademark Winchester name in quotation marks and “50” on either side of it, all form-
ing the top line, and below it is “Trademark.”.  The next line includes a drawing of an enclosed cartridge with “H” and “.22 Winchester/Rim
Fire” depicted on it, and to its left is “Pat. May/28, 1912.” and at its right “45 Gr./Bullets”.  The lower half reads “Rifle
Cartridges/Manufactured by the/Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,/New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.”.  Also included is the trademark “H” logo
at the lower left corner and to its right is the code “18”, while the lower right consists of “3-13”.  The orange sealing label includes a front
that reads “.22 Caliber/Winchester/Rim Fire/Model 1890/Winchester Make.”, and back with the guarantee statement and below the sig-
nature company name lies the code “112” and “1-10”.  The sides exhibit identical graphics consisting of a red big bold “W” as a backdrop
to “.22/Winchester/Rim Fire/Model 1890/Winchester Make.” in black and below that in red is “Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat./Off.and through’t
the world”.  This label has very small portions missing as is common at the point of separation on this style box and the top label shows
light foxing that has had little effect on the still bold black print.  The box shows very light overall wear and scattered areas of ingrained
dirt, predominantly at the edges.  The box is intact with the exception of the right edge of the lid which has split and the ammunition rates
very good to excellent with a very light scattered film on the cases emitted from the tips.  (76679-36G)  

1446. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a factory sealed-one piece cardboard box
with a buff-colored wraparound label with a top section featuring red print that reads “Danger-
High Pressure/S. A. A. M. I. Standard/ Definitive Proof Loaded Cartridges/50  22 Long Rifle/For
Use Only In Proof Range/Gun to be fired only from a fixed rest with operator properly protect-
ed/Tinned cases with bullets lacquered red indicate high pressure/Winchester Repeating Arms
Company/Division of Olin Industries, Inc./New Haven, Conn., U. S. A.”.  The box rates excellent
with sharp edges and virtually no wear marks.  There is a dark spot on the text that is the size of
the period that it lies upon, a light impression at the top left seam, and a gray spot on the back
panel that is very thin.  The front panel shows traces of a light streak, likely just age spotting.  A
scarce item, factory-sealed and rating excellent overall.  (76679-36I)  

1447. LOT OF AMMUNITION  A total of 2 boxes  One partial box containing approximately 22 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 22 Short
with light tarnish and moderately oxidized lead in a green box with red lettered Kleanbore dog-bone logo; the box is in very good to excel-
lent condition with a couple of impact marks, lightly worn edges and handling wear.  One UMC BB Caps box with a variety of 22 ammu-
nition totaling 44 rounds, including BB Caps, CB Caps, Short, LR and shotshell in mixed condition with some tarnishing and heavy lead oxi-
dizing.  The box is in good to very good condition with worn edges and moderate handling wear.  (124132-2D)

1448. LOT OF MEDALS  The lot consists of two medals for “Eastern Mass. Rifle League”.  The first medal was awarded for “High on Team:
League Matches” and is dated 1964; while the second medal was awarded for “High on Team: Iron Sights” and is dated 1967.  Both of
the medals rate very good plus to near excellent in condition, with each housed in an individual case. (133746-7D13)

1449. COLT BARREL LOT This lot consists of (1) Colt, first generation, Single Action Army barrel that has been reamed to a tapered
smooth bore.  The barrel tapers from approximately .470" at the rear to approximately .445" at the muzzle.  The barrel still has the ejec-
tor rod stud attached and the front sight.  There are no visible markings on the barrel and the threads appear in excellent condition.
The finish is gunmetal gray with light oxidation blemishes, and scattered dents, dings and scratches.  A good smoothbore barrel for an
Antique-only S.A.A.  (85896-11A) 

1450. SOUVENIR JAPANESE KNIFE  Made for the tourist market this knife has a Tanto style appearance  when closed but is equipped
with an unmarked clip point style blade.  The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6 7/8" plain blade having an overall pewter gray pati-
na with scattered fine oxidation staining and light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened.  The handle and matching scabbard is con-
structed of bone carved with foliate and oriental figures and designs having some light chips and cracks.  There is a filled in chip in the
front of the handle and the wooden pin the secures the handle to the knife tang is missing leaving the handle loose and the two piece
scabbard has an old glue repaired crack at the seams which are loose and separated and only half of the wood liner is present.  There is
a small drilled hole in the handle and a nicely carved grooved in the scabbard possibly as a cord or wrap provision.  (55736-6) (75/150)

1451. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of military of 45 ACP ammunition.  The box is marked: “20
Pistol Ball Cartridges, Cal. 45 Model of 1911” along with other descriptive information and were manufactured by the Peters Cartridge Co.
The boxes have been opened but the cartridges are in generally near excellent condition with a few exhibiting small spots of verdigris.  The
cases are headstamped “P.C.CO. 1918”.  The primers are sealed with purple lacquer and there is a heavy cannelure pressed into the case
at the base of the bullet.  Interestingly three stab crimps were utilized to hold the bullet in place.  (86234-3A) 

1452. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of military of 45 ACP ammunition.  The box is marked: “20
Pistol Ball Cartridges, Cal. 45 Model of 1911” along with other descriptive information and were manufactured by the Peters Cartridge Co.
The boxes have been opened but the cartridges are in generally near excellent condition with a few exhibiting small spots of verdigris.  The
cases are headstamped “P.C.CO. 1918”.  The primers are sealed with purple lacquer and there is a heavy cannelure pressed into the case
at the base of the bullet.  Interestingly three stab crimps were utilized to hold the bullet in place.  (86234-3D) 

1453. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a single box of 45 ACP ammunition.  The box is marked: “20 Pistol Ball
Cartridges, Cal. 45 Model of 1911” along with other descriptive information and were manufactured by the Peters Cartridge Co.  This box
is unopened but the left side of the cover has started to separate.  The bottom of the box is date-stamped April 23 but the year is not leg-
ible.  (86234-3C) 

1454. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  Three boxes total: (1) box of round nose 45 ACP ammo by Winchester features 24 unfired car-
tridges for US Model of 1911 semi-auto pistol and US Model of 1917 double action revolver.  21 of the rounds are stored in half moon clips,
with the remaining 3 simply resting inside of the box.  The box is in very good condition overall; however the top has separated from the rest
of the box and has since been reattached with a strip of clear cellophane tape; (2) boxes by the United States Cartridge Company both
appear to have remained unopened and as such should each contain 20 unfired cartridges of round nose 45 ACP ammo; totaling 40 unfired
rounds for the lot.  Both boxes rate very good plus overall, and considering their age exhibit only minor instances of wear. (135891-17N)

1455. COLLECTIBLE 45 ACP AMMUNITION LOT Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of full metal jacket ammo contains 20
original unfired cartridges by the United States Cartridge Company.  The box rates very good and retains a very good portion of its origi-
nal side coverings; however, the top of the box has separated away from the box and been lost. (134749-9H)

1456. HOTCHKISS TRAY  Includes a single feed tray for a Japanese type 3 Hotchkiss machine gun.  The moderate to heavily oxidized
7.7 mm cartridges are stored in the tray that comes in a miss-matched cardboard and fabric covered box that retains a partial label in
Japanese.  (105478-13)
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1457. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of eighteen rounds of 45 ACP ammunition with brass case and steel jack-
eted bullet set in six half moon clips for a 1917 revolver.  Included are (4) rounds with Frankford Arsenal headstamp dated 1917, (8) rounds
with Frankford Arsenal headstamp dated 1918, (1) round with Remington - UMC headstamp dated 1917 and (5) rounds with Remington
- UMC headstamp dated 1918.  The brass cases have tarnished and some light oxidation or verdigris is forming.  Overall they rate about
very good.  (86234-2)

1458. LOT OF EPHEMERA FROM GUNSMITH GUS LEHNERT First is an insurance policy from Northwestern Mutual Life for
Gustave A. Lehnert dated November 20, 1879.  The policy, for $47.35 each year insures the life of the Gustave A. Lehnert, gunsmith, of
Louisville Kentucky for $1000, for a 20 year period.  An interesting read, it shows Gustave was born in Prussia in January of 1849, he has
never had the smallpox but he has been vaccinated.  He had two brothers and three sisters, it would appear both brothers died as infants.
He has never used alcoholic beverages or other stimulants nor is he engaged in the sale of such.  Additionally there are two receipts for
payment of premium on this policy, one dated November 20, 1881 the other dated November 11, 1880.  The receipts are from the
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company's agents in Louisville Kentucky, Cowen & Robinson.  These papers were tucked in a ledger
book which shows dates from 1883-1887 and while Lehnert's name does not appear anywhere in the book it is likely his, showing numer-
ous entries for normal everyday household goods but also entries for barreled actions and machine tools, the only real firearms names
mentioned are "AG Spalding Brothers" and "Pittsburgh firearms" as well as "E.  E.  Eaton".  The stock of guns pistols and supplies and
materials on hand was worth $8800.  Tools, lathes, drills and reamers were worth $800.  The very last page also shows payment to the
Hanover Fire Insurance Company of New York for insurance on his tools, this for the year ending 1888.  The life insurance policy is very
readable and mostly bright with light foxing on one of the pages and a small tear along one of the folds with some mildew and darkening
on the areas of the policy that would've been exposed to the air when it was folded.  The ledger book shows a separating spine, some
mildew, light foxing and an antique stain on the cover which has affected a number of the pages beneath. A neat grouping overall relat-
ing to this famous and well-thought-of gunsmith. (34217)

1459. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE ITEMS Three items total: (1) camp cot consisting of wood legs, supports with metal brackets and aged
white canvas measuring approximately 46"Hx76"Lx25 1/2"W. The canvas exhibits wear consistent with age as well as soiling. The cot is
structurally sound with all the parts included in very good condition overall; (1) vintage steam gauge, a Pierce Butler & Butler Mfg. Corp
of New York pressure gauge with the face exhibiting an approximate 4 1/2" radius. The glass is intact with a brass lid exhibiting wear and
tarnish. The base retains approximately 50% original black finish with patches of oxidation showing through. This interesting piece of his-
tory has a number of uses and is in very good condition overall; (1) saddle surcingle measuring approximately 90” in length, 3 1/2” in
width. The surcingle is constructed of tan leather billet and chape with blue wool webbing. The lot exhibits light wear from limited use and
is in excellent condition overall.  (65538-12,7M)

1460. FOOT LOCKER  Includes a modern made Seward chest measuring 30" x 16" x 12" with reinforced brass corners over plastic edge
guards.  The chest is lockable and would need to have a key made for it as one is not present.  It is in good overall condition.  (104299-32)

1461. TRIBAL CROSSBOW This is a large piece which measures 27" in length with a 47 1/2" wooden bow, secured by friction to the tiller,
and having a slightly loose woven plant fiber bowstring that has frayed at the end loops.  The slightly curved tiller is a dark coffee-brown
color overall with a bolt groove running up to the front from about 3 1/2" up from the push-button style release.  The tropical hardwood
is in fine condition with only a few minor scuffs and small blemishes scattered about.  Included with the bow are two small bamboo bolt
quivers, the largest of them contains five bamboo bolts fletched with dried tropical leaves that have deteriorated.  This is a fine looking
crossbow which is in very good shape and comes with nice accessories.  (73578-19)

1462. PLAIN RIFLE-STOCKED CROSSBOW This is a well-made piece which measures 30 1/4" in length and has a 25" steel bow
secured by a shaped wood block through the tiller.  The bow has an overall dark plum-brown patina with traces of mild surface oxidation
along its length and is strung with a modern bowstring.  The sporting gun-style walnut stock, with 12" length of pull, tapers to a thin
straight wrist with plain buttstock and has a spurred brass triggerguard.  The wood has an old added varnish over a few minor handling
marks and small surface blemishes.  The steel nut pivots on a long tang and has a flaked lacquer or painted finish while the simple rear
ladder sight is mottled brown and looks to be a later addition.  Included with the crossbow are two bamboo bolts fletched with dried trop-
ical leaves that have deteriorated.  This is a solid crossbow which rates very good condition overall.  (73704-22) 

1463. MONTAGNARD CROSSBOW LOT  Two total:  (1) rosewood crossbow that measures 17 3/4" in length with a 39" bow, wedge-
secured to the paddle-shaped tiller.  The tiller is quite narrow at the back and has a short bolt channel on top with a replaced T-shaped release
about midway down.  The wood is in very good condition with a repaired break near the butt and a small chip missing from the bottom of the
butt.  The woven plant fiber bowstring is intact but quite frayed; (1) rosewood crossbow which measures 18 1/2" in length with a 41 1/2"
bow, wedge-secured to the paddle-shaped tiller.  The tiller is quite narrow at the back and has a short bolt channel on top with a T-shaped
release about midway down.  The wood is in fine condition with only a few minor scuffs and small blemishes scattered about and there is no
bowstring currently.  These crossbows would make great decorative pieces and rate very good condition overall.  (73578-13)

1464. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE VINYL  This lot consists of seven 33 1/3 RPM albums housed in their original cardboard sleeves and all
but one in the original paper sleeve.  These are single records with the exception of one which is a five record set titled 100 Marches of
the World, which includes pieces from countries including the U.S., Great Britain, France, Russia, and China among others.  The single
albums include Bagpipe Music of Scotland, French Military Marches, and Colchester Silver Jubilee Searchlight Tattoo, a renowned British
military ceremonial.  The copyright dates range from 1971-1976. The  overall condition is about excellent with no visible scratches and light
wear to the sleeves. (4886-55) 

1465. COMPOUND BOW HOWATT WART HOG compound bow, laminated wood riser with fiberglass reinforced wooden limbs.  This
bow has a draw length range of 28”-30”, weight range of 45-60 lbs. with a 50% let off.  We highly recommended that you have a profes-
sional inspect this item prior to drawing or shooting.  (103765-14A)

1466. LOT OF MEDIEVAL WALL DÉCOR  Includes four wall hanging wooden displays with daggers, and maces.  Each piece measures
approximately 24” X 6” and features a single dagger and mace with one piece having crossed daggers and a mace.  This is a truly inter-
esting lot suited for the Dungeon room or an addition to any Halloween décor.  (104449-4)

1467. SCABBARD AND BARREL LOT  Two items: (1) unmarked steel scabbard that has no throat or tip with moderate amounts of sur-
face oxidation over its entire length;  (1) 12 ga. percussion double shotgun barrels that appear to have been trimmed slightly measuring
31 1/2”  The bore is dark with light amounts of surface oxidation present its entire length.  The metal surfaces are a blended blue brown
mix with scattered spots of heavy oxidation and minor oxidation staining over its length.  (104395-2A) 

1468. MILITARY LOT  Includes 14 mixed stripper clips, some with minor oxidation, two U.S. muzzle covers marked "Victory Mfg. Inc./1944"
grading very good with minor spotting and one excellent condition, two inch wide OD green sling with clips and buckle experiencing some
discoloration. (1) Alpine Crafts Company No.341 one quart leather wine bag.  The item appears as new in the package and is latex lined.
This is an interesting yet functional drink caddy in excellent condition.  (73746-5B3, 7B5, 7B11,7D)
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1469. MINIATURE DISPLAY AND FUSE LOT  Toy gun manufactured in France that replicates a French machine gun mounted on a tripod.
Standing seven inches tall, its metal surfaces exhibit gray and gold enamel of which 96% remains. Included are the movable crank and the orig-
inal two piece box which has a liquid stain and scuffing along the edges.  Also included are ten military fuses. Included are two aerial, one marked
ORH 1863R, one marked OR1864R, one identified as #134048 US, Dec 17, 1872.  The overall condition is good plus.  (75622-7,17)

1470. LOT OF WOOD HANDGUN GRIPS  Two sets of grips: Pachmayr TR-3 ALS walnut and rubber grips like new in box that fits
Taurus large frame revolvers M65, M66, M80, M82, M83, M86, M96.  Unmarked wood grips likely to fit an Astra .22 pistol in like new
condition.  (125893-10A)

1471. ACCESSORIES LOT  Includes three items.  First are two unmarked sunshades, one measures 4” in length with a 2” male thread in a
digital dot camo pattern the other measures 2 1/4” overall with 2” male thread black in color with eagle /globe / anchor logo, both in very
good condition.  Third is a like new in the box Mueller 50mm AO 3” sunshade in excellent plus condition.  (104343-81S1)

1472. LOT OF ARCHERY SUPPLIES  Includes seven items; first is a box of six Thunder Head 125 gr., broadheads in their original pack-
aging in excellent condition.  Second is a Bjorn Bengtson bow string server.  The item is in its original unopened packaging.  Third is a
sealed tube of Barnett International PO Pin Oiler in its original packaging.  Fourth is a sealed package of Barnett International nylon serv-
ing twine.  Fifth is a Barnet standard crossbow string, tube of Lube Wax both in sealed original packaging.  Also included in this lot is a
Barnett International Inc. sew-on patch featuring the company logo and knight with lance and bow.  (106020-K323)

1473. H&K ACCESSORIES  Includes three items; first is an adjustable 1” leather sling with spring clip.  Second are two unmarked aluminum
G3 style 30 round magazines.  All items are in near excellent condition.  (104750-1A)

1474. BSA CATSEYE RIFLE SCOPE  This is a BSA Catseye 3.5-10x50 mm scope equipped with a post and duplex reticle and crisp optics.
The scope measures 13 1/2” overall with a 1” diameter tube.  The scope rates excellent and incudes a set of Redfield two piece rings and
bases.  (56277-20A)

1475. FORGED STEEL LOT  This lot consists of five early forged items.  The first two are what appear to be screw-on ice crampons for the
heel of a boot.  The small, horse shoe shaped plates have five pointed studs on each and hook onto the heel with an adjustable screw
back.  The next two items are what appear to be axle pins with spring steel clasps. The pins measure 4" long and have patents dates of
"May 4, 75".  The last item is a small chisel with a head that is perpendicular to the body.  It measures 5" long.  All are in very good con-
dition and have areas of light surface oxidation present.  (45288-9A)

1476. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a full 50 rd. box of Fiocchi 9X21  IMI, 123 gr., FMJ in bright excellent condition.  (76240-240)
1477. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT  This tan canvas belt is by an unknown manufacturer and features (9) pockets for 30-06

ammunition on stripper clips, exhibits moderate to heavy wear and soiling. The eagle snaps retain portions of original black finish with the
stamped eagle retaining crisp outlines. The belt's interior is stenciled "Evanston Reserve Militia Association". The belt is missing the "T"
brass fixture with the belt in good condition overall.  (65865-169G)

1478. LOT OF COLLECTIBLES  Includes two items; first is a Calvine Cotton Mills Inc., Individual Troop first aid kit in its original packaging.
The outer cardboard shell is heavily stained but lettering is still visible and the contents are still sealed.  Second item is a Union Metallic
Cartridge Co., primer tin containing nine primers.  (103729-5)

1479. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three 25 round 9mm magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine.  Two of the magazines are unmarked
and have minor handling wear but appear to be factory, the third is made by IMI.  All three are in excellent condition.  (46076-4E)

1480. LOT OF HOLSTERS  This lot consists of a total of three leather holsters.  First is an apparently unused and excellent condition light
tan and stamped S-2 and dated 1989 and compatible with the CZ 52.  Next is a Bucheimer measuring 10" in length and in excellent con-
dition with minor wear marks to the brown outer shell and light wear to the interior and complete with belt loop and strap.  Lastly is a
brown Safariland #25 suitable for a large frame Smith & Wesson and in nearly identical condition as the Bucheimer.  (73765-16E13, 14,
15)

1481. LOT OF DUTY GEAR  Includes two belts and a two way radio.  First is a Safariland black leather belt size 44 with the original hang
tag.  Second is an Uncle Mike’s nylon X-large belt.  Third is a Standard two-way radio with mic attachment.  The radio needs to be charged
to determine if it works or not, no charger provided.  All items are in very good to excellent condition.  (104445-14B1A, 15RR1)

1482. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET (1) Model 1917 bayonet by Springfield Armory serial #1003032.  The bayonet measures 20 1/4”
overall with a 15 3/4” blade, less the tip, as it has been broken off and there are scattered spots of oxidation and the grips rate near excel-
lent no scabbard included.  (104210-19A)

1483. COLT MAGAZINE LOT  Includes one AR-15 plastic bottom 10 round magazine.  The magazine is in excellent condition showing only
light surfaces scratches in the parkerized finish.  (103941-16)

1484. DUTY RIG  Includes four items first is a Smith & Wesson size large, black leather duty belt.  Second is a Smith & Wesson LH B30 hol-
ster in black.  Third is a Jay–Pee black leather handcuff holster.  Fourth is a S.D. Myers dual pouch basket-weave pattern holster in black.
All items are in excellent condition.  (104395-2C)

1485. LOT OF MUZZY BROADHEADS  (2) packages of Muzzy broadheads and components: (1) Matador II bundle pack that includes
4 screw-in 150 gr., 4 blade large game broad heads with wrench and bonus practice blade setup;  (1) practice blade insert pack con-
taining 10 blades.  Items are in near new condition and in original sealed packaging.  (104445-14AB1)

1486. MACHETE LOT  Includes two; first is a Briddell panga style machete with an overall measurement of 24”.  The 18” blade is heavily oxi-
dized and the wooden handles show several handling marks as well as water damage to include mildew and mold staining. Second is an
unmarked plastic handle machete measuring 23” overall with a painted 18” blade.  The machete comes with a green cloth sheath that has
a hole near the point.  This is an overall about very good condition lot of brush whackers.  (103167-6G)

1487. LOT OF POWDER CANS  This lot consists of two squared Hercules Powder Company 1 lb powder cans.  First is a HiVel No.2 Military
Rifle Powder with a tan and blue label and in excellent condition.  The second is a Bullseye can that has yellow label with red border and
minor foxing and a mild tarnish and light oxidation on the metal.  This can also has "Bullseye" written on the lid and "2.00" on the top edge
of the label.  Two pretty cool cans.  (44963-1C)

1488. LOT OF SHOTSHELL PRIMERS This lot consist of one full brick and six full sleeves of Winchester W209 shotshell primers plus an
open sleeve of W209 primers with (57) remaining and an open sleeve of Fiocchi 616 (209 type) primers with (8) remaining for a total of
approximately (1,665) primers.  All primers are in excellent condition.  (85155-7)
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1489. COLLECTIBLE POWDER CAN LOT This lot consist of a single E.I. dupont de
Nemours & Co. smokeless powder for shotguns can.  This painted green colored
one pound powder can measure 3 1/4” wide x 3 3/4” tall with a brass screw off
spout and labels on both ends.  There is a shallow 1” dent on the side of the can
and about 95% remaining painted finish.  Most of the loss is to light scratches
and scuffs a light 1” wide oxidation stain that extends from the top rim to the
base and tapers to about 3/8” at the bottom.  The bottom label gives loading
information for shotshells and is in very good to excellent condition with light
stains present and about 99% of the label intact.  Despite the stains the label
is fully readable but someone has handwritten some very small numbers
(prices) in pencil in the lower left corner.  The top label is about 90% intact
with most of the loss on the edges and in the header where the E.I. dupont
section of the label is.  The label exhibits darker and more scattered stains but
it remains readable but difficult in some areas.  (85155-8B)

1490. LOT OF PRINTS This lot consist of a set of prints entitled “A Collection of
Colt Historical Prints 1836 – 1873”.  The one piece cover contains five sepa-
rate 10 11/16” x 13 5/8” prints of different Colt revolvers including the 1851
Navy, 1847 Walker, 1848 Wells Fargo, 1836 Texas Patterson and 1860 Army.
Each printed drawing measures 7 1/8” x 10 3/4” with a border around the edges
and a description of the gun printed below.  They are printed on heavy Ivory colored
paper stock.  The corner of each print reads Colt’s Mfg. Co. Hartford Conn. in fine print.
Each print has the appropriate revolver displayed with a lighter action scene that is appro-
priate for that particular guns famed use below the illustrated gun such as a Civil War battle scene for the 1860 Army.  The prints are in
near excellent condition with lightly folded or bent corners and a few light scattered stains.  The outer jacket is of the same paper stock
but exhibits a 4 3/8” tear on the cover, light fraying on the folded seam, damaged or folded corners and edges, light soil and stains, and
the folded seam is starting to separate at the top and bottom.  (85155-10)

1491. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consist of three items.  The first is a laser aim unit with attachment for a 9 volt battery. It is unknown if it is
operational.  The second item is an excellent condition magazine for a Beretta Model 21-A 22 LR pistol.  The last item is a pair of Jay Scott
Pearlite grips with dark synthetic spacer.  They are for a Ruger XR3 framed single action revolver and the Single Six model.  The grips are
in excellent condition but the grip screw is not present.  (85155-9)

1492. HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of three holsters.  One Bianchi #5BH right hand, thumb break high rise leather holster with plan tan fin-
ish for a 6” S&W 44.  The holster exhibits light handling wear with scattered light scuffs and scratches.  All stitching remains intact.  The
second holster is a Viking #44 right hand, safety strap, mid ride snap off belt holster with cordovan basketweave finish for a large frame
single action revolver with 6” barrel.  The holster is near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The last holster is a Hunter model
1100-19 right hand, safety strap, mid ride snap off belt holster with smooth cordovan finish for a small frame revolver with 3 1/2” – 4” bar-
rel.  This holster has light handling wear present.  (85155-8A)

1493. SMITH & WESSON 4TH MODEL TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #470863, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with a lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of its re-applied dull blue finish with some faint silvering of the high edges
and a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The diamond-checkered hard rubber grips are correctly numbered to the gun and exhibit light han-
dling wear.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun.  The hammer and mainspring have been removed from the revolver
but are provided.  (6416-12) {C&R} (50/100)

1494. MISCELLANEOUS LOT of shooting accessories, surplus items and miscellaneous items This lot contains seven items.  Included are
(1) Franzen Security Co. silver combination trigger lock in its package, (1) Franzen Security Co. keyed trigger lock with two keys in its
opened package, an unknown make of locking device designed to encompass a firearm to prevent the action from functioning, (2) Franzen
Security Co. black combination trigger locks (the first Franzen has the instructions on how to set the combinations), (1) full gray can (about
one pint) that is simply marked “US Government Sea Marking”, likely dye.  (1) empty metal first aid box measuring 7 7/8” x 5” x 2 1/2”
with oxidation blemishes and scrape marks on the paint for a rating of about 90% and of all things (1) Woods Outdoor Security Motion
Detector Light Kit No. 1291 that appears unused.  (4211-9A)

1495. LOT OF FIRING PINS This lot consist of eight firing pin kits.  Included are (1) Browning High Power 9mm firing pin kit that contains
one firing pin and spring (labeled second version 1941), (1) Mauser HSC firing pin kit that contains one firing pin and spring (that is
labeled to be marked with a Waffenamt mark but it is not), (1) Walther P-38 firing pin kit that contains one firing pin and spring and two
cartridge indicator pins with springs plus a slide stop return spring and one unidentified coil spring.  One cartridge return pin and the fir-
ing pin are Waffenamt marked with an eagle / 359.  Also included are (1) Colt Government model firing pin kit with one firing pin and
spring; (1) German P.08 Luger firing pin kit that contains two firing pins (one is marked 07 the other 21), one firing pin spring and one
firing pin guide; (1) J.P. Sauer Model 38H firing pin kit with one unmarked firing pin and spring, (1) CZ Model 27 parts kit with a  single
firing pin and spring plus a recoil spring, (1) Model 1925 Type 14 Nambu firing pin kit with a single long firing pin (73.5mm), spring and
long firing pin extension.  All parts are in very good to excellent condition.  (84211-9AAA)

1496. LOT OF PISTOL PARTS This lot consist of (1) Thompson / Center Contender walnut forend for 12 – 16 1/4” round barrels, part
number 7614 that is new on the original blister card, (2) new RIG UIT 22 cal. scoring gauges, (1) Merit Optical Attachment that appears
new in the box, (2) CZ 24 recoil springs in excellent condition, (1) Ruger Mark I & II magazine latch in a sealed bag that appears used,
(5) full moon clips for 1917 and related revolvers, (21) half moon clips for 1917 and related revolvers, (1) unmarked steel de-mooner
tool for 1917 revolver clips, (3) 38/357 full moon seven round clips for S&W N frame revolvers, (3) used S&W Model 41 rear sight assem-
blies, (1) Hi-standard extended magazine release and pin, (1) T / C plate for the bottom of a pistolgrip, (1) Tyler T-1 grip adaptor
(brushed aluminum) for S&W J frame revolver, (1) package of used S&W K frame parts that include rear sight blade and screw, ham-
mer block, two spring and bolt plungers and what appears to be a cylinder stop spring, (2) Hi-standard barrel weights for series 100 /
101 that includes a 2 ounce and 3 ounce weight with screws, (1) Colt 125th year medallion, (1) BCN lapel pin (bayonet collectors net-
work), (1) two piece S&W box for a Model 15 in good to very good condition, (1) Kleen Bore 25 cal. pistol brush; and (1) bag of Glock
parts that include trigger mechanism housing, trigger with bar, slide stop with spring, trigger spring, locking block, slide lock, connec-
tor, trigger pin and two unidentified parts.  (84211-9AA)
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1497. LOT OF PARTS This lot consist of (1) like new choke tube wrench for 20 gauge Browning Invector chokes, (1) like new Choate Tool
Corp. slip on 10/22 flash suppressor, (1) like new Ram-Line “Snap” magazine release for a Ruger 10/22, (1) unidentified spring-loaded
part that is new in the package, (1) set of Aimpoint 30mm medium aluminum rings for the Aimpoint 7000 series that are new in the pack-
age, (1) excellent condition Remington rear sight assembly for the Model 700, (1) U.S. .30 cal. – M1 firing pin protrusion gauge by R. M.
T. Co., (1) Unmarked one round magazine extension for Remington Model 870 / 1100 / 1187 shotguns, (2) sets of Uncle Mike’s Quick
Detachable Super Swivels for QD bases #1403-3, 1 1/4” sling that are new in the packages, (4) SKS parts that include a top cover, clean-
ing kit, spring loaded butt plate cover and rubber stock extension, (6) packages of Remington Model 1100 parts that include a 28 & 410
piston seal, a 28 & 410 piston , a firing pin retractor spring, an operating handle, a firing pin and what appears to be an extractor plunger
and spring, (1) box containing approximately fifty two assorted screws, pins, nuts and spacers in a small box marked “Ballard Screws ?”,
(1) partial Brownells socket head scope ring & base screw kit that contains numerous new and used screws along with numerous parts
and tools mixed such as Allen wrenches, sights and parts for a T / C muzzleloader, assorted front and rear sights and scope base.  All parts
vary from like new to lightly used and there is a thread gauge included for 6-40, 6-48 and 8-40 screws, (1) Enfield No. I, Mk IV bolt body
with#2 bolt head and (1) U.S. 1917 Enfield striker assy. with eagle / S9 inspector stamp. (84211-9)

1498. LOT OF ASSORTED GUN PARTS This lot includes (1) forty eight draw storage rack with forty eight 2” x 5 3/16” x 1 1/8” plastic
draws, (1) bag with approximately 17 assorted screws, scope ring nuts, and other small parts, (1) bag of approximately eight scope rings,
electronic optic parts and lens filters, (1) bag of approximately five parts for a Ruger standard model semi-auto pistols that includes a trig-
ger, hammer assembly, sear and an unidentified part, (2) Mossberg Safety detent balls in sealed Brownells packages, (1) Mossberg safe-
ty detent spring in sealed Brownells package, (1) used wedge pin for Colt style cap n ball revolver with screw, (1) package of four small
hex head screws, (1) stainless steel filler screw, (2) packages of assorted screws, (1) package with unidentified plunger and spring, (2)
Ruger Mk II semi-auto safety detent springs in sealed Brownells package, (2) Ruger Mk II semi-auto safety detent plunger in sealed
Brownells package, (1) Ruger Mk II semi-auto safety detent plunger stainless steel in sealed Brownells package.  (84211-9B)

1499. RELOADING AND GUN TOOL LOT This lot consist of (1) “Red-Jet” primer / de-priming tool with original box and instructions for
38 Special cartridge by Sampson Machine Works that is in like new condition, (1) U.S. M1 Garand Tool in moderate condition marked
KRA, (1) Chapman Gun Screw Driver Kit with instructions and (1) Chapman Allen Wrench accessory kit.  Both Chapman kits are in like
new condition.  (86019-12A)

1500. LYMAN MOLD LOT This lot consist of a single Lyman four cavity bullet casting mold that appears to be unused and includes original
box and instructions sheet.  The mold is cut for Lyman bullet #323481 that casts .323 diameter (8mm cal.) spire point bullet with gas
check that weighs 185 grains.  (86019-12B)

1501. LYMAN MOLD LOT This lot consist of two Lyman bullet casting molds.  Included are (1) Lyman two cavity mold with original box and
instruction that appears to be unused.  This mold is cut for Lyman bullet #245497G that casts a .245 diameter (6mm cal.) round nose bullet
with gas check that weighs 93 grains.  Also included is (1) Lyman single cavity mold with original box that appears to be unused.  This mold
is cut for Lyman bullet #280473 that casts a .280 diameter (.277 cal.) spire point bullet with gas check that weighs 125 grains.  (86019-12C)

1502. LYMAN MOLD LOT This lot consist of two Lyman bullet casting molds.  Included are (1) Lyman single cavity mold with original box
and instruction that appears to be unused.  This mold is cut for Lyman bullet #35897 that casts a .358 diameter (35 cal.) spire point bul-
let with gas check that weighs 232 grains.  Also included is (1) Lyman single cavity mold with original box and instruction sheet that
appears to be unused.  This mold is cut for Lyman bullet #451112 that casts a .451 diameter (.45 cal.) round nose, flat point bullet with
plain base and six grease grooves that weighs 485 grains (could also be 430 grains).  (86019-12D)

1503. RELOADING TOOLS AND DIE PARTS LOT This lot consist of one bag of mixed RCBS die body parts that include (2) .249”
decapping pin rods, (5) die plugs for .249” decapping rod, (2) lock screws for .249” decapping pins, (2) knurled decapping pin screws
for .249” rod,  (6) .186” decapping pin rods, (5) die plugs for .186” decapping rod, (3) lock screws for .186” decapping pins, (1) knurled
decapping pin screws,  (5) RCBS die lock rings with old style lock screw, (3) hex head die lock ring threaded set screws for RCBS dies,
(2) die lock ring set screw lead balls, (1) Lyman die lock ring with set screw and lead ball, (3) .061 diameter decapping pins and (12) C
clips. A second bag contains (11) mixed RCBS, Lyman and unmarked standard shell holders in sizes: RCBS 2, 3, 4, 10, Lyman X4, X21.
Also included in this bag are 2 RCBS extended shell holders in #1 and #21 plus an extended shell holder of unusual design.  Lastly it
includes a large and small priming rod for an RCBS automatic priming tool.  The third bag contains parts for an RCBS primer pocket swa-
ger that includes (4) large (30cal.) swager rods, (4) 22 cal. swager rods in original packaging, (1) small pocket swager head, (1) large
pocket swager head, (1) primer pocket swager die body and (1) case stripper.  The fourth box contains (1) Forster bullet puller die, (1)
modified bullet puller die plug, (5) bullet puller collets in the following sizes: .224, 257, .308, .323, .452. Lastly the lot includes (1) Acc-u-
ream .210 primer pocket reamer, (1) WRA LS 86 AC marked spark plug in an aluminum case for a Pratt & Witney R-2800 double wasp
radial engine.  (86019-12E)

1504. RCBS RELOADING DIE LOT This lot consists of three sets of RCBS reloading dies.  The first set is a complete two die set for the
25-20 W.C.F cartridge.  The second is a complete three die set for the 38-55 Ballard / W.C.F. cartridge.  The last set is a two die set for
the 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser cartridge but it is missing the decapping rod assembly, decapping rod plug and lock screw; and the seat-
ing stem and lock screw.  These should not be difficult to obtain.  All dies are in very good to excellent condition with a few light oxida-
tion stains noted.  (86019-12F)

1505. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AND USABLE GAS CHECKS This lot consist of six boxes of assorted Ideal gas checks from the Lyman
Gun Sight Co. The first box appears unopened and is believed to be full (1000) and has a blue Ideal sticker on the side identifying the
contents and manufacturer, “1000 pcs. 44 cal.” stamped.  The box is in near excellent condition overall with a small red price sticker and
old tape closing the top flap and the lower flaps tape is missing.  The second box is also 44 cal. with all the same markings as the previ-
ous and about 20 – 30% of the gas checks remains.  This box shows flap wear from opening it and has some handwriting on it.  Lastly
the original factory tape on the bottom is still present.  The third box has the same labeling except for .25 cal. with about 60 – 70% gas
checks remaining.  This box has a white price tag and some handwritten load data on the side but the box remains in very good to excel-
lent condition overall.  The fourth box has the same labeling except for .243 cal. with about 70 – 80% gas checks remaining.  This box has
a white price tag on the side but the box remains in very good to excellent condition overall.  The fifth box has the same labeling except
for .22 cal. with about 50% gas checks remaining.  This box has a white price tag on the side and some light handwriting on the torn cover
flap but the box remains in very good condition overall. The sixth box has the same labeling as the  .22 cal. with about 90 - 100% gas
checks remaining.  This box has a white price tag on the side and some handwriting and load data written on the sides but the box remains
in very good condition overall.  (86019-12G)

1506. GUNSMITH AND SHOOTER LOT This lot consists of (1) set of Bedford Reamer Co. 25-20 Single Shot rough and finish reamers.
It also includes a small Norton slip to remove burrs etc.  The reamers are heavily greased and appear in excellent condition.  Also includ-
ed are (4) breech seaters for single shot rifles.  One is set up for the 25-20 single shot and has a bent rod with egg shaped wood han-
dle.  One is set up for the 25-20 single shot and has a straight rod with a contoured wood handle.  One is set up for what is believed to
be the 32-40 W.C. F. with bent rod and contoured wood handle and the last one is set up for what is believed to be the 32-40 W.C. F. with
bent rod and large rotating wood handle.  These rods exhibit wear but are in very good condition overall.  (86019-12H)  
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1507. MIXED LOT OF BULLETS AND RELOADING COMPONENTS This lot consist of two boxes of Western Cartridge company
300 Savage .308”, 150 grain jacketed hollow point bullets for a total count of approximately (95) bullets.  Also included is a box of approx-
imately 250 .355” diameter Speer Half-Jackets, approximately (35) Hornady .303, 174 grain round nose bullets, approximately (56) Sierra
.308, 190 grain Match King H.P. bullets, approximately (19) Sierra .308, 170 grain flat point (30-30) bullets, approximately (16) Sierra .308,
180 grain round nose bullets, approximately (45) Sierra .308, 150 grain Spitzer bullets, approximately (91) CCI #400 small rifle primers
and approximately (57) CCI #200, large rifle primers.  All remain in near excellent condition except the Western 300 Savage bullets that
exhibit scattered light oxidation blemishing but the bullets are still usable.  (86019-12I)

1508. LOT OF MUZZLE LOADING AND RELOADING COMPONENTS  This lot consist of approximately (100) T / C .45 / .50 cal.
precut, un-lubed #703 round ball patches.  Approximately (50) cast 45 cal. (.454”) 250 grain lubricated Minnie balls.  Approximately (35)
cast .359, 160 grain semi-wadcutter gas check lubricated bullets (#358477 Ray Thompson design), approximately (55) Hornady .454 JHP,
250 grain, 45 Colt bullets; approximately (65) Remington #11 percussion caps, (1) wooden short starter, approximately (36) cast .50 cal.
370 grain un-lubed T / C Maxi balls, (1) container marked “Improved Copper U.M.C. No. 1 primers that appears nearly full with about
90% of the label present and approximately (91) Speer .490” lead round balls.  (86019-12J) 

1509. LOT OF 4MM M20 PRACTICE AMMUNITION This lot consist of three containers of RWS 4mm M20 practice ammunition for
adapters and subcaliber training devices.  Only one container has been opened and each contains 100 rounds for a total of approximately
(300) rounds.  Containers are marked “Ubungsmunition / Practice Ammunition 4mm Center Fire”.  All are in excellent condition.  (86019-12K)

1510. LOT OF 4MM M20 PRACTICE AMMUNITION This lot consist of two containers of RWS 4mm M20 practice ammunition for
adapters and subcaliber training devices.  Both containers remain unopened and each contains 100 rounds for a total of approximately (200)
rounds.  Containers are marked “Ubungsmunition / Practice Ammunition 4mm Center Fire”.  All are in excellent condition.  (86019-12L)

1511. LOT OF 4MM LONG AMMUNITION This lot consist of a sleeve of Dynamit Nobel “Randzunder Flobert Cartridges 4mm long with
ball No. 7”.  This excellent condition sleeve contains five containers of (100) cartridges each for an approximate total of (500) cartridges.
The paper sleeve has a small tear on the side but remains unopened.  (86019-12M)

1512. LOT OF 4MM SHORT AMMUNITION This lot consist of a sleeve of Dynamit Nobel “Randzunder Flobert Cartridges 4mm short
with ball No. 7”.  This excellent condition sleeve contains five containers of (100) cartridges each for an approximate total of (500) car-
tridges.  The paper sleeve has a small tear on the side but remains unopened.  (86019-12N)

1513. LOT OF 38 S&W BLANK AMMUNITION This lot consists of a single plastic container of approximately (50) Dynamit Nobel 38
S&W black powder centerfire blank cartridges.  These cartridges consist of a brass case with a heavily crimped mouth.  The cases are
heavily stained black from small amounts of black powder dust leaking from the end of the crimp.  The cartridges appear to be in excel-
lent condition except for the staining.  (86019-12O)

1514. LOT OF 22 CALIBER AND 6.5MM BULLETS This lot consists of approximately (101) Winchester .264” (6.5mm) 100 grain
pointed soft point bullets, two unopened boxes containing a total of approximately (200) Sierra .264” 85 grain hollow point bullets, approx-
imately (90) Speer .228” 70 grain semi-spitzer soft point bullets (for Savage 22 Hi-power Improved) and approximately (75) Nosler .224”
60 grain solid base spitzer soft point bullets.  The last item is a box that is marked “Niedner .22 cal. Sisk Bullets 55 gr. soft point” con-
taining  approximately (27) bullets that measure .224” and weigh 50 grains each + / -.  The side of the box is marked in pencil “49 1/2 –
50 grs. Pulled from ctdgs. and re-shaped”.  (86019-12P)

1515. LOT OF 6 MM AND 25 CALIBER BULLETS This lot consists of three unopened boxes and one opened box containing a total
of approximately (178) Remington .257” 87 grain soft point flat points (for 25-20 WCF), one box of approximately (100) cast .257” 89 grain
round nose bullets with gas check, one box of approximately (50) Nosler .257” 115 grain spitzer soft point Partition bullets, one box of
approximately (50) Nosler .257” 117 grain spitzer soft point Partition bullets (the early style made on screw machines), one box Remington
bullets with approximately (50) .257” 87 grain jacketed hollow point bullets with “high speed mushroom” handwritten on the cover, one
box Remington bullets with approximately (50) .257” 100 grain jacketed hollow point bullets with “250 Caliber Savage Express-mushroom”
handwritten on the cover, one box of “Spintru” bullets with approximately (48) .243” 73 grain jacket hollow point bullets manufactured by
Crawford Hollidge of Marston Mills, Mass., one box of unknown brand bullets with approximately (46) .257” 86 grain soft point spitzer
bullets; and one box of mixed bullets that include approximately (10) .257” 117 grain semi-pointed soft point, approximately (18) .257” 117
grain round nose soft point and approximately (22) .257” 100 grain hollow point bullets that are heavily tarnished.  All remaining bullets
rate very good to excellent in condition.  (86019-12Q)

1516. LOT OF .338, .348, .375 AND .411 CALIBER BULLETS This lot consists of one box of approximately (50) Speer .338” 275
grain semi-spitzer soft point bullets with a few lightly tarnished bullets but the remaining are in excellent condition.  One box of approxi-
mately (96) Hornady .338” 250 grain round nose soft point bullets in very good to excellent condition.  One box of approximately (100)
Hornady .348” 200 grain flat nose soft point bullets in very good to excellent condition.  One box of approximately (50) Sierra .375” 300
grain spitzer soft point bullets in very good to excellent condition.  One box of approximately (47) Hornady .375” 270 grain round nose soft
point bullets in very good to excellent condition.  One box of approximately (21) Speer .375” 235 grain semi-spitzer soft point bullets in
very good to excellent condition.  One box of approximately (49) Barnes Bullet .375” 350 grain solid bullets in very good condition.  One
unopened box of approximately (50) Barnes Bullet .411” 300 grain semi-spitzer soft point bullets.  Condition of these bullets is unknown
but the box is in very good to excellent condition.  (86019-12R)

1517. LOT OF RELOADING DIES This lot consists of a four die set of RCBS 44 Special / Magnum dies that includes (1) steel resizing die,
(1) complete two step expander and decapping die, (1) bullet seating die with stem and (1) roll crimping die.  Also included are three 38
/ 357 dies consisting of (1) RCBS roll crimp and seat die with stem, (2) RCBS taper crimp dies.  Also included are a Lyman two die set
for the 250–3000 Savage that includes (1) full length size die with expander but the decapping pin is missing (easily replaced) and (1)
bullet seat and crimp die with seating stem.  Also included are (1) Lyman 45-70 full length sizing die and (1) #1 RCBS shell holder.  The
interior of the dies are bright but the exterior on some have scattered light oxidation blemishes.  (86019-12S)

1518. LOT OF CASE LENGTH GAGES AND FORMING DIE This lot consists of (1) RCBS base forming dies for .401 Winchester Self
Loader cartridge.  The reversible die is marked step #1 on one end and step #2 on the other.  The die includes a steel base to support it
when driving the case into the die.  Also included are the following L. E. Wilson case length dies: (1) 30-06, (1) 45-70, (1) 6.5x55 Swedish
Mauser and (1) 250-3000 Savage.  All dies are in very good to excellent condition with bright interiors and a few isolated oxidation blem-
ishes on the exterior.  (86019-12T)

1519. LYMAN 310 TONG TOOL AND DIE LOT This lot consists of a large Lyman Ideal No. 310 tong tool with original orange box that
has some handwriting on it but remains in very good to excellent condition.  The tool remains in excellent condition with light handling
wear and worn paint on the high edges of the handle.  Also included are a set of 310 dies for the 32-40 that include (1) shell adapter, (1)
neck sizing and decapping die marked 32 Win. Spl., (1) neck expanding die, (1) priming die, (1) bullet seating die and (4) 7/8”x14 adapter.
All are in excellent condition and include a factory box with an auction sticker on the face.  (86019-12U)
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1520. LYMAN 310 TONG TOOL DIE LOT This lot consists of one partial set of 45-70 / 45 caliber dies that include (1) 45-70 neck size
and depriming die, (1) #17, 45-70 priming die, (1) neck expansion die with .457 expander (actual size of expander is smaller), (1) #45 –
C – DA seat die and crimper.  Also included are one partial set of 38-55 dies that include (1) 38-55 neck size and depriming die, (1) neck
expansion die with .375 expander (actual size of expander is smaller), (1) 38-55 seat die and crimper.  Also included are (2) # 7 priming
dies for 44 Magnum / 303 British.  Also included are a partial set of 44-40 WCF dies that include (1) #14 priming die for 44-40, (2) neck
expander dies marked .427.  Lastly (5) 7/8”x14 adapters (allows the use of 310 dies in a standard press) are included.  All dies are in very
good to excellent condition with some scattered light oxidation blemishes present.  (86019-12V)

1521. LYMAN 310 TONG TOOL DIE LOT This lot consists of one partial set of 30 caliber dies that include (2) #2 priming die (30-06 fam-
ily of cartridges and 45 ACP), (1) long neck expansion die with .308 expander (actual size of expander is smaller), (1) short neck expan-
sion die with .309 expander.  Also included are one partial set of 32-20 WCF dies that include (1) neck expansion die with .311 expander
and short body, (1) 32-20 seat die and crimper and (1) #10 priming die.  Also included are a partial set of 9mm / 38 Super dies that include
(1) # 12 priming dies and (1) neck expansion die with .356 expander.  Also included are one partial set of 222 Remington family dies that
consist of (1) #26 priming die and (1) .223 neck expansion die.  Lastly (5) 7/8”x14 adapters (allows the use of 310 dies in a standard press)
are included.  All dies are in very good to excellent condition with some scattered light oxidation blemishes present.  (86019-12W)

1522. LYMAN 310 TONG TOOL DIE LOT This lot consists of one complete set of 25-20 Single shot and WCF dies that include (1) #7
depriming and neck sizing die believed to be for 25-20 S.S., (1) #10 priming die (25-20 / 32-20), (3) expansion die with .257 expander
(actual size of expander is smaller), (1) 25-20 Single Shot seater die.  Also included are (1) #19 22 Lovell priming die, (1) #9 priming die
for 32 S&W family and 32 ACP, (1) neck expansion die with .319 expander and short body, (1) neck expansion die with .319 expander
and long body and (1) neck expansion die with .338 expander and long body.  Also included are the following spare die and press parts:
(1) unmarked die body with lock ring, (1) unmarked die body without lock ring, (1) seater plug, (1) priming arm with large primer seat
for Lyman bench press, (2) large priming punch assemblies for Lyman T dies, (2) small priming punch assemblies for Lyman T dies and
(1) #450 seating stem with lock ring.  The lot includes (3) unmarked (possibly Redding) die stands designed to accommodate sixteen
7/8x14 dies and eight T dies (Lyman 310).  Lastly (5) 7/8”x14 adapters (allows the use of 310 dies in a standard press) are included.  The
die racks are soiled but should clean up fairly well.  All dies are in very good to excellent condition with some scattered light oxidation
blemishes present.  (86019-12X)

1523. IDEAL MANUFACTURING CO. RELOADING TOOL LOT This lot consists of a singe tong type tool marked “Ideal Mfg. Co. New
Haven Ct.”.  The nickel plated tool is joined at the end with a hollow hinge that has a set screw with knurled thumb piece.  One handle has
an approximately .175” shallow groove cut on the inside that is perpendicular to the handle about .85” from the center of the hinge.  The
opposite handle has an approximately .125” tall x .100” wide pin with an approximately .035” tall x .050” wide teat in the center that is also
about .85” from the center of the hinge.  It is unclear what the hole in the center of the hinge and set screw are for but the pin in the han-
dle appears to be for applying a stab crimp to the neck of a cartridge with possibly some attachment to aid alignment.  (86012-12Y)

1524. LOT OF AMMUNITION Winchester 32-20 shot cartridges and 16 gauge shotshells Shotshell lot consists of one partial box of (15)
rounds of Federal 16 gauge, 2 3/4”, 2 3/4 dram shotshell loaded with 1 1/8 ounce of #4 shot.  All shotshells are in near excellent condi-
tion.  The rifle cartridges consist of approximately (25) 32-20 cartridges with “WRA Co. 32 W.C.F.” on the headstamp.  The cases measure
approximately 1.590” and are loaded with approximately 88 grains of approximately .065” diameter lead shot (about #11 size).  The brass
is extended at the case mouth to facilitate loading in repeating firearms.  The cartridges are in very good to excellent condition with light
scattered tarnish.  One cartridge had its wad lightly damaged but still retains the shot fairly well.  (83092-6D, 4B)

1525. 307 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three 20 round factory boxes of Winchester Super-X 307 Winchester
150 grain power-point (S.P.) ammunition, 60 rounds total. The boxes show clear tape and minor shelf wear, with all cartridges remaining
bright and clean. (146727-8)

1526. RELOADING PRESS LOT This lot consists of (1) Pacific Multi Power reloading “O” style press with accessories.  The press is in very
good to excellent condition with light wear and some light oxidation blemishes.  The press includes a Pacific automatic primer feed sys-
tem with universal priming arm, primer feed tube arm and spent primer catcher.  Also included are a large primer plug with sleeve and
spring (installed on press), small primer plug with sleeve, small primer feed tube, large primer feed tube, Ohaus multi caliber loading tray
and manual and paperwork for the Pacific press.  Also included are a large and small RCBS primer feed tubes that appear to be compat-
ible with the Pacific system.  Overall, this is a good heavy duty press similar to the early RCBS Rockchucker press.  It only needs a little
clean up and to readjust the primer feed tube arm to start reloading.  (84565-6A)

1527. RELOADING TOOL LOT This lot consists of (1) RCBS Uniflow powder measure that is in very good to excellent condition with light
oxidation blemishes observed on various parts.  The powder measure has a small cylinder and metering assembly installed with a large
drop tube (pistol).  It also includes (1) second large cylinder and metering assembly, (2) flat bar powder measure stands to install it on a
press and a (1) small drop tube.  The spare cylinder and one of the powder measure stands exhibit light oxidation blemishes.  Also includ-
ed is (1) RCBS rotary case trimmer with complete cutter assembly, #2 collet and collet “T” screw tensioner.  Also included for this trim-
mer are (1) #1 collet and (5) pilots (one each #’s 28, 30, 35, 44 and 45).  This trimmer and parts are in very good to excellent condition
with light scattered oxidation.  Included are (1) Redding case trimmer equipped with the older square blade / V notch cutter that is com-
plete with collet assembly, cutter arm, cutter and a .30 caliber pilot.  The body has some soiled areas and the cutter arm exhibits light to
moderate oxidation but the rest remains excellent.  The screws to the cutter arm and pilot are in need of penetrating oil.  The last item is
(1) RCBS reloading scale that utilizes a rotary counter weight for the grain and tenth of grain adjustments.  The scale is complete with light
soiling but the indicator line for the rotary adjustment is falling off but should be an easy repair.  (84565-6B)

1528. BULLET CASTING LOT This lot consists of (1) Thompson / Center 45 caliber 220 grain single cavity Maxi Ball mold with handles.
This mold has heavy oxidation on the side but the cavity is in excellent condition and should still produce excellent balls.  The original fac-
tory mold block box is provided.  The handles are in very good condition with left one missing the brass reinforcing ring.  Also included
are (1) Thompson / Center .490 single cavity round ball mold with the original factory box in near excellent condition, (1)  Thompson /
Center 50 caliber, 330 grain single cavity Maxi Ball mold with factory box and instructions that exhibits a few isolated oxidation blemishes
but the cavity remains excellent.  Also included is a ladle.  (84565-6C)

1529. RELOADING DIE LOT This lot consists of (1) Pacific Durachrome two die set for 308 Winchester with paperwork and Lyman X2
shellholder, (1) Pacific Durachrome two die set for 30-30 WCF with Pacific #2 shellholder, (1) Pacific Durachrome three die set for 45 ACP
(steel sizing die), (1) RCBS three die set for 44 Magnum (steel sizing die) with paperwork, Allen wrench and Pacific #30 shellholder, (1)
Pacific large primer pocket reamer, (1) RCBS primer tray, (1) RCBS lube pad, (1) RCBS powder funnel, (1) RCBS neck cleaning brush
and handle, and (3) copper plated aluminum measuring spoons of varying sizes.  The original plastic boxes are included with all the above
die sets and they all remain in near new condition.  (84565-6D)

1530. LOT OF CARTRIDGE BRASS AND PRIMERS This lot consists of (3.5 lbs) of mixed brass that is predominately 45 ACP with a
few 44 Magnum and 308 Winchester mixed in.  Also included are about (60) rounds of 30-30 Winchester brass that are predominately
Remington brand, two sleeves of CCI #300 large pistol primers containing about (165) primers, one sleeve of CCI #200 large rifle primers
containing about (90) primers, one sleeve of CCI #250 large rifle magnum primers containing about (72) primers and about (34) rounds
of Remington 41 Magnum brass in a Case-Guard 50 plastic box.  (84565-6E)
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1531. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full box containing about (50) Remington 41 Magnum cartridges loaded with 210
grain semi-wadcutter lead bullets that are in near excellent condition.  One partial box of about (24) Remington 41 Magnum cartridges
loaded with 210 grain jacket soft point bullets that are in near excellent condition exhibiting light tarnishing on some of the cases.  This
box also includes 25 empty Remington 41 Magnum cartridge cases.  (4) Mixed brand of 30-30 WCF cartridges that vary from very good
to fair condition with varying amounts of tarnish and / or verdigris present.  (5) Rounds of 16 gauge Remington Express shotshells with
four being #1 Buckshot and the fifth #5 birdshot.  (84565-6F)

1532. LOT OF PISTOL BULLETS This lot consist of approximately 17.15lbs (about 475+/- bullets) of .431” 240 grain hollow base semi-
wadcutter swaged bullets with dry lube (believe to have been made by the old Alberts bullet company).  (84565-6G)

1533. LOT OF PISTOL, RIFLE AND MUZZLE LOADING BULLETS This lot consists of about (8) .451” 225 grain jacket hollow
point bullets, about (39) .430” 250 grain half-jacket semi-wadcutter bullets, about (65) Speer .308” 130 grain jacketed hollow point bul-
lets, about (74) Speer .308” 150 grain jacketed flat point (30-30) bullets, about (42) Remington .308” 180 grain round nose soft point
bullets, about (36) cast lead .50 caliber 375 grain un-lubed Maxi Balls, about (30) cast lead .50 caliber 372 grain un-lubed Maxi Balls
(these Maxi Balls have a slightly shorter nose than the previous and appear to have come from a different mold), about (49) cast lead 45
caliber, 230 grain un-lubed Maxi Balls, about (37) Fiocchi percussion caps, and  about (32) cast lead .505” 335 grain round nose hollow
point, solid plain base bullets.  (84565-6H)

1534. MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORY LOT This lot contains (1) Smith & Wesson Number 1 Third Issue revolver frame serial #85726,
22 short, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.  This 3rd issue revolver frame and barrel retain about 80% original nickel finish
with most of the loss to the barrel with oxidation blemishes extending down both sides and also scattered on the frame.  The grips, cylin-
der and internal parts are absent but the trigger and side plate remain.  Also included with this lot is (1) Mercator #55 folding lock back
knife made in Solingen Germany that exhibits a fair amount of use and scattered oxidation blemishes.  There is some play in the blade
when locked open but it is still usable.  (84565-6I) {ANTIQUE}

1535. SMITH & WESSON NUMBER ONE 3RD ISSUE TIP UP REVOLVER serial #29777, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore.  The re-applied nickel and blue finishes are in near excellent condition with some very light oxidation and pit marks visible
on the cylinder and old pitting present under the nickel finish.  The smooth Rosewood grips are correctly numbered to the gun with light
to moderate denting on the surfaces especially around the base of the grips.  The cylinder has a partially obscured assembly number that
appears to match the frame and the barrel assembly number is faint from the refinish but still legible and correctly matches.  Frame-to-
barrel fit has some light play.  (86625-14) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)  

1536. HIGH STANDARD H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #304657, 22 LR, 4 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore.
This New Haven Connecticut-made pistol retains about 80% plus original factory blue finish with most of the loss on the grip frame areas
from handling plus some scattered light silvering of the high edges and handling wear.  The checkered walnut grips have some scattered
light damage to the diamond points and general handling wear.  The pistol comes with a single magazine and the slide release is in need
of professional attention.  (86678-21) {C&R} (250/450)

1537. WALTHER P-1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #309098, 9mm,
4 15/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The matte blue and anodized fin-
ishes of this rebuilt pistol are in near excellent condition with about 99%
remaining and a few light handling and operation marks showing.  The

checkered black plastic wrap-around grip is in near excellent condition with a few light han-
dling marks observed.  The slide is marked P38 and is dated 9/66 but the proof on the frame is

dated 1968.  Both the frame and the slide have the dot within a circle acceptance mark and cor-
rect proof marks.  The pistol appears to have been thoroughly refurbished which would account for the

mismatched slide and frame and no importer marks were observed.  The pistol includes a pair of maga-
zines.  One magazine is correctly marked with the Walther banner, make and caliber and the other is

unmarked with witness holes on the right side instead of the left as the previous magazine.  This is a fine con-
dition Walther and would make a great shooter.  (86724-3) (300/500)
1538. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR 3RD MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#265104, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” pinned barrel with a moderately frosted bore.  The reapplied matte blue finish remains in
excellent condition with 99% remaining and the only visible blemish a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The diamond checkered
hard rubber grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and rate very good overall with light handling wear present.  All
appropriate parts have correct matching serial numbers.  Markings on the barrel remain fairly crisp but the frames markings
were erased during the refinish.  The backs of the grips around the escutcheons are starting to crack from age and use.
(86393-385) {C&R} (250/450)

1539. COLT 22 / 45 CONVERSION UNIT This lot consists of an incomplete Colt 22 / 45 conversion unit.  Included are a Parkerized Colt
slide with Colt Accro adjustable rear sight and “Colt Mfg. Co. Harford Ct. U.S.A.” marked on the right side dating it to around 1955.  The
slide retains about 98% finish with some scattered light scuff marks, scratches and handling wear.  The slide is complete with firing pin,
firing pin spring, firing pin stop and extractor.  Also included are a blue finished barrel with floating chamber, Parkerized barrel bushing,
early machined ejector that has been Parkerized and a magazine.  The two tone magazine is marked “Colt 22 LR Ace Service Model” and
shows light use with some very light scattered oxidation stains.  The kit is missing the recoil spring and slide stop.  Both of these parts
should be easily replaced.  This would make a fine addition to a Government Model or National Match pistol.  (86751-4A)

1540. GERMAN MODEL P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SPREEWERK serial #7651d, 9mm, 4 15/16” Walther (E / 359 Waffenamt)
barrel with a moderately oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces have been re-blued and currently retain about 70% finish with scattered oxida-
tion and pitting on the frame and slide.  The surfaces of the slide and a few areas of the frame have been lightly cleaned and have left light
and fine scratches.  The black resin grips with horizontal ribs are in good condition and exhibit moderate handling wear.  The slide is not
numbered to the gun (6949a) and both the slide and frame appear to bear E / 88 Waffenamt marks (the frames marks are heavily washed
out).  Due to the mismatched slide, the safety will drop the hammer only when the slide is slightly retracted.  It otherwise always blocks the
firing pin as-designed, but not dropping the hammer.  The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine.  (86393-150) {C&R} (200/400)

1541. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #F74329, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
Overall, the gun retains about 90% thinning and flaking re-applied blue finish.  The slide is flaking and thinning to a brown hue from oxi-
dation along with silvering of the high edges and handling marks.  The pistol reveals previous pits under the re-applied blue finish.  The
black synthetic stocks with Beretta logo are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The pistol is dated 1942 and XXI for the
21st year of the Fascist calendar.  Most of the markings remain crisp but some have washed out slightly from buffing.  The pistol is marked
with a crown / RE on the left side (Italian Army).  A single magazine exhibiting moderate wear is provided as is a very good to excellent
condition black flap holster with spare magazine pouch.  The holster is equipped with a heavy snap clip and exhibits light crushing and
cracking to the bottom.  (86751-6) {C&R} (150/250)
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1542. MAUSER COMMERCIAL MODEL 1896 BOLO BROOMHANDLE PISTOL serial #628378, 30 Mauser, 4” barrel with a
heavily worn and frosted bore.  Rifling is predominately absent from the muzzle end of the barrel on this late model Bolo.  This importer
marked pistol is devoid of any remaining finish and is mostly an oxidized brown color with gunmetal gray mixed in.  The smooth walnut
grips are numbered to the gun with scattered dents, dings and scratches for an overall rating of good.  All appropriate parts are correct-
ly numbered to the pistol except the magazine base plate (#0401).  The pistol has a commercial proof on the bolt and bears the SN proof
on the hammer for the new safety.  This pistol includes a poor condition shoulder stock that is not numbered to the pistol (#264).  The
stocks wood cover is broken off on the latch side and there is a 5” crack running down the bottom of the stock.  The stock has numer-
ous dents, dings and scratches present and the hardware is oxidized.  The leather sheath is in fair condition with crazing present on the
surfaces, a 2” long tear in the front of the leather from the lock on the buttstock and the retention flaps for the magazine pouch and wood
stock are torn off.  The back of the holster is marked “Joseph Moll 1916”.  (86257-24) {C&R} (300/500)

1543. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 17-3 K-22 MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #14K8900, 22 LR, 6” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 99% re-applied blue finish with a light turn ring present on the cylinder and slight wear at the
muzzle.  The barrel has drifted to a slight plum color and old pin prick pitting is visible in areas under the new finish.  The target hammer
and target trigger retain hearty case-hardened colors.  The checkered hardwood factory target stocks with silver S&W medallions are in
near excellent condition with very light handling wear.  This Masterpiece revolver has a white outline adjustable rear sight but the Patridge
front sight was drilled for a colored dot insert (not present).  There is evidence this front sight was removed and replaced to during the
customization.  The gun still times and locks up tight and should be a good shooter.  (86724-185) (250/450)

1544. LOT OF MILITARY COLLECTIBLES This lot includes an U.S. model 1916 russet holster by Boyt, a Model 1912 pistol belt marked
P.B. & Co., M1942 first aid pouch by Brauer Bros. Shoe Co., a slotted brass cleaning rod, 5/32” x 6 1/2” steel rod, three assorted bronze
bristle cleaning brushes, and 50 round box of 45 ACP ammunition all stored in a tin.  The holster is dated 1942 and remains in near excel-
lent condition with light handling wear.  The web gear is also in near excellent condition with minor handling wear.  The brass rod is
unmarked and the bronze brushes appear to be for a (1) 30 cal. rifle, and (2) .50 cal. machine gun.  The box of ammunition is marked
“Evansville Ordnance Plant” Lot #-S25044.  The steel cased ball ammunition is in near excellent condition with light storage blemishes and
is headstamped “E C 43”.  (86761-6A) 

1545. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10-79717, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1971-
manufactured pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with some silvering on the grip frame and cleaned oxidation blemishes.
Some of the finish has started to thin in these areas and there is some scattered light oxidation blemishes present.  The remainder of the
metal surfaces exhibit light handling wear and a few scattered oxidation blemishes.  This pistol is equipped with checkered walnut thum-
brest Ruger grips with black Ruger Phoenix.  The grips rate near excellent with a few light dents, dings and scratches.  A single magazine
is included with this fixed sight gun.  (86724-127) (250/450)

1546. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 2213 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAT0970, 22 LR, 3 1/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
stainless steel metal surfaces of the slide and anodized frame rate about 97% with light scratches present and the anodized finish has start-
ed to stain toward the muzzle due to handling.  The checkered black synthetic grips with S&W logo are in near excellent condition with
faint handling wear.  The pistol is equipped with drift-adjustable three dot sights but the rear sight blade has been damaged on the left
side.  A single eight round magazine and an unmarked nylon holster is included.  (86724-330) (150/250)

1547. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #202614, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting faint
frosting in the corners of the grooves.  Overall, the pistol retains about 90% original blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes and
slight silvering of the high edges.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger have faded slightly.  The checkered black hard rubber grips
with crisp Indianhead logo are in near excellent condition with a few light scratches.  The pistol includes one two-tone magazine with light
freckling.  (86741-25) {C&R} (150/250)

1548. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #132257, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near excellent
bore exhibiting faint frosting.  Overall, the pistol retains about 80% reapplied blue finish with scattered moderate to heavy pits on the bar-
rel, forward part of the frame, lower frame and the slide.  The mid section of the slide has thinned and oxidized to a brown / blue color-
ing.  The white metal surfaces on the trigger have light scattered stains.  The checkered black hard rubber grips with Indianhead logo are
in good condition with some light handling marks but the right panel is cracked and lightly chipped in the area of the logo extending to
the top of the grips.  The pistol includes one magazine with light pits toward the base.  (86724-77) {C&R} (150/250)

1549. ARMALITE AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #101691, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% of its painted black finish with light to moderate flaking on the barrel especially toward the receiver,
silvering of the high edges and wear to the side of the magazine well and bottom of the triggerguard.  The mixed black and brown plas-
tic buttstock is lightly scratched and scuffed.  This Costa Mesa-manufactured rifle has seen some honest use and includes a single mag-
azine.  The AR-7 makes a great backpacking gun.  (86520-54) (150/250)

1550. HIGH STANDARD DM-101 DERRINGER PISTOL serial #2318362, 22 WMRF, 3 1/2” barrels with excellent bores.  The
anodized and blue finishes are in very good condition with scattered light scratches, light freckling and silvering on some high edges for
an overall rating of about 97%.  The smooth synthetic white plastic stocks are in excellent condition.  This is a fine little pocket pistol for
self defense.  (86520-957) (200/400)

1551. THOMPSON / CENTER CONTENDER PISTOL serial #186875, 45 ACP, 10” octagonal barrel with an excellent bore.  The pis-
tol retains about 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches and operation marks.  The pistolgrip and forend have been replaced
with checkered Pachmayr rubber “Gripper” grips that are in excellent condition.  This pistols barrel has been equipped with their adjustable
silhouette rear sight and standard front sight.  This pistol features their mid production hammer that utilized a screw type selector and cross
bolt safety.  (86520-3362) (250/350)

1552. COLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12619-C, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This 1950 made pistol
retains about 75% original blue finish with the heaviest loss on the grip frame and muzzle areas.  These areas have worn to gunmetal gray
with silvering on the remaining high edges and a scattering of oxidation blemishes, scratches and handling marks.  The brown checkered
plastic “Coltwood” grips with impressed Rampant Colt on the right panel rate about good with a scattering of scratches, nicks and dents.
The left panel has a 3/4” long chip missing at the very base with a few tiny cracks radiating out but not enough to compromise the grips
integrity.  A single correctly marked magazine is included.  (86520-1426) {C&R} (200/400)

1553. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D96926, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall this revolver retains about 90% plus of its original factory finish with a thinning finish on the grip frame; silvering of
the high edges, topstrap and muzzle, and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The case-hardened colors have thinned on the Magna trigger and
hammer from handling and light operation marks are present.  The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions are in very good
condition with scratched and scuffed surfaces, flaking finish and some dents.  The grips are correctly numbered to the gun.  Timing and
lock up appear correct and it should make a great shooter.  (86520-2961) (200/400)
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1554. KEL-TEC MODEL PMR-30 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #W8N08, 22 WMRF, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This inter-
esting pistol retains about 99% blue finish on the metal surfaces while the polymer surfaces of the frame and slide are in excellent condi-
tion.  This pistol features three dot fiber optic sights that are drift adjustable for windage, frame mounted ambidextrous thumb safety and
a heel mounted magazine release.  This pistol includes one of its signature 30 round magazines and is in like new condition and should
make a great home defense weapon for the recoil shy.  The trigger pull is exceptionally manageable which should be a great aid to folks
with weak or arthritic hands.  (86520-1113) (300/500)

1555. HECKLER & KOCH MODEL HK-4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #42908, 22 LR, 3 5/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
polished and matte blue finish along with the enamelled frame retain about 90% plus of their finishes with some light silvering present at
the muzzle.  The grip frame has thinned from a black to gray color from handling wear.  The black checkered thumbrest synthetic grips
are in very good to excellent condition with moderate to light scratches scattered about the grip panels.  The pistol is dated 10/70 and the
barrel is numbered to the frame.  A single magazine with extended orange finger rest base is included.  (86520-3224) (300/500)

1556. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER-M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH10285, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 99% of the original electroless nickel finish but there is some light staining to about 25% of the surfaces from han-
dling and powder residue.  The checkered hardwood grips are in excellent condition but exhibit poor workmanship direct from the facto-
ry with a number of double cut and or crooked lines, mostly on the right panel.  The pistol is equipped with adjustable rear sight and
Patridge front sight.  A single electroless nickel magazine is included.  (86520-1181) (250/350)

1557. BAUER FIREARMS 25 ACP MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #154747, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks for an overall rating of about 99%.  The
checkered walnut grips are in like new condition.  The little pocket pistol includes a single magazine and a like-new Bianchi inside-the-
pants holster.  (86771-10) (125/225)

1558. HIGH STANDARD HIGH SIERRA CONVERTIBLE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M087209, 22 LR / 22 WMRF,
7” octagonal barrel with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 97% original blue finish and gold anodized finish with a light turn
ring on the 22 LR cylinder, light operation mark on the lower left frame and faint silvering forming at the muzzle.  The 22 WMRF cylinder
has a light turn ring and several small worn areas with gunmetal gray showing.  The smooth hardwood grips are in excellent condition.  In
addition to the spare 22 WMRF cylinder this western-styled revolver also includes an original factory box correctly end labeled to the gun,
paperwork and a manual / schematic.  (86771-15) (300/500)

1559. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #130741, 32 S&W,
2” third model barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, this bicycle revolver retains about 99% of its original factory nickel finish with a few
scattered light oxidation and freckling blemishes plus a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The blued triggerguard has slightly thinned and
the trigger retains strong case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The smooth unmarked and unnumbered Mother-of-Pearl
grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The cylinder, latch and ejector are correctly numbered to the revolver with
the exception of the incorrect third model barrel which is unnumbered.  The fit of the barrel to the frame remains tight but the safety
does not always release the trigger causing it to hang up.  The lockwork is in need of professional attention as the cylinder only rotates
on occasion.  (86520-151) (250/350)

1560. SAUER MODEL 38 H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #509942, 32 ACP, 3 7/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The pistol retains
about 90% reapplied blue finish with most of the loss on the grip frame and high edges.  The grips are in poor condition with the right
checkered plastic grip showing a crack running from the screw hole to the edge and several smaller cracks radiating out from the hole.
The left panel has several hairline cracks at the top of the panel and both have moderate handling wear.  The double action does not func-
tion but the single action still does.  The pistol includes a single magazine.  (86678-12) {C&R} (100/200)

1561. CRVENA ZASTAVA MODEL 57 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #109462, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2” barrel with a near excel-
lent bore with slight frosting present in the grooves.  This importer-marked Model 57 retains about 99% original dull blue finish with some
silvering of the high edges and a few light handling and operation marks.  The vertical grooved plastic grips feature the five point star with
“S-F-R-J” between four of the points.  The barrel and slide are correctly numbered to the frame, and the barrel and fire control unit have
matching assembly numbers.  This pistol has a manual thumb safety on the frame.  Two magazines are included as is a cleaning rod and
holster.  The holster is in very good to excellent condition with light dents and scratches on the flap from use.  (86781-4) (150/250)  

1562. STERLING ARMS MODEL PPL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #003919, 380 ACP, 1 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pistol was made by E&R Inc. of Gasport NY who was the owner of Sterling Arms by the time they moved to this location in New York.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of their factory blue finish with the grip frame and top of slide starting to thin to gunmetal gray
and silvering is present on the high edges.  The checkered black plastic grips with Sterling logo impressed in the center of the panels
are in very good to excellent condition with light scratches, dents and dings present.  These strange looking pistols immediately bring
to mind the early High Standard letter series pistols.  They are equipped with a set of fixed sights and an unusual cross bolt safety that
although it is fully functional should not be relied on when holstering.  The front sight is loose enough to come out with firing or han-
dling if not given a professional repair.  A single magazine is
included.  (86393-243)                                         (150/250)

1563. BELGIAN MANHATTAN ARMS CO. DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #1429, 38 CF, 2 3/8” barrel with
a near excellent bore with light oxidation present.  The metal
surfaces retain about 95% nickel plated finish that has started
to flake and oxidize on the frame, front strap, triggerguard and
other surfaces.  The hard rubber grips are in near excellent con-
dition with light handling marks seen and the number 12 pen-
ciled onto the back of each panel.  The most unique feature of
this revolver is the cylinder that swings out sideways on an arm
with ejection accomplished by pushing the cylinder in against
the arm once extended.  The revolver has Belgian proofs and
inspector marks and the side of the barrel is caliber marked 38
C.  Research indicates that the Manhattan Arms Co. logo (not
to be confused with Manhattan Firearms Co.) was a trade name
for various firearms imported into the country from Europe.  The
frame is stamped DL&Co. Bte. believed to be Dresse Lacoux
and Co. on the left side and their logo on the right side which
consist of a fly with D L in the wings.  This is an interesting piece
from the Belgian arms trade.  (86229-594) {C&R}[Elliott Riggs
Collection]                                                             (300/500)
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1564. JAEGER PISTOLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #477, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a frosted bore.  Overall, this early manufac-
tured pistol retains about 10% of its original blue finish which is present mostly in the protected areas of triggerguard, backstrap and
a scattering on the slide.  The remainder of the finish has worn to gunmetal gray with interspersed brown staining from oxidation.  The
grips have been replaced with poorly fitted and constructed smooth walnut panels that tend to move in the hand.  The proof marks on
the frame, slide and cross pin remain strong with slight wear.  This safety and rear cross pin is missing on this pistol and the trigger
mechanism no longer functions.  The magazine does not always seat properly in the magazine well.  A single unmarked magazine is
included with the gun.  (86229-245) (50/150)

1565. WALTHER GSP CONVERSION KIT  This lot consist of a Walther GSP 32 S&W Long conversion kit serial #129706 with a 4 1/8”
barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel unit is complete with sights, bolt and spring that are ready to install on the frame.  The kit also
includes a trigger assembly that is numbered to the barrel unit, a seven piece sight kit, Weaver style scope mount base, two magazines,
manual and 25 meter test target.  All parts appear to be as new-in-the-box.  (86771-20A)

1566. WALTHER GSP / OSP CONVERSION KIT This lot consist of a Walther GSP / OSP 22 Short conversion kit serial #32271 with
a 3 5/16” multi (5) ported barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel unit is complete with sights, bolt and spring that are ready to install
on the frame.  The kit also includes a trigger assembly, a three piece sight kit, two magazines, manual and 25 meter test target.  All parts
appear to be as new in the box.  (86771-20B)

1567. WALTHER GSP GRIP LOT This lot consists of a wrap-around anatomical left hand Walther GSP hardwood grip with thumb and
palm rest that is in excellent condition.  They have heavily stippled gripping surfaces and Walther logos on the smooth backside of
the grip.  (86771-20C) 

1568. COLT COBRA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B75219, 38 Special, 2” barrel with a slightly oxidized bore.  This first
issue revolver retains about 98% re-applied nickel finish that has started to cloud over most of the surfaces, especially on the back-
strap.  There is slight bubbling in corner of the frame and recoil shield along with scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes and
occasional pin prick pitting.  The finish is worn to grey metal on both sides of the muzzle from holster wear.  The checkered walnut
grips are correctly numbered to the gun and feature a silver Colt medallion.  They appear to be in near excellent condition with light
handling wear present.  The top of the slide plate has a small gap and is slightly misaligned.  Included with this revolver are a factory
box with a Colt Cobra end label but for a blued gun.  The bottom of the box is correctly numbered to the gun in grease pencil.  The
action still functions and locks up tight.  (86520-2523) (150/250)

1569. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #19-08229, 22 LR, 6 7/8” tapered target barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1983-made pistol retains about 98% original blue finish with some light silvering at the muzzle and several slight wear areas at the
front of the receiver.  The checkered walnut grips with silver Ruger Phoenix are in near excellent condition and exhibit some scattered light
dents and dings with slight flattening of the diamond points.  The pistol has adjustable Ruger sights, undercut front sight and includes a
single magazine.  Also included is a hinged Ruger box with correct end label.  (86815-1) (250/350)

1570. TAYLOR & COMPANY 1851 NAVY REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #522142, 36
cal., 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This reproduction retains about 99% blue finish with a faint turn ring visible on the cylin-
der.  The case-hardened colors remain robust and the brass grip frame has mellowed to a pleasing light straw color.  The one piece
smooth walnut grips are in near excellent condition with a few light dents seen.  A factory box, manual and paperwork are included.
(86815-9) {ANTIQUE} (125/275)

1571. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #375092, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
1912-made pistol retains about 50% blue finish with most of the loss to the slide and grip frame.  These areas have worn to gunmetal gray
and brown from oxidation stains.  The trigger retains strong case-hardened colors with light wear on the edges from use.  The checkered
walnut stocks with silver Colt medallions are in good to very good condition with moderately to heavily worn diamond points especially on
the right panel.  This little pistol includes a single two tone magazine.  (86781-2) {C&R} (250/350)

1572. HIGH STANDARD H-B SECOND MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #303271, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 99% of a professionally applied blue finish.  The only blemishes are some old pits visible under the new finish that
were too deep to buff out.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in very good to excellent condition with some visible light dents, scuffs
and scratches.  This pistol features the external safety of the second model but does not include a magazine.  (86520-1437) {C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1573. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #261-37531, 22 LR, 9 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
revolver retains about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light scratches and wear marks that have flaked to silver, present on
the grip frame, high edges and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix are in very good to
excellent condition with a few light dents and dings seen.  These are rugged revolvers for field use or the range.  (86520-2893) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

1574. FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M. serial #J1875A, 7.65 French Long, 4 3/8” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  Overall, this pistol retains about 80% black enamel finish with thinning finish on the grip frame and high edges giving the pistol
a mottled mix of black and silver colors.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition with light handling wear, scattered
compressed diamond points, and a few dents and dings.  This particular pistol is fitted with the post-war lanyard loop and includes a sin-
gle magazine marked “35A” on the base plate.  (86520-1299) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1575. BERETTA MODEL 21A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BES19828U, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall this dou-
ble action pistol retains about 98% of its matte blue and anodized finishes with some light silvering of the high edges, and a few light
scratches and operation marks.  The black plastic checkered grips are in near excellent condition with light scratches and dents.  A sin-
gle magazine is included.  This would be a great CCW gun for the recoil shy shooter.  (86803-1) (150/250)

1576. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2780AA, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This non-
importer-marked 1943-dated pistol was made in the 20th year of Fascism and retains about 90% plus original blue finish with most of the
loss on the grip frame in addition to scattered light handling marks and silvering of the high edges.  The black plastic grips with Beretta
logo rate very good to excellent with some light scratches and scuff marks present.  The four digit serial number with letter suffix was
thought to be a special run.  This pistol also is only marked with a crown / encircled animal proof of the Brescia proof house and no mili-
tary markings.  A single magazine with finger extension floorplate is included.  (86802-13) {C&R} (250/350)

1577. HELWAN BRIGADIER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3001381, 9mm, 4 9/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  This importer marked
pistol retains about 97% matte blue finish with some silvering of the forward edges, light scratches and an oxidation blemish on the barrel.
The horizontally grooved synthetic grips are in near excellent condition with light handling marks.  The pistol includes a single extended mag-
azine with a stop collar to prevent the magazine from being seated too deep and help blend it into the grip frame.  (86724-81) (200/300)
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1578. COLT JUNIOR POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial 32323CC, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a slight amount of frost-
ing seen.  This 1964-made pistol retains about 75% original blue finish with deep heavy pitting present on the bottom of the backstrap,
right side of the trigger, isolated areas on the forward part of the frame, the left and right sides of the slide at the muzzle end and the right
rear of the slide.  The grips are in very good condition with dents, dings, scattered light scratches and light compression of the diamond
points.  The right panel moves under pressure and is slightly warped leaving a small gap along the bottom.  The numbers on the barrel
and slide correctly match the frame.  No magazine is provided.  The little pistol appears to still be fully functional.  (86797-2) (150/250)

1579. COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBER 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD24472, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few tiny oxidation blemishes and pit marks.  The metal surfaces retain about 65% original blue finish that is thinning on the
grip frame, on the right side of the slide along with some scattered light handling marks.  The checkered walnut grips with silver Rampant
Colt medallions are in very good condition with noticeable wear on the lower edges of the panels, mild compression of the diamond points
and a few dents and dings.  The pistol includes a single magazine.  This pistol appears to have spent some time in a pocket but still func-
tions properly and is ready to continue service as a CCW gun.  (86781-3) (125/225)

1580. ASTRA MODEL 202 FIRECAT CE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #861763, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This factory-
engraved pistol retains about 97% nickel plating with most of the loss to flaking and bubbling on the grip safety.  The pistol has 100% cov-
erage of loose foliate scroll engraving with punch dot shading.  The faux mother-of-pearl grips are in very good to excellent condition with
numerous fine scratches, scuffs and dings.  The slide, barrel and frame have correct matching serial numbers.  The pistol includes a sin-
gle magazine.  (86788-4) (200/400)

1581. GERMAN MODEL 35(P) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #D3357, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting light frosting in the grooves of the barrel.  The arsenal re-applied blue finish is in very good condition with about 85% remain-
ing.  The greatest loss is to the grip frame with silvering of the high edges and remaining finish starting to thin on the slide and other unpro-
tected areas.  Some old pitting is visible under the new finish and some of the markings have been partially removed during the refinish.
The checkered plastic grips of this type III pistol are in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts have correct matching serial numbers.
Visible Waffenamt marks include: eagle / 77 on left side slide and frame, eagle / WaA6 on left side of slide (right side of marking is miss-
ing), eagle / 7 under the hammer drop and under the serial number with most of the marks worn away, eagle / 623 on barrel lug and cor-
rect proof marks on appropriate parts.  A single unmarked magazine is included.  (86824-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1582. RUSSIAN MAKAROV MODEL IJ70-18A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY IMEZ serial #H606436, 9x18mm Makarov, 3 5/8”
barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, this importer marked pistol retains about 99% original blue finish and the checkered bakelite grips
are in excellent condition.  This pistol features fully adjustable black rear sight and comes with two magazines.  (86724-285) (150/250)

1583. CZECH MODEL CZ 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E15035, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall,
this importer-marked pistol retains about 97% original matte blue finish with some light silvering of the high edges and holster wear visi-
ble on the dust cover.  The horizontally grooved synthetic grips are in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts have correct matching
numbers.  This big single action roller lock pistol includes a single magazine.  (86724-284) {C&R} (125/225)

1584. BRITISH VICTORY MODEL 38-200 LEND-LEASE REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #V676542, 38 Special
(converted), 2 3/8” pinned barrel that has been cut down with an excellent bore.  The front cylinder pin catch was removed and the front
sight poorly soldered back on and the chambers have been opened to 38 Special.  The metal surfaces have been lightly buffed and re-
blued with about 75% remaining.  The grip frame and barrel account for the majority of loss with silvering of the high edges, scattered oxi-
dation blemishes and a few light pits also seen.  The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  A
pair of “Fitwell” plastic imitation stag grips is fitted to the pistol and they exhibit light handling blemishes and some light staining.  Most of
the British proof marks on the cylinder, viewers mark on the frame and proof marks on the barrel have been partially or totally obscured
during the re-finish.  The U.S. Property mark is no longer visible but the U.S. proof marks on the frame, barrel and cylinder remain fairly
crisp.  As always the buyer should have the gun checked by a competent gunsmith before use.  (86779-D29538) (100/200)

1585. ARMI SAN PAOLO MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #95237, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagonal barrel with
a near excellent bore that exhibits some light scattered oxidation blemishes and pits.  Overall the revolver retains about 96% original blue
and case-hardened colors with most of the loss on the frame.  There are scattered light spots of silvering on the case-hardened colors of
the frame giving it a spotted appearance along with some scattered light scratches and handling blemishes on the other metal parts.  The
brass frame is in near excellent condition and has tarnished to a pleasing straw patina.  The smooth hardwood grips are in very good to
excellent condition with light dents and scratches present.  This cap-n-ball revolver includes a 1 3/4” wide x 42” long (end to end mea-
surement) plain brown heavy leather belt.  The belt includes matching color Mexican loop style holster for this revolver, 8 1/2” long knife
“Mountain Man” style sheath and a 7 1/4” x 8 1/4” x 1 1/4” belt pouch.  The belt accessories have leather lashed seams and all are in
excellent condition.  Also included with the revolver are: powder flask, a pull string cloth bag with about (64) .378 swaged round balls,
one unopened tin of about (100) Dynamit Nobel #1075 percussion caps and one tin of about (49) Dynamit Nobel #1075 percussion
caps.  (86726-7) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1586. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TOPBREAK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #37169, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with
a lightly oxidized and pitted bore.  This strain screw equipped revolver retains about 96% original nickel finish with the majority of the frame
and barrel starting to cloud slightly.  There are scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes, limited pin prick pitting and some light bub-
bling of the finish seen on the surfaces.  Bold case-hardened colors remain on the hammer with light operation marks.  The diamond
checkered hard rubber grips show only light handling wear with some flattened diamond points on the left panel but the features remain
crisp.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the frame and the grips are numbered to the gun.  The barrel-to-frame fit remains
tight and the revolver times and locks up properly.  (86812-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1587. SMITH & WESSON NUMBER 1 THIRD ISSUE TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #19867, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a
moderately oxidized and pitted bore.  Overall the revolver retains about 35% original blue finish with most of the remaining finish on the
frame and sideplate.  Scattered and thinning remnants of finish are visible in the protected areas of the barrel, cylinder and grip frame.  The
smooth Rosewood grips rate good to very good with scattered scratches, dents and scuffs and lightly flaking finish.  The grips are cor-
rectly numbered to the gun and the barrel, cylinder and frame have matching assembly numbers.  The fit of the barrel to the frame has
loosened with play detected and the cylinder no longer times or locks up correctly.  (86797-4) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1588. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #172548, 32 ACP, 3 7/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The re-applied
arsenal type finish is in near excellent condition with about 97% remaining.  There are various scattered oxidation blemishes that are start-
ing to pit seen on the top of the slide with scattered light old pits and handling marks seen under the new finish.  The one piece check-
ered walnut grips are in very good condition with scattered scratches, dent and various small nicks and chips missing from the front of
the grip panels.  There is a Prussian Eagle on the front of the triggerguard, crown / D proof by the rear sight and a single magazine is
included.  (86815-5) {C&R} (250/350)
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1589. BROWNING MODEL 1910 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #622468, 380 ACP, 3 7/16” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  Overall the pistol retains about 85% original blue finish that is flaking on the grip frame from handling and on the slide.  There
is silvering at the muzzle and along the high edges.  The grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling wear and scratch-
es.  The metal surfaces and grips are covered with a residue probably nicotine or dried oil that will come off with a little judicious clean-
ing.  A single magazine is included with the pistol.  (86815-7) (200/400)

1590. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9015, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted and slightly pitted bore.
This 1909-made, second year production pistol retains about 70% original finish with predominate thinning blue on the grip frame and
muzzle end of the slide leaving a mottled mix of browns and blues.  The metal surfaces also have an array of scratches and a few oxida-
tion blemishes.  The trigger retains strong case-hardened colors with minute freckling visible.  The checkered metal grips with Indian head
logo are in very good condition with dispersed scratches, light to moderate wear and about 50 – 60% of the blue finish remaining.  The
Indian head on the left panel remains crisp while the one on the right panel is starting to wane from wear but most of the features are still
visible.  A single magazine is included.  (86751-14) {C&R} (150/250)

1591. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12254B, 380 ACP, 4 5/16” barrel with a lightly frost-
ed bore.  This pistol retains about 85% re-applied blue finish with silvering on the muzzle and high edges and thinning blue finish on the
grip frame.  There are a few oxidation blemishes present and the trigger was blued in the refinish.  Old pitting is visible under the new fin-
ish.  The original grips are missing but a set of like new replacement grips that need to be fitted are provided.  A single magazine is includ-
ed.  (86751-14) {C&R} (200/400)

1592. ROSSI MODEL 13 “PRINCESS” REVOLVER serial #593527, 22 LR, 3” barrel with an excellent bore.  This importer marked
“Ladysmith” clone retains 99% original nickel and blue finishes with light operation marks on the blued hammer and trigger and turn ring
on the nickelled cylinder.  There is some light cloudiness in the finish seen on the cylinder and frame around the cylinder.  The like new
checkered plastic grips with silver Rossi medallions are a mottled mix of reds, orange and black colors.  These little seven shot revolvers
were imported for about four years before they fell victim to the Gun Control Act of 1968.  (86751-10) (150/250)

1593. ROSSI MODEL 25 “PRINCESS” REVOLVER serial #40178, 22 LR, 2” barrel with an excellent bore.  This importer marked
“Ladysmith” clone retains 99% original nickel and blue finishes with light operation marks on the blued hammer and trigger and turn ring
on the nickelled cylinder.  There is some light cloudiness in the finish on the majority of the surfaces.  The like-new checkered plastic grips
with silver Rossi medallions are a mottled mix of reds, orange and black colors.  These little seven shot revolvers were imported for about
four years before they fell victim to the Gun Control Act of 1968.  The Model 25 is simply the 2” version of the Model 13.  Included with
this nice little revolver is a factory leather covered, Rossi embossed presentation box with red felt lining.  The box exhibits light edge wear
and covering peeling on the rear edge.  (86751-11) (150/250)

1594. MAUSER BROOMHANDLE MODEL 1896 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #482648, .30 Mauser, 3 15/16” barrel with an oxi-
dized and heavily worn bore, but there are still traces of rifling visible.  This early post-war Bolo pistol is devoid of any finish and is pre-
dominately gunmetal gray with intermixed oxidation blemishes.  There are scattered light pits and some light scratches and dings on the
surfaces.  The 21 count horizontal grooved walnut grips have an array of dings, dents, scratches and few small chipped pieces at the top
for an overall rating of about good.  The grip screw has severe slot damage and may require professional services to remove.  All appro-
priate parts have matching serial numbers and the gun appears functional.  The pistol is equipped with a 1,000 meter rear sight and has
crown / U proof marks.  (86797-3) {C&R} (150/350)

1595. ERMA ET-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #81565, 22LR, 11 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This “Navy Luger P08” clone
retains about 95% original black finish with most of the loss on the grip frame in addition to scattered light handling marks.  The check-
ered walnut grips and forend remain in very good to excellent condition with light handling wear.  The right side of the fore end has a sling
swivel stud installed and that has an 11/16” diameter ring installed.  The backstrap has a screw installed that is believed to be filler for a
previously installed second sling swivel and ring that is not included.  The pistol includes a single magazine, original factory leatherette pre-
sentation case that has light edge wear on the back of the lid and some damage to the interior red velvet from storage and handling.
(86393-148) (300/500)

1596. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL SINGLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#RS19018, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This fourth variation revolver retains about 90% original blue finish with gunmetal gray
color visible on the foregrip and bottom of the triggerguard.  There is some moderate to light oxidation blemishes and pitting on the bar-
rel with random freckling on the remaining surfaces.  The one piece wrap-around checkered walnut grips are in very good condition and
exhibit light scratches, dents and dings.  The barrel, latch and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun.  The barrel-to-frame fit has slight
detectible play but the cylinder times and locks up correctly.  (86520-3991) {C&R} (250/350)

1597. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #456539, 32 S&W, 3”
barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few isolated spots of oxidation.  This fourth variation retains about 90% plus factory fin-
ish with scattered light oxidation blemishes, some mild surface pitting and silvering of high edges.  The hard rubber grips are num-
bered to the gun and exhibit light wear on the high edges at the base and light dents and scratches.  All appropriate parts are cor-
rectly numbered to the frame.  The gun still times and locks up correctly when firing and there is slight detectible play between bar-
rel and frame.  (86735-1) {C&R} (100/200)

1598. HS MODEL 21S SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #596510, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, about 90%
original blue and enamel finish remain with most of the loss due to wear on the grip frame and a few scattered handling blemishes.  The
checkered black plastic grips with embossed Buffalo in an oval are in excellent condition.  This drift adjustable fix sighted revolver has a
unique hammer block safety.  In operation as the hammer is eased down the frame mounted safety is manually pushed down to block the
firing pin from resting on the cartridge.  During cocking stage the safety automatically disengages.  (86749-4) (100/200)

1599. IVER JOHNSON 1ST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #45894, 32 S&W, 2” barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting scattered light oxidation and pits.  The re-applied nickel finish on this customized side latch revolver with
two cross pins is starting to flake at the muzzle, forcing cone area of the barrel with scattered oxidation blemishes and light bubbling pre-
sent; overall about 95% finish remains.  The owl head checkered hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with light handling
marks.  The barrel has been shortened to a 2” “bicycle” configuration and the front sight re-installed which has partially obscured the bar-
rel address.  Barrel-to-frame fit remains tight and the little gun still times and locks correctly.  (86778-11) {ANTIQUE} (75/125)

1600. RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA serial #5768, 7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore
with light oxidation blemishes present.  This 1902-made revolver retains about 65% original blue finish that is silvering at the muzzle and
on the grip frame along with scattered light wear on the remaining surfaces.  The checkered hardwood grips are in good to very good
condition with compressed diamond points, nicks, dents, scratches and dings present.  This pistol has the imperial arsenal at Tula mark-
ings on the left side of the frame, imperial proof mark on the right side of the frame and correct matching numbers on the cylinder, frame
and triggerguard.  This pistol has the old style half moon front sight but the firing pin is missing from the hammer (the pin for the firing pin
is still present).  The revolver still times and locks up tightly.  (86735-2) {C&R} (75/175)
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1601. WALTHER MODEL 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4587, 25 ACP, 2 3/32” barrel with some light oxidation in the bore.  The pistol
retains about 65% original blue finish with most of the loss on the slide and there are scattered light handling marks and a few oxidation
blemishes also seen.  The features on the hard rubber grips remain crisp with little handling wear present.  The pistol includes a single mag-
azine and an unmarked black full flap right hand belt holster that is in very good to excellent condition.  (86802-14) {C&R} (125/225) 

1602. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TVA9472, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This excellent condition pistol retains about 99% of its original blue and anodized finishes with a few minor handling marks.  The check-
ered walnut grips with silver S&W medallions are in near excellent condition with a few minor handling blemishes.  This pistol features
adjustable black rear sight and ramp front sight.  A single magazine is included with the pistol.  (86520-3164) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1603. SAVAGE MODEL 101 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #53540, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall the pistol
retains about 98% blue and enamel finishes with some light silvering of the muzzle, forward corners of the frame and the edges of the
butt.  The synthetic faux wood grips are in very good condition with light scuffs and scrapes on the bottom of the left panel and light han-
dling marks.  The pistol is configured similar to a reduced scale single action revolver with faux bullets showing in the front of the cylinder
(lending the unfamiliar to think the firearm is loaded).  Loading is accomplished by pivoting the barrel / cylinder assembly to the right.
(86520-3313) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1604. CUSTOM SHERIDAN KNOCKABOUT SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #K427, 22 LR, 5” threaded barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 97% original factory dull blue finish with some light silvering of the high edges and scratches.  The two piece wrap
around checkered plastic grips with Sheridan logo are in near excellent condition with light scratches and dings present.  The last 1/2” of
barrel has been turned and threaded (1/2” diameter), and a 2 7/8” long Williams rifle ramp front sight with small bead installed.  The rear
sight has been replaced with an F.D.L. fully adjustable “Wondersight”.  (86520-4094) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1605. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT MODEL 70 TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #K5145, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
bore.  This seven shot revolver retains about 90% plus of its original finish with light silvering of the high edges, scattered oxidation, light
scratches and pin prick pitting.  The one piece checkered hardwood grip has scattered scratches, dents and dings with an overall rating
of very good.  The barrel-to-frame fit has slight play but it still times and locks up tight.  The numbers on the triggerguard and barrel match
but do not match the frame.  (86520-3987) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1606. CHARTER ARMS TARGET BULLDOG 44 REVOLVER serial #404562, 44 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
revolver retains about 98% of its blue and anodized finishes with some very light high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and light
scratches.  The hammer retains strong case-hardened colors with light operation marks.  The revolver is equipped with very good to excel-
lent condition Sile rubber grips that have some light to moderate handling blemishes.  The pistol has an adjustable rear sight and ramp
front sight.  (86520-3251) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1607. RECK FRONTIER MODEL DERRINGER serial #43745, 22 WMRF, 2 15/16” barrels with excellent bores.  Overall about 95%
enamel finish remains with silvering at the muzzle, by the top hinge and thinning finish on the backstraps.  The checkered white plastic
grips are in fair to good condition with the right one in excellent condition but the left is cracked in three places, the largest of which
extends slightly better than 50% across the width of the panel.  The numbers on the frame, barrels and extractor match and the barrel-to-
frame fit is slightly loose.  (86520-3251) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

1608. HIGH STANDARD DM-101 DERRINGER serial #D91591V, 22 WMRF, 3 1/2” barrels with excellent bores.  The blue and enam-
el finishes are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The “V” in the serial number where used on late model Derringers that
had visual cosmetic blemishes but were guaranteed to function properly.  The smooth black synthetic grips are in near excellent condi-
tion with a minor blemish.  This pistol has seen very little use.  (86520-4012) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

1609. BRONZE BOAT PROPELLER LOT This lot consists of one solid bronze three-bladed boat propeller measuring 14” in diameter.
The central hub outside diameter tapers from 1 3/4” on the front face to 1 1/2” on the rear face. The prop hub is bored to accept a keyed
and tapered shaft, with the inside measurements tapering from 1 1/4” to 1 1/8”. The key channel diameter is 1/4” with a depth of 1/8”;
pitch is unknown. Overall condition is excellent with no damage to the blades, and surfaces of the hub showing light tool marks. The
blade surfaces and prop hub edges show some spotted dry white and green corrosion which appears to be older marine growth and
should clean perfectly with a wire brush. This is a very nice and fully serviceable bronze propeller, ready for installation on your vintage
mahogany runabout. (146222-2)

1610. REMINGTON TARGET-THROWER IN ORIGINAL BOX This lot consists of one Remington Target-Thrower for clay target
shooting. Remaining in about new unused condition, the thrower features an ash handle with blued steel metal parts and is fully func-
tional. Included is the original yellow Remington box showing pleasing graphics with some edge separation at the flaps. A very nice Target
thrower ready for use or display. (146175-2)

1611. LYMAN SUPER-TARGETSPOT FACTORY SCOPE BOX This lot consists of one blue cardboard factory box for a Lyman Super-
Targetspot scope with original end label with pencil notation listing the contents as one 15x scope serial #25990 with 7.0005 reticle. The
box remains in excellent condition with steel reinforced corners and showing light storage wear and UV fading. The original cardboard
interior spacers remain intact. Overall a fine original box, ready to compliment your vintage Lyman Super-Targetspot scope. (145959-2)

1612. RUGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #451514, 22LR, 6” tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
show about 90% original blue, with silvering on the edges of the muzzle and receiver. Numerous light dings and marks of use are scat-
tered across most surfaces, with the metal surrounding the takedown latch showing bright scratches from improper takedown and
reassembly. The pistol features checkered walnut grips with black eagle Ruger medallion on the left panel only. This Ruger Mark I is need
of mechanical repair and remains un-assembled, although all parts appear to be present except the magazine, which is not included. Close
inspection reveals a recoil spring assembly with one broken tab, although other mechanical issues may be present. No guarantees can be
made as to the proper functioning of this pistol. (146500-1) (100/200)

1613. LEG O’MUTTON TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN CASE This lot consists of one brown leather leg o’mutton takedown case for a side
by side shotgun. The leather surfaces remain in good condition with numerous scuffs and abrasions across the surfaces. Stitching at the
seam and at the cover remains intact, with the edge stitching at the toe worn through and separating. The hinge and buckle straps are
intact but dry and showing age cracking. Age cracking is also starting at the handle attachment loops, with the handle still intact. The
green felt lining with separator is intact with moderate soiling. The case is fitted to accept a side by side shotgun with 30” barrels. A nice
old case that needs some TLC. (146516-5)

1614. WINCHESTER MODEL 42 SOLID RIB SHOTGUN BARREL This lot consists of one barrel for a Winchester model 42 slide
action shotgun. The metal surfaces show about 90% original blue with the loss due to silvering at the edges of the rib as well as scattered
light marks of use. The barrel measures 23” overall and 22” to the end of the solid matted rib, with the muzzle having been cut and show-
ing no bead. Original Winchester roll markings remain intact as does the “FULL” choke indication, although it is likely that no choking remains
after the cutting of the muzzle. The cut surface appears smooth and neatly done, with the bore in bright excellent condition. (146328-48)
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1615. FRENCH SHOOTING
MEDAL LOT This lot consists
of one French silver alloy plated
shooting medal measuring
37mm in diameter. The
obverse depicts a raised relief
royal crown over an heraldic
shield bearing three stars with
lion rampant and resting on an
olive branch on the right and
an oak branch on the left. The
bordering raised inscription
reads “REPUBLIQUE FRAN-

CAISE/VILLE DE LYON”. The
reverse features a bordering raised

inscription reading “INAUGURATION DES ARMES GIFFARD”. A
central wreath of oak and olive surrounds the interior inscription reading “CONCOURS DE

TIR/LYON/1891” or “Lyon Shooting Contest, 1891”. The condition is overall AU with crisp sharp detail and showing bright luster in pro-
tected areas, with exposed surfaces aging to a slightly dull silver. The upper edge of the medal shows a 1/4” area where plating is miss-
ing, appearing as though a once present eyelet has been removed. A fine and historic piece of French shooting exonumia. (144056-9)

1616. COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL LOT This lot consists of two commemorative medals. The first is a silver alloy Austrian medal com-
memorating the victory of Austrian Field Marshall Josef Radetzky von Radetz at the battle of Custoza during the First Italian War of
Independence on July 25, 1848. The obverse features a relief depiction of Radetzky mounted on a rearing stallion before a background of
massed troops and battlefield smoke. The upper quadrant bears a raised inscription showing Radetzky’s name and military rank. The
reverse features a relief design depicting the two-headed Imperial Eagle over a stand of military arms. The bottom inscription reading “DEN
25. JULI/1848”, records the date of the Battle of Custoza. The surrounding border inscription reads “DEM SIEGER V. SOMMACAM-
PAGNA U. CUSTOZZA U. SEINEM TAPFERN HEERE”, which roughly translates to “The Victor Of The Campaign At Custoza And His
Brave Army”. Overall condition is about VG/F with clear readable details but showing some wear to the high surfaces. Protected areas
show traces of silver luster, with exposed areas toning to pewter. Numerous knocks and dings are visible on the edges. Field Marshal
Radetzky served in the Austrian military for over 70 years, until the age of 90. Hero of the battles of Custoza and Novara, he was immor-
talized by Johann Strauss Sr. in the musical composition “Radetzky March”. Overall a fascinating and historic piece of military exonumia.
The second piece in this lot is a silver alloy American medal measuring 40mm in diameter and commemorating the 1889 centennial. The
obverse features a relief bust of George Washington flanked by the dates 1789 and 1889. The reverse shows a flat field with a raised five
line inscription reading “SOUVENIR/OF THE/CENTENNIAL/FESTIVAL/APRIL.1889.”. Condition is about good with traces of silver luster
in protected areas, with the remainder showing as brown patina. Numerous nicks and dings are visible at the edges. A hole has been
bored through the upper edge, and the initial “J B S” have been crudely engraved on the obverse flats. Overall a nice lot, with the Radetzky
medal taking center stage. (144056-11)

1617. AUSTRIAN SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one solid coin silver Austrian shooting medal measuring 25mm in diam-
eter. The obverse features a high relief design depicting a comedic figure riding a braying ass and carrying a target with a wooded back-
ground and a beaded surround. The bordering inscription reads “TRIFFST·NIX·WANNST NET·LOSSCHIA SST·”, and is clearly legible
but not translatable by this writer. The reverse features a date of 1925, as well as a central seven-line raised inscription reading
“DIE/SCHUTZEN/GILDE/DERWIENER/KUNSTLER/GENOSSEN/SCHAFT”, which roughly translates to “Protect The Wien Guild Of
Schutzen Shooting”. Condition is overall EF/AU, with silvering on the high surfaces and the protected surfaces showing beautiful deep
multi-colored toning. Overall a lovely little medal with a pleasing design. (144056-13C) 

1618. COLT 1911 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 7-round 45ACP magazines for Colt Government Model 1911 style pistols.
Two of the magazines are post-war Colt factory production and show a two line “COLT/.45 AUTO” mark on the floorplates. The third is a
WWII issue magazine by Risdon, and is marked with a “R” on the top of the floorplate toe. All three magazines remain in excellent condi-
tion with no corrosion and showing only minor insertion wear. (146043-10)

1619. NAZI DOCUMENT STAMP LOT This lot consists of five Nazi document stamps showing copper faced stamping surfaces with
brass ferrules and turned wooden handles. Each stamp measures approximately 4 3/4” in overall length, with the faces measuring 1 1/2”
in diameter. The raised lettering on the stamps is
in good usable condition, and relates to vari-
ous SS and police divisions. Two stamps bear
the inscription “ Der Hoher SS u.
Polizeifuhrer” over the Nazi Party Eagle
clutching a Swastika. A third stamp bears a
central large twin lightning bolt symbol of the
SS, surrounded by the inscription “WAFFEN
16W”. The fourth stamp bears a similar large
central SS symbol, with the surround reading
“POLIZEI-DIVISION BERLIN 012”. The fifth
stamp is naval in origin and is in less legible
condition, with the only readable word in the
surround being “Kriegsmarine” , and showing
a Party Eagle with Swastika in the center field.
Also included are two extra wooden handles.
Overall an interesting and unusual grouping of
Nazi official stamps which is likely much newer
than 75 +/- years old.  (146318-3)

1620. U.S. MODEL 1916 HOLSTER AND MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 1944-dated U.S. Model 1916 brown leather hol-
ster by Boyt, plus one unmarked blue 1911 magazine. The holster remains in excellent condition with fully intact stitching and a strong
embossed “US” within oval marking. The leather surface shows light scuffs and impressions, but remains supple with no age cracking pre-
sent. Verdigris is present on all rivets and on the closure stud. The original leather thong remains tightly coiled at the toe. The magazine is
in usable condition with light soiling and scattered surface oxidation. Overall an extremely nice 1911 holster with a bonus magazine to
sweeten the deal. (146623-60)
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1621. COLLECTIBLE PAMPHLET LOT This lot consists of one small 5 1/2” x 4 1/4” pamphlet entitled  The “Grandpappy” Of Your
Winchester by Edward L. Beard of Cincinnati, Ohio. Consisting of only three pages within yellow paper covers, the text discusses the ori-
gins of the Winchester rifle in rather quaint terms. An oddly focused and brief little piece of Winchester ephemera. In overall excellent con-
dition with no tears or foxing. (146023-5)

1622. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER INSTRUCTION PAMPHLET LOT This consists of one original pre-1931 3 1/2” x 7 1/2” bi-
fold instruction pamphlet for the “Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine”, as well as one 2 1/2” x 4 1/4” envelope labeled “INFOR-
MATION AND INSTRUCTION FOR THE OWNER OF THIS WINCHESTER” and now remaining empty. The pamphlet contains instruc-
tions for the Model 94 carbine, in English on the left interior face, and in Spanish on the right. In overall excellent condition with light soil-
ing and yellowing. (146023-4)

1623. COLLECTIBLE TARGET LOT This lot consists of two early 1900’s vintage paper gallery targets. The first is a five-ring gallery target
measuring 4 3/4” x 5 1/2” with black Winchester logo, showing pleasing graphics on the reverse illustrating the Winchester models of
1890, 1904, and 1906. The second is a U.S. Cartridge Co. gallery target measuring 3 1/4” x 4 1/2” and showing a single 1 1/2” black aim-
ing point along with shooting distances for various cartridges. The reverse shows advertising the U.S. Cartridge Co, as well as for U. T.
Hungerford, New York and San Francisco agents for the same company. Both targets remain in overall excellent condition, showing no
tears with moderate age yellowing. (146023-3)

1624. COLLECTIBLE COLT BOOK LOT This lot consists of one paperback book published by Colt in 1934 and titled Colt On The Trail.
This great little book comprises 59 pages and features “Fascinating stories of actual experiences in the great outdoors, in all of which the
Colt has played an important part”. Including eight separate stories, the book features accounts of being attacked by Hawaiian Wild Pigs,
Pumas, Grizzly Bears...even Amazonian Caiman. In each account, a different Colt pistol saves the day, and the stories feature a Colt
Woodman, an Official Police, a Single Action Army, a Government Model, and an Officer’s Model Target. The booklet shows wonderful
simple printed images of action scenes as well as illustrations of the aforementioned firearms. The gray textured paper cover features a
two color black and green image depicting two intrepid outdoorsmen portaging a canoe. Overall condition is excellent plus, showing no
tearing or foxing. A very cool piece of Colt advertising and a wonderful read. (146023-6)

1625. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER ADVERTISING PAMPHLET LOT This lot consists of nine individual Winchester advertising
pamphlets from the 40’s, 50’s, and 60’s. Featured are tri-fold pamphlets describing the Winchester models 61, 62, and 63, as well as pam-
phlets describing Winchester rimfire ammunition and big game ammunition. All pieces remain in overall excellent condition, showing light
edge wear and minor fold separation on several pieces. (146023-2)

1626. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER ADVERTISING LOT This lot consists of two Winchester pocket catalogs, and three Winchester
ammunition handbooks. One 6 1/4” x 3 1/4” catalog is dated 1933, and features the whole Winchester firearm line. Hand inked notations
showing price at that time are present on several pages. The second catalog measures 4 1/2” x 7”, and is dated 1956. Again, the entire
line is featured. The three ammunition handbooks include one 3rd  edition Winchester Ammunition Guide, one 3rd  edition Western
Ammunition Handbook, and one 1953 dated 4th  edition Winchester Ammunition Handbook. All three contain useful and extensive infor-
mation regarding all aspects of Winchester ammunition. Overall lot condition is excellent with light edge wear and no tearing. (146023-1)

1627. COLLECTIBLE COLT POCKET CATALOG LOT This lot consists of one Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co. pocket catalog dated
1913-1914 on the frontispiece. The mottled blue heavy paper cover features a dark blue Rampant Colt logo, with the interior comprising
forty pages describing and illustrating Colt revolvers and semi-automatic pistols. Overall condition is excellent with light staining on the
cover, and one loose but present page. A very nice piece of Colt memorabilia. (146023-7)

1628. REMINGTON BOOK LOT This lot consists of one 125 page hardcover book entitled REMINGTON HANDGUNS by Charles Lee
Karr Jr. and Carroll Robbins Karr. Published in 1947 by The Military Service Publishing Company, Harrisburg, PA.. An interesting treatise
on Remington handguns featuring black and white photographic illustrations and informative text. Overall condition is excellent with all
pages intact and no foxing. The cloth binding is intact and shows edge wear, with the slipcover showing extensive wear and edge sep-
aration. (146028-2)

1629. FOLK ART MOBILE LOT This lot consists of one folk art mobile comprising five hand-carved and painted flying Canada Geese.
Apparently carved from white pine or basswood, each goose measures approximately 6” from bill to tail, with wingspans also measuring
about 6”.  Wing positions differ slightly, giving the impression of a flock in flight when suspended from hanging wires no longer present.
The hand painted surfaces are in near excellent condition, showing some chipping at the wingtips with one wing separated and requiring
re-gluing.  A wonderful little folk art mobile that will display beautifully after some minor repairs and re-hanging. (142933-3)

1630. POWDER HORN, POWDER FLASK, AND BULLET MOLD LOT This lot consists of one antique powder horn measuring
approximately 8” in length and showing a modern leather thong hanger. The horn is simply executed with plain pine base and roughly
faceted spout. Some light insect damage is present. The flask is by the American Flask and Cap Co. with one-sided “Coat Of Arms” pat-
tern, common top and graduated charger. The thumb lever and spring remain functional, with the charger adjustment being frozen in
place. The flask body shows smooth patina over numerous dents and impressions. One hanger is missing, with possible seam separation
occurring in that area. Overall condition is good plus. The about .54 caliber round ball mold is an early single cavity iron scissor type with
sprue cutter. Dark brown patina with older pitting cover most surfaces. (146517-3) 

1631. POWDER FLASK AND SHOT POUCH LOT This lot consists of one copper Powder flask by G & J. W Hawksley with fluted cop-
per body and brass patent charger, Riling #293. The body shows dark un-cleaned patina with areas of blue oxidation. Numerous dents
and dings are present. The patent charger is no longer functional, showing a broken spring and missing the charging spout. Some seam
separation is evident, with all four hangers being present and retaining original iron split rings, in overall about good condition. The brown
leather shot pouch with brass charger shows an embossed hanging game scene with the charger measuring 1 1/4 oz. or 1 1/2 oz. of shot
and remaining functional with spring intact. The leather body shows a dry lightly soiled surface with stitching intact. The original iron hang-
er is present. A nice shot charger in overall very good plus condition. (146620-5)

1632. COLT’S PATENT BULLET MOLD AND POWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of one Colt’s Patent .44 caliber bullet mold
for round and conical bullets. The metal surfaces of this iron mold show mottled dark brown patina thinning to pewter at the handles and
exposed edges. Numerous dings and light tool marks are visible on most surfaces. The sprue plate is marked “COLT’S PATENT”, with a
“44H” marking appear on the right exterior face. In overall very good plus condition. Also included in this lot is one copper pistol flask with
sloping “navy” style charger and showing a stand of arms with Federal Eagle, Riling #791. The metal surfaces of the body show pleasing
dark bronze patina wearing to ochre at the neck and showing only scattered light impressions, all seams remain solid. The brass common
top with sloping charger shows no markings and exhibits a pleasing un-cleaned patina. The spring remains intact and functional with a
pitted surface. In overall excellent plus condition, this a very nice pistol flask. Both the bullet mold and the flask included in this lot would
display very well in a period 1860 Army casing. (146447-6)
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1633. NAZI PARTY EAGLE PLAQUE
LOT This lot consists of one original
aluminum relief-cast Nazi Party Eagle
with swastika, wall or “railway” plaque.
The facing design shows a polished
aluminum surface with black patina in
deeply recessed areas. A few light
scratches and dings are scattered the
metal surfaces. The back side shows a
rough as-cast surface with four thread-
ed mounting studs and being marked
“GAI-MgCHy”. Measuring 15” across
the spread wings and 13” from the top
of the head to the bottom of the oak
leaf wreath, this remains an imposing
and impressive piece of WWII memora-
bilia. (146242-17)

1634. WWII LUFTWAFFE UTENSIL
LOT This three piece lot consists of a
set of light weight aluminum Luftwaffe
marked utensils, including one spoon,
one fork, and one knife with steel blade.
The aluminum surfaces have aged to a dull silver patina with light surface scratching and marks of use, with the polished steel surfaces
of the knife blade remaining bright with fine hairline scratches. Each utensil is stamped with the Luftwaffe Eagle and Swastika on the
handles, with the knife blade bearing the mark “ROSTFREI”. All three pieces show “F1.U.V” markings. The spoon shows a “W.S.M. 37”
manufacturers mark and measures 8 3/4” in length. The fork shows a “W.J.S.36” manufacturer’s mark and measures 8 1/8” in length.
The knife bears a “GAG38” manufacturers mark and measures 9 3/4” in length. In overall near excellent condition, this is a pleasing set
of Luftwaffe memorabilia.  

1635. GERMAN RED CROSS DRK SUBORDINATES
HEWER This lot consists of one WWII German Red Cross subordi-
nates hewer measuring 15 3/4” in overall length. The bright steel blade
measures 10 1/2” in length and has a saw tooth back edge with blad-
ed front edge and chisel tip. The blade surfaces remain in clean, bright,
unsharpened condition. The hilt and crossguard are of nickel plated
pot metal, and bear the Red Cross insignia consisting of an eagle with
a swastika on its breast, clutching a cross. The plated exterior surfaces
show as lightly soiled mottled gray patina with areas of pinprick pitting
and scattered flaking. Interior surfaces of the hilt and tang retain bright
ground surfaces with no makers marks present. The black plastic grips
are in excellent condition with no chips or cracks. Included is sheet

steel scabbard with nickel plated fittings and black painted body. Both nickel and painted surfaces show spotted pinprick surface oxida-
tion and soiling, as well as some wear marks and flaking of the paint. The included black leather frog shows a dark gray dry soiled sur-
face with stitching intact. To all appearances this subordinates hewer shows external aging and wear commensurate with originality.
However, only two makers of the subordinates hewer have been documented; examples marked with a “PDL”
mark on the tang by P.D. Luneschloss, and examples with a “kissing stork” mark etched into the tang by
Robert Klaas. As this subordinates hewer shows neither, the originality remains questionable. (146242-6)  

1636. GERMAN POLICE DRESS BAYONET BY EICKHORN This lot consists of one German Police
dress bayonet with black leather frog and police portepee. The bayonet features a nickel plated hilt in
the form of an eagle head with the guard showing a spray of oak leaves. The grip panels are of stag
with a pinned metal party eagle medallion appearing on the outside panel. The nickel plated steel
blade is in excellent unsharpened condition and shows the oval manufacturers cartouche of Carl
Eickhorn, Solingen. The leather scabbard with intact stitching shows light scuffs, with the nickel
plated fittings showing several dents and an associated slight bend at the tip. The frog is in
very good plus condition, showing intact stitching with a dry scuffed surface and bearing
a 1936 makers mark. The portepee shows silver, red and green braiding and is in near
excellent condition with some loose threads on the strap. Close inspection of this dress
bayonet reveals questionable features including a slightly crooked grip medallion and
poor quality rivets, as well somewhat crudely fitted stag panels. In overall near excel-
lent condition, this appears as a possibly original bayonet, scabbard, frog, and
portepee, with post-war assembled grips. (146242-6) 

1637. WWI GERMAN PICKELHAUBE LOT This lot consists of one Imperial
German Army Infantry pickelhaube in good to very good condition. The black
leather surfaces show some surface cracking due to shrinkage, most notably on
the front visor, with the rear visor showing seam separation and now held in place
by the rear spine. The metal surfaces of the infantry helmewappen show aging
grey patina overlaid with areas of brown surface oxidation. The 1887-1915 issue
spike shows spotted flaking and oxidation to the original plated surface, now
appearing as mostly grey green patina. The helmet right side bears an M91 issue
red, white, and black Reich’s Kokarden. The liner and chinstrap remain intact,
showing dry surfaces with associated age cracking. Overall a very nice original
Imperial German Pickelhaube that will display beautifully. (146229-A65) [Elliott
Riggs Collection]                                                                               (200/300)
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1638. AUSTRIAN WWI M-16 FIELD HELMET BY
BERNDORFER This lot consists of one original WWI issue Austrian
stahlhelm. The metal surfaces show about 80% apparently original field
brown paint with the loss due to older flaking and scuffing and most
prevalent on the top. The subsequently exposed metal surfaces show
dark brown patina. The inside rear rim shows a small stamp in the form
of a bear over the numeral “64”, indicating that this is a size 64 helmet
manufactured by Berndorfer Metallwarenfabrik/Arthur Krupp. The
white leather liner and black leather chinstrap are later replacements.
Overall a very nice WW1 Austrian stahlhelm. (146242-15)  (250/400)
1639. LATE VICTORIAN INDO-PERSIAN

CEREMONIAL KHULA KHUD HELMET This lot
consists of one ceremonial helmet of Indo-Persian origin
featuring a faceted iron spike, nose guard, and pot
showing extensive etched calligraphy and cere-
monial images. A chain mail protective neck-
guard descends from a pierced rim, with two
attached plume holders appearing on either
side of the noseguard. The metal surfaces of
the pot show a mottled dark straw patina ton-
ing to brown with the interior showing an older
coat of flaking red paint.  The iron spike and noseguard
show dark brown patina.  This interesting Victorian era Kuhla Khud helmet has a pleasing ancient look
and would display well. (146229-A70) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)
1640. ANTIQUE HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of one unmarked antique black leather holster with

tooled borders and riveted belt loop. The leather shows smooth surfaces with intact stitching. Age
cracking is apparent over most surfaces, more prevalent at the front edge and triggerguard cutout.
The leather has been heavily dressed, and is quite pliable. No makers name is present, with a mark-
ing on the belt loop reading “966/6”. The holster will accept a Colt Single Action Army with 6” bar-
rel, and retains a pleasing period used “old west” feel. (146229-A27)

1641. LOT OF THREE PEWTER OIL BOTTLES This lot consists of three identical Hawksley style
turned pewter oil bottles with knurled threaded caps and steel applicators, each measuring 1 3/16”
in height by 3/4” in diameter. The metal surfaces remain in bright unused condition. Likely of mod-
ern British manufacture, these high quality little oilers will compliment any 19th century casing lack-
ing an original oil bottle. (146229-205)

1642. U.S M5A1 BAYONET BY IMPERIAL WITH M8 SCABBARD This lot consists of one
U.S. M5A1 bayonet marked “IMPERIAL” on the underside of the guard, as well as one U.S. M8A1
scabbard with PWH manufacturers mark. Overall an extremely nice Garand accessory, with both
bayonet and scabbard remaining in excellent unissued condition. (146229-514)  

1643. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten individual brass 12 Ga. 00
buck shotgun shells with “REM-UMC/BEST” headstamps. All ten remain in excellent condition with
bright brass surfaces and minor oxidation spots. The yellow overshot wads are in excellent condition
and are marked 00 buck, with the marking worn off on one shell. (146229-A13)

1644. MINOX MODEL B SPY CAMERA LOT This lot consists of one German made silver/chrome Minox Model B spy camera, serial
#745 759. The camera remains in functioning condition with a bright clear finder and with the early lattice type meter still responding to
light. Shutter speeds operate properly. The matte silver/chrome surfaces of the body are in excellent condition, showing no corner denting
with one 1/4” scratch visible.  One Minox 8x11 film cartridge is still in place under the film cover. Included is the original Minox
brown leather case and Minox measuring chain with leather button tab. Overall an excellent example of these beautifully
made German “spy” cameras, one of which was found in the seabag of Lee Harvey Oswald after the assassination of JFK.
(146229-508) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1645. EARLY “IRISH 8” HANDCUFF LOT This lot consists of one set of early
iron handcuffs numbered “282”, and retaining the original key also numbered
“282”. Referred to as the “Irish 8” because of the unique figure eight configu-
ration as well as their common use by the Royal Irish Constabulary, these early
1900’s vintage handcuffs remain in excellent fully functional condition. The
metal surfaces show smooth pewter patina under pleasing speckled brown
patina. In overall excellent plus condition. (146229-204)                (100/200)

1646. POST-WAR ASSEMBLED 2ND PATTERN LUFTWAFFE
DAGGER This lot consists of one 2nd pattern Luftwaffe dagger with
orange celluloid grip and scabbard. The metal surfaces of the blade retain a
bright polished surface and show an etched Paul Weyersberg & Co. car-
touche over an illegible and poorly stamped proof mark. The aluminum
crossguard and pommel with cast-in Luftwaffe insignias show gray patina
toning to black in recessed areas. The orange celluloid grip shows a chip at the
upper edge, with the spiral grip groove showing finely served two-strand wire
wrapping. The scabbard is of sheet steel with pebbled aluminum covering showing nicely executed oak leaf panels at the tip. Overall a
pleasing dagger with some parts appearing as possibly original and showing a spurious proof mark on the blade indicative of post-war
assemblage. (146242-7)

1647. ORIGINAL MANHATTAN FIRE ARMS PRE-OILED PATCHES This lot consists of one early glued paper envelope with a four
line label printed in black and reading “MFA Mfg. Co./PRE-OILED PATCHES/ Manhattan Fire Arms Mfg./Co. N.Y., MADE IN USA”. External
paper surfaces are lightly soiled and show yellowing and light oil staining. All edges remain glued, and it assumed that the actual patches
remain within as slight differences in thickness can be felt. In overall near excellent condition, this is a unique and interesting accessory for
cased Manhattan pistol. (146229-A68) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
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1648. COLLECTIBLE KYNOCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains one original 5-round box of Kynoch big bore ammunition.  One
5-round box of Kynoch .600 Nitro Express  3” 900 grain solid cartridges.  Ammunition is contained in original yellow and red Kynoch box
in excellent condition with no split seams. The ammunition remains in excellent condition with slightly tarnished surfaces and showing very
light scattered discoloration on the shells. (146219-2) 

1649. COLLECTIBLE KYNOCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two original 5-round boxes of Kynoch big bore ammunition.  Two
5-round boxes of Kynoch .375 Flanged Magnum Nitro-Express 300 grain solid cartridges.  Ammunition is contained in original yellow and
red Kynoch boxes in excellent condition with no split seams. The ammunition remains in excellent condition with slightly tarnished surfaces
and showing very light scattered discoloration on the shells. (146219-2A) 

1650. COLLECTIBLE KYNOCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two original 5-round boxes of Kynoch big bore ammunition.  Two
5-round boxes of Kynoch .470 3 1/4” Nitro-Express 500 grain soft nose cartridges.  Ammunition is contained in original yellow and red
Kynoch boxes in excellent condition with no split seams. The ammunition remains in excellent condition with slightly tarnished surfaces
and showing very light scattered discoloration on the shells. (146219-2B) 

1651. 22 WRF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of one 250 round box of 1986 Limited Edition 22 WRF cartridges.
The 250 round box features a decorative cardboard sleeve with Winchester logo, and containing five individual 50 round boxes with sim-
ilar decoration. All boxes remain in excellent condition, the outer sleeve with light shelf wear. All cartridges appear as new. (146727-7)

1652. WOODEN TARGET SCOPE BOX MARKED U.S.M. CORP This lot consists of one wooden box with finger-jointed corners
and showing outside measurements of 25 3/4” long x 3 3/4” wide x 4 1/8” high. The box interior features four wooden spacers with felt
padded cutouts to hold a target scope 25” in length. No makers name is present preventing identification of which scope this was
designed to fit, likely a Unertl or a Lyman Target-spot. The box exterior shows a scuffed and scratched surface and features a nickel plat-
ed steel handle and hinges with steel buckle closures. The front of the box bears a stamped mark reading “U.S.M. CORP./03A4-SN 2724”,
with a smaller mark at the lower edge reading “U.S. PROPERTY”. An interesting scope box that may be spuriously marked. (145865-275)

1653. WWI ARTILLERY LUGER BOARD STOCK This lot consists of one original board stock for an artillery Luger. The stock iron bears
the serial #2285/a, and remains fully functional with traces of original blue and showing mostly brown patina. The dark walnut board bears
a “crown over S” acceptance mark and shows a soiled surface with numerous scuffs and dings gathered through the years. Four screws
with brass washers still retain the stub of the original leather mounting strap, with the forward mounting screw with washer still present
as well. In overall good condition, this would be an excellent replacement for a broken or cracked original board. (146494-3)

1654. LOT OF WWII MISCELLANEA This lot consists of three items. First is one brass M1892 bugle marked “U.S. REGULATION/MADE
IN U.S.A.”. No makers name is present. The brass surfaces have a pleasing aged appearance, showing nice un-cleaned ochre to rose pati-
na with scattered light dents and impressions present. The original nickel silver mouthpiece is present and retained by the original brass
chain. Overall a nice unmarked but playable example of the M1892 bugle as used by the U.S. Military as well as by the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, and fraternal organizations. The second included item is one original red cloth Nazi armband with black swastika on white field,
showing bright colors with excellent stitching. Four small spots of staining are visible on the white field. Attached to the armband is one
original triangular “Deutsches Frauenwerk” pin. The third item is an original German 98K cleaning kit in metal tin in very good condition,
showing original green paint with dings and oxidation commensurate with field use. All parts appear present except the applicator needle
is missing from the oiler. (146625-54)

1655. TRADITIONAL TURKANA WRIST AND FINGER KNIVES This lot consists of one hand forged wrist knife or “abarait” and
four hand forged finger knives or “corogat” by the Turkana tribe of Kenya. The metal blades show rough forged surfaces with dark brown
patina and light oxidation. An apparently original wrist guard and blade guard are present on the inner and outer edges of the wrist knife,
with each finger knife showing fine wire serving at the transition of blade and finger loop. These unusual wrist knives were used for both
ornamental and defensive purposes, with the finger knives serving the dual purposes of meat cutting utensils when eating and eye goug-
ing knives when fighting. An interesting and unusual set of primitive knives. (146020-K265)

1656. CUSTOM ELK CLEAVER KNIFE BY JIM SASSER
This lot consists of one heavy cleaver style knife with 6 1/2”
blade showing bright surfaces with light sharpening. The spine
measures 1/4” in thickness, ending in a re-curved gut hook at
the tip at the squared off tip, with the circular Jim Sasser mak-
ers mark appearing midway along the length. Several light
scratches are visible on both faces of the gut hook. The handle
is mounted with two brass pins, and is of figured hardwood with
thong hole and shows a brass bolster and two thin red and
black spacers. The brass surfaces show tarnishing from storage
in the included tan leather sheath with heavy double row stitch-
ing. In overall excellent condition and by a now-deceased
maker, this lightly used elk cleaver would be a very handy tool
vwhen field dressing an elk or moose. (146020-K246)

1657. HANDMADE CUSTOM SHEATH KNIFE BY STAPEL
This one-of-a kind knife was made by renowned Los Angeles
knife maker Chuck Stapel. Measuring 6” overall with a 2 3/8”
blade, the knife features a polished steel bolster with a decorative
handle comprising dark hardwood and brass spacers with a stag
antler coronet forming the butt. The center of the coronet shows
a raised carving depicting an eagle head. The bright steel sur-
faces of the blade are in excellent condition, with the brass spac-
er showing some tarnish. The Stapel makers mark appears on the
left side of the blade. The knife is housed in a black leather sheath
with decorative natural color 3/8” braided leather thong edge
stitching. The sheath is in excellent condition, showing light soil-
ing and marks of use. A lovely little knife overall. (146020-K248)
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1658. LOT OF THREE BELT BUCKLE KNIVES BY GERBER This lot consists of three Gerber Touchè belt buckle knives featuring
simulated ivory handles with decorative scrimshawed panels now yellowing slightly. The first knife shows an image of a tom turkey in full
courtship display, the second shows a pair of ducks landing in a marsh, and the third shows a bear in a mountain stream. Two of the knives
feature black plastic belt buckles with wood inserts, with the third knife featuring a brass buckle with wood inserts. All three knives remain
apparently unused in the original packaging now showing shelf wear. (146020-K264)

1659. GERBER TWO KNIFE COMBINATION SET WITH SHEATH This lot consists of two Gerber knives housed in a double sheath.
The larger knife is a Gerber Shorty measuring 8 3/4” overall with a 4 3/4” blade and bright aluminum handle. The second is a Gerber Pixie
measuring 7” overall with a 3 1/4” blade with bright aluminum handle. Both knives are in excellent condition with unsharpened edges and
show a few handling marks and hairline scratches. The handles of both knives show the professionally engraved shield style monograms
of a previous owner “RSE”. The double sheath remains in excellent lightly used condition, showing light soiling and missing one stitch at
the tip. A pleasing and eminently practical set of knives for the New England hunter. (146161-18U)

1660. SOLINGEN BOOT KNIFE BY RUSSELL This boot knife by A. G. Russell features a 3 1/4” polished steel faceted blade with an
overall length of 6 1/2”. The blade is in excellent condition showing unsharpened edges with a few fine surface marks. The A.G. Russell
Solingen Germany mark is etched on one facet, with a copyright date of 1977 etched at the ricasso. The isometric full tang steel handle
has decorative grooves accenting the hilt and butt and features smooth rosewood scales. The brown leather sheath with spring steel boot
clip is in excellent condition with smooth surfaces and stitching intact. Overall a great little German made boot knife that shows little if any
use. (146161-18X) 

1661. HAWKEN SHOP HAWKEN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE  .54 cal., 34"
octagonal barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces are a rich brown with a

few areas of very light surface oxidation and small areas of gray blending through.  The maple stock rates excel-
lent and has a few light handling marks.  The stock features a steel ramrod tailpipe, rounded cheek rest and crescent

buttplate with a small clover added to the toe plate.  The lock is unmarked but the barrel has "S.HAWKEN ST. LOUIS" in block
print along the top barrel flat.  The underside is marked "54 / 1/48"" in a very small print.  The lock functions correctly and features dual
set triggers; a brass tipped wood ramrod is included.  These quality reproduction Hawken rifle kits can be purchased from the Hawken
Shop in Oak Harbor, WA and are near exact replicas of the original St. Louis built rifles.  The kits come 95% finished and only require minor
fitting, finish and can be customized however the builder sees fit.  This one was very tastefully done and is a great example, reminiscent of
the early 1800's original.  (46778-14) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1662. UNMARKED PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK RIFLE WITH GOLCHER LOCK  .54 Cal., 40" heavy
octagon barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized bore that has some light pitting.  The barrel and Joseph Golcher back-action

lock are a rich mottled brown with light pitting overall and a few areas of light surface oxidation.  The remaining brass parts have
a mild tarnish.  Rifle is equipped with an oak stock that rates very good and has a few minor cracks.  The stock features a down

swept butt, has a brass nosecap, escutcheons, buttplate and patchbox.  Being a restocked rifle there are a few minor gaps between the
wood and metal.  The barrel is equipped with a small brass blade front sight and has a rudimentary rear sight that is missing its elevator.
There is a solid brass rod as the ramrod that is held with brass thimbles along a horn rib that has minor cracks and chips.  A very good
example overall.  (45984-66) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1663. COBRAY M-11/NINE MM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.W.D.  serial #89-0014742, 9mm, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original parkerized finish that is lightly flaking to brown and blending with a few areas of
very light surface oxidation.  The black composite grip panel rates excellent and included is an unmarked composite magazine and a man-
ual.  A near excellent Atlanta, GA vintage example of these popular Ingram MAC 10-style pistols.  (46724-283) (350/550)

1664. FRENCH MODEL 1907-15 BERTHIER-MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE  serial #F28572,
8mm Lebel, 31 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of the original blue which is flaking to a
pleasing brown patina.  The walnut stock rates near excellent and has several light dings and small divots and chips.  The right side of
the buttstock has a few small arsenal proofs and a round "1915" dated cartouche.  The barrel is also dated "1915" and all of the parts,
including the stock appear to be matching.  A leather sling is included.  An excellent example of these World War I vintage rifles.
(46736-17) {C&R} (200/400)

1665. DUTCH MODEL 1871/88 BEAUMONT-VITALI BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #4072, 11.3x51R, 32 1/2" barrel with a very
good bore with strong rifling and a few areas of very light pitting present.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray-brown with most of the
metal having an amber lacquer coating present.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has several light dings and small divots present but
has crisp inspectors markings and an 1878 dated cartouche on the right side of the butt.  The sling swivels are present and a cleaning rod
is included.  Also included is a correct socket bayonet that measures 23 1/8" overall and has a 20 1/4" cruciform blade.  The metal has a
dark, mottled patina and some areas of fine pitting, a few spots are heavier but still light.  The bayonet is marked "J11" on the side of the
socket and has a few small proofs.  Very good to near excellent examples overall.  (46736-33) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1666. SPANISH MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #762, 43 Spanish Remington, 35" barrel with
a very good bore that has light pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces are gray with mottled brown patina and have some very light pit-
ting and a few light tool marks present.  The frame is unmarked with the exception of the Remington address along the upper tang and
a very small "(star)/K" proof on the left side.  The walnut stocks rate about very good and have several dings and added finish.  The butt-
stock has a few cracks, one which runs the length of the underside from the lower tang to the toe.  The right side of the buttstock has a
large "C" carved in it and the sling swivels are intact.  A correct style cleaning rod and a socket bayonet are included.  The bayonet mea-
sures 24 1/4" long with a 21 1/2" blade.  The bayonet is unmarked and has areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  Rifle is in about
very good condition overall.  (46736-21) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1667. SMITH & WESSON MODEL C BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #328466, 270 Win, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few very light handling marks.  The checkered European hardwood stock rates
excellent and has a few light dings.  The stock features a schnabel forend tip and has a left side cheek rest, the buttplate is no longer pre-
sent nor is the forward sling swivel stud.  The rifle is equipped with the original sights, the front sight is missing the hood, and the receiv-
er is factory tapped for mounts.  An excellent example overall of these lightweight sporting rifles.  (46758-1) (300/500)

1668. SAVAGE MODEL 99A LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #A761182, 243 Win, 20" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% original blue, the lever retains nearly all the original vibrant case color and has some light silvering.  The walnut
stocks rate excellent and show evidence of having been lightly cleaned with added finish and custom, nicely done skip-line checkering.
The schnabel tipped forearm sits a bit loose, the straight grip buttstock is missing its buttplate and neither have their original swivels.  The
original sights are intact and a set of Weaver scope bases have been mounted to the top of the receiver.  A very nice Savage 99 that would
take very little to be a terrific hunting rifle.  (46758-16) (300/500)

1669. WEATHERBY VANGUARD VGD BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #VX34915, 270 Win, 24" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original high luster polished blue that is fading to silver around the edges of the muzzle.  The deluxe grade
checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good and sadly has cracks on either side of the pistolgrip running from the triggerguard
through the wrist.  The stock still boasts some lovely figure and features a contrasting forend tip and pistolgrip cap and has a vented recoil
pad.  The rifle is not equipped for sights and mounted to the receiver are a set of Weaver mounts.  A very nice looking rifle that with some
attention from a good wood man could be a great sporting rifle again.  (46779-D29696) (300/500) 

1670. SAVAGE MODEL 99C LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #E822851, 243 Win, 22" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 98-99% original blue with a few light handling marks and light wear along the bearing surfaces.  The checkered walnut stocks
rate excellent and have a few light dings.  The Monte Carlo buttstock has some lovely figure but is missing the buttplate.  The original sights
are intact and included is a single detachable magazine.  An excellent condition lever gun needing only a proper fitting buttplate or recoil
pad.  (46758-17) (350/550)

1671. MARLIN MODEL 2000L BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #03371920, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with a few light handling marks present.  The green laminate stock rates very good and has
been split through the wrist area and repaired.  Though hasty, the repair is holding and rifle can likely be used without issue.  The rifle
is equipped with the Olympic style Williams front globe and rear aperture adjustable peep sights.  The original box with outer shipping
sleeve is included.  A terrific bench or biathlon training rifle that you would have no concerns using in the field and should perform well.
(46777-7) (250/450)

1672. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY  serial #415605, 30-40, 30" barrel with a very good bore
that is lightly pitted but has strong rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray and brown with traces of original
blue still present.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have a few minor cracks and a light added finish, a small piece of wood in
missing between the bolt handle and the magazine box.  The stocks also show evidence of having been lightly cleaned, the inspector's
marking on the left side of the stock is visible but very faint.  The correct sights and swivels are intact.  A very good example overall.
(46746-6) {C&R} (300/500)

1673. RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER  serial #549849, 22 LR/Mag, 6 1/2" pre-warning barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of the original blue finish with light handling and holster wear throughout.  There is some minor stain-
ing along the sides of the hammer and the base of the grip frame has a few light impact marks.  The walnut grips feature faded black and
silver medallions and rate near excellent with a few light dings and some very light chipping along the bottom edges.  Revolver is equipped
with factory adjustable sights, the front sight has been modified and lowered.  Both the 22 LR and 22 Magnum cylinders are included,
both have lightly scratched markings present on the cylinder face.  The transfer safety upgrade has not been performed.  This 1958 vin-
tage revolver is in near excellent condition overall, times correctly and should make a great shooter.  (46792-3) {C&R} (350/550)

1674. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY ZASTAVA  serial #N-558590, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with
grenade launcher adapter and an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this Cherry's import rifle retain about 99% arsenal blue finish with
only a few light handling marks present.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have been lightly cleaned and have a professionally
applied "Lin-Speed" finish and a 1/2" added rubber recoil pad.  The numbers are matching including the stock, though the bolt appears
to have been renumbered, most likely by the importer.  Rifle is equipped with the grenade and flip-up night sight and a satin finish blade
style bayonet is included.  An excellent example of these popular and quality military rifles.  (46746-2) {C&R} (300/500)

1675. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY  serial #210169, 30-06, 24" barrel marked "SA / (flaming ordnance
bomb) / 9-17" with a dark oxidized and pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 85% of what appear to be arsenal parkerized and
blue finishes that are fading to gray and mixing with areas of mottled brown patina.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have been nice-
ly refinished with "Lin-Speed".  The buttstock has a few light dings and features a scant-c pistolgrip, there are no visible markings present
and the barrel band is missing.  The ladder portion of the sight is a newer replacement.  A super early action that was likely upgraded for
service in World War I and since modified further with the later style stock.  A good candidate for restoration with the intent of being a dis-
play piece.  [Please note that these low-numbered Springfield rifles are sold for collector purposes only]  (46746-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1676. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1892 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #24040, 30-40, 30" barrel with
an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 50-60% original blue, the "1895" dated receiver and stock furniture have mostly faded
to a mottled gray and are mixing with a few spots of light surface oxidation.  The modified military walnut stock rates about very good and
has been shortened but retains the original muzzle cap and barrel band, the forward sling swivel is missing, but the stacking swivel is pre-
sent.  The stocks have a thick added varnish finish and the buttstock is split through the wrist but has been repaired and appears stable.
A very good military sporting rifle that should make a good shooter.  (46724-296) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1677. PLAINFIELD M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #83195, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with light wear present along the bearing surfaces.  The military style hardwood buttstock rates excellent
and has a few light dings and scratches.  The carbine is equipped with a metal handguard and includes a canvas sling and oiler.  Also
included is a single 15 round "BW" marked magazine.  An excellent condition example of these military inspired commercial made M1
Carbines.  (46724-226) (300/500)

1678. PLAINFIELD M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #2777, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue, the bolt and edges of the receiver have some minor wear.  The military style walnut stocks rate excellent, the
handguard has light dings and the buttstock has a small "EBPD" stamp on the right side.  The buttstock is equipped with a checkered
hard rubber buttplate and includes a canvas sling and oiler.  No magazine is included.  An excellent condition example of these commer-
cially made carbines that utilized surplus military parts when built.  (46724-219) (300/500)
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1679. PLAINFIELD M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #Y679, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 97-98% original blue with light handling wear along the bolt and edges of the receiver.  The military style walnut stocks rate excel-
lent and have a few light dings, the buttstock is equipped with a hard rubber, checkered buttplate.  The carbine features many military sur-
plus part including a bayonet lug style barrel band and adjustable rear sight.  Included are a canvas sling with oiler and a single 15 round
"U" marked magazine.  An excellent example of these commercially made military style carbines.  (46724-224) (300/500)

1680. UNIVERSAL M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #337587, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with a few areas of light handling wear present.  Carbine is equipped with a black composite hand-
guard and pistolgrip buttstock with metal telescoping butt that rates excellent.  A single 30 round detachable magazine is included.
(46738-20) (300/500)

1681. PLAINFIELD M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #82197, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with a very good bore that has some light pit-
ting present.  The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue finish with light handling wear along the bearing surfaces and edges
of the receiver.  Carbine is equipped with a metal handguard and walnut buttstock, both which rate excellent.  The buttstock features a
vertical foregrip and a telescoping metal butt.  A single 15 round "IS" marked magazine is included.  (46724-207) (300/500)

1682. ERMA-WERKE MODEL EM-1 22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #E204955, 22 LR, 17 3/4" barrel with a bright, excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks present.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and
have a few very light dings.  Made to resemble the classic U.S. Military M1 Carbine, this German-made rifle features adjustable sights, bolt
design and trigger group with safety similar to the original military design.  A canvas sling and oiler are included but no magazine is pre-
sent.  Imported by Excam.  (46724-227) (200/300)

1683. ERMA-WERKE MODEL EM-1 22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #02066, 22 LR, 17 3/4" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation along the barrel.  The hardwood stocks
rate excellent and have a few light dings and scratches.  This German-made carbine is built to resemble the U.S. Military M1 Carbine and
includes a GI canvas sling with oiler, a GI canvas magazine pouch with two M1 Carbine 15 round magazines and a single factory 22 LR
magazine.  A near excellent example overall.  (46724-225) (200/300)

1684. RUSSIAN M44 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK  serial #M44025977/ZHG5309, 7.62x54R, 20 1/2" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore that is mostly bright with some light oxidation toward the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain bout 99% of an arsenal type blue finish.
The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have light dings and scratches and some light, added finish.  The numbers appear to be all matching
and rifle includes the folding bayonet, cleaning rod and a canvas sling.  Imported by Century Arms.  (46724-279) {C&R} (150/250)

1685. RUSSIAN SVT-40 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #T08698/FS5036, 7.62x54R, 18" barrel with a gray, freckled bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal type blue finish with light handling wear visible along the edges of the receiver.  The hardwood
stock rates excellent and has an added lacquer finish over light dings and a few arsenal markings.  The numbers appear to be all match-
ing and included are a cleaning rod and a single detachable magazine.  Only about 2000 original SVT-40 carbines were ever produced
and likely this one was made post import.  Imported by C.D.I. in VT.  (46520-3460) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (400/600)

1686. RUSSIAN 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #MH2158/112457, 7.62x54R, 29" barrel with a very good
bore with some minor oxidation toward the muzzle but remains otherwise bright.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal type
blue finish.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have light dings and some flaking to the added varnish finish.  The barrel date is
"1933" and both the barrel and stock are marked with a hashed square likely indicating an arsenal rework.  Though the receiver is the
earlier 1891 hex style, the barrel is the round 91/30 style and the one-piece stock is configured to the 91/30 specs as well.  The numbers
are either matching or have been renumbered to match and included are a canvas sling and a cleaning rod.  Rifle was imported by TG in
Knox, TN (and marked 91/30 as the model).  (46724-280) {C&R} (75/150)

1687. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK  serial #KF4242, 7.62x54R, 29" bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue with minor handling wear throughout.  The hardwood stocks
rate very good and have a few minor cracks and light dings overall.  The right side of the buttstock is missing about a 5" sliver along the
"1943" dated receiver.  A correct spike bayonet, a cleaning rod and a canvas sling are included.  A very good example overall that should
make a great shooter.  (46736-16) {C&R} (75/150)

1688. FRENCH MAS MODEL 1936 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #L80929, 7.5 French, 22 1/2" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal green parkerized finish.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few very light
handling marks.  A leather sling and the correct spike bayonet are included.  Rifle is in excellent condition and was imported by Century
Arms, although the model and caliber are both incorrectly marked in the import marking.  (46736-12) {C&R} (200/300)

1689. ITALIAN MODEL 1891/41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #L1760, 6.5 Carcano, 27 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the arsenal export black finish with a few areas of light surface oxidation and some light
handling wear present.  The hardwood stock rates very good and has a few small cracks and some light dings.  The left side of the butt
has a crisp cartouche and is numbered to the receiver.  A correct leather sling and a cleaning rod are included.  An near excellent exam-
ple overall.  (46736-11) {C&R} (100/200)

1690. ITALIAN MODEL 1891/28 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE  serial #AU3165, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% of an export blue finish with areas of light surface oxidation and brown patina blend-
ing through.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have added finish over a few light dings and a couple of very small cracks.  The left
side of the butt retains a crisp cartouche and is numbered to the receiver.  A cleaning rod and a U.S. Military style leather sling are includ-
ed.  (46797-6) {C&R} (100/200)

1691. CUSTOM ITALIAN MODEL 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #GI3249, 6.5 Carcano, 22" barrel with a gray
lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a black enamel finish with light flaking and areas of light surface oxidation blend-
ing throughout.  The hardwood stock rates very good as modified and has a few small cracks and light dings.  The ramp style front sight
has been added and the rear sight has been removed.  An about very good condition sporting rifle overall.  (46797-7) (50/75)

1692. SWISS MODEL 1911 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION CARBINE  serial #69028, 7.5 Swiss, 23" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original with areas of light brown that are lightly flaking through.  The walnut stocks rate near
blue excellent and have several light dings and other handling marks associated with service use.  The numbers appear to be all matching
including the detachable box magazine.  An excellent example overall with no visible importer markings.  (46735-13) {C&R} (300/500)

1693. SWISS K31 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #K3111114/889179, 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the original blue finish.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have sever-
al light dings and some minor fading to the original varnish.  The right finger groove has "GIUBIASCO 1950" marked inside.  The num-
bers appear to be matching, including the detachable box magazine.  A muzzle cover and the rear swivel clip are also included.  A near
excellent example overall that was imported by Century Arms.  (46724-276) {C&R} (200/300)
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1694. SWISS K31 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #655021, 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% of the original blue with areas fading to gray.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and
have several light dings and other handling marks associated with service use.  The rifle appears to be all matching including the detach-
able box magazine and included are three correct stripper clips.  An near excellent example overall  that was imported by Samco in FL.
(46724-277) {C&R} (200/300)

1695. SWISS K31 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #247219, 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2" barrel with a bright, excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light handling wear and a few areas of light surface oxidation.  The hard-
wood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks associated with service use and some minor chipping
at the toe.  The rifle appears to be all matching and includes a correct style leather sling.  Rifle does not appear to have any visible importer
markings and is in excellent condition overall.  (46736-13) {C&R} (200/300)

1696. CUSTOM GERMAN DSM 34 SPORTMODELL BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSW  serial #182429, 22 LR, 26" barrel with
an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with light handling wear along some of the bearing surfaces.
The military style walnut stock has been modified and shortened for sporting use but remains in excellent useable condition.  The sling
channels in the butt have been filled and a solid red Winchester recoil pad has been added to the butt.  The original sights are intact and
this would make a terrific single shot plinker or target 22.  (46724-292) (200/300)

1697. GERMAN GEW 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY J.P SAUER & SOHN  serial #1704v, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel
with an excellent bore.  The receiver is a mottled gray with areas of light oxidation staining and fine pinprick pits, the barrel and remaining
metal parts have varying amounts of blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with spots of light surface oxidation.  Some of the receiver
markings are light but all are still visible.  The walnut stocks rate excellent with light finish over several light dings and small divots, the car-
touches and markings on the butt end are crisp.  The sling swivels and cleaning rod are included, the bolt is not matching.  The receiver
is dated "1916" and no importer marks are visible.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (46736-9) {C&R} (400/600)

1698. GERMAN MODEL K98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY MAUSER  serial #15200b, 8mm Mauser, 24"
barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue that is fading to gray and mixing with a few areas of very
light surface oxidation.  The receiver is coded "svw MB" and is not dated but does have a few small Waffenamts.  The walnut stocks rate
excellent with several light dings and handling marks under an added finish.  The numbers appear to be matching except for the stamped
bottom metal which has been renumbered to match.  A cleaning rod and a newer leather sling are included and rifle does not appear to
be importer marked.  (46815-19) {C&R} (400/600)

1699. GERMAN MODEL K98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY J.P. SAUER & SOHN  serial #9851a, 8mm
Mauser, 24" barrel with a very good bore that is very lightly pitted in the grooves, but has strong rifling present.  The metal surfaces retain
little original blue and are overall a mottled gray with specks of brown patina blending throughout.  A few of the metal parts have minor
impact and handling marks.  The "S/147" marked receiver is dated "1937" and has several Waffenamts present.  The walnut stocks rate
near excellent and have several light dings and other handling marks under an added finish.  The forearm has a few minor divots and chat-
ter marks and the handguard has a very small chip at the leading left corner.  In the sling channel on the right side of the butt are the ini-
tials "SCM" and there are a few crisp Waffenamts on the right side as well.  The numbers appear to be all matching and there are no vis-
ible importer markings.  Rifle also appears to be complete and includes a cleaning rod and steel muzzle cap.  A near excellent example
overall.  (46744-5) {C&R} (400/600)

1700. GERMAN MODEL K98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY GUSTLOFF-WERKE  serial #77489, 8mm
Mauser, 24" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue which is flaking to brown and mixing with
areas of light surface oxidation.  The "bcd" coded receiver is simply marked "4" for a date and has a few Waffenamts and eagle proofs
present.  The laminate hardwood stock rates near excellent and has light dings and other handling marks.  The numbers are not match-
ing but rifle does appear to be complete and included are a front sight hood, a cleaning rod and a leather sling.  A nice example overall
that should make a great shooter.  (46736-10) {C&R} (300/500)

1701. GERMAN MODEL K98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY MAUSER  serial #18086g, 8mm Mauser, 24"
barrel with a very good bore that is mostly bright but has a few areas of very light pitting present.  The metal surfaces have traces of
original blue but are mostly mottled gray with areas of light brown patina and light surface oxidation with pitting blending through.  The
"byf" coded receiver is dated "44" and has both Waffenamts and eagle proofs still visible.  The laminate hardwood stock rates excel-
lent and has a few light dings and small divots.  The numbers appear to be all matching with the exception of the buttplate.  Included
are a front sight hood, a cleaning rod and a 1944 dated correct leather sling.  An excellent example overall that should make a good
shooter as well.  (46745-6) {C&R} (400/600)

1702. YUGOSLAVIAN M48 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MITCHELL'S MAUSERS  serial #32122/T4655, 8mm
Mauser, 24" barrel with a near excellent bore that is mostly bright but has some very light pitting toward the muzzle.  The metal surfaces
retain about 99% or an arsenal quality blue finish, the bolt remains in-the-white and is bright.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent.  The
numbers appear to be all matching including the stock.  Included are a leather sling, front sight hood and cleaning rod.  The original box
from Mitchell's is also included and contains the manual, a certificate of authenticity, bayonet with scabbard and frog, oiler and leather
ammo pouch.  An excellent example of these collector grade series rifles.  (46724-299) {C&R} (200/400)

1703. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOWE  serial #D7521, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a bright,
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% of an arsenal blue finish that is lightly flaking to brown.  The receiver and metal
markings are crisp.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.  The buttstock bears a crisp cartouche on the left side
and is numbered to the receiver.  The parts appear to be all matching and included are a cleaning rod and what appears to be a correct
leather sling.  An excellent condition example overall that does not appear to be importer marked.  (46735-10) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1704. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOWE  serial #D2514, 7.62 NATO, 29" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with traces of brown patina and light surface oxidation with pitting blending
throughout.  The receiver markings are crisp and the rear bridge is marked "7.62 / N".  The walnut stocks rate very good and have sever-
al light dings, small divots and a few small chips.  The buttstock has a crisp cartouche on the left side and is numbered to another rifle.
The rifle's parts are not matching but included are a cleaning rod and a correct style leather sling.  A very good example overall of these
arsenal rechambered rifles.  (46738-18) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1705. TURKISH MODEL 1903/38 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #63987, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are a mottled brown blending with gray and traces of original blue.  There are a few light impact and handling marks
present as well.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks and a few small cracks.  A clean-
ing rod is included.  A very good example overall that was imported by Century Arms.  (46724-278) {C&R} (150/250)
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1706. TURKISH MODEL 98/22 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO  serial #C3597, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very
good lightly freckled bore.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with a few areas of very
light surface oxidation and pitting.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over several light dings and some light chip-
ping and a few small cracks.  The rear swivel base is brass.  The numbered parts appear to be matching and a cleaning rod is included.
Rifle is import marked on the receiver and is in very good condition overall.  (46724-281) {C&R} (150/250)

1707. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT RIFLE BY TOKYO KOGYO  serial #(series 30)39200, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue flaking to brown with areas of very light surface oxidation present.  The
receiver mum has been ground but the remaining receiver markings are crisp.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light
dings.  Rifle is equipped with the aircraft rear sight with wings intact.  The bolt is not matching, but included are a dust cover (also num-
bered to a different rifle), a monopod, a cleaning rod and a canvas sling.  A near excellent example overall with some great accessories
that should make a great shooter.  (46736-15) {C&R} (200/300)

1708. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 7)23792, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with a dark bore
that still has good, strong rifling present.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown with areas of light surface oxidation present.  The mum
has been struck but the remaining receiver markings are crisp.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have added finish over sev-
eral light dings and small divots.  The bolt is matching and rifle is in very good condition overall.  (46738-15) {C&R} (150/250)

1709. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA  serial #(series 22)15419, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" bar-
rel with a dark oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue lightly flaking to brown and mixing with specks of light
surface oxidation throughout.  The mum is intact however that portion of the receiver has some minor erosion possibly from prolonged
contact with blood proteins.  There are a few small areas on the barrel, bolt handle, receiver tang and triggerguard that are affected as
well.  The hardwood stocks show evidence of having been lightly cleaned with minor staining and some light added finish present.  The
stocks rate excellent overall and have a few light dings.  The rifle appears complete and includes a cleaning rod and a dust cover (num-
bered to another rifle).  A small tag provided by the consignor states that this rifle was captured in New Guinea and brought back as a
war souvenir by a John Dennett U.S.N. in 1944 after serving during World War II.  A near excellent example with an interesting story to
tell.  (46736-14) {C&R} (300/500)

1710. CUSTOM JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO  serial #0082769, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" bar-
rel with a very good but lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue mixing with areas of overall light surface oxi-
dation and light pitting.  The receiver mum has been removed and the bolt is not matching.  The modified military hardwood stock rates
about very good and has several light dings and scratches.  The two-piece butt is separating due to drying and there is minor staining

around the buttplate.  The original sights are intact.  (46780-S17954) (50/75)
1711. BRITISH BRASS BARREL FLINTLOCK PISTOL  about
.60 cal., 8" barrel with flared muzzle and a lightly oxidized bore.  The brass
barrel, lock and stock furniture have a mild tarnish with a few heavier
areas of green.  The barrel has two proofs stamped on the left side near
the breech area, a "(crown)/v" and a "(crown)/P" and most of the brass
parts have tasteful engraved foliate and line border patterns.  The walnut

stock is cracked through the triggerguard area and has a large sliver missing along the top
from the lock area forward.  Most of the sliver is included in a separate bag and the stocks show an older repair

which is not stable.  The forend appears to have been modified and may have once gone further toward the muzzle now
leaving a vacant dovetail on the underside exposed.  The lock is marked "Collicot", the hammer does not function and is missing
the mainspring.  What is likely the original horn tipped wood ramrod is included.  This once may have been a very fine high quality

pistol and with some intensive restoration could be a showpiece once again.  (46560-3) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
1712. BROWNING JONATHAN BROWNING PERCUSSION MOUNTAIN RIFLE  serial #957PM01631, .54 cal.,  31" octagon

barrel with a near excellent bore that has some very light oxidation throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of their original brown
finish mixing with areas of light surface oxidation.  The brass furniture has some light tarnish and handling marks but rates excellent over-
all.  The "Hawken" style walnut stock rates very good and has a few light dings but is cracked through the wrist on either side.  The rifle
is equipped with the original blade front and buckhorn rear sights and a brass tipped wood ramrod is included.  A quality blackpowder
percussion rifle that could be very easily fixed up and used.  (46815-24) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1713. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MK II I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW  serial #D8560, 303 British, 25" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal parkerized finish with light handling wear present throughout.  The
model marking is lightly struck and only "SMLE / II*" is visible.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and other
minor handling marks.  The rear receiver ring is dated "1942" and the right side of the buttstock has arsenal markings as well including
a date of "1943".  The numbers appear to be matching, the bolt handle and rear of the receiver are both marked "M2211".  A canvas
sling and a detachable ten round magazine are included.  An excellent example overall that does not appear to be importer marked.
(46815-23) {C&R} (300/500)

1714. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW  serial #F1709, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal parkerized finish with areas of light handling wear throughout.  The walnut stocks
rate very good and have light dings and other handling marks.  The buttstock has some light chipping at the toe and the rear handguard has
a small crack near its base.  The buttstock also has several arsenal cartouches and is numbered to the receiver, both are also dated "1944".
The numbers appear to be all matching, the bolt handle and rear of the receiver are both numbered "P4104".  A canvas sling and a detach-
able magazine are included.  An excellent example that does not appear to be importer marked.  (46736-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1715. BRITISH NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA  serial #H54187, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light silver along the edges and some minor handling wear throughout.  The wal-
nut and hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and minor divots, the base of the forearm has some light chipping along
the right side.  The stacking swivel is not present but rifle appears to be otherwise complete.  Rifle was imported by DEAC Inc in Amherst,
NH.  An excellent condition "1917" dated example overall.  (46744-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1716. BRITISH RIFLE-MOUNTED WIRE CUTTER LOT  This lot consists of a rare set of World War I issue wire cutters to fit the Lee-
Enfield No.1 SMLE rifles.  These all metal cutters were designed to mount via a clamp to the front barrel band and would pivot using the
rifle as leverage.  The back side has some minor pitting but the front rates excellent and the metal is mottled gray and brown throughout.
The cutters are marked "DECIMAL LTD / SELLEY OAK / NO.1 MARK II / 1917".  A great opportunity to own a rare World War I Enfield
accessory.  (46744-3A) (200/300)
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1717. BRITISH NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA  serial #R4007, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue fading to gray with some minor surface oxidation and some areas of light pitting through-
out.  The dark oil stained walnut stocks rate near excellent and have light dings throughout. The buttstock has some light chipping at the
heel.  Rifle does not appear to be import marked and includes a canvas sling and a single detachable magazine.  An excellent condition
"1918" dated example overall.  (46736-8) {C&R} (200/400)

1718. BRITISH NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE  serial #56C9762, 303 British, 25" barrel with a near excellent bore
that is mostly bright but has some very light pitting toward the chamber.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal parkerized
finish with light handling wear along the bearing surfaces.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and minor
scratches.  The top of the receiver is "U.S. PROPERTY" marked and the numbers are matching.  A Savage marked spike bayonet with
scabbard, a canvas sling and a detachable magazine are included.  An excellent example overall of these U.S.-built British contract rifles.
Imported by Century Arms.  (46724-273) {C&R} (300/500)

1719. BRITISH NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH  serial #15L1020, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal blue with light handling wear throughout.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and
have a few light dings.  The numbers appear to be all matching, including the stock.  A grenade launcher adapter has been installed on
the muzzle and included are a canvas sling and a detachable magazine.  An excellent 1942 dated example that was imported by IAC in
VA.  (46736-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1720. BRITISH NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE  serial #66C2572, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very good but light-
ly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray throughout and have areas of light pitting.  The walnut stocks rate near excellent and
have a few light dings and some added finish.  The forearm has a very small crack on the left side near the rear receiver ring and the hand-
guard is grooved.  The bolt is not matching.  Rifle has a stacking pin installed at the front barrel band and includes a single detachable
magazine.  A very good example overall.  (46724-274){C&R} (150/250)

1721. SPORTERIZED SAVAGE NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #88C9234, 303 British, 25" barrel with a near excellent
bore that has a few areas of very light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% arsenal finish fading to gray with light handling marks
present.  The buttstock and modified forearm rate excellent and have light dings.  The handguards have been removed.  The bolt is not
matching but rifle should make a good shooter none-the-less.  (46787-1) (100/200)

1722. SPORTERIZED LONG BRANCH NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #0L4213, 303 British, 19 3/4" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The muzzle has had 2" cross cuts made and the front sight has been reset.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original
arsenal blue with added finish at the muzzle and minor flaking to the bottom metal and magazine.  The modified walnut stocks rate very
good and have light dings and a few small arsenal repairs.  The buttstock has a splotch of blue-green paint on the left side.  A very good
condition sporting carbine.  (46779-X9849) (100/200)

1723. MOORE & CO PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN  10 Bore, 30" twist barrels
with very good, lightly oxidized bores.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall, the barrels

retain much of their Damascus twist patterns.  The solid rib is marked "London Fine Twist" the locks are each marked
"Moore & Co.".  The checkered walnut stock rates very good and has several light dings and a few very small cracks.  The

toe line has a oval shaped monogram plate and the butt retains a smooth steel buttplate.  A wood ramrod, likely the original,
is included but has a broken tip.  The underside of the barrel, tailpipe flute and tang of the triggerguard have all been scratch-num-

bered "4495".  A very nice percussion double that deserves a place above the mantel.  (46620-3) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
1724. FRENCH MODEL 1866-74 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #AB.15322, 11mm Gras, 32" barrel with an excel-

lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of an arsenal type blue finish with light handling wear and light brown patina flaking
through.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has some light dings and small divots.  The stock is numbered to another rifle, and "BON-
NET" is stamped just below the triggerguard.  The rifle appears to be complete and is dated "1873 S.79", the later date is likely when the
conversion to the Gras specs were done.  A cleaning rod and a correct vintage bayonet, minus the scabbard, are included.  The bayonet
measures 25" with a 20 1/2" blade that is canted slightly to the left and is dated "1876".  The metal is a mottled gray with areas of light
surface oxidation and the wood grips have a dark varnish and lacquer finish.  A near excellent example of these arsenal-converted early
cartridge military rifles.  (46736-26) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1725. PORTUGUESE MODEL 1866 MAUSER-KROPATSCHEK BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR  serial #GG281, 8x60R,
32 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The receiver retains about 90% original blue while the remaining metal surfaces are a rich mottled
brown and are mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and pitting.  The walnut stock rates near excellent and has several light dings
and dents all under an added varnish.  Cartouches are visible on either side of the butt and the stock is numbered to the receiver.  The
bolt is mismatched but rifle appears to be complete and a cleaning rod is included.  A very good to near excellent 1886 dated example
overall.  (46736-19) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1726. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1873 WERNDL ROTATING BREECH RIFLE  11mm Werndl, 33 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces are a rich mottled brown and there are a few areas of light surface oxidation with fine pitting present.  The walnut stock
rates very good and has a few light dings and very small cracks present.  The stock appears to have been lightly sanded and has a light
oil finish.  The original sight and cleaning rod are included and rifle is in very good to near excellent condition overall.  (46736-25)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1727. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1886 MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #9152J, 11.15x58R, 30" barrel with a very good but
dark bore that has strong rifling and a few small pits present.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with areas of brown patina and light
surface oxidation present.  The walnut stock rates good and has a few repaired cracks and light dings, chips, divots and other handling marks
throughout.  The stock is numbered to the receiver and has a fading shield with star cartouche on the right side along with a rectangular
cutout.  A correct bayonet is included which measures 15" long with a 9 3/4" blade and is in similar condition to the rifle.  No scabbard is
included.  A good to about very good condition example that was likely exported for use in Chile.  (46736-18) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1728. MOSSBERG MODEL 800A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #264019, 308 Win, 22" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks.  The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and has a
few light dings and scratches.  The original sights are intact and mounted to the receiver is a Weaver Marksman 1" 4X riflescope.  The
scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  Included is an adjustable leather sling.  An excellent example of these classic
sporting rifles.  (46745-7) (300/500)
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1729. WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #38305, 22 LR, 28" target barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light handling wear present along some of the bearing surfaces.  Most of the loss is
visible on the barrel band and triggerguard.  The walnut stock rates very good and has a few light dings and chips.  The stock is cracked
along either side of the toe, at the upper tang and also along the right side from the bolt handle cutout forward about 4" and along the
underside from the bottom metal forward about 6".  A small wood block has also been installed on the forearm just rear of the barrel band.
There is no bolt present.  Rifle is equipped with a factory globe front sight and has an adjustable rear sight base and target blocks installed.
A leather sling and the body of a magazine are included.  (46779-D29345) (200/400)

1730. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #497140, 30-06, 27" target bull barrel
with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% of an arsenal type parkerized finish with light handling wear and areas
of minor surface oxidation present.  Rifle is equipped with a custom black hardwood target stock that features a wide beavertail forearm
with rail and a Monte Carlo buttstock with adjustable butt, the buttplate is missing.  The stock rates about very good and has some light
dings and flaking, and a few minor cracks.  Rifle has a target globe style front sight with level, target blocks mounted to the barrel and an
adjustable receiver sight base.  The bolt handle has been modified and has been repaired and rifle has a custom target trigger.  Value list-
ed is for combined parts of this custom target rifle as the receiver is a low-numbered Springfield, not properly treated and is not consid-
ered safe to fire.  (46223-28) (200/300)

1731. THOMPSON/CENTER PATRIOT PERCUSSION PISTOL  serial #34188, .36 Caliber, 9 1/2" octagon barrel with a like-
new, unfired bore.  The barrel retains 99% plus original blue and has no visible signs of wear.  The lock plate and hammer are in the
same condition with vibrant case colors.  The walnut grip rates like-new as well and the brass furniture remains bright with the excep-
tion of a small area of tarnish on the nosecap.  Pistol is housed in its original factory box and includes the cleaning rod and a brass
cleaning jag.  A like-new-in-box example of these quality NH made blackpowder percussion target pistols.  (46520-4134) [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1732. ROCK RIVER ARMS LAR-15 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE RECEIVER ASSEMBLY  serial #CM197029, (no barrel or upper
included.)  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original phosphate finish with a few light handling marks present.  A UTG tactical rub-
berized pistolgrip is installed as well as a four position collapsible buttstock with adjustable cheek rest.  A single point tactical sling is
included.  An excellent condition complete lower awaiting your choice of upper assembly or custom build.  (46724-309) (200/300)

1733. ROCK RIVER ARMS LAR-15 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE RECEIVER ASSEMBLY  serial #CM85602, (no barrel or upper includ-
ed.)  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original phosphate finish with a few light handling marks present.  A S&W tactical rubberized pis-
tolgrip is installed as well as a collapsible Magpul CRT buttstock.  Receiver also has a Troy ambidextrous mag release and a single point
sling attachment.  An excellent condition complete lower awaiting your choice of upper assembly or custom build.  (46724-315)
(200/300)

1734. SEEKINS PRECISION SP15 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE RECEIVER  serial #SBA10460, (receiver only.)  The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original phosphate finish with light handling wear.  A Magpul MOE composite grip is installed.  This quality, stripped AR-15
forged lower is awaiting your custom build.  (46724-313) (75/125)

1735. MAG TACTICAL SYSTEMS ULTRA LIGHT MG-G4 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE RECEIVER  serial #MTS34152, (receiver only.)
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the original flat dark earth finish.  Installed is a Magpul MOE composite grip in the same finish.
Weighing a mere 5.8 oz stripped, this super lightweight magnesium alloy receiver offers strength, precision and quality.  This is a complete
lower that includes a small package with additional pins and a few springs and is awaiting your choice of stock and upper barrel assem-
bly.  (46724-314) (100/200)

1736. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two U.S. M1 Carbine 15 round magazines and two M1 Garand En-bloc clips.  The magazines
are in excellent condition, one is marked "MN" on the back the other "UI".  (46343-82A)

1737. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two Chinese made AK-47 style five round magazines.  Each is in excellent condition and have
light handling wear.  Also included is a Remington 6mm Rem magazine for the 760/7600 series rifles.  (46343-82B)

1738. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two 22 LR pistol magazines both Colt-marked on the floorplate.  Included are a second series
Woodsman magazine and an early series Challenger magazine.  Both are in excellent condition.  (46343-82C)

1739. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of five items for the SKS rifle.  Included are two, five round magazines, one 30 round metal magazine
and one 20 round composite magazine.  Also included is a Tapco black composite handguard rail.  All are in excellent condition.  (46343-82D)

1740. OPTICS LOT  This lot consists of a Night Owl Optics Explorer NOCX3 night vision monocular.  This silver finished monocular features
3.1X magnification with a 50mm lens and uses a 3 volt lithium battery (not included).  It also is equipped with an IR illuminator and has a
carry strap attached.  Due to the battery not being present this item could not be tested for operation.  (46419-7)

1741. LOT OF AR-15 PARTS  This lot contains two small bags of AR-15 parts.  Included are a 2-hammers, 2-triggers, an A2 rear sight, a
pistolgrip, a buttplate, forearm iron and several small springs, screws and pins.  All are in excellent condition.  (46419-6)

1742. LUGER MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single Mec-Gar magazine for the P08 Luger pistol.  The magazine is marked "Made
in Germany", is in like new condition has a composite base.  (46274-2A)

1743. CHOATE STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a Choate black composite folding stock for a Thompson/Center Contender Carbine.  This
lightweight and compact stock includes a black nylon sling and swivels but does not have a grip mounting screw.  A great accessory for
your Contender Carbine.  (46402-1)

1744. DUMMY GRENADE LOT  This lot consists of a German Model 24 "Stielhandgranate 24" hand held stick grenade.  Used in both
World War I & II this is one of the best known examples used by the German Army.  The grenade measures 14" tall and has a 4" green
painted head with faded markings.  An excellent example of these popular "potato mashers" overall.  (46402-4)

1745. HELMET LOT  This lot consists of two steel, military helmets.  First is a Japanese Type 90 helmet which has a metal star with painted
red circle behind.  The helmet has a heavy flaking to the original green painted finish and has light surface oxidation throughout.  There
are no internals or chin strap, but included is a canvas web cover.  The original interior lining support has been replaced with a Thai type
1930-32 liner support.  (46402-2)

1746. BRITISH MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of a British No.5 Mk I bayonet with scabbard and frog.  The bayonet measures 12" long
with an 8" bright steel blade that has some light gray staining.  The grip is painted green and the wood panels rate excellent.  The black
steel scabbard rates excellent as well as does the tan canvas frog.  An excellent example overall of these Jungle Carbine bayonets.  Second
is similar to helmets used by the U.S. in WWI and the European Allied forces in World War II.  It is a shallow helmet with a wide brim and
has been painted gray.  There is a new retention system and chin strap installed and helmet is unmarked. (46402-3A)

1747. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M7 bayonet by Conetta with scabbard.  The bayonet rates excellent and measures 11
1/2" with a 6 1/2" blade.  The checkered, black composite grip rates excellent but has small gaps at either end.  The included M8A1 scab-
bard has an OD green composite body which is cracked on the reverse side along one edge.  (46402-3B)
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1748. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M6 bayonet by Imperial with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 11 1/4" long and has
a 6 1/2" blade and checkered, black composite grip.  The included M8A1 scabbard rates has an OD green composite body.  An excel-
lent example overall.  (46402-3C)

1749. LOT OF U.S. BAYONETS  This lot consists of two U.S. M4 bayonets both measuring about 11 1/2" long with 6 1/2" blades.  The
first is by Case and features a leather washer grip and has a OD green M8A1 scabbard.  The bayonet appears to be arsenal reconditioned,
the edge has been blunted and there is a few areas of light pitting under the parkerized finish.  The second is by Imperial and does not
include a scabbard.  It too has a leather washer grip but is more faded in appearance overall.  The blade has some light grind marks and
the metal has a mottled gray-brown appearance overall.  (46402-3D)

1750. LOT OF U.S. FIGHTING KNIVES  This lot consists of two World War II vintage U.S. fighting knives with sheaths/scabbards.  First
is a M3 knife by Case that measures 11 1/2" long with a 6 1/2" blade that is a light gray and has been very lightly sharpened.  The knife
features a leather washer grip and includes an M8 OD green bodied scabbard.  A small chip is missing from the base of the grip but the
knife is in very good condition overall.  Second is by E.G.W. and measures 11" long with a 6 1/2" blade.  The blade has some minor stain-
ing and has been sharpened.  The wood grip has a few repairs but remains intact.  The included leather sheath has tooled star patterns
and knife is in very good condition as well.  (46402-3E)

1751. GERMAN KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a German BW Kampfmesser fighting knife by Kissing Krane Cutlery with sheath.  The knife
measures 10 1/4" long and has a 5 1/2" bright steel blade with a lightly sharpened edge.  The knife has a green nylon grip with a few
minor cut marks and dings, the aluminum guard has minor flaking along the edges.  The included sheath is also OD green and has some
light flaking.  A near excellent example of the German post-World War II issue military fighting knives.  (46402-3F)

1752. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of two Mauser style bayonets.  First is an unmarked German K98 style bayonet that appears arsenal
reconditioned.  The bayonet measures 15" long with a 9 3/4" blade and includes a steel bodied scabbard and leather frog in similar con-
dition.  The second appears to be an Austrian Model 1888/16 bayonet by Steyr without scabbard.  The bayonet measures 14 1/2" long
with a 9 1/2" long blade.  The  metal surfaces are heavily browned and have areas of light handling wear.  The wood grip panels rate excel-
lent and have remnants of a yellowish paint.  A very good example overall.  (46402-3G)

1753. SHOOTER'S LOT  This lot consists of ammunition and shooting accessories.  Included are a partial box of 18 Federal Premium 380
ACP 90 grain Hydra-Shok, one full box of five Winchester 12 gauge 00 Buck shotshells, a bag of loose 9mm ammunition with nine live
rounds and several pieces of fired brass, seven pairs of disposable and reusable ear plugs, and a single 15 round magazine for a Beretta
92 9mm pistol.  All are in very good to excellent condition and are contained in a green 7.62mm M82 ammo can.  (46587-S17627A)

1754. SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of two rimfire scopes.  First is a Weaver V22-A 3-6x riflescope with a gloss black finish.  This scope
features a duplex reticle with clear optics and comes with a set of rings to fit a grooved receiver.  There are a few very minor handling
marks and ring marks from previous mountings.  Second is a Bushnell 3x-7x Custom .22 riflescope with integrated mounting rail and
a gloss black finish.  This scope features a duplex reticle with clear optics and comes with a set of lens caps.  Two excellent condition
examples overall.  (46484-22)

1755. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a Precision Mag Industries steel 30 round magazine for the Ruger Mini-14 rifle.  The magazine
is sealed in its original packaging and is in as-new condition overall.  (46676-17B)

1756. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three Magpul Industries PMAG 30 round composite magazines for the AR-15 and similar rifles.
The magazines are in their original packaging and are in as-new condition.  (46676-17C)

1757. T/C BARREL LOT  This lot consists of Thompson/Center 357 Magnum Contender barrel.  The ported barrel measures 10" long and
features a screw-in choke and a bright excellent bore.  The barrel is also equipped with a set of factory sights and includes the choke
wrench.  An excellent condition example overall that has only a few light handling marks present.  (46464-2)

1758. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a single, full box of 50 Thompson/Center Contender 357 Hot Shot
Capsules.  The box is white with red and green labels and rates excellent as do its contents.  (46464-3)

1759. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Premium 338 Win Mag 210 grain Nosler Partition (P338A2) ammuni-
tion.  The first box is full with 20 rounds.  The second box is partial, containing 11 rounds of correct ammunition and six rounds of Federal
Classic 338 Win Mag ammo.  All are in excellent condition.  (46464-4A)

1760. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of 11 boxes of Federal Classic 9mm 124 grain FMJ ammunition.  Nine of the boxes are full with
20 rounds apiece (C9AP) and two are full 500 round boxes (9AP).  All are in excellent condition.  (46464-4B)

1761. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of six boxes of assorted 9mm 115 grain FMJ ammunition.  Included are a partial box of
Winchester USA 9mm (Q4172) with 40 rounds, two full boxes of 50 Sellier & Bellot, two full boxes of 50 Remington-UMC (L9MM3), and
one full box of 50 CCI Blazer (3509).  All are in excellent to like-new condition.  (46464-4C)

1762. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of six boxes of assorted rifle and shotgun ammunition.  Included are five boxes of Winchester
5.56mm M193 ball (Q3150) and one box of RST 12 gauge 2 3/4" shotshells.  The 5.56 ammo comes in boxes of 20 on two stripper clips each
with 10 rounds.  The shotshell box is full with 25 rounds of low recoil #8 competition shells.  All are in excellent condition.  (46464-4D)

1763. RELOADING LOT  This lot consists of two piece set of RCBS 350 Rem reloading dies (16601).  These Group A dies are in excellent
condition and are in the original box.  (46464-4E)

1764. RECOIL PAD LOT  This lot consists of a like-new Kick-Eez Sorbothane recoil pad in its original box (202-6-M-B).  The pad measures
1.93" wide, 5.33" long and 0.8" thick.  Designed for sporting clay use, the space age technology in Sorbothane will help improve your sec-
ond shot and give a more enjoyable shooting experience.  (46464-4F)

1765. LOT OF RUGER ACCESSORIES  This lot consists of two Ruger factory items.  First is a set of faux ivory grips for a Vaquero revolver.
The grips are in like-new condition and feature black and silver Ruger medallions.  Second is a Ruger Speed Tube 12 gauge choke wrench
by Briley.  The wrench is unmarked and in excellent condition.  (46464-4G)

1766. LOT OF RUGER PROMOTIONAL ITEMS  This lot consists of an assortment of Ruger promotional items.  Included area small bag
containing nine assorted Ruger pins, a small Ruger flashlight with bore light adapter, three Ruger patches (one Ruger LE, one Ruger Armorer
school), a manual for a Ruger Redhawk and a small box with 14 small brass Ruger padlocks.  All are in excellent condition.  (46464-4H)

1767. LOT OF RUGER SCOPE RINGS  This lot consists of a set of like-new factory 1" stainless scope rings #KD-72 in their original pack-
aging.  These rings will fit Redhawk revolvers and Ranch rifles.  (46464-4I)

1768. LOT OF RUGER SCOPE RINGS  This lot consists of a set of like-new factory 1" stainless scope rings #KD-71 in their original pack-
aging.  These rings will fit the Super Redhawk revolvers.  (46464-4J)

1769. LOT OF RUGER SCOPE RINGS  This lot consists of a set of like-new factory 1" blue scope rings #S100RH in their original pack-
aging.  These are high rings that will fit No.1, No.3, 77/22, Mini-14 and Mini-30 rifles.  (46464-4K)
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1770. LOT OF RUGER SCOPE RINGS  This lot consists of a set of like-new factory 1" blue scope rings #S100RXH in their original pack-
aging.  These are extra high rings that will fit No.1, No.3, 77/22, Mini-14 and Mini-30 rifles.  The plastic has become separated from the
backing.  (46464-4L)

1771. RELOADING LOT  This lot consists of a MEC 600JR 12 gauge shotshell reloading press.  The press is in very good condition and
appears to be complete.  Included are two shot/powder bottles and a 302 #118 charge bar with a #32 powder bushing.  (45260-3)

1772. RELOADING LOT  This lot consists of a Pacific Tool Company DL-266 five position reloading press for 12 gauge shotshells.  The press
appears to be complete and includes a shot and powder tube and a primer tray.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (45439-4)

1773. STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a modern hardwood buttstock for the M1 Carbine.  The stock is in excellent condition and includes a
ventilated metal handguard but no other hardware.  A checkered, hard rubber buttplate is included.  (45601-7A)

1774. STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a sporterized military walnut buttstock for the Krag rifles.  The stock appears to fit the 1892 style rifles
but has a Danish style steel buttplate.  The stock has been reshaped for sporting use and has swivel holes drilled.  Added finish has been
applied and there are coat of arms decals on either side of the butt, Netherlands on the right and France on the left.  The stock still appears
serviceable and would be a good replacement is you desire to use your old Krag rifle and not disturb its original wood.  (45601-7D)

1775. M1 GARAND LOT  This lot consists of two parkerized M1 operating rods in very good to excellent condition.  The first is by Harrington &
Richardson and has a small weld repair, the other is by Springfield Armory.  A couple of great replacement Garand operating rods.  (45601-7B)

1776. SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of three items.  First is a Tasco Bantam 2.5X20 scope with a circle duplex reticle and bright optics.  The
scope has a matte black finish and included lens covers and a set of Weaver see-through rings to fit a grooved receiver.  Second is a
Weaver K4-F riflescope that has a post and crosshair reticle and excellent optics.  Mounted to the scope is a Williams Model 88 mount
with rings that will fit the following: Winchester 88 & 100, Ruger 44 & 10-22, Winchester 250, 270, 290, and Weatherby 22's.  Third is a
small plastic periscope that appears to be in good working order.  (45601-7C)

1777. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four M1 Carbine 15 round magazines.  Each has light handling wear and a few specks of light
surface oxidation.  Two are marked "(circle)IU", one is "A.I." and the last is "SY-B".  All are in excellent condition.  (45601-6E)

1778. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two detachable magazines for the SKS.  Included are one five round and one ten round maga-
zine.  Both are in excellent to as-new condition.  (45601-6D)

1779. LOT OF CAST LEAD  This lot consists a bag of .58 caliber cast lead alloy mini-ball projectiles.  The bullets have flat bases and hollow
tips and are unlubed.  The bag weighs about 10.5 lbs and the projectiles remain bright.  (45601-6B)

1780. LOT OF LEATHER GOODS  This lot consists of seven items,  Included are: two black leather handcuff cases by Erdman, one black leather
pouch for musket priming caps by Lawrence, a two-pocket brown magazine pouch and three Russian, two-cavity pebbled leather ammo
pouches.  All are in excellent condition, some have some mild mildew which should clean easily with a good leather conditioner.  (45601-6F)

1781. LOT OF MILITARY CLEANING KITS  This lot consists of several military cleaning kits and accessories.  Included are three Russian
Mosin-Nagant cleaning kits with oilers and three AK47 style 30 caliber cleaning kits in gray canvas and leather pouches.  All are in excel-
lent condition.  (45601-6G)

1782. SHOOTER'S LOT  This lot consists of an assortment of shooting and cleaning accessories.  Included are: a vintage orange metal
Marble's 12 gauge cleaning kit box with a shotgun rod and several brushes and accessories, a J.C. Higgins metal cleaning kit tin with sev-
eral rods and other cleaning accessories, a 20 1/2" recoil spring, bottom metal for a 1903-A3 rifle, a 4 1/2" long hard rubber buttplate
with 3" hole spacing,  A hard rubber Baikal grip, a blued steel SKS top cover and a set of Uncle Mike's screw-in military style 1" swivels.
All are in excellent condition.  (45601-6A)

1783. INDONESIAN SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a Moro Kris sword with wood scabbard.  The sword measures 29" long and has
a 22 1/2" wavy Kris blade.  The metal surfaces have areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting.  The wood grip is cord-wrapped and
has several small cracks.  The included, traditional style scabbard has one portion of the throat guard missing and several cracks as well.
A very good example overall.  (46157-1A)

1784. INDONESIAN SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a Moro Kris Maguindanao sword with wood scabbard.  The sword measures 28"
long and has a 22" straight blade.  The metal surfaces have areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting.  The wood grip is cord-
wrapped and has several small cracks and some very nice burl.  The included, traditional style scabbard has several metal bands and a
brass tip.  One portion of the throat guard missing, and there are several light cracks as well.  A very good example overall of these tradi-
tional fighting knives.  (46157-1B)

1785. INDONESIAN SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a Moro Kampilan sword with scabbard.  The sword measures 35 1/2" long with a
29 1/2" blade with forked tip.  The metal has areas of light surfaces oxidation, staining and light pitting present.  The wood grip rates very
good and has a few minor cracks and there is some light chipping at the pommel.  The grip has several horsehair plugs, three of the orig-
inal ten are missing.  The scabbard is two pieces of wood bound together with cord and has several minor cracks.  A very good example
overall.  (45736-4)

1786. INDONESIAN KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of an antique Moro Kris knife.  The knife measures 16 1/2" long and has a 12 1/2"
watered steel blade.  The laminated blade has a deep damascus pattern with rich casting pockets.  The wood grip has ethnic designs and
rates very good with a few small cracks.  A very good condition example of these vintage Moro fighting knives.  (45769-5)

1787. INDONESIAN KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a vintage Tenegres style fighting knife with wood scabbard.  The knife measures 26
1/2" long with a 20 1/2" blade.  The blade has some ethnic designs along the edge on the right side and has areas of light surface oxida-
tion and staining with light pitting throughout.  The simple wood grip rates very good and is cracked on the left side.  The included two-
piece wood scabbard is in similar condition and has some minor chipping and a few holes, possibly due to insect damage.  A very good
example of these vintage fighting knives.  (46157-1C)

1788. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a single full box of 20 Hornady Custom 30 T/C, 150 grain SST ammunition (81004).  Both
the ammunition and box are in excellent condition, the box has some minor flaking on the label.  (46319-7)

1789. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of M1 Garand and M1 Carbine dummy ammunition.  Included are eight rounds of black tipped
30-06 dummy ammunition in a single en-bloc clip and ten rounds of 30 Carbine dummy ammunition in two, five-round magazines.  All are
in excellent condition.  (46319-1,2)

1790. LOT OF TOOLS  This lot consists of an assortment of reloading and gunsmithing tools.  Included are a Midway bullet puller with three
collars, a battery powered bore light, an unmarked nickel finished tool for removing and tightening Mossberg 500 forearms and a "K"
marked M1 Carbine gas piston wrench.  Also included is a grip safety for a Browning Model 1910 pistol.  All are in excellent condition.
(46319-3,4,12,13,14)
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1791. LOT OF LEATHER GOODS  This lot consists of three tan and brown leather items.  First is a "Sears/1943" marked tool kit pouch for
a Browning BAR machine gun.  Next is a smaller, unmarked tan leather pouch with snap enclosure.  Lastly is an unmarked brown leather
shoulder holster for a Walther PPK or similar pistol with integral magazine pouch.  All are in excellent condition and have light handling
wear and light scratches.  (46319-5,6,9)

1792. GUNSMITHING LOT  This lot consists of three Forester 8x57 headspace gauges.  Included are a "GO" 1.8743 gauge, a "NOGO"
1.8803 gauge and a "FIELD" 1.8843 gauge.  All are in excellent condition.  (46319-16)

1793. STAMP LOT  This lot consists of four U.S. Military inspector's and cartouche stamps.  Included are a "(circle)P" firing proof stamp, an
"(ordnance wheel)" with crossed cannons, a Gun Parts Corp boxed "G.H.D." stamp and a Gun Parts Corp boxed "B.W." stamp.  All are in
excellent condition.  (46319-15)

1794. GUNSMITHING LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked barrel wrench with four set of collars.  The heavy bar steel wrench is com-
prised of two rectangular pieces, one measuring about 10" long the other about 6".  The collars are marked with sizes .980, 1.150, 1.20
& 1.250.  The parts all have minor handling wear but appear to be in excellent condition otherwise.  (46319-11)

1795. GUNSMITHING LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked M1 Carbine receiver wrench.  The wrench is painted black and has some
minor flaking to the finish, the handle measures 12" long.  The included barrel block set has a black parkerized type finish.  An excellent
example, perfect for the military armorer.  (46319-10)

1796. OPTICS LOT  This lot consists of a green leather, U.S. military M24 binocular carrying case.  There is some minor flaking of the finish.
The case includes the carry strap and is in excellent condition overall with the exception of the latching tab which is torn and pieces are
missing along the bottom edge.  (46319-8)

1797. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of two German Military 8mm caliber cleaning kits.  Each is in a gray metal tin with lids on each end and are
in very good to excellent condition.  The kits are each Waffenamt marked, one is marked "cnx", the other "cmr" and is dated "42".  (45857-13)

1798. LETTER OPENER LOT  This lot consists of a miniature copy of a U.S. Model 1902 Army Officer's sword by N.S. Meyer of NY.  The
sword measures 9" overall and has a 7" blade and a bright polished nickel finish.  This classic novelty letter opener is housed in its origi-
nal box and includes the scabbard and woven brass sword knot.  An excellent condition item overall.  (46242-8)

1799. BARREL LOT  This lot consists of a Hastings Model 870 12 gauge ventilated rib barrel with screw-in choke.  The barrel comes in the
original box and is in as-new, unused condition.  Included are a single improved cylinder choke tube and a choke wrench.  (45436-9)

1800. THEATER KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a modified British pattern 1888 bayonet with sheath.  The knife measures 12 1/4" and has
a 7 1/2" double edged blade that has been heavily sharpened.  The ricasso markings are faint but still partially visible and the name
Wilkinson is present.  The original wood grip panels have been replaced with newer red composite ones and the lug channel has been
filled.  The metal surfaces have several areas of minor pitting and polishing marks.  The included leather sheath is a modern USMC style
and is not marked.  (45436-1)

1801. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of two bayonet with scabbards.  First is a Spanish 1893 bayonet that measures 14 3/4" long and has
a 9 3/4" blade.  The metal has areas of light oxidation staining and fine pitting, the ricasso markings have been polished and are very faint.
The wood grip panels rate excellent and the leather bodied scabbard has some minor cracking and crazing.  The second is a British No.4
Mk II spike bayonet.  This bayonet has been chrome plated and has moderate to heavy flaking with light handling marks throughout.  A
steel scabbard in included.  Both are in very good condition overall.  (45436-3)

1802. GERMAN DAGGER LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked German Fireman's dress knife with scabbard.  The knife measures 14
1/2" long with a 9 1/2" blade and has a bright nickel finish with some minor flaking throughout.  The grip has checkered, black com-
posite panels that rate excellent.  The included steel scabbard has some minor flaking as well.  An excellent example of these German
dress daggers.  (45436-2)

1803. SHOOTER'S LOT  This lot consists of a mixed bag of sporting items.  Included are an Outers 38 caliber pistol cleaning kit, ten pieces
each of 22 LR and 9mm orange plastic dummy cartridges, a package of Armsport 9mm snap-caps and ten 380 snap caps.  All are in like-
new condition and in their original packaging except for the 380's.  Also included is a faded leather German magazine pouch for the k98
Mausers.  (45436-4,6)

1804. LOT OF MUZZLELOADING SABOTS  This lot consists of three packages of Thompson/Center .50 caliber Sabot ammunition.
Included are one full package of 15 Shock Wave 300 grain sabots (8215) and two packages of 20 Mag Express 230 grain Sure Fire HP
sabots (8206).  All are in as-new condition.  (45436-7)

1805. LASER LOT  This lot consists of Laserlyte pistol laser sights and accessories.  Included are two universal pistol laser sights that are black
and have push-button activation, one stainless laser sight, one shotgun mounting kit and one bore alignment kit.  All of the items are indi-
vidually packaged and in their original packaging.  The packages have been opened but the contents appear to be complete.  (45436-8)

1806. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of six boxes of centerfire rifle and pistol ammunition.  Included are: a full box of 20 PMC 223 Rem
55 grain FMJ-BT,  a full box of 20 American Eagle 223 Rem 55 grain FMJ-BT,  a full box of 20 Sellier & Bellot 8X57 JS 196 grain FMJ, a par-
tial box of Spanish Military 9mm FMJ ammunition containing 17 rounds, a full box of 15 German Military 8mm Mauser with "P198" head-
stamps and a full box of 15 Italian 6.5 Carcano steel case ammunition in brass stripper clips.  All are in excellent condition.  (45436-5)

1807. MACHETE LOT  This lot consists of a Frost Cutlery machete with sheath in its original box.  The machete measures 21" long with a 14
1/2" bright stainless "bowie" style blade.  The ricasso is marked "Frost Grain".  The machined aluminum grip has black ebony scales.  The
included sheath is black leather and the maroon box is torn on one corner.  An excellent example overall.  (45387-4)

1808. COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Rambo III commemorative knife by United Cutlery and designed by Gil
Hibben.  This large fantasy bowie style knife measures 16" long with an 11" bright stainless steel blade and has hardwood grip panels and
a black lanyard.  The ricasso is marked with Gil Hibben's signature and the top edge is marked "RAMBO III".  Included are the original
box and tan leather sheath.  The box contains a certificate of authenticity.  A like-new example overall of these popular movie inspired
knives.  (45387-5)

1809. LOT OF REFERENCE BOOKS  This lot consists of seven paperback firearms reference books.  Included are: 2001 Standard Catalog
Of Firearms: 11th Edition, 1997 Gun Digest: 51st Edition, 1999 Gundigest: 53rd Edition, Gun Digest Book Of Modern Gun Values: 7th
Edition, Gun Trader's Guide: 9th Edition, Handloader's Digest: 12th Edition, and The Gun Digest Book Of Pistolsmithing.  All good refer-
ence materials and in excellent condition.  (45387-8)

1810. FOREND LOT  This lot consists of two walnut replacement forearms for Winchester 94 rifles.  First is a vintage darker finish forearm
that has a small 2" crack at the forward edge and several light dings.  The crack could be easily fixed by a qualified wood man.  Second
is a newer, lighter finished forearm similar to those found on the commemorative rifles.  It is in excellent condition and has some nice fig-
ure in the grain.  (45387-6,7)
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1811. LOT OF M14/M1A STOCKS  This lot consist of three stocks and two handguards for the M14/M1A rifle.  First is a brown com-
posite M14 buttstock that has no hardware except the front sling swivel and has several light dings.  Next is an unfinished wood M14
buttstock with buttplate, swivel and other small metal hardware pieces.  Third is a digital desert camo composite M1A buttstock with
buttplate and hardware but no forward swivel.  Lastly are two composite handguards.  One is brown and ventilated and has the metal
retention clip, the other is painted with a snow camo pattern and does not have the clip.  All are in excellent condition.  (44343-76)

1812. AMMUNITION CRATE LOT  This lot consists of a Frankford Arsenal ammunition crate that originally held 1200 rounds of ball 30
M1 ammunition.  The crate measures 18 1/2" long by 9 3/8" deep and is 14 3/4" high to the top of the lid.  The box is painted brown and
has a red stripe that runs around the middle.  The stenciled lettering is visible on all four sides and the crate appears to be dated "1-10-
20".  The lid is held into position with brass wingnuts.  An excellent example overall.  (45988-16768A)

1813. LOT OF WOODEN AMMUNITION CRATES  This lot consists of four wood ammunition crates for sporting ammunition.  First is
a Federal crate for 20 gauge Hi-Power shotshells 2 3/4" 1oz #6.  The crate measures 14 1/2" x 8" x 8" and is in excellent condition.  Only
a small part of the original lid is intact.  Second is the same as the first but appears slightly newer and does not retain any of the lid.  The
third is similar to the second crate but is for 12 gauge 1 1/4oz #4 and measures 15" x 9" x 9".  Lastly is a Western Cartridge Company
crate for Super-X 12 gauge 2 3/4" 1 1/4"oz No. 0 Buckshot.  The crate measures 14 3/4" x 9 1/4" x 8 3/4" and does not have a lid.  The
crates rate excellent with some minor staining and visible stenciled labels.  The Western crate has white paint splattered on two sides and
is missing a large sliver at one of its bottom corners.  (44471-4)

1814. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of two U.S. socket bayonets without scabbards.  The first is a "US" marked Model 1868/69
Cadet bayonet that measures 17" long and has a 14" blade.  The second is a Model 1873 bayonet that is also "US'' marked and mea-
sures 21" long and has an 18" blade.  The bayonets both have rich brown patinas with areas of light surface oxidation and mild pitting and
are in very good to near excellent condition overall.  (46569-4)

1815. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a "US" marked Model 1873 Trapdoor bayonet.  The bayonet measures 21" long and has an
18" blade.  The metal surfaces have light surface oxidation throughout, and the base of the blade is also marked with "J" below the "US".
A very good example overall.  (45810-24H)

1816. ROLLING BLOCK SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked socket bayonet that measures 20 3/4" long and
has an 18" three sided blade.  The metal is mostly bright but has areas of light staining and some light pitting present.  The socket's inside
diameter is .72" and will most likely fit a Remington Rolling Block rifle.  The locking ring has been repaired with a small weld.  A near excel-
lent example overall that does not include a scabbard.  (458763-41B)

1817. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a "US" marked Model 1873 socket bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet retains
most of its original blue finish and measures 20 3/4" long with an 18" blade.  The bayonet has a few light handling and tool marks, along
with some minor staining and a few areas of light surface oxidation.  The steel bodied scabbard is a rich brown and has light pitting through-
out.  The scabbard retains the leather hanger with a brass "US" disc.  The leather is becoming faded and has minor crazing and light cracks
throughout.  An excellent example overall.  (46140-57F)

1818. U.S. SABRE BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1855 saber style bayonet for the Colt Revolving Rifle.  The bayonet
measures 27 1/2" long with a 22 1/2" yataghan style blade.  The ricasso is marked "C&J" and there is a "Y" marked on the guard and a
small "6" or "9" marked on the base of the pommel.  The blade and guard are a rich brown that is blending with gray, there are several
light impact marks along the edge of the blade and light handling marks throughout.  The brass grip has a mild ochre patina and a few
light impact marks as well.  No scabbard is included.  A great example of these pre-Civil War-era bayonets.  (46529-10)

1819. TURKISH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Turkish Model 1874 Peabody saber bayonet.  The bayonet measures 28" long and
has a 22 1/2" yataghan style blade that has a few minor nicks along its edge.  The bayonet is unmarked with the exception of a small "C"
stamped on the ricasso and has areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard and the checkered
leather grips rate about good and are cracked on one side.  The lug retention spring is broken and the retention parts are missing.  A
scabbard is included but is missing the lower portion leaving 2" of the blade exposed when sheathed.  The remaining leather has minor
crazing and a few minor cracks, the iron throat is intact.  An about very good example overall.  (46659-5)

1820. SHEATH AND SCABBARD LOT  This lot consists of three bayonet scabbards and 14 assorted leather and nylon knife sheaths.
The scabbards include a U.S. M8A1, a steel bodied German 1898/05 and what appears to be a Spanish 1893 leather scabbard with brass
throat and tip.  The scabbards are in very good condition and have some areas of minor surface oxidation on the steel and tarnish on the
brass.  The remaining scabbards are all different sizes and styles and include open, flap and pouch style examples.  The conditions vary
as well from very good to excellent.  (44497-4V)

1821. SHOOTER'S LOT  This lot consists of an assortment of various shooting and firearms cleaning items.  Included are: a Lawrence #24S
brown leather revolver belt holster, a Bucheimer Detective clip holster for a S&W J frame snub-nosed revolver, three leather slings and a
package of leather laces, a small bag of assorted cleaning patches, a vintage Sears tin with silicon cloth, a small bag of assorted cleaning
rod sections, a small bag of assorted shotgun brushes and wipes, two tubes of RIG, one tube of Gunslick, one bottle of Nu Stock and one
of Buck honing oil, a bag with three tubes of Daisy BB's and a container of Sheridan .20 caliber pellets, two Bushnell Boresighter arbors,
a package of Benelli shotgun stock spacers, a Universal Borescope, a package of Williams QD swivels with ring style mounting kit, a set
of 1" swivels and a set of laminate wood Old Model Single Action Army revolver grips.  All items are in very good to excellent condition,
some are like new and in the original packaging.  (44567-3)

1822. PARTS LOT  This lot consists of two items for a 1903 style rifle.  Included are a bottom metal assembly and a Lyman 48S aperture receiv-
er sight.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44567-3A)

1823. PARTS LOT  This lot consists of two items for Mossberg Model 44 and similar rifles.  Included are a No. 175 rear aperture sight with
mounting screws and a single detachable 22 Short magazine.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44567-3B)

1824. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two boxes of rimfire 22 ammunition.  First is a box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Magnum
JHP.  The yellow box with red labels has been lightly crushed along the sides and has some minor fraying.  The box contains 36 rounds of
correct ammunition.  Second is a red and green box of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22 Long Rifle LRN.  The end flaps are missing and
the box contains 48 rounds of correct ammunition.  Also included are five loose rounds of Winchester 22 LR copper jacket.  (44567-3C)

1825. SIGHT LOT  This lot consists of 19 Ashley Outdoors sight products.  Included are: two Ruger Mini-14 Ranch Rifle ghost-ring rear aper-
ture sights (22-2082-000-8 & 22-2082-000-9), two aperture ghost-rings (23-2003A-230-4 & 23-2003-A-190-4), two #22-2015A045-1
ghost-ring aperture sights, 11 #11-2006A-600-2 front sight posts, one #22-2069A-500-9 Weaver Backup ghost-ring aperture sight and
two packages of #81-2006A- 600-1X front sight test posts (some are in an incorrectly labeled package).  A set of installation instructions
are also included.  All are in excellent condition and are their original packaging.  (44287-40)

1826. SIGHT LOT  This lot consists of several sight parts to the Remington 514 rifle.  Included are: ten rear sights, nine sight elevators, seven
front sights and six mounting screws.  All are in excellent condition, a few of the rear sights have some light surface oxidation on the under-
side.  (44287-40A)
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1827. LOT OF FIRED BRASS  This lot consists of 13 boxes of Sellier & Bellot once-fired 30-06 brass.  Each box contains 20 pieces of brass
which remain mostly bright.  The boxes are stored in a green metal ammo can that has some areas of minor surface oxidation.  (43634-B9B4)

1828. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard.  The bayonet measures
20 1/2" long with a 15 3/4" blade that has a few light dings along its edge.  The metal is an overall mottled gray with a few specks of light
surface oxidation present.  The muzzle ring has some minor oxidation and pitting.  The grip has a replacement set of brown composite
grips that rate excellent but are a poor fit along the base.  The included green composite bodied scabbard rates very good and has some
minor flaking and light surface oxidation on the metal throat and hook.  A near excellent example overall.  (44349-20)

1829. KNIFE LOT  This Lot consists of two decorative knives.  First is a small sword that measures 24" long and had an 18" three-sided blade.
The blade is hollow on the reverse side and the tip has been ground to a point, there are a few small dings along the edge.  The sword
resembles a rapier and has a decorative brass guard and grip with hood handle.  The steel metal surfaces are a mottled brown while the
brass has a rich dark patina.  The second item is a decorative Jambiya style knife with wood scabbard.  The knife measures 14" long and
has an 8" curved blade that has never had a sharpened edge.  The wood grip has brass wire inlays done in ethnic patterns with red com-
posite circle pattern and teardrop-shaped inlays.  The scabbard features similar designs along with three bands, the fourth is missing.  An
excellent trade knife made for the tourist market.  (43615-6G)

1830. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German 1884/98 bayonet by F.W. Holler with scabbard and frog.  The bayonet mea-
sures 15 1/4" with a 10" blade marked "S/175" on the ricasso and numbered "3705b" on the reverse, the spine is dated "37".  The metal
is a mottled gray overall with a few scattered areas of light pitting and light oxidation staining present.  The wood grips have some minor
dings and light chips but rate very good.  The pommel has visible Waffenamts.  The included blue steel scabbard is not matching but is in
excellent condition.  The brown leather frog is unmarked but is similar overall condition with some very light crazing and a few very small
cracks.  (46503-6)

1831. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German 1884/98 bayonet by Coppel with scabbard and frog.  The bayonet mea-
sures 15 1/4" with a 10" blade marked "43 fnj" on the ricasso and numbered "3926j" on the reverse.  The metal surfaces retain a good
amount of original blue that is blending with areas of very light surface oxidation, the edge portion of the blade and tip have been polished
bright.  The wood grips rate excellent and have a few light scratches, the pommel has two small Waffenamts present.  The included steel
bodied scabbard is not matching and is an overall mottled gray.  The black leather frog in unmarked and rates excellent.  (43615-6CC)

1832. GERMAN DRESS BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked German dress bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures
12 3/4" long with a 7 3/4" blade.  The metal surfaces have a bright nickel finish with some areas of minor flaking on the grip.  The grip has
checkered black composite grips that rate excellent.  The steel scabbard has a black enamel finish that has moderate flaking and a minor
dent on the back.  A very good to near excellent example overall that is not maker identified.  (43615-6DD)

1833. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Model 1898/05 butcher style bayonet by Pack Ohliger & Co with scabbard.
The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long with a 14 1/2" lightly sharpened blade that is dated 1916 on the spine.  The metal surfaces have vary-
ing amounts of mottled gray and light oxidation and pitting, the grooved wood grips rate excellent.  The included steel scabbard is in sim-
ilar condition and has a few very small dents.  (43615-6CC1)

1834. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Model 1898/02 butcher style sawback bayonet by P.D. Luneschloss with
scabbard and frog.  The bayonet measures 19 1/2" long with a 14 1/4" blade that is dated 1915 on the spine.  The metal surfaces are a
mottled gray with areas of light pitting throughout.  The grooved wood grips rate near excellent, one panel has a small chip.  The includ-
ed leather bodied scabbard rates excellent.  The steel throat and tip are a mottled brown and the brown leather frog is unmarked and has
minor fraying on the edges.  A very good example overall.  (43615-6N)

1835. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three magazines.  Included are an unmarked blued magazine for a S&W 3914, a Kart Sporting
Arms 1911 45 ACP blued steel magazine and a unmarked 30 round M1 Carbine magazine with a bright chrome finish.  All are in excel-
lent condition.  (43615-4AA)

1836. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two magazines for the Colt Woodsman 22 semi-auto pistol.  The first is marked "CAL. 22/COLT"
on the floorplate and has a two-toned body with minor fading to the blue finish.  The second is unmarked and appears to be an after-
market copy.  Both are in excellent condition.  (43615-4C)

1837. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of a single five round Winchester Model 69 detachable magazine.  The blued magazine is Winchester
marked on the base and has some very light handling wear and a few specks of light surface oxidation.  An excellent example overall.
(43615-4C1)

1838. LOT OF GRIPS  This lot consists of six sets of pistol and revolver grips.  First is a set of checkered wood grips for the Luger P08 pis-
tol that rate excellent and appear to be unfinished.  Second is a set of 1911 diamond checkered grips that rate very good.  Next are two
sets of Colt factory checkered wood grips for the New Service and similar revolvers that rate near excellent, one has some minor chipping
along the bottom edge of one panel.  Next are two left side panels with thumb rests for early style Colt Woodsman pistols that rate excel-
lent; one has finger grooves.  Lastly is a cast bronze set of Single Action Army style grips.  The right featuring the Rampant Colt logo and
an Indian brave, the left having the Rampant Colt and a flying eagle with lightning in the background.  These are not intended to be mount-
ed, but are interesting still.  (43615-4A)

1839. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four steel 9mm magazines for the MAC 10 and 10A1 pistols.  Each is a 36 round capacity
and is marked "Made In U.S.A." but is not maker marked.  All are in excellent condition and may have a few areas of very light surface
oxidation.  (46738-6A)

1840. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four steel 9mm magazines for the MAC 10 and 10A1 pistols.  Three are 36 round capacity and
are marked "Made In U.S.A.", one appears to be a 32 round aftermarket mag and is not marked.  All are in about excellent condition and
may have a few areas of very light surface oxidation.  (46738-6B)

1841. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four steel 9mm magazines for the MAC 10 and 10A1 pistols.  Three are 36 round capacity and
are marked "Made In U.S.A.", one appears to be a 32 round aftermarket mag and is not marked.  All are in excellent condition and may
have a few areas of very light surface oxidation.  (46738-6C)

1842. LUGER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of one WWII German Luger Holster crisply marked “C. HEINICHEN/DRESDEN/1939” with
a clear WaA706 Waffenamt. The smooth black leather remains in excellent condition, showing 90% original finish with only light scuffs and
impressions scattered across the surface. All stitching remains intact and tight. The closure strap remains supple, showing only light age
cracking. The outer portion of the top edge of the holster has been cut away revealing more of the pistol when holstered.  The interior is
in equally excellent condition with intact lifting strap and tool pouch. Overall a very nice holster, that has been slightly modified but is still
in near excellent condition. (46335-19)

1843. STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a British Lancaster Mk I stock. The stock exhibits wear and bruises consistent with a vintage military
arm. The stock includes the barrel retaining screw, rear tensioning screw as well as brass buttplate and sling swivel. The metal surfaces
exhibit wear and impact marks retaining portions of original finish. In good to very good condition overall.  (46627-9D)
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1844. NIKON SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Nikon Monarch UCC series 3.5-10x50 riflescope.  The scope has a matte finish and fea-
tures a duplex reticle with illuminated center crosshairs.  The reticle can be changed from red to green and scope has excellent optics.
The tube has a few light rings marks from having been mounted but scope is in excellent condition otherwise.  (46759-41A)

1845. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 2-7x33 gloss finish riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle with
crisp, excellent optics.  The tube has light ring marks from being mounted but rates excellent overall.  Included are a set of Butler Creek
flip-up lens covers.  (46407-1A)

1846. LYMAN SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Lyman All-American 4X riflescope.  This vintage scope features a crosshair reticle and has excel-
lent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition overall.  (46777-7B)

1847. NIKON SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Nikon 4x40 gloss blue riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright excel-
lent optics.  A set of rings to fit a Weaver style base are included and scope is in excellent condition.  (46779-D29696A)

1848. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield 4X riflescope.  The scope features a duplex widefield reticle and has
excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but remains in excellent condition overall.  (46779-D29255A)

1849. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold M8-4X compact gloss blue riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics.  The tube has some minor ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition overall.  (46806-1A)

1850. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold VX-II 1-4x20 matte blue riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle
with bright optics.  The tube has a few, very light ring marks but scope is in excellent condition overall.  The original Leupold box is
included.  (46795-3A)

1851. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 gloss blue riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright excellent optics.  The tube has some minor ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition overall.  (46779-D29180A)

1852. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 matte silver riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and
has bright excellent optics.  The tube has some minor ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition overall.  (46797-9A)

1853. KOLLMORGEN SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a 6X Kollmorgen Bear Cub riflescope.  This fixed power scope features a post and
crosshair reticle and has excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks but is in excellent condition.  (46780-S17756A)

1854. U.S. FLARE PISTOL LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M8 World War II vintage 37mm flare pistol by the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
Company serial #E-31941.  This "1942" dated flare pistol has a lightly fading plum finish on the barrel and blued frame with areas of light
flaking and light surface oxidation and light pitting on both.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent.  A very good condition exam-
ple overall.  (46625-51) {NON-GUN} (75/150)

1855. U.S. FLARE PISTOL LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M8 World War II vintage 37mm flare pistol by the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
Company serial #E-009282.  This "1942" dated flare pistol has a moderately fading plum finish on the barrel and blued frame with minor
fading and areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting on both.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent.  A very good condi-
tion example overall.  (46739-4) {NON-GUN} (75/150)

1856. U.S. FLARE PISTOL LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M8 World War II vintage 37mm flare pistol by the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
Company serial #E-117216.  This undated flare pistol has a brown finish mixing with areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The black
enamel finished grip frame has moderate flaking with little original finish remaining.  The checkered black hard rubber grips rate excellent.
A very good example overall.  (46739-3) {NON-GUN} (75/150)

1857. U.S. FLARE PISTOL LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M8 World War II vintage 37mm flare pistol by the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
Company serial #E-146432.  This vintage flare pistol has little original finish and is mostly either a mottled brown or gray aluminum mixing
with areas of light surface oxidation and light handling marks throughout.  The frame has light pitting throughout as well and the model
markings have been polished and not fully discernable.  The checkered black hard rubber grips rate very good and have some minor chip-
ping along the bases.  A good example overall.  (46246-5) {NON-GUN} (50/75) 

1858. LOT OF AK-47 STOCKS This lot consists of a complete set of European hardwood furniture for a Zastava or similar AK-47 rifle. The
buttstock features a rubber butt pad over the traditional flat metal style and does not have a slot for cleaning equipment storage. The wood
surfaces feature a traditional oil finish exhibiting minor wear from handling and storage. In excellent condition overall.  (66247-15A4) 

1859. LOT OF AK-47 STOCKS  This lot consists of a complete set of European hardwood furniture for a Zastava or similar AK-47 rifle. The
buttstock features a rubber butt pad instead of the traditional flat metal. There is no hole for the cleaning kit. The pistolgrip is missing the
easily obtainable attachment bolt. The wood surfaces feature traditional oil finish with minimal wear from handling and storage, in excel-
lent condition overall.  (66247-15A3)

1860. AR-15/M16 LOT  This lot consists of :(2) armorers wrenches; (3)headspace gauges; (1)CAR-15 flash suppressor; (1) flash sup-
pressor believed to be for a FN/FAL; (3) firing pins. The flash suppressors retain 95% original blue finish with light overall wear from han-
dling and storage. The firing pins exhibit minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-34A6)

1861. LOT OF STOCKS  This lot consists of a hardwood buttstock and forend for the Israeli type heavy barrel FN/FAL rifle or similar clones.
The oil finished wood exhibits beautiful grain and minor wear from handling and storage. The buttstock features the extendable shoulder
rest. Also included is a traditional fold-over carry handle exhibiting minor wear. In excellent condition overall.  (66247-15A5)

1862. STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a hardwood buttstock for the Valmet semi-auto rifle. The exterior wood surfaces exhibit a traditional
oil finish with beautiful grain and minor wear. The buttplate is black plastic and exhibits a minor crack on the left side near the toe. The
stock features a side sling attachment with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-15A6)  

1863. RUGER LOT  This lot consists of: (1) 22LR,4 3/4”, Ruger MKI tapered barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% orig-
inal blue finish with a small scuff on the right side just behind the front sight; (1) Ruger MKI magazine. The floorplate exhibits the Ruger
eagle in red with the metal surfaces retaining 97% original blue finish. The magazine exhibits minor wear from limited use with the lot in
excellent condition overall.  (66247-29A1)

1864. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of (4) trigger enhancement devices to make a firearm function as if it were fully automatic. Two
of the devices are designed to fit the SKS rifle, one is designed to fit a Ruger Mini-14 or Cobray M11 and the fourth is generic. The devices in
the lot appear complete, in the original wrappers with instructions and are in excellent to almost new condition overall.  (66247-29A2)

1865. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of (4) trigger enhancement devices to make a firearm function as if it were fully automat-
ic. One device is for the SKS rifle and the other three are generic designed to attach to most triggerguards. The devices are in the origi-
nal wrappers with instructions and are in excellent to almost new condition overall.  (66247-29A3)
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1866. REVOLVER LOT  This lot consists of (3) single action revolver cylinders and (1) double action revolver cylinder: The first is a stainless
steel cylinder in 22 magnum for a Ruger single-six model revolver; the second is a blued cylinder in 45ACP believed to fit a large caliber
Ruger revolver; the third is a blued cylinder in 22 magnum believed to be for a EAA Bounty Hunter revolver; the fourth is a blued cylinder
in 38 special believed to fit a S&W revolver. The last cylinder is missing the extractor and extractor parts. The stainless steel cylinder exhibits
mild overall wear. The three blued cylinders retain 97-99% original blued finish with minor wear and the occasional scuff from handling
and storage. In excellent condition overall.  (66247-29A4)

1867. VICKERS LOT  This lot consists of an assortment of Vickers machine gun parts including a 28 1/4” barrel in 303 British with a fair bore,
water jacket, spade grip and rear sight assembly as well as other key components. The metal surfaces exhibit wear and oxidation staining
most notably on the barrel.  This is an excellent parts lot for the Vickers owner.  (66247-66A2)

1868. FAL LOT  This lot consists of an FN/FAL Tri-Lux scope with mount. The scope’s metal surfaces have turned a light gray color with sil-
vering on the high edges as well as a few scuffs from use. The mount retains 97% original blue black finish with two or three minor scuffs.
The optics on this 4X scope remain clear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66247-43A5)

1869. MAC LOT  This lot consists of: (1) 5 3/4",45 ACP, MAC10 barrel with an excellent to almost new bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish with minimal wear; (1) walnut buttstock for the MAC. The wood exhibits minor wear and the metal attachment retains
95% original phosphate finish with silvering at the contact points. In excellent condition overall.  (66247-29A5)

1870. AR-15 LOT  This lot consists of a complete, unmarked AR-15 upper with A2 sights, bolt carrier group and charging handle. The bar-
rel measures 20" with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original phosphate finish with minor scuffing near the birdcage
flash suppressor and front sight post with bayonet lug. There are also minor wear marks of the underside of the fixed carry handle from a
scope mount. In excellent condition overall.  (66738-7A)

1871. STEN LOT  This lot consists of: (1) Sten MKIII fixed metal buttstock. The metal surfaces exhibit 98% refinished color with only a few
scuffs; (1) Sten pistolgrip buttstock believed to fit the MKIII. The metal surfaces exhibit 98% refinished black color; (1) Sten recoil buffer
to fit all models Sten smg's. The buffer is in the original wrapper. Also included is a 9mm stick magazine for a STEN, the lot in excellent
refinished condition.  (66247-29A6)

1872. BARREL LOT  This lot consists of: (1) 10 1/2", 9mm, UZI barrel with an excellent bore and black synthetic forend grip. The barrel retains
97% original phosphate finish with light scuffs and wear; (1) 6 1/2", 9mm, MAC-9 barrel with an excellent bore and a 7 1/2" faux sup-
pressor. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue/black finish with a few light scuffs from handling and storage. The suppressor retains
95% original black finish with noticeable wear on one side.; (1) 6 1/2" faux suppressor for the 380ACP, MAC-11 with 98% original black
finish; (2)TAPCO recoil buffers for the M-11, 380ACP and M-9,M-10. This is the perfect lot, which is in excellent condition overall, for the
MAC owner.  (66247-29A7) 

1873. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of: (1) military issue cleaning kit for the G3 or HK91; (1) military issue cleaning kit for the
FN/FAL; (1) BMF activator. This device makes the rifle fire similar to full auto. The device appears unused and is in the original box with
instructions. (3)Buffer Technologies recoil buffer for the FN or similar clones. The cleaning kits appear complete but may be missing a brush
or oiler. In excellent condition overall.  (66247-34B1A)

1874. LOT OF SLINGS  This lot consists of approximately 20 nylon or canvas rifle slings in various colors. The slings are primarily military
slings exhibiting  various degrees of condition from lightly used to new, three are designed for the FN FAL rifle. A fine lot in excellent con-
dition overall.  (66247-38A1)

1875.  LOT OF INERT ORDNANCE  Includes a large assortment of inert practice grenades (9), brass artillery shells (5), casings (2) and
bombs (4).  Items are in very good to excellent condition.  (106247-36)

1876. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of a reproduction German M96 shoulder stock and leather harness. The shoulder stock features
authentic lines with the butt plate opening to store the pistol. The leather harness is brown. The harness features a slot for a cleaning rod
and exterior pouch. The shoulder stock and harness exhibit minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-37A1)

1877. NRA LOT  This lot consists of: (3) NRA pocket knives. (2) of the pocket knives measure 4" overall with clip point blades, white synthetic
scales. The third measures 2 3/4" overall  with a clip point blade and white synthetic scales. All three knives appear unsharpened with the
knives denoting Benefactor, Patron and Millennium member; (7) lapel pins; (2) coins. The pins and coins are in the original containers with
the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-38A3)

1878. LOT OF SCOPE MOUNTS  Total of three: (1) side attach scope mount for an AK-47 or similar rail; (1) B-Square scope mount with
weaver type rail believed to fit a Ruger Mini-14. The attachment screw is missing but should be obtainable from the manufacturer. (1) Israeli
scope mount believed to be for an M-16. The metal surfaces retain a majority of original blue or phosphate finish with the lot in very good
condition overall.  (66247-34B1B)

1879. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR
QUAKER RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #522648, 26 1/2” part steel

part wood “barrel”.  The metal surfaces are primarily a pleasing plum patina showing scattered
light oxidation and handling dings with some pitting in the area surrounding the serial number and nose of the

hammer.  The center “barrel” retains about 50% of its original black paint, the balance has flaked and shows some minor
scratches and impact marks; the rear sight is no longer present.  The stock rates about very good with overall minor dings and

handling marks, more moderate along the left side with a right-side crack from the rear band retaining spring forward to the ramrod chan-
nel, it seems stable and was likely repaired.  There are a number of rack marks on the stock, the lock is crisp and mechanically functional
and the ramrod bayonet is present but currently frozen in place.  This example appears to be a 2nd type 1884 cadet version training rifle,
having only 2 bands and being of the shorter length with one piece 1888-style triggerguard.  (36637-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1880. LOT OF RECOIL PADS  This lot consists of (7) slip on recoil pads in small and large sizes and (1)Pachamyr "Pre-fit" Decelerator
recoil pad for a Remington M700BDL. A majority of the pads are in their original wrappers with a list of firearms that the pads will fit. In
excellent to almost new condition overall.  (66247-29A2A)

1881. LOT OF STOCKS  This lot consists of: (1) hardwood, French MAS forend stock and upper handguard with metal stack-on fixture; (1)
walnut, M1 Carbine upper handguard; (1) walnut, M-79 grenade launcher forend. The items in this lot exhibit light wear and are in excel-
lent condition overall.  (66247-29A3A)
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1882. SKS LOT  This lot consists of (1) trigger group; (3) rail covers; (1) 10 round, fixed box magazine; (2) flash suppressors; (2) buttplates;
(1) bayonet adapter; (20) 10 round stripper clips; (3) TAPCO recoil buffers, (1) front sight tool, (2) cleaning solvent bottles. The items in
this lot are military issue with exception of the rail covers, exhibiting wear and scuffing from handling and storage. In excellent condition
overall.  (66247-29A4A)

1883. LOT OF CLEANING EQUIPMENT  This lot consists of (6) communist bloc cleaning solvent bottles; (2) pistolgrip inserts for sol-
vents; (1) rope pull through; (1) Dragunov cleaning rod; (1) M-14 cleaning rod; (1) TAPCO recoil buffer kit for an AK or Valmet. The items
in this lot exhibit some wear, in very good condition overall.  (6247-29A5A)

1884. AK-47 LOT  This lot consists of: (1) rail cover with scope rail; (1) laminated wood forend;(1) upper handguard assembly; (1) rubber buttpad,
The rail cover exhibits wear and oxidation staining. The rail is not piccatinney or weaver type, in very good condition overall.  (66247-29A6A)

1885. 1911 LOT  This lot consists of: (3) Colt 45ACP, 8 rnd magazines with McCormick followers; (3) bushing wrenches; (2) recoil springs;
(5) 1911 recoil buffers. The magazines appear to have stainless steel bodies, with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66247-29A7A)

1886. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of: (2) CETME recoil buffers; (1) Ruger 10/22, 10 rnd magazine; (1) e-z loader for UZI or
similar magazines; (1) Ruger Mini-14 front sight hood; Ruger 10/22 trigger assembly; (2) recoil buffers for a Ruger 10/22; (1) recoil buffer
for an UZI; (1) Marlin hammer spur; (1) set of blued, 1", Ruger scope rings; (1) Marlin camp carbine front sight; (1) container of Lyman
#3171076 front target sight inserts; (1) C-96 broomhandle extended magazine shell with spring. The items in this lot exhibit various stages
of wear with the lot in good to very good condition overall.  (66247-29A8A)

1887. LOT OF MAGAZINE POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) green synthetic magazine pouches measuring  6 1/4" x 7 1/4" with
each pouch designed to hold (2) 20 round G3 magazines. The exterior exhibits wear consistent with military use, in excellent condi-
tion overall.  (66247-41A1)

1888. LOT OF HOLSTERS  This lot consists of three black leather holsters: (1) is a Triple K brand flap holster designed to hold a black pow-
der army revolver; (2) is a German flap holster with no markings visible designed to hold the P-38 pistol; (3) is an unmarked flap holster
believed to hold a medium frame revolver with up to a 6" barrel. The holster features cartridge loops above the holster with brass accents.
In very good to excellent condition overall.  (66247-41A2A)

1889. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of (3) nylon inside-the-pants holsters for small, medium and large frame semi-autos; (1) military flap
holster with shoulder harness; (1) Redhead brand cartridge belt size 34-38 designed to hold 38 caliber cartridges. The items in this lot
exhibit light to moderate wear and are in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66247-41A3A)

1890. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of: (2) green leather bayonet frogs; (1) brown leather bayonet frog; (1) brown leather mil-
itary flap holster for a medium frame semi-auto; (1) black leather ammo pouch. None of the items in this lot are marked and exhibit var-
ing degrees of wear. The brown leather bayonet frog exhibits a broken strap. In good to very good condition overall.  (66247-41A4A)

1891. MISCELLANEOUS LOT  This lot consists of : (1) US military, green canvas cleaning rod holder; (1) US military double magazine
pouch for 1911 magazines, marked Avery 1943; (1) unmarked, green canvas scope cover; (1) East German military pouch; (1) Comm-
Bloc, SKS chest rig; (1) Comm-Bloc tan leather magazine pouch with sling. The items in this lot exhibit varing degrees of wear and are in
very good to excellent condition overall.  (66247-41A5A)

1892. AIRGUN LOT  This lot consists of (6) sets of synthetic airgun grips. (2) sets are target style with thumb rest and one set appear to be
similar to 1911 grips with Beeman roundels. The other grips exhibit an "S" roundel on one side and a "P" on the other side. Five sets of
grips are brown in color and the sixth is black. The lot also includes a Beeman barrel sleeve #7130.5. The lot exhibits minor wear and is
in excellent condition overall.  (66247-29A9A)  

1893. BELT AND HOLSTER LOT  Included in this lot is a Hunter Company leather western belt with a right handed Bianchi leather hol-
ster.  The 2” wide belt rates very good overall and includes a chromed belt buckle and 25 cartridge loops which are all filled with verdigris
inside and the belt itself shows some operational marks and scratches in the leather.  The Bianchi holster features a hammer loop and is
in very good condition as well showing some operational marks and scuffs as well as some verdigris along the edges of all 4 screw heads.
The back of the holster states “Bianchi #1898H Large SA” meaning it is designated for large single action revolvers.  (155538-6C1)

1894. BELT AND HOLSTER LOT  Included in this lot is a Hunter Company leather western belt with a right handed Hunter Company leather
holster.  The 2” wide cordovan leather belt is in near excellent condition overall and includes a chromed belt buckle as well as 12 cartridge
loops which are filled with verdigris as well as the edges of the chromed rivets.  The leather holster is in very good to near excellent condi-
tion overall displaying some operational wear along the inside of the holster and some verdigris on the edges of the buttons.  (155538-6C2)

1895. BELT AND HOLSTER LOT  Included in this lot is a Hunter Company leather western belt with a right handed Brauer Bros Mfg. Co.
leather holster.  The 2” wide cordovan leather belt is in near excellent condition overall and includes a chromed belt buckle with 25 car-
tridge loops which have some verdigris inside of them. The Brauer Bros holster is in very good condition as well with a few scratches in
the leather and a bit of wear on the buttons.  (155538-6C5)

1896. HOLSTER LOT  Included in this lot are four holsters total.  First is a Bucheimer vertical leather shoulder holster for a large frame pistol
or revolver with leather and elastic shoulder loops in very good condition overall with some operational wear and scratches.  Second is a
Bianchi #X-15 extra-large frame leather shoulder holster with leather and elastic shoulder loops in very good condition with some han-
dling marks and signs of use.  Third is an Uncle Mike’s right handed size 5 IWB black nylon holster with a Velcro retention strap and is in
excellent condition overall.  The last item is an Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 5 nylon pancake holster with an adjustable retention system in
excellent condition overall.  (156676-17A)

1897. ACCESSORIES LOT  Included in this lot are four items.  First is a green canvas Cabelas shooting bag about 3”x4”x18” in excellent
condition overall.  Second is an OD green canvas belt with metal C-shaped pieces on either side and no buckle present rating very good
with a small amount of verdigris on the rivets and some finish wearing off.  Third is a brown leather belt with a double hook belt buckle in
good condition overall showing some creases in the belt from repetitive use and some verdigris on the metal surfaces.  The last item is a
brown leather Hunter Company rifle sling with a floral design embedded into the wide leather section rating very good to near excellent
overall.  (155538-6C6)

1898. BELTS AND ACCESSORIES LOT  Included in this lot are three items.  First is a 2” wide Jumbo leather shooting belt that rates
very good overall with 12 cartridge loops present with some verdigris inside the loops and on the metal surfaces.  Second is 2 1/2” brown
leather shooting belt made by The George Lawrence Co. and rates very good as well featuring 25 cartridge loops and shows some cracks
in the leather due to lack of maintenance.  The last item is a Boyt leather belt slide cartridge holder with 20 cartridge loops present and
rates excellent overall.  (155538-6C8)
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1899. ASSORTED HOLSTER LOT  This lot contains six items.  First is an OD green GI M-14 20 rd. magazine pouch in very good to near
excellent condition overall, marked US on the front with some faint writing on the inside of the pouch.  Second is a black leather Brauer
Brothers Mfg. Co. right handed hip holster for a small frame pistol in very good condition as well with some verdigris around the edge of
the snap.  Third is a brown leather Hunter Company right handed holster in good to near very good condition with some operational wear
on the outside.  Fourth is a Triple K Brand right handed leather holster sized for a large frame revolver and is in very good condition with
some signs of wear and scratches in the cordovan leather.  Fifth is an unmarked brown leather bayonet frog in good to near very good
condition with some wear and scratches as well as some cracks in the leather and some verdigris on the metal surfaces.  Lastly is an S.D.
Myers black leather right handed drop holster sized for a medium framed revolver, rating very good with some scratches and operational
wear present.  (155538-6C9)

1900. HOLSTER LOT  Included is a right-handed US Graton & Knight Co. M-1916 pistol holster for a US Model 1911A1 pistol made in 1943
and used during WWII.  The brown leather is in good to near very good condition overall showing some scuff marks and typical wear.  The
“US” imprint on the front of the flap is very shallow however still visible and there is some verdigris on all of the rivets on the backside.
This holster would make a great addition to anyone with a taste for WWII collectibles.  (154445-14MH1A)

1901. HOLSTER LOT  Included is a right handed black leather Jay-Pee MP 4 holster in very good condition overall.  The glossy leather still has
a shine to it however there are some small scuffs and operational marks present.  On the top right hand side it is stamped “Regulation 5 PD
NY” and was probably used as a duty holster for a NYPD officer at one time.  An excellent quality Jay-Pee holster overall.  (154260-2)

1902. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES  There are four items included in this lot.  First is a 30 rd. black synthetic Thermold AR-15 mag-
azine in very good condition overall with some dirt patches and handling marks present.  Second is a metal M1 Garand En Bloc clip in good
condition overall with some surface oxidation present as well as some operational marks.  Third is an inert RFX pineapple training grenade
with several missing parts.  The body is in good to near very good condition overall with some of the paint worn down to bare metal.  Lastly
is a trigger housing with an box magazine with follower for a Japanese Arisaka Type 38 rifle in 6.5 Arisaka.  The original finish still shows
some strong spots however most of the metal surfaces show bare metal and some patches of pinprick pitting.  (155988-S16768A-E)

1903. UZI PARTS LOT  This lot consists of 4 items.  First is an Uzi bolt chambered in 45 ACP with 97-98% original matte blue finish with
some light scratches and operational marks present.  Second and third are an Uzi barrel and 10 rd. IMI Israel magazine also in 45 ACP in
excellent to near new condition sealed in plastic packaging.  Lastly is an unmarked saddle mount with a weaver-style scope base attached
to the top of it.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish with some scratches and operational marks.  There is a separate pack-
age of screws, washers and nuts for the saddle mount as well.  (155271-17)

1904. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of three 8 rd. Tokarev magazines for 7.62x25mm.  They all rate very good with some scratch-
es present and a few spots of surface oxidation.  All three magazines have grip extensions on them as well.  (155988-S16768A-D)

1905. CARTRIDGE BOX LOT  This lot consists of a US Model 1885 McKeever cartridge box with 20 cartridge loops sized for 45-70 Govt.
rounds. The black leather is in good to near very good condition overall with some light scuffs and some mildew on the back of the pouch.
An embossed US logo is present on the front flap.  (155267-3)

1906. BARREL LOT  This lot consists of a chrome plated threaded barrel for a Glock Model 22 chambered in 357 Sig with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces are in excellent condition overall with a few light scratches present.  (156724-161A)

1907. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 915 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TZY0909, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue finish on the slide with some very light silvering at the muzzle and one or two fine scratches
present.  The matte black aluminum alloy frame rates excellent overall displaying a couple of light handling marks.  The checkered black
synthetic grips covered by Hogue Slip-On rubber grips with finger grooves are in excellent condition overall.  Included with this pistol are
three magazines, the original factory box and paperwork.  (156724-341) (250/450)

1908. ISSC M22 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EEB039, 22 LR, 5 1/2” ported target barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original brushed chrome finish on the slide.  The black polymer frame with contoured grip rates excellent
overall with a few light handling marks present.  Installed on the muzzle-end of the barrel is a matte black barrel shroud featuring a front
white dot sight to extend sight picture as well as an adjustable white outline rear sight.  Included with this pistol are four magazines, the
original black hard case and tools. An excellent example overall of an M22 Target pistol.  (156724-103) (250/350)

1909. AMT BACK UP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DA34862, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The satin stainless
steel surfaces on the slide, barrel and frame rate excellent overall displaying some light handling marks and a few very fine scratches pre-
sent.  The black checkered Lexan grips are in excellent condition as well. Included with this pistol is the original black hard case and two
magazines.  (156724-129) (250/450)

1910. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #53366, 35 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90-92% original blue finish with some operational wear along the action bars and action tube as well
as some silvering on the high edges.  There is a cluster of a half a dozen impact marks directly over the center of the ejection port and
there is scattered oxidation staining present as well.  This early example is pre-drilled and tapped with no provision for scope mounting.
The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate good overall with numerous chips and scratches present and some finish fad-
ing in several areas.  The ribs on the forend have little to no finish left and are chipped and dinged as well.  This rifle comes with a single
detachable box magazine.  (156520-3464) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1911. WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #709258, 12 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some light pitting and oxidation staining, mostly along the barrel.
The plain pistolgrip walnut “perch-belly” stock and ribbed forend rate very good to near excellent overall with some handling marks and a
1 3/4” deep scratch along the bottom right side of the wrist.  The magazine tube and barrel are incorrectly numbered to the receiver.  A
good field gun.  (156520-2988) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1912. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #333524, 12 Ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some operational loss of the magazine tube and a few areas with some faint oxida-
tion staining.  The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent overall with a few dings and dents present.  A very good
example of a Model 37 shotgun.  (156758-30) {C&R} (150/250)

1913. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #733404, 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with
a near excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some light operational loss on the magazine tube.  The plain wal-
nut pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate very good to near excellent overall with some handling marks and dings present.  The barrel
is numbered with a -2 at the end of the serial number meaning it is the second barrel from the factory.  (156758-4) {C&R} (250/350)

1914. SAVAGE MODEL 24F COMBINATION GUN serial #F102164, 30-30 Win/20 Ga, 24” barrels with bright excellent bores; the
shotgun barrel is choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original matte black finish with a few blemishes present.
The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent overall with some light handling marks displayed.  A one-piece
Weaver rail mount is currently mounted to the receiver and a set of 1” scope rings are included as well.  An excellent example of a Savage
Model 24F in a great combination of calibers. (156520-1449) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
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1915. MOSSBERG 500 MILS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1U.S.15860/92-0545, 12 Ga, 20 1/2” plain barrel choked cylin-
der with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original parkerized finish with some light scratches and handling marks
as well as some operational wear present.  This gun is outfitted with a Mossberg 590 barrel and extended magazine tube.  The black syn-
thetic pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate very good overall and 1/2” by 3/4” section of the right side of the wrist is missing.  A
ghost ring rear sight and orange front blade sight are present.  A worthy investment for home defense purposes.  (156520-1136) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1916. MOSSBERG MODEL 695 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M129309, 12 Ga, 22” rifled deer barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 92-95% original parkerized finish with several scratches and handling marks present.  The black synthet-
ic stippled pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent showing some handling marks.  A single detachable box mag-
azine is included with this shotgun. (156520-1147) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1917. STEVENS MODEL 311 SERIES H BOXOCK DOUBLE
SHOTGUN serial #C968997, 410 bore, 26” matted rib barrels choked modified and

full with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on the bar-
rels.  The color case-hardened frame rates excellent displaying vivid coloring.  The checkered pistolgrip

hardwood buttstock and forend rate near excellent overall with a few dings and dents present.  The length of pull to
the buttplate is 14 1/4” with drops of 1 3/4” and 2 3/4”.  This little Stevens 311 would be perfect for youth hunters or small

game hunters in general.  (156706-18) (500/700)
1918. REMINGTON MODEL 78 SPORTSMAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B6795341, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent

bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish on the rifle with a blemish or two present.  The plain pistolgrip hardwood buttstock
and forend rate near excellent overall displaying a few dings and dents.  Mounted to the receiver is a Tasco World Class 3-9x50mm scope
in excellent condition with bright excellent optics; a pair of lens caps are also included.  A good entry level rifle.  (156791-3) (250/450)

1919. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 101.7 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 Ga, 28” matted rib barrels choked modified and full with
bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish on the barrels.  The case-hardened frame rates very good retain-
ing 85-90% of its vivid color with some areas toning to pewter.  The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to near
excellent overall with a few minor dings and handling marks present.  The length of pull to the black plastic buttplate is 14” with drops of
1 1/2” and 2 3/4”.  (156779-D29631) {C&R} (150/250)

1920. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 30 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #0079366, 22 Mag, 21” octagon barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches present.  The plain straight grip hardwood stock
and forend rate excellent overall with a minor handling mark or two present.  Included with this little rifle is the original factory box, man-
ual, safety lock and sticker.  (156724-208) (250/350)

1921. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 21 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 20 Ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore and a
poly-choke installed.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some small operational loss on the actuating arm and mag-
azine tube.  The receiver has a small amount of engraving on either side.  The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excel-
lent overall with the exception of a few light handling marks.  Made by High Standard, this Ted Williams Model 21 is in excellent condition
overall.  (156758-11) (100/200)

1922. WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #122475, 20 Ga, 26” plain barrel with a very good bore with
a poly-choke installed.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue finish with several areas toned to a brown patina; there is some oper-
ational loss on the magazine tube as well.  The plain walnut pistolgrip “perch-belly” buttstock and forend rate very good overall with some
dings and dents from the years. (156741-39) {C&R} (150/250)

1923. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #808640, 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with several areas toning to pewter with traces of brown due to oxidation staining.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip “perch-belly” buttstock and ribbed forend rate good with some scratches and handling marks; the wood
retains about 65% of its finish.  There is a fine 1 1/4” hairline crack on the bottom side of the wrist emerging from where the wood and
metal meet.  (156758-27) {C&R} (100/200)

1924. STEVENS MODEL 94 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #650L, 410 bore, 26” plain barrel choked improved modified with a
very good bore with some minor pinprick pitting inside.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish on the barrel with some areas
toning to brown and some oxidation staining present.  The frame has speckled surface oxidation and retains about 50-60% of its color
case-hardening with most areas toned to pewter.  The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate very good with a few handling
marks and two lengthy cracks running from both sides of the wrist into the middle of the stock measuring 5” and 7”.  The buttstock is a
bit loose as well.  (156820-2) {C&R} (50/100)

1925. SPANISH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY JANA serial #50480, 410 bore, 26” matted rib barrels choked cylinder and
modified with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on the barrels.  The color case-hardened frame
and tang rate excellent overall displaying small amounts of detailed engraving and exhibit bright color throughout.  The checkered pis-
tolgrip walnut stock and forend rate excellent overall with the exception of a few dings and handling marks.  The length of pull to the
black rubber Pachmayr Old English recoil pad is 14 1/4” with drops of 1 1/4” and 2”.  A nice little Spanish 410 bore in excellent condi-
tion overall.  (156758-37) (200/300) 

1926. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #517042V, 12 ga. 28” plain barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some light patches of speckled oxidation
staining and some faint operational wear on the magazine tube.  The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent
overall with a minor handling mark or two present.  Included with this shotgun is the original manual.  A very good example of an 870
Wingmaster. (156749-5) (250/350)

1927. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #CHXU, 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on the barrel.  The case-hardened frame and tang rate very good retain-
ing about 80-85% of its original color with a few areas toning to brown.  The smooth high gloss pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate
good to near very good with some dings and dents from the years and a few areas where the finish has faded.  A very good example of
an Iver Johnson Champion.  (156758-9) {C&R} (150/250)
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1928. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN 48B SELECT SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #3040874, 12 Ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel with
a bright excellent bore and a poly-choke installed.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a few patches of oxidation stain-
ing on the barrel.  The checkered pistolgrip select grade walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with a few handling marks and dings
present.  A very usable Model 48B shotgun.  (156741-8) (200/300)

1929. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
95-97% original blue finish with some light scratches and blemishes; the barrel and bolt handle are toning to plum brown.  The smooth
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good to near excellent with some dings and handling marks present.  The original black plas-
tic buttplate is included but is chipped at the bottom so it is not currently fitted to the stock. This rifle is currently outfitted with a Redfield
front globe sight and a Lyman 57EW rear aperture sight.  A single detachable magazine is included. (156821-5) {C&R} (250/350)

1930. BEAR SKIN RUG LOT  This lot consists of an Alaskan brown bear rug in very good condition overall.  The measurements are 92”
from muzzle to tail with a 104” wingspan, making this bear slightly over 8’ tall in its day.  Although it is not for certain, this bear was most
likely a sow due to the light brown/blonde fur.  The coat is long in some areas with some shorter patches, indicating it still had its sum-
mer coat and was harvested early in the season.  The paint on the nose and jawline is beginning to flake and one of the claws on the front
left paw is detached, however still present.  A 10” section of the border along the back side of the rear right leg has a slot in it that would
need to be sewn back to the hide.  This rug was fashioned by the Jonas Brother’s Taxidermy out of Seattle and rates very good overall
and would make a nice addition to any hunter’s game room.  (156755-1) (600/800) 

1931. UNMARKED GERMAN SIDE LEVER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 410 bore, 28” plain barrel choked cylinder with a very good
bore with some pitting present.  The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue finish with some of the areas toning to a light brown patina.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and schnabel forend rate very good overall with some spots where the finish is fading.  A small
hole on the bottom of the buttstock from a swivel stud has been poorly patched. (156735-12) (250/350)

1932. SAVAGE MODEL 1909 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #3959, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces have mostly begun toning to a brown patina with some patches of oxidation staining present as well.  There is a bit of silvering at
the muzzle and on the high edges also.  The plain round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and ribbed forend rate good to near very good
with some dings and scratches from the years with a few sections where the finish is fading.  This rifle comes with two detachable facto-
ry magazines.  (156761-9) {C&R} (200/400)

1933. STEVENS NO. 12 MARKSMAN FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #K86, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue finish which has toned to a brown patina throughout the barrel with some areas of light pitting;
the frame is more of a mottled pewter color.  The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate very good overall with some dings
and dents present.  A nice little rifle that is very shootable would make a great entry level youth gun.  (156732-2) {C&R} (75/150)
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1934. MOSSBERG MODEL 26-C FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 LR, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue finish on the barrel with some surface oxidation here and there.  The frame, tang, hammer and lever are a mot-
tled brown gray patina and display a lot of oxidation staining.  The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate good to near very
good condition with several handling marks and dents from the years; a couple of 1” cracks are emerging from the tang.  A good to near
very good example of a Model 26-C.  (156735-9) {C&R} (75/150)

1935. STEVENS TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #4110, 38 cal C.F., 28” octagonal barrel with a very good bore with the excep-
tion of a 4” section at the breech end of barrel which shows some pitting and surface oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original
blue finish on the barrel with some scattered surface oxidation present.  The frame, hammer, triggerguard and tang are all toning to a mot-
tled brown gray patina with a few light patches of oxidation staining.  The plain straight grip walnut buttstock rates very good with some
dings and scratches from the years.  A good to near very good example of a Stevens Tip-Up rifle.  (156492-18) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1936. STEVENS MODEL 106 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #415ZW, 44 cal, 26” plain barrel with a good to near very good bore
with some minor pitting.  The metal surfaces on the barrel are completely toning to pewter and have little to no remnants of blue left, with
some oxidation staining present as well.  The case-hardened receiver has a few traces of color left but is mostly toned to pewter as well.
The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to near very good with some handling marks and patches where the finish is
fading.  The hinge screw has been replaced with a hexhead bolt. (156781-9) (100/200)

1937. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #8512, 351 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish on the mail-order-proof barrel with some areas toning to pewter and some light scratches pre-
sent.  The receiver and triggerguard are a mottled gray brown with some oxidation staining present.  The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and forend rate good to near very good with some handling marks and dings present and what used to be a crack running the entire
length of the left side of the forearm that has been since filled in.  The black plastic buttplate is not original to the firearm making the length
of pull 13 7/8”.  No magazine is included with this rifle.  (156781-5) (150/250)

1938. REMINGTON MODEL 742 BDL WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7485453, 30-06, 22” barrel with a very
good bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue finish with some silvering at the muzzle and a bit of surface oxidation on the
receiver; the action is unable to open due to the receiver being bent at an obtuse angle at the ejection port area.  The basketweave check-
ered pistolgrip buttstock with left side flared cheekpiece displays some handling marks and flaking finish.  The entire top half of the wrist
is missing and exposing the metal stock bolt and there is a large chip missing from the toe and bottom of the buttplate as well; the butt-
stock is loosely attached.  A Weaver one-piece rail mount with hinged rings is currently mounted to the receiver.  A good parts gun that
appears as though it failed its owner at a crucial moment, he then taking his wrath out on the rifle by swinging it by the barrel against
some fixed object.  (156519-535) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

1939. GEWEHR 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPANDAU serial #1148w, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 92-95% original blue finish with most areas toning to a plum brown color with some areas of light surface oxidation
and some silvering in a few areas.  The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend have been customized from the original stock and the
forend has been shortened.  There are several handling marks and dings from the years and what looks like a sideways letter “A” is
inscribed on the right side of the buttstock as well as the numbers “1890” on the left side of the forend near the receiver.  There is a hole
drilled at the front of the forend that has chipped slightly and there is a previous hole on the tip that has been filled.  This rifle does not
have a bolt and is not functional in its current state of condition.  (156519-536) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1940. COLLECTIBLE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding revolver knife commemorating John Henry “Doc” Holliday.  The knife is shaped
like a revolver with a 3” blade protruding where the barrel would be and features “Doc” Holliday’s picture on the faux ivory grips.  Included is
a wooden display box with a black leather sheath, playing cards key chain and a bio of Doc Holliday on the inside of the box.  (156417-2AG)

1941. COLLECTIBLE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding revolver knife commemorating murderer William “Billy the Kid” Bonney.  The
revolver-shaped 3” folding knife with faux ivory grips and a picture of Billy the Kid on them rates near new overall.  Included is a silver
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Badge, black leather holster and a commemorative wooden box with a bio of William Bonney. (156417-2AH)

1942. COLLECTIBLE KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding revolver knife commemorating Wyatt Earp.  The revolver-shaped 3” folding
knife with faux ivory grips and a picture of Wyatt Earp on them rates near new overall.  Included is a silver Dodge City Marshall’s Badge,
black leather holster and a commemorative wooden box with a bio of Wyatt Earp. (156417-2AI)

1943. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a set of three Hibben throwing knives with a leather sheath.  The three knives measure 6” in total length
each with 3 1/4” blades.  The cordovan leather sheath has three separate slots for each knife and rates very good overall with a few blem-
ishes here and there. (156417-2Y1) 

1944. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson fixed blade bowie-style knife.  This knife has a total length of 10 1/4” with a 6” blade
and rates excellent overall.  The brown leather sheath shows 1 1/2” by 2” patch on the back that is missing its color and there is some
minor Verdigris on the snaps.  A nice fixed blade Smith & Wesson knife.  (156417-2Y)

1945. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two folding knives.  One is a Cold Steel folding pocket knife with black rubber checkered grips.  The
blade measures to 2 3/4” with an overall length of 6 1/4” and comes with a black nylon holster.  The second is an unmarked folding knife
with a black rubber handle.  The blade features a guthook on the back edge and measures 3 1/8” with an overall length of 8 1/4”.  A black
nylon holster is also included with this knife as well.  (156417-2Z)

1946. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two Smith & Wesson folding knives.  One is a Swing Blade Sporter 6041 fold-
ing knife in excellent condition overall.  The blade measures 3” with an overall length of 7” and comes with the original box and a black
leather pocket sheath.  The second knife is not marked with a model number however it rates excellent with a 3 1/2” blade with an over-
all length of 8 1/4”.  Included is a brown leather Smith & Wesson leather sheath.  (156417-2M)

1947. SCRIMSHAW KNIFE BY SABRE LOT  This lot consists of two Scrimshaw by Sabre folding lock-blade knives.  One has a scene
of two bucks fighting on one side and two bucks jumping over a downed tree on the other.  The other knife has a largemouth bass jump-
ing out of the water on one side and a father and son fishing on the other.  They both have 3” blades with total lengths of 7 1/4” and are
both in like new condition overall.  (156417-2B)

1948. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two folding knives.  One is a Schrade, half serrated, folding knife with a detachable strap with key ring
on the end.  The blade measures 3 1/8” with an overall length of 7 1/2” and is in excellent condition overall.  The second knife is a Gerber
half serrated folding knife in near new condition overall.  The blade measures out to 3 1/4” with an overall length of 8”.  (156417-2A)

1949. CUSTOM KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a custom George Tichbourne folding knife.  It is in excellent condition overall displaying a
red stag handle and what appears to be an embedded ruby in the thumb knob.  The blade measures 3 1/4” with an overall length of 8
1/4”.  Truly a nicely made custom George Tichbourne knife, made in Canada.  (156417-2J)

1950. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a folding Case knife in very good to near excellent condition overall.  The handle is made of scalloped wood
and the blade measures 3 1/2” with an overall length of 9”.  Made in the U.S., you can never go wrong with a Case knife.  (156417-2J1)
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1951. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Benchmade Osborne Design 940 made with 154 CM steel and is in excellent condition overall with
a bit of silvering on the belt clip.  The reverse tanto tip blade measures 3 1/4” with an overall length of 8”.  This is a very good example of
a Benchmade knife and is made in the U.S.A. (156417-2H)

1952. WINCHESTER MODEL 1500 XTR SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #NX016530, 20 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked mod-
ified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish showing some silvering on the high edges and muz-
zle as well as some handling marks and light spotting oxidation.  The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate good to very good show-
ing several handling marks and dings.  (176743-1) (200/300)

1953. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #FB51954, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib, screw-choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light handling marks and some specks of light
surface oxidation.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks.  The barrel did not
come with a choke tube. (176724-202) (200/300)

1954. STEVENS MODEL 94F SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 20 ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with bright bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 97% of their original blue finish with small amounts of oxidation near the forend.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend
rate excellent with a few light handling marks. (176749-7) (50/100)

1955. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L927002, 12 ga, 30” barrel choked full with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish with a few light handing marks.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
and forend rate very good showing minor handling marks and dings.  (176741-11) (200/300)

1956. SAVAGE MODEL 93R17 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0328585, .17 HMR, 21” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% of their original blue finish.  The thumbhole stock rates excellent with the exception of a few small handling marks.
Mounted to the receiver are 1” medium rings with a BSA 3-12x40 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included with the
rifle is the original box, manual and single detachable magazine.  This rife is in excellent overall condition. (176724-294) (350/500)

1957. SAVAGE MODEL 93R17 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0737879, .17 HMR, 21” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus of their original blue finish with no visible signs of wear.  The thumbhole Royal Jacaranda stock rates excel-
lent to like-new.  Mounted to the receiver is a Weaver style base and 1” high rings with a BSA 6-18x40 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and
excellent optics.  Included with the rifle is the original box and manual.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition. (176724-295) (350/550)

1958. SAVAGE MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0803130, .22 LR, 21” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% plus of the original blue finish.  The thumbhole mako stock rates excellent to new.  Mounted to the receiver is a Weaver
base and 1” medium rings with a BSA 8-32x44 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included with the rifle is a single
detachable magazine.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition. (176724-291) (350/550)

1959. SAVAGE WESTPOINT MODEL 949 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #R029977, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original finish with small amounts of oxidation along the barrel.  The hard-
wood straight grip stock and forend rate good to very good showing multiple scratches and handling marks.  (176749-8) (50/150)

1960. GLOCK 20 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2EKY88OUS, 10mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The frame rates
excellent showing very faint handling marks.  The barrel rates excellent and retains about 97% of its factory original finish.  The slide rates
excellent and retains about 98% plus its original factory matte blue finish, with some very minor handling marks.  The pistol features three
dot night sights and an integral accessory rail.  This pistol comes equipped with its original factory box but is missing its magazine.
(176724-33) (350/500)

1961. THOMPSON CENTER HOT SHOT SINGLE BARREL RIFLE serial #HS16205, 22 LR, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original weather-shield finish.  The pistolgrip synthetic stock and forend rate excellent to near new
condition overall.  Included with this rifle is the original factory box. (176724-209) (100/200)

1962. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #92769, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with small amounts of oxidation on the receiver and along the barrel.  The check-
ered walnut pistolgrip stock with a left side flared shadowline cheekpiece and forend rate excellent with a few minor handling marks.  The
rifle is missing its magazine. (176734-5) (200/300)

1963. TAURUS MODEL 172 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #VL9636, 17 HMR, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  All metal
surfaces retain 99% of their original finish.  The hardwood straight grip stock and forend rate excellent with a few handling marks.  This
rifle is in excellent overall condition (176724-214) (200/300)

1964. THOMPSON CENTER BONE COLLECTOR MUZZLELOADER RIFLE serial #69911, 50 cal, 28” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The black synthetic stock rates excellent with a few minor handling marks.
The original sights have been removed and replaced with a 3-9x40 Bushnell banner rifle scope.  The scope features a standard duplex ret-
icle and has excellent optics. The rifle includes a black rubber sling. (176756-6) (350/500)

1965. RUGER AMERICAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #690-67735, 243 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% of their original matte blue finish.  The synthetic pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks.
This rifle is in like-new condition overall. (176758-31) (200/400)

1966. SAVAGE MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G844343, 223 Remington, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% of their original blue finish.  The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few
light handling marks.  Rifle is equipped with a soft black recoil pad, Weaver bases and a detachable magazine.  This rifle is in like-new
condition overall.  (176758-22) (350/500)

1967. REMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #126481, 270 Win, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish with some light slivering at the muzzle and along the barrel where the rear sight was
removed.  The synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good with a casting mold that has wrinkle-like finish along the stock as well as some
scattered light handling marks.  The stainless surfaces on the bolt knob and handle display small amounts of surface oxidation.  Rifle is
equipped with Weaver bases. (176758-26) (350/500)

1968. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M370021796, 20 Ga, 24” rifled deer barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original parkerized finish with a few light handling marks.  The synthetic pis-
tolgrip stock and forend with Realtree hardwoods pattern rate excellent.  The shotgun has been fitted with a Weaver base and 1” rings which
support a Bushnell 1.5-4.5x 20 rifle scope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has excellent optics. (176758-12) (200/400)

1969. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M370014545, 12 Ga, 26” ventilated rib, screw-choke barel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus of their original blued finish.  The walnut checkered pistolgrip stock and forend
rate excellent showing very few handling marks.  The shotgun comes with an improved modified choke tube.  This is an excellent exam-
ple of a King Ferry-manufactured shotgun and would be ideal to cover all of your bird hunting needs (176758-10) (350/500)
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1970. KNIGHT BIGHORN MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #009234, 50 cal, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue surface.  The synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock rates excellent with very few handling marks.  Included is
the original factory box.  This rifle is in excellent condition overall. (176758-14) (350/500)

1971. REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 PREMIER TRAP SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC169070, 12 ga 30” ventilated rib Rem-
choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish showing light surface oxidation and silvering
on the receiver.  The walnut Monte Carlo stock and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks.  This shotgun comes equipped
with an adhesive fiber optic sight, TS shell catcher and a modified choke tube. (176759-48) (350/500)

1972. SEARS AND ROEBUCK MODEL 21 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 Ga, 26” ventilated rib Poly choked barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue surface, showing light scratches and some slivering along the barrel.  The wal-
nut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to very good showing handling marks and dings.  There is currently no recoil pad present.
This shotgun includes a fiber optic sight.  (176758-13) (75/150)

1973. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, .22 Lr, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish.  The smooth pistolgrip stock rates excellent with very light handling marks.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition
(176758-21) (150/250)

1974. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #113-57661, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% of their original finish with the exception of some very small spots of oxidation on the barrel.  The smooth walnut pistol-
grip stock rates excellent showing very light handling marks.  This rifle comes equipped with a Weaver style base and a single ten round
magazine.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition.  (176741-18) (200/300)

1975. WINCHESTER MODEL 140 RANGER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N1024802, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish with the exception of light slivering on the
barrel and a light scratch on the right side of the receiver and a few light handling marks.  The walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent
showing handling marks and dings.  (176741-20) (100/250)

1976. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #367486, 12ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original finish showing light surface oxidation stains along the barrel and the metal
is beginning to flake off on the high edges of the left side receiver.  The checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate very good showing
several handling marks and dings.  (176741-23) (150/250)

1977. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #947126, 16 ga, 24” plain Poly-choked barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue finish on the barrel and magazine tube due to the after market Poly-choke, how-
ever the frame retains its original blue finish with light handling marks.  The walnut stock and ribbed forend rate very good showing some
fading and light handling marks.  (176741-33) (150/250)

1978. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #72114W, 16ga, 28” plain Poly-choked
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original finish showing oxidation along the barrel and scratch-
es on the left side of the receiver.  The walnut stock and ribbed forend rate very good showing several handling marks and heavy dings.
(176741-24) (150/250)

1979. SCOPE LOT Includes a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5x10 rifle scope with a target dot reticle and excellent optics.  There are ring marks present
on the tube but it remains in excellent overall condition (176724-262A)

1980. SCOPE LOT Includes a Nikon Buckmaster 6-18x40 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  The rifle includes a detach-
able sun shade cover.  There are very light ring marks present on the tube but it remains in excellent overall condition (176724-260A)

1981. TAURUS MODEL 72 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #VI1884, 22 Mag, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish on the barrel and magazine tube.  The bright case-hardened receiver rates excellent.  The plain wal-
nut straight grip buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This rifle comes with its orig-
inal factory box, manual, and safety keys.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition. (176724-220) (250/350)

1982. TAURUS MODEL 172 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #WA9779, 17 HMR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish.  The plain walnut straight grip buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent with a few light handling
marks.  This rifle also features a flip up aperture rear site.  Included is the original factory box, scope mount base, manual, and safety keys.
This rifle is in excellent overall condition. (176724-218) (250/350)

1983. TAURUS MODEL 172 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #WA0757, 17 HMR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish.  The plain walnut straight grip and ribbed forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks.  This
rifle comes with a Swift Premier 2-6x32 scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included is the original factory box, manual, and
safety keys. (176724-215) (250/350)

1984. TAURUS MODEL 72 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #VL9227, 22 Mag, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish on the barrel and magazine tube.  The bright case-hardened receiver rates excellent.  The plain wal-
nut straight grip stock and ribbed forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The rifle comes with a Swift
2x20 scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included is the original factory box, manual, and safety keys.  This rifle is in excel-
lent condition. (176724-223) (250/350)

1985. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CNX548US, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish.  The polymer frame rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  This pistol comes with its orig-
inal factory box, 15 round magazine and cleaning kit. (176819-168) (350/500)

1986. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G64267, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 95-97% original Tennifer finish.  The polymer frame rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  The pistol comes with its
original factory box, cleaning kit, lock, manual, easy loading tool, and three factory magazines. (176819-167) (350/500)

1987. GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G64350, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 97% plus original Tennifer finish.  The polymer frame rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  The slide and barrel
are not numbered to each other.  Included is the original factory box, cleaning brush, lock, manual, easy loading tool, and three facto-
ry magazines (176819-163) (300/500)

1988. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #02130883, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The stainless
steel surfaces and brushed aluminum receiver rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The hardwood Monte
Carlo stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and small dings along the stock.  This rifle is in excellent overall condition.
(176780-S-17914) (100/250)
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1989. STEVENS MODEL 84C BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% orig-
inal blue finish with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The refinished walnut stock rates very good showing minor handling
marks and dings along the stock.  The elevator is missing from the rear sight. (176780-S17752) (50/100)

1990. MOSSBERG MODEL 600AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H460802, 12ga, 24” round deer barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent smooth bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with the exception of some handing marks and
wear from the forend slide.  The walnut checkered stock and forend rate excellent.  This shotgun comes equipped with rifle sights.
(176780-S17758) (100/200)

1991. KNIGHT MODEL TK1200 MUZZLELOADER SHOTGUN Serial #009666, 12ga, 26” barrel choked extra full with a very good
bore that has light oxidation.  The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original Realtree Hardwoods camo finish.  The Realtree Hardwoods
camo pistolgrip synthetic stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  This shotgun comes with fiber optic sights
and a ramrod. (176780-S177630) {ANTIQUE} (350/500)

1992. STEVENS MODEL 15-A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22lr, 24” barrel with a good bore with moderate oxidation.  The metal sur-
faces retain 85% original blue finish showing scattered oxidation along the barrel.  The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good
showing multiple handling marks and dings.  There are also a set of numbers that are etched on the stock and on the receiver.
(176780-S17918) (50/100)

1993. REMINGTON MODEL SPORTSMAN 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W334971M, 12ga, 28” plain barrel choked
mod. with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish showing light oxidation and staining along the barrel
and receiver.  The checkered walnut buttstock rates very good showing minor handling marks and blemishes.  The trigger plate pins have
been removed and replaced with nuts and bolts likely for a shell carrier or a b-square shotgun scope mount. (176780-S17759) (150/300)

1994. REMINGTON MODEL 11A SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1084681, 20 ga, 26” plain barrel choked skeet with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue finish on the barrel the receiver is toning to pewter with a few traces of
brown.  The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good displaying numerous scratches and dings over a heavily flaking finish.  Gun
is fitted with sling swivels and the buttstock is a replacement. (176779-X9848) {C&R} (150/300)

1995. INVESTARM MODEL 200L OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #287021, .410 bore, ventilated rib barrel with bright excellent
bores choked full and modified.  The metal surfaces rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks.  The receiver displays
a coin finish with floral engravings on both sides.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and schnabel forend rate very good with the
exception of scratches and dings and a 2” crack on the right side at the top of the wrist where the wood meets the receiver.  A very fine
example overall that likely would perform well in the woods. (176779-D29581) (250/450)

1996. ITHACA MODEL 51 FEATHERLIGHT SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #510036829, 20 Ga, plain barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore choked modified.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches on the top of the barrel.  The check-
ered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks.  The barrel comes equipped with a fiber
optic sight.  (176779-D29338) (150/350)

1997. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D582271U, 20 Ga, 26” ventilated rib Rem-choke bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue finish with the exception of light oxidation on the receiver.
The checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks and the buttstock has some finish
loss likely from a liquid stripper on the left side.  This shotgun comes with an extra full HS Strut choke tube. (176780-S17753) (250/350)

1998. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J445575, 12 Ga, 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked modified.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with the exception of light oxidation along the barrel.  The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent showing light handling marks and dings.  This shotgun comes with a camo soft case
(176780-S17955) (100/200)

1999. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV39745B, 12 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish showing some handling marks and light spotty oxidation.  The synthet-
ic pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent displaying a few light scratches. (176779-D28742) (100/200)

2000. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 SPEED PUMP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L3605408, 20 Ga, 22” ventilated rib Win-
choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with the exception of a few light handling marks.
The walnut buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent displaying a few light scratches.  This shotgun comes equipped with a full choke.
(176779-D29288) (150/250)

2001. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLUGSTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U065559, 12 Ga, 24” fully rifled cantilever deer
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish.  The dual comb checkered walnut stock and
forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks and a Mossberg sticker has been added on the left side of the stock.  This shot-
gun is in excellent overall condition (6779-D29032) (250/400)

2002. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K934267, 12 Ga, 24” plain deer barrel choked improved cylin-
der with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with the exception of light oxidation stains and minor
handling marks.  The checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light scratches and dings.  The barrel features
adjustable front and rear sights and is smoothbore.  (6780-S17734) (100/200)

2003. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #417567X, 20 ga, 26” poly-choke barrel with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are toning to pewter in several locations and, with the exception of the receiver, show moder-
ate pitting.  The buttstock and forend rate good to very good showing some fading and light finish loss. (176780-S17754) (50/150)

2004. WINCHESTER MODEL 50 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #164376A, 12ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying minor handling marks.  The checkered walnut buttstock and forend
rate excellent displaying light scratches and blemishes.  (176779-D29660) (350/500)

2005. JC HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 97% original finish with the exception of very light spots of oxidation and some slivering on the barrel from the forend
wear.  The walnut buttstock and forend rate very good showing fading and light handling marks.  This shotgun comes equipped with a
rear peep sight (176779-D29593) (50/150)

2006. TRADITIONS MODEL DEER HUNTER MUZZLELOADER serial #364218 50 cal, 24" octagon barrel with lightly frosted bore.
The barrel's electroless nickel plated finish rates very good showing black staining from the black powder fouling along the barrel.  There
is also black fouling and oxidation near the rifles nipple.  The straight grip synthetic stock rated excellent with a few light handling marks
and scratches on the left side of the stock.  This rifle comes equipped with a sling and ramrod.  (6780-S17763B) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
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2007. SCOPE LOT Includes a Redfield illuminator 3-12x56 rifle scope that’s has a parallax adjustment with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.
There are very faint ring marks present. Included are a flip up rear lens cover and a quick release front cover.  The scope is in excellent
overall condition (176520-2319A)

2008. SCOPE LOT Includes a Redfield 2 1/2x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  There are ring marks evident but it remains
in excellent overall condition. (176520-2315A)

2009. SCOPE LOT Includes a Redfield 2 1/2x rifle scope with a German reticle and excellent optics.  There are ring marks but it remains in
excellent overall condition. (176520-1449A)

2010. SCOPE LOT Includes a Zeiss Diatal-Z 6x42 rifle scope with a heavy duplex reticle and excellent optics.  There are very faint ring marks
present but it remains in excellent overall condition. (176815-33A)

2011. SCOPE LOT Includes a Bushnell 8-16x40 rifle scope that has a parallax adjustment with a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included
are 1” Weaver rings.  This scope is in excellent overall condition (176520-2804A)

2012. SCOPE LOT Includes a Bushnell lite-site 1.5-6x21 rifle scope that has a duplex reticle and excellent optics.  Included with this scope
are factory lens covers.  This scope is in excellent overall condition.  (176520-1893A)

2013. NOBEL MODEL 66J SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 96% plus original blue finish showing light spots of oxidation along the barrel and receiver, also the magazine
tube has bluing loss due to the action tube.  The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate good overall with several scratches, cracks
and dings.  There is a 1”x3/4 chip missing on the right side of the wrist.  (176780-S17757) (50/100)

2014. BROWNING MODEL A500 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #751PR02627, 12ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish showing light spots of oxidation and pitting along the barrel and
receiver.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good overall with several scratches and dings.  There are small chips missing
on the buttstock where the wood meets the receiver. (176780-S17917) (200/300)

2015. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMERGUN 12 ga., 25 1/2” barrels with about good bores.  All metal surfaces are a dull
gray and brown patina with overall minor oxidation.  The barrels shows a more moderate oxidation, light pitting and some more moderate
pitting along their left side near the breech.  The barrels are marked only “fine twist” with each lockplate marked only “Belgium”.  Lockup
is loose and the barrels are off-face.  The buttstock rates about good showing an old refinish which has left the metal proud.  There are
the overall minor dings and handling marks, a chip at the rear of right lock and a 3 1/2” large chip missing below the left lock.  The forend
rates good as refinished and is glued to the forend iron internally.  (36587-S166728) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

2016. CROSSBOW LOT Barnett model Quad Avi, an entry model featuring AVI (Anti Vibration Insulators) this quad AVI is the evolution of
the Quad400. The synthetic thumbhole Realtree stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  The cross limbs, string, cable and
cams rate excellent and are in good working condition.  Included with this crossbow is a Bushnell fixed power scope and a foot stirrup.
This bow is designed to shoot 345 FPS and would be an excellent choice for the fall woods.  (176780-S17921F)

2017. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWENTY SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #406899, 12Ga, 25 1/2” barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with the exception of the receiver fading to grey and scattered
scratches along the barrel.  The checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent showing a few light handling marks.  There is a small
chip missing on the bottom of the buttstock about 1/2” long near the recoil pad. (6779-D29642) (350/500)

2018. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes various types of shooting accessories.  First are three Remington  12ga choke tubes choked
improved cylinder, modified, and full.  Next are two Beretta 20ga choke tubes choked modified and full.  Next are two Browning Invector
12ga choke tubes choked modified and full.  Up next are two Ithaca 12ga choke tubes choked improved cylinder and full.  Also there is
a Lyman 12ga tube choked modified.  Up next are four magazines which are a Colt .22 magazine, a standard 1911 magazine, a Steyr .3006
magazine that includes a case, and a unidentified short action magazine.  Next are three reloading accessories which are a reloading block,
RCBS case lube pad and a die nut wrench.  Also included is a 40XBR Remington trigger mechanism, three choke tube wrenches, five
stripper clips and two rear sights for a Remington model seven.  (175280-4)

2019. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #381014567, 20 Ga, 20” plain
barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches. The
checkered walnut stock and forend and rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks and scratches.  This shotgun comes with front
and rear sights but unfortunately the elevator is missing.  Included is a sling and swivels.  This shotgun is in excellent overall condition.
(176759-40) (250/350)

2020. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWELVE BUCK-SPECIAL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #G31038, 12Ga, 24” deer sight
barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish with light oxidation stains and fin-
ish loss due light scratches along the barrel and receiver.  The walnut stock, which features diamond shape inlays in the middle, and forend
rate very good showing handling marks, scratches and dings, sling swivels have been installed.  (176788-7) (350/500)

2021. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #22524439, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% plus original blue finish showing light scratches.  The walnut stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks.
This is a non working firearm, the action has been disassembled but parts are included. (176785-23) (15/30)

2022. AIR GUN LOT  This lot includes two BB guns.  The first one is a Crossman 760 Pumpmaster that’s in great overall working condition.
The second is a Crossman 761 XL that is in non-working condition.  The stock and receiver along with the trigger are broken. This would
be a good parts gun. (176780-S17921D, S17921E)

2023. WESTERN FIELD BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 20ga, 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 90% original finish displaying light handling marks and scattered spots of oxidation.  The walnut stock rates good showing light
blemishes, scratches and dings.  There is a paint-like residue that wraps around the entire rear of the buttstock where the wood and
buttplate meet.  The bottom of the buttplate is also chipped. (176780-S17908) (75/150)

2024. STOCK LOT Includes a laminate buttstock and forend for a Stevens Favorite model 30.  The stock and forend rate excellent with a few
light handling marks. (176724-208A)

2025. STOCK LOT Includes a Hogue black synthetic soft rubber rifle stock for a Ruger 10/22 with a bull barrel.  The stock finish is in excel-
lent condition and is still in its original factory package. (176627-9A)

2026. STOCK LOT Includes a Hogue black synthetic soft rubber rifle stock which fits a Ruger Mini-14 and Mini-30.  The stock rates in excel-
lent condition and is still in the original factory package. (176627-9B)

2027. STOCK LOT Includes a Boyds laminate stock which fits a Ruger 10/22.  The stock is in excellent overall condition and is fitted with sling
swivels and a black rubber recoil pad.  Included is the original factory box. (176627-9C)
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2028. STOCK LOT Includes a Boyds laminate stock which fits a Ruger 10/22.  The stock is in excellent overall condition with the exception of
a few light handling marks.  This stock is fitted with sling swivels and a black rubber recoil pad.  Included is the original factory box and
paperwork (176627-9D)

2029. STOCK LOT Includes a Ruger Mini 14/30 stock, brown synthetic, that rates very good with few handling marks, scratches and a glue-
like substance of the left side of the stock.  The stock includes a flip up buttplate and sling swivels. (176627-9E)

2030. MUZZLELOADER ACCESSORY LOT Includes Thompson Center shock wave sabots .50 cal 250gr there are twelve total in the
original factory opened package also included is a package of Winchester 209 primers, see-thru 1” Weaver scope rings and a 209 primer
holder.  All accessories are in excellent condition. (176109-3)

2031. GUN CLEANING ACCESSORY LOT Includes Hoppe’s lubricating oil, Outers gun oil, Gunslick cleaning solvent, and Gunslick oil
for rod and reels.  Also included in this lot is a Colt .380 magazine (176113-6)

2032. MUZZLELOADER ACCESSORY LOT Includes two powder grain measuring kits, three CVA #11 nipples 6x1mm threads, one
tube of Thompson Center breech plug grease, NO.11 percussion caps, muzzleloader ball starter, and a Thompson Center essential
muzzle loading cleaning pack which includes, No.13 bore cleaner, bore butter, super lube and cotton cleaning patches.  Also includ-
ed is a sling (176109-4)

2033. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1A)

2034. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1B)

2035. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1C)

2036. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1D)

2037. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1E)

2038. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1F)

2039. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1G)

2040. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1H)

2041. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1I)

2042. LOT OF .30-06 AMMUNITION Includes five full twenty round boxes of .30-06. This ammunition was manufactured in Soacha
Columbia and remains in excellent condition (176622-1J)

2043. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS Consists of four powder flasks and an additional powder tin.  Two of the flasks display a Civil War can-
non scene and both rate very good plus to near excellent, exhibiting only some minor light handling marks on their brass surfaces.  Of the
two flasks, one displays the scene on both sides while the other flask is limited to just one scene.  Another of the flasks lacks any scenes
or designs but does feature several loops along its spine.  The metal surfaces rate near very good, feel rather coarse and exhibit some sil-
vering as well as a few isolated patches of light oxidation.  The remaining flask is of dark leather construction and rates very good plus.
The leather surfaces have held up very well but do show some light cracks.  Featured on one side of the flask is a very faded depiction of
the Royal Coat of Arms of the United Kingdom.  The powder tin features an extremely faded and unreadable tag on its front as well as
another tag on the bottom which states "C.H. Symonds Rifle Powder".  The metal surfaces have been noticeably dented in several loca-
tions as well as exhibiting fading of its applied red finish. (134749-5)

2044. LOTHAR WALTHER CALIBER CONVERSION KIT Consists of a Lothar Walther conversion kit designed to convert rifles chambered
for 222 Remington to be capable of firing 22 LR.  Included in the box is an adapter cartridge with unfired 22 LR round, cleaning tool, and English
manual.  The factory original box features German writing and rates near excellent, exhibiting extremely limited wear.  An excellent item that is
very useful for plinking as well as taking small game which might be ruined if shot with the high velocity cartridge. (134749-9S)

2045. COLLECTIBLE 12 GAUGE AMMUNITION LOT Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of Winchester Super Speed 2 3/4"
long range rifled slugs contains its full 5 unfired cartridges.  The box rates very good but exhibits some wear as well as missing its right
side flap cover. (134749-9T)

2046. SPANISH SPRINGFIELD HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #161659, .50 cal., 28” octagon
barrel with a moderately oxidized bore showing only remnants of rifling.  The barrel retains about 80% original blue, with minor oxidation,
more moderate in the splash areas around the nipple.  The lock shows some very good color case-hardening.  The brass furniture has tar-
nished to an ocher patina.  The European hardwood stock rates very good with minor dings and handling marks and some moderate
delamination of the finish due to exposure to the elements.  Rifle is single-trigger equipped.  (36780-S17921B) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

2047. COLLECTIBLE 7.65 BROWNING (32 ACP) AMMUNITION LOT Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of round nose
ammo contains 24 unfired non-original cartridges; manufacturers include Remington-UMC, Peters, and RWS.  The box rates good plus
but exhibits moderate wear, fading, and general deterioration. (134749-9V)

2048. SURPLUS 9MM AMMUNITION LOT Consists of six boxes of ammo.  Five of the boxes contain their full 20 unfired round nose
cartridges, with the remaining box only containing 5 unfired cartridges.  All of the ammo was produced in 1943 at the Royal Ordnance
factory, Hirwaun, Wales.  The boxes rate very good but exhibits some minor wear; in addition two of the boxes exhibit a flap that is begin-
ning to separate from the rest of the box.  The lot totals 105 live rounds. (134749-9W)

2049. FIRING PIN PROTRUSION GA. Thompson 45 ACP Sub-Machine Gun firing pin protrusion ga. which rates in near excellent con-
dition. (131096-1AD)

2050. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT Consists of a single box of 32 Bulldog Short Cartridge bullets.  The box by "Young America"
contains 86 round nose lead bullets.  The box itself rates very good but shows wear and some general deterioration. (134749-9X)

2051. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX LOT Consists of a single empty box by United States Cartridge Company.  The box origi-
nally stored 20 rounds of soft point 30-30 WCF.  The box rates near very good with much of what remains having been well retained; how-
ever, the box does exhibit wear and, aside from the top cover, has lost most of its original side coverings. (134749-9Y)
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2052. LOT OF 30-06 AMMUNITION Consists of seven en-bloc clips of ammo.  Each en-bloc clip contains 8 unfired full metal jacket car-
tridges.  The Lot totals 56 live rounds. (135935-4)

2053. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 38 SUPER AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  Both boxes are Remington Hi-Speed 130
Grain aluminum cased full metal jacket ammo.  One box contains 35 unfired cartridges while the other box retains 32 unfired cartridges.
The lot totals 67 live rounds.  Both boxes rate very good plus but exhibit some wear around their edges; in addition, the side flap of one
box is beginning to tear. (136543-16)

2054. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 45-70 AMMUNITION Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box contains 20 unfired tinned, brass-
shelled round nose cartridges manufactured at the Frankford Arsenal in 1895.  The box itself rates in near very good condition and has
managed to retain its factory original paper sleeve, although the box does exhibit some general wear as well as the left side having bro-
ken away from the box. (135210-1)

2055. COLLECTIBLE 25-21 STEVENS BOX Consists of a single box.  The box contains 17 fired casings of non-original 25-25 Stevens
that were produced by Union Metallic Cartridge Company.  The box itself was produced by Peters Cartridge Company and rates very good,
having retained a good portion of its side coverings although exhibiting some light wear and minor loss of tags. (136296-20A)

2056. COLLECTIBLE 25-21 STEVENS BOX Consists of a single box.  The box contains 20 fired casings of 25-21 Stevens and was pro-
duced by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company; however, while 19 of the casings display headstamps for UMC one of the casings dis-
plays a headstamp for Peters.  UMC and Peters are both in the same family as Remington, so it might be possible that all of the casings
were original to the box and that a single round of Peters was accidently packaged with the UMC ammo.  The box itself rates very good
and has retained a most of its side coverings, but does exhibit some light wear. (136296-20B)

2057. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25-21 STEVENS AMMUNITION Consists of a single box.  The box contains 20 unfired flat nose 86
Grain cartridges of 25-21 Stevens and was produced by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company.  The box itself rates very good and has
retained an excellent amount of its side coverings, but does exhibit some light wear. (136296-20C)

2058. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 25-25 STEVENS AMMUNITION Consists of a single box.  The box contains 15 unfired flat nose cartridges
and 1 unfired round nose cartridge of 25-25 Stevens and were produced by various manufacturers.  The box by the Union Metallic Cartridge
Company rates very good and has retained an excellent amount of its side coverings, but does exhibit some light wear. (136296-20D)

2059. COLLECTIBLE 25-21 STEVENS BOX Consists of a single box.  The box contains 19 fired casings of 25-21 Stevens that were
produced by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company various manufacturers.  The box by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company rates very
good and has retained an excellent amount of its side coverings, but does exhibit some wear and with the left side of its top cover hav-
ing separated from the rest of the box. (136296-20E)

2060. LOT OF RELOADING DIES Consists of a three piece set of RCBS dies for 25-21 Stevens.  All of the dies rate in excellent to like
new condition.  Included with the dies is their manual and factory original green hard plastic RCBS case. (136296-20F)

2061. REMINGTON 870 BARREL LOT Consists of a single 24" ventilated rib RemChoke barrel, 12ga, with a near excellent, bright bore
and modified choke.  The barrel rates near excellent and retains about 93% factory original blued finish, but exhibits some light handling
marks.  Included with the barrel are two cases of additional chokes. (136470-8A)

2062. REMINGTON 870 STOCK LOT Consists of a single Remington top-folding pistolgrip stock.  The stock rates very good plus and
retains about 91% of its factory original blued finish, with some light handling marks as well as scattered faint oxidation.  Additionally, there
is a section of clear cellophane tape applied to the rear of the pistolgrip and appears to be holding a screw in place.  The checkered black
plastic pistolgrip rates very good plus but exhibits some light handling marks around the checkering as well as some scratching along the
bases.  Included with the stock is an instruction sheet. (136470-8B)

2063. LOT OF RELOADING TOOLS Consists of items for 33 Winchester.  The first item is a collection of various tools, which includes:
what appear to be two headspace ga.s with one stating "MAX" and the other "MIN", three reamers, two what appear to be cartridge
length ga.s for 33 WCF, four chamber length ga.s for 33 WCF with a few of them stating that they were intended to be used with the
Winchester Model 1886, and several additional assorted items.  All of the listed items rate very good but exhibit light oxidation as well as
light handling marks.  The items come in a black cardboard box which rates very good plus but with some minor light wear.  Second is a
Lyman Ideal shell resizer for 33 Winchester cartridges.  The resizer rates very good plus but exhibits some minor handling marks and wear.
Included is its factory original Lyman box which features metal reinforced edges and rates very good despite exhibiting instances of notice-
able wear. (136296-18A)

2064. LOT OF LYMAN TOOLS Consists of two items.  The first item is a Lyman Ideal 338 Caliber bullet mold.  The bullet mold rates very
good, although displaying oxidation along some of its exterior surfaces.  The mold section remains free of any such oxidation, with its inte-
rior rating excellent.  The wooden grips rate very good plus, only exhibiting a slight crack measuring 1/4" in the underside of the left grip.
Second is a lead dipper.  The dipper rates good but exhibits extensive oxidation coverage.  The wooden handle rates very good, although
exhibiting some burn marks and other light signs of handling.  Included with the lot are two factory Lyman boxes, which feature metal rein-
forced edges and rate very good but exhibit some instances of noticeable wear.  Although a factory box is present for a Lyman Ideal dip-
per, the dipper in question is too large to be original to the included box.  (136296-18B)

2065. ORDNANCE LOT Consists of six demilitarized items.  Included is a single 30mm round, an M21A1 20mm round which was produced in
1944 by "B.P", two M18A3 20mm practice cartridges, a Mk-4 20mm produced in 1944 by "A.S.C.", and an unmarked 25mm round.  Both
the 30mm round and the M21A1 rate near excellent and retain most of their factory original vibrant finishes; while the remaining rounds rate
very good and exhibit light handling marks and wear, as well as negligible instances of light oxidation or other deterioration. (136088-2)

2066. STEN SMG PARTS KIT Consists of components for a 9mm British Sten MkII Sub-Machine Gun.  Parts included in the lot are two
barrel assemblies, bolt assembly, a portion of the receiver with trigger group, trigger mechanism cover, return spring, return spring hous-
ing, "T" type metal buttstock, "Type 5" charging handle, magazine well, and four 20 round detachable stick magazines.  Overall, the parts
rate very good plus and retain a general 89% factory original finishes.  Both barrels measure 7 3/4" and exhibit near excellent, bright bores.
Also included with the kit is an instruction manual for the Sten MkII. (136363-56)

2067. LOT OF REELS Consists of four fishing pole reels as well as accessories.  The first item is a 4" Pflueger Medalist fishing reel #1498 by
Shakespeare.  The reel rates very good plus and retains about 91% of its factory original black finish, but is converting to silver in some
areas.  Second is a 3" Gulf King fishing reel by Horrocks-Ibbotson Co.  The reel rates near excellent, with negligible faint handling marks.
Third is a 3" Precision fishing reel by Martin which rates excellent an exhibits only extremely negligible faint handling marks.  Included with
the Martin is a manual, warranty sheet, and factory original box which rates near excellent although with some minor light wear.  Fourth is
a 3" Open-O-Matic Balanced Reel by South Bend.  The reel rates very good plus and retains about 91% of its factory original maroon fin-
ish, but is converting to silver in some areas.  Included with the South Bend is a manual, warranty sheet, and box which rates near excel-
lent although with some light wear.  The last reel is unmarked and measures 2 3/4" in diameter.  The reel rates very good plus, but does
exhibit some light handling marks.  The lot also comes with a separate hook and vintage trout flies, both of which are sheltered in a marked
envelope; additionally, a tan canvas carry sling is included.  Finally the entire lot is housed in a wicker fishing creel. (134749-23)
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2068. LOT OF LEATHER POUCHES Consist of two items.  The first item is a dark leather cartridge pouch which rates near very good but
exhibits stiffness and minor cracking.  The leather hinge exhibits the most deterioration but still remains intact.  The interior of the pouch
features 30 cartridge compartments and displays the date 1888.  The second item is a vintage "Adjustable Penn Safety Razor" shaving
kit.  The shaving kit appears to have retained its original configuration save for a cover of one of the containers.  The kit rates very good
plus overall, although exhibiting considerable verdigris along the undersides of the two containers.  The kit is stored in a brown leather
pouch which rates very good plus despite its minor wear and subsequent light fading. (134749-6)

2069. LOT OF SCOPE ACCESSORIES Consists of assorted rings and bases.  Included in the lot are a set of unmarked scope rings, two
separate sets of Weaver scope rings mounted on respective bases, Weaver side mount with integral scope rings, an unmarked two piece
scope base mount, scope base mount by Savage Arms, and a portion of a Lyman rear aperture sight apparatus as well as a portion of a
scope ring.  Also included with the lot are a set of transparent lens covers and a tin container with several screws. (134749-9Z)

2070. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Consists of a single box of 22 ammo and some 8mm Mauser.  The box of round nose
ammo contains 16 unfired cartridges produced by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company.  The box rates good plus but exhibits moder-
ate wear, fading, and general deterioration.  The 8mm Mauser Ammunition Consists of 19 loose rounds of ammo.  17 of the unfired car-
tridges are surplus ammo of Israeli origin.  The headstamps for the two remaining rounds denote that they were produced in 1940, with
additional research seeming to indicate that these rounds were manufactured in Canada for use with the Inglis 7.92mm Bren guns sup-
plied to the Nationalist Chinese forces during WWII. (134749-9AA, 9U)

2071. LOT OF 30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION Consists of 19 unfired rounds of ammo and 7 rounds of blank ammo.  Seven of
the unfired cartridges are full metal jacket Match ammo produced by Lake City Ammunition Plant.  Five of the unfired cartridges are full
metal jacket Match ammo produced by Des Moines Ordnance Plant in 1942.  Four of the unfired cartridges are full metal jacket Match
ammo produced by Frankford Arsenal, with three having been manufactured in 1938 and the remaining round in 1933.  Two of the unfired
cartridges are full metal jacket Match ammo produced by Remington Arms Company.  The remaining unfired cartridge was produced by
Western.  Of the blank firing cartridges, six were produced by Frankford Arsenal with the remaining round having been produced by Lake
City Ammunition Plant.  Included with the lot are two stripper clips. (134749-9AB)

2072. LOT OF 25 STEVENS AMMUNITION consists of 21 loose cartridges.  20 rounds of the ammo are unfired cartridges with semi-
wadcutter and featuring a headstamped "P".  The remaining round is a fired casing which also features the same headstamp.  This lot rep-
resents a very good collection of these hard to find cartridges. (134749-9AC)

2073. LOT OF AMMUNITION Consists of both 380 ACP and 45 ACP ammo.  Of the 380 ACP ammo, all of the cartridges were produced
by Remington-UMC featuring full metal jacket bullets and have remained unfired.  The 380 ACP ammo is stored in a vintage envelope from
The Nation Shawmut Bank of Boston.  Among the 45 ACP ammo, 15 of the unfired rounds feature full metal jacket bullets and were pro-
duced by the United States Cartridge Company.  The remaining three unfired rounds also feature full metal jacket bullets, but were man-
ufactured by the Remington Arms Company. (134749-9AD)

2074. LOT OF US GI GEAR Consists of a single tan canvas ammo belt.  The ammo belt displays the date of 1913 and features 9 pouches.
Also included with the belt is an unopened government issued first-aid kit in its separate pouch, canteen with canvas cover, and a "cut-
down" M1905E1 bayonet #611745 with scabbard.  The bayonet was originally produced by Springfield Armory in 1915 and now features
a cut-down 10" blade which has dulled over time.  Aside from the dulled edge, the metal surfaces rate very good, but do exhibit some
minor light handling marks as well as some fading of their factory original finish.  All of the factory markings, including the "flaming bomb"
Ordnance Department marking on the left side of the blade, remain crisp and untarnished.  The grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit
several instances of light handling marks and wear.  The metal spine of the grip displays the letters "AFH", which was the marking of the
American Fork & Hoe Company and was likely stamped to signify that the company was responsible for converting the bayonet for use
with the M1 Garand. (135538-6A)

2075. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 38 SPECIAL AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  Both boxes are Remington Targetmaster
and feature 148 Grain wad cutter bullets.  The first box contains its full 50 unfired cartridges; while the second box contains 23 unfired
cartridges of Remington-UMC as well as 21 fired casings from a mix of manufacturers.  The lot totals 73 unfired rounds and 21 fired cases.
Both boxes rate very good plus but do exhibit some light wear.  (135538-7A)

2076. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 38 SPECIAL AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  Both boxes are Remington Targetmaster
and feature 148 Grain nickle cased lead wadcutter bullets.  Both boxes contain their full 50 unfired cartridges of Remington-Peters.  While
one box rates very good plus despite displaying some wear, the second box rates only near very good as it has lost a considerable sec-
tion of its factory original display. Also included with the lot is a black nylon Uncle Mike's belt slide cartridge carrier with six assorted unfired
lead round nose nickle cased cartridges.  The lot totals 106 unfired rounds. (135538-7B)

2077. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 38 SPECIAL AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  Both boxes are feature 158 Grain lead
round nose bullets.  The first is a box of Remington Police Service which contains 17 unfired brass cased cartridges by Remington-UMC
as well as 10 unfired nickle cased cartridges by Remington-UMC.  The box itself rates very good plus with only some minor light wear.
The second box of Peters "Rustless" contains 22 unfired nickle cased cartridges by Peters, which display some minor instances of light
verdigris.  The box of Peters rates near very good but exhibits more moderate wear as well as having lost a few minor portions of the box.
The lot totals 49 unfired rounds. (135538-7C)

2078. LOT OF 357 MAGNUM AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Remington High Velocity 125 Grain
semi-jacketed hollow point which contains its full 50 unfired aluminum cased cartridges by Remington-Peters.  The box itself rates very good
plus but does exhibit some minor light wear.  The second box is Western Super-X and contains 24 unfired aluminum cased cartridges from
a mix of manufacturers.  The box rates near excellent with only minimal light wear.  The lot totals 74 unfired rounds. (135538-7D)

2079. LOT OF 44 SPECIAL AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Winchester Cowboy Action Loads 240
Grain lead flat nose containing 37 unfired cartridges by Winchester.  The box itself rates near excellent with only minimal light wear.  The
second box is Blazer CCI 200 Grain gold dot hollow point and contains 32 unfired aluminum cased cartridges by CCI.  The box rates very
good plus but does exhibit some minor light wear.  The lot totals 69 unfired rounds. (135538-7E)

2080. LOT OF 45 COLT AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Winchester Super-X 225 Grain silvertip hol-
low point containing 8 unfired cartridges by Winchester.  The box itself rates near excellent with only minimal light wear.  The second box
is M&M Reloads 250 Grain round nose flat point and contains its full 25 unfired cartridges.  The box rates near excellent with only mini-
mal light wear.  The lot totals 33 unfired rounds. (135538-7F)

2081. LOT OF 45 COLT AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Remington High Velocity 250 Grain lead
round nose flat point containing its full 50 unfired cartridges by Remington-Peters.  The box itself rates very good plus with only some
minor light wear.  The second box is Bullseye Ammunition Cowboy Load 250 Grain round nose flat point and contains its full 50 unfired
cartridges by Bullseye.  The box rates near excellent with only minimal light wear.  The lot totals 100 unfired rounds. (135538-7G)
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2082. LOT OF 30-30 WCF AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of Western ammo.  The first is a box of Western High Velocity con-
taining 10 unfired cartridges from a mix of manufacturers, as well as 10 fired casings from a mix of manufacturers.  The box itself rates very
good plus with only some minor light wear.  The second box is Western Super-X Power-Point 150 Grain soft point and contains 16 unfired
cartridges by Winchester-Western.  The box rates very good plus with only minor light wear and a few faint handling marks.  The lot totals
26 unfired rounds and 10 fired casings. (135538-7H)

2083. LOT OF 30-30 WCF AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of Remington ammo.  The first is a box of Remington High Velocity
170 Grain soft point containing 16 unfired cartridges by Remington-Peters, as well as 4 fired casings also from Remington-Peters.  The
box itself rates very good with some light wear.  The second box is Remington Hi-Speed 170 Grain soft point containing 11 unfired car-
tridges by Remington-Peters.  The box rates very good plus with only minimal light wear and loss of one of its interior side flaps.  The lot
totals 27 unfired rounds and 4 fired casings. (135538-7I)

2084. LOT OF 30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION Consists of three boxes of Winchester-Western ammo.  The first is a box of
Western Super-X 180 Grain "power point" soft point containing 15 unfired cartridges by Winchester-Western, as well as 5 fired casings
also from Winchester-Western.  The box itself rates very good plus with some minor light wear.  The two remaining boxes are both
Winchester-Western "W" unprimed cartridges loaded by Hornady.  The first box contains its full 20 unfired 180 Grain soft point cartridges;
while the second box contains 5 150 Grain unfired soft point cartridges, as well as 15 fired casings.  Both boxes rate very good with some
light wear.  The lot totals 25 unfired rounds and 15 fired casings. (135538-7J)

2085. LOT OF 30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION Consists of three boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Federal 150 Grain Hi-
Shok soft point containing 16 unfired cartridges by Federal, as well as 3 fired casings also from Federal.  The box itself rates very good
plus with some minor light wear and a few faint handling marks.  The two remaining boxes are both from Remington.  The first box is
Remington Express 165 Grain pointed soft point which contains its full 20 unfired cartridges by Remington-Peters; while the second box
is Remington Managed-Recoil 125 Grain pointed soft point cartridges and contains its full 20 unfired cartridges by Remington-Peters.
Both boxes rate near excellent with only extremely minimal light wear.  The lot totals 25 unfired rounds and 15 fired casings. (135538-7K)

2086. LOT OF 30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION Consists of 20 rounds of ammo.  All of the ammo remains unfired and are seat-
ed on stripper clips. 15 of the unfired cartridges feature full metal jacket bullets; of these 13 rounds were produced by Lake City Arsenal,
with the two remaining rounds having been produced by Frankford Arsenal.  The additional 5 cartridges were produced by Frankford
Arsenal and feature black-tipped armor piercing rounds. (135538-7L)

2087. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Consists of seven cases of ammo.  Included is: 1) one box of Remington Viper 22 Hyper Velocity
flat nose 22LR containing 41 unfired cartridges; 2) one box of CCI Blazer High Velocity round nose 22LR containing 44 unfired cartridges;
3) one box of Peters "Victor" Hi-Speed round nose 22LR containing its full 50 unfired cartridges; 4) one box of CCI 31 Grain 22 LR Shotshell
#12 shot and containing its full 20 unfired cartridges; 5) three containers totaling 80 unfired rounds of RWS .22 BB Caps. (135538-7M)

2088. LOT OF 12 GA. AMMUNITION Consists of two boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Winchester-Western 2 3/4" rifled slugs con-
taining its full 5 unfired cartridges.  The box rates very good plus overall but does exhibit some minor light wear.  Second is a box of Federal
Premium 2 3/4" Magnum copper plated #2 shot containing 22 original unfired cartridges and 3 non-original 2 3/4" "Xtra-Range" #2 shot
unfired cartridges.  The box itself rates near excellent with negligible light wear. (135538-7N)

2089. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 45 ACP AMMUNITION Consists of a single box of ammo.  The box of Winchester full metal jacket car-
tridges is sealed with clear cellophane tape, but would seem to contain its full 20 unfired cartridges.  The box itself rates very good plus
but does exhibit some extremely minor light wear. (135538-7O)

2090. LOT OF ASSORTED CALIBER AMMUNITION Consists of a total of 171 cartridges.  Included with the lot are: 1) 10 unfired
cartridges of 38 Special hollow point ammo, all of which were produced by Speer; 2) 33 unfired cartridges of 9mm hollow point ammo,
all displaying the headstamp "9mm 86 TZZ"; 3) 51 unfired cartridges of 22 LR ammo produced by various manufacturers.  Of the 51 car-
tridges, 47 are hollow point with the remaining 4 being aluminum cased round nose; 4) 77 unfired cartridges of 9mm full metal jacket
ammunition produced by various manufacturers. (136393-390A)

2091. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 22LR AMMUNITION Consists of three boxes of ammo.  The first is a box of Remington Hi-Speed 22LR
Shot ammo which contains its full 50 unfired cartridges.  The box itself rates very good plus and exhibits limited instances of light wear.
Second is a box of Peters High Velocity 22LR Shot ammo containing its full 50 unfired cartridges.  The second box also rates very good
plus and exhibits only limited instances of light wear.  The remaining box of Western Super-X contains 53 unfired cartridges, 13 of which
appear to be original rounds of 22LR shot ammo while the remaining cartridges feature round nose bullets.  This final box similarly rates
very good plus but does exhibit some more noticeable instances of light wear. (136393-390B)

2092. SWEDISH MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL HOLSTER LOT Consists of a single brown leather holster.  The exterior
leather surfaces feature a star pattern and rate near excellent, although exhibiting some minor light wear.  The interior of the holster fea-
tures a dual magazine pouch and displays the mark "J. 12" on the inside of its flap.  Included in the pouches are two 7 round magazines
for the 9x20mm Browning Long chambered pistol.  Both of the magazines rate near excellent, one is unmarked but retains about 98% of
its factory original blued finish, as well as some packing grease; while the second magazine displays the serial number 23307 along its
right side and retains about 95% of its factory original blued finish, but does exhibit some light wear which has given way to instances of
minor silvering. (136534-26A)

2093. LOT OF HOLSTERS Consists of three brown leather holsters.  The first holster is for a Mauser Model 1934 semi-auto pistol.  The exte-
rior leather surfaces rate near excellent, although exhibiting some light wear.  The interior of the holster features a single magazine pouch
and displays the mark "Oblt. Oostmann 23905" on the inside of its flap.  The number was most likely included to match a pistol's serial
number, while it is believed that the remainder of the marking denotes that the holster was issued to an "Oberleutnant" by the last name
of Oostmann.  The second is a WWII German Ally Bulgarian Police Holster for a Walther P38 pistol.  The holster's exterior leather surfaces
rate very good but do exhibit considerable light wear.  The interior leather surfaces likewise rate very good and exhibit similar levels of light
wear.  In addition, the holster has been reworked and the original loops have been replaced to allow for use with military belts.  The hol-
ster also originally featured a single magazine pouch along its right side; however, this pouch is no longer present.  The final holster is for
Rast-Gasser Model 1898 revolvers.  The holster's exterior leather surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit some light wear, as well as
a few instances of slight cracking along the upper portion of the flap.  The interior of the holster displays some markings on the inside of
its flap with the leather rating near excellent and exhibiting negligible faint wear.  The holster has been reworked from its original config-
uration along its back to allow for use with military belts. (136534-26B)

2094. LOT OF HOLSTERS Consists of two leather holsters.  The first is a black leather soft shell holster for a Walther P38 semi-auto pistol.
The exterior leather surfaces rate excellent with negligible faint wear or handling marks.  The interior of the holster features a single mag-
azine pouch and rates near excellent with minimal faint handling marks.  The back of the holster displays two impressions; the first is to
the right of the loops and states “P38”, while the second impression is located between the two loops but is too small to be legible.  The
second holster is a brown leather holster likely for a Luger P08 semi-auto pistol.  The holster's exterior leather surfaces rate very good but
exhibit several light wear and handling marks, as well as considerable slight cracking along its main body.  The interior of the holster rates
very good, although displaying some light wear as well as minor damage caused by reworking of the back.  The back of the holster fea-
tures two loops but exhibits noticeable signs of reworking.  In addition, the name James, as well as the initials J.L.J., have been crudely
etched into the exterior leather in a few locations. (133638-44C)
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2095. LOT OF HOLSTERS Consists of four revolver holsters.  The first is a black leather holster by FIE.  The exterior rates excellent with min-
imal light wear and handling marks, although the interior surfaces do exhibit more noticeable instances of light wear.  The back of the hol-
ster displays the company name and what is presumably its logo of a tiger.  The second holster is of a brown leather construction and
depicts a floral stenciled scene, with the exterior rating excellent and exhibiting negligible faint wear and handling marks.  The interior
leather rates near excellent but does exhibit some minor light wear.  The only noticeable mark is found on the back of the holster and
states "K 21", and is likely the model designation.  The third holster is also brown leather, but with a plain exterior that rates very good
although exhibiting several light handling marks as well as some minor light wear.  The interior leather rates very good plus but does exhib-
it some minor light wear.  The holster lacks any discernible factory markings.  The final holster was produced by the H.H. Heiser Saddlery
Company and features light brown leather.  The leather surfaces rate very good plus but exhibit several light handling marks and some
minor light wear.  The back of the holster displays the company's logo as well as the number "415 2".  Additionally, the back of the hol-
ster has been marked the initials O.M.M., followed by the number 6. (136265-10)

2096. GALCO HOLSTER LOT Consists of a single Galco Miami Classic II shoulder holster rig.  The holster features light brown leather sur-
faces which rate near excellent but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks.  The rig includes the holster section for a Heckler
& Koch P7 semi-auto pistol as well as a dual magazine pouch. (136653-11A)

2097. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Leupold M8 12x rifle scope.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 91% of
its factory original gloss blued finish, but does exhibit a few light handling marks which have led to minor loss of finish.  The scope features
a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Overall, a near excellent example of these quality scopes by Leupold
which have since been discontinued. (136743-2)

2098. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT Consists of a single Bushnell Sportchief II 2 3/4"x21mm rifle scope.  The scope rates very good plus and
retains about 85% of its factory original finish, but does exhibit some light handling marks which have led to instances of silvering.  The
scope features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The scope is mounted to a set of Weaver detachable
rings. (136757-4A)

2099. HELMET LOT Consists of a WWI Era US M1917 helmet.  Included in the lot is the steel shell as well as the helmet liner.  Both of the
component pieces rate near excellent and exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks, as well as a slight ding located along the
upper right side of the helmet and measuring about 2" in length.  This helmet would be an excellent item for the military enthusiast, espe-
cially those with a focused interest on WWI. (136035-1)

2100. HELMET LOT Consists of a single Vietnam WarEra US M1 helmet.  Included in the lot is the steel shell in its "Vietnam Leaf" pattern
camouflage cover as well as the helmet liner.  All of the component pieces rate excellent and exhibit only negligible faint wear or handling
marks.  M1 helmets are extremely popular with militaria collectors and are also becoming harder to find. This helmet would be an excel-
lent item for the military enthusiast, especially those with a focused interest on the Vietnam War. (136035-2)

2101. BERETTA PX4 STORM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PX01695, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate excellent and retain about 99% factory original matte blued finish.  The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and lack
any discernible marks.  The barrel displays a different number than the serial number present on the frame.  The pistol features a set of
fixed three-dot night sights, and an ambidextrous decocker safety.  No magazine is included; however, the pistol does come with an addi-
tional backstrap, cleaning kit, lock, manual, and factory original hardcase with box. (136724-178) (300/500)

2102. BERETTA 9000S TYPE F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SZ015229, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 99% factory original matte blued finish, although with some light wear on the barrel.  The textured
black overmolded rubber grip rates excellent and lacks any discernible marks.  The pistol features a set of fixed three-dot sights, and an
ambidextrous decocker safety.  Included are two 10 round blued magazines with adjustable floorplate finger rests, lock, manual and
papers, and factory hardcase with sleeve. (136724-135) (300/500)

2103. SARDIUS INDUSTRIES SD9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A003822, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with a very good plus bore.  The
parkerized metal surfaces rate very good plus but exhibit several light wear and handling marks.  The black synthetic grips rate excellent,
with only minimal light handling marks.  The pistol maintains is original fixed three-dot sights and includes two 7 round magazines, man-
ual, and factory original hardcase. (136724-126) (250/450)

2104. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBM2393, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent and exhibit only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The checkered black
synthetic grips rate excellent and lack any visible handling marks.  The pistol maintains its factory original fixed three-dot sights and does
not include any magazine, but does come with a chamber flag, lock, manual, and factory original hardcase. (136724-171) (250/350)

2105. SMITH & WESSON M&P9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HSF8511, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus factory black Melonite finish, exhibiting only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The
textured black synthetic grips rate excellent and lack any visible handling marks.  The pistol maintains its factory original adjustable three-
dot sights and features an ambidextrous slide release as well as an integral picatinny frame mount; however, this model does not feature
a thumbsafety.  Included are three 10 round blued magazines, additional backstraps, a chamber flag, lock, factory test-fired cartridge, man-
ual, and factory original hardcase. (136724-347) (300/500)

2106. SMITH & WESSON M&P9 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPL2051, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus factory black Melonite finish, exhibiting only negligible extremely faint han-
dling marks.  The textured black synthetic grips rate excellent and lack any visible handling marks.  The pistol maintains its factory orig-
inal adjustable three-dot night sights; however their low light function appears to have worn out.  Additionally, the pistol features an
ambidextrous slide release and an integral picatinny frame mount; however, this model does not feature a thumbsafety.  Included are two
12 round blued magazines, additional backstraps, a chamber flag, lock, factory test-fired cartridge, manual, and factory original hardcase.
(136724-104) (300/500)

2107. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A154845, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 95% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling
marks.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent and lack any discernible handling marks.  The pistol maintains its original adjustable
sights and features a decocker safety as well as a lanyard loop.  The pistol also features an installed checkered black rubber backstrap.
Included with the pistol is a single factory 8 round blued magazine as well as an extended aftermarket magazine, chamber flag, and a fac-
tory box. (136724-151) (300/500)

2108. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 659 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A850663, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
stainless steel metal surfaces rate near excellent with only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The checkered black rubber
Pachmayr grips rate and feel excellent.  The pistol features an ambidextrous decocker safety as well as a lanyard loop.  Included with the
pistol is a single factory 14 round stainless steel magazine as well as a second 15 round unmarked stainless steel magazine, chamber flag,
manual and papers, and a factory box. (136724-339) (300/500)
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2109. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 659 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBC9895, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
stainless steel metal surfaces rate near excellent with only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The checkered black synthetic grips
rate excellent.  The pistol features an ambidextrous decocker safety and includes a single 14 round stainless steel magazine as well as two
15 round stainless steel factory magazines, chamber flag, and a factory box. (136724-340) (300/500)

2110. SIG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A009096, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original matte black finish, and exhibit negligible faint marks.  The textured black syn-
thetic grips rate excellent and lack any discernible marks.  The pistol maintains its original set of three-dot sights and features an ambidex-
trous safety, decocking lever, and an integral picatinny frame mount.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round blued magazines, factory
gun lubricant, lock, spare parts, manual and papers, and factory original hardcase. (136724-102) (250/450)

2111. RUGER P85 MKII SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #304-05368, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The textured black
rubber Hogue wraparound grips rate near excellent, although with a few minor faint handling marks.  The pistol maintains its adjustable
three-dot sights and features an ambidextrous decocking safety, ambidextrous magazine release, and lanyard loop.  Included with the pis-
tol are two 10 round blued Ruger magazines, manual, and factory hardcase.  Also included with the pistol are the original black polymer
grips, which rate excellent. (136724-110) (250/450)

2112. RUGER P85 MKII SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #303-21388, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light speckling.  The black polymer
grips rate near excellent, although with a few minor light signs of handling.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and fea-
tures an ambidextrous decocking safety, ambidextrous magazine release, and lanyard loop.  Included with the pistol are two unmarked
blued magazines, speed loader, manual, and factory hardcase. (136724-113) (250/450)

2113. RUGER P89 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #313-70958, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore which exhibits minor
extremely light lead build-up.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, although drifting to
an almost purplish tint.  The textured black rubber Hogue wraparound grips rate near excellent, but do exhibit some minor light han-
dling marks.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and features an ambidextrous decocking safety as well as an ambidex-
trous magazine release.  Included with the pistol is a single blued, what appears to be, 15 round Promag magazine and one 10 round
blued Ruger magazine for 40 S&W chambered Ruger P-series semi-auto pistols, speed loader, manual, and factory original hardcase.
(136734-190) (250/450)

2114. RUGER P94DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #340-63389, 40 S&W, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel
metal surfaces rate near excellent, but do exhibit minimal faint wear and handling marks.  The textured black rubber Hogue wraparound
grips rate near excellent, although with a few minor faint handling marks.  The pistol maintains its original set of three-dot sights and fea-
tures an ambidextrous decocking lever as well as an ambidextrous magazine release.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round blued
Ruger magazines, manual, and factory hardcase. (136724-191) (300/500)

2115. RUGER P95DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #312-05912, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal
surfaces rate excellent, but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The black polymer grips rate near excellent, although with some
minor light handling marks.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and features an ambidextrous decocking lever as well as
an ambidextrous magazine release.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round stainless steel Ruger magazines, speed loader, manual, and
factory hardcase. (136724-111) (250/450)

2116. FIRESTORM 45 GOVERNMENT 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-04-10416-02, 45 ACP, 5 1/8" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 93% factory original matte blued finish, but do exhibit some light
handling marks as well as slight silvering along the left side of the slide.  The checkered black rubber grips rate very good plus but exhib-
it light handling wear.  The pistol features a set of fixed three-dot sights and includes three 7 round blued magazines with extended floor-
plates, trigger lock, factory test-fired cartridge, manual and papers, and factory original box. (136724-165) (300/500)

2117. RUGER MKII TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225-05794, 22 LR, 6 7/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some negligible faint handling marks.  The check-
ered black rubber Volquartsen Volthane target grips feature a thumbrest and rate excellent.  The pistol maintains its original target sights
and includes five 10 round blued Ruger magazines, speed loader, hardcase, original grips, lock, manual, and factory original hardcase.
(136724-87) (300/500)

2118. BERETTA MODEL U22 NEOS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #P05406, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original matte black finish, with minimal faint handling marks.  The black synthetic grip
frames with black rubber inserts rate excellent and lack any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features an ambidextrous safety as well
as sights incorporated into the integral full length sight rail.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round stainless steel magazines, chamber
flag, lock, manual, and factory hardcase with original box. (136724-99) (150/350)

2119. TAURUS PT24/7 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SXG93919, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel
metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several instances of minor light handling marks.  The textured black rubber grips rate very
good plus but do exhibit several noticeable signs of handling wear.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and features a thumb-
safety.  Included with the pistol is a single 10 round blued magazine, tool, manual, and factory original hardcase. (136724-92) (250/450)

2120. TAURUS PT111 MILLENNIUM PRO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TYC71229, 9mm, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several instances of minor light handling marks.  The textured
black synthetic grips rate excellent and lack any discernible marks.  The pistol maintains its adjustable three-dot sights and features a
thumbsafety.  Included with the pistol are two 10 round blued magazines, chamber flag, tool, manual, and factory original hardcase.
(136724-93) (200/400)

2121. TORUN ARMS DRAGON-SL BLANK FIRING PISTOL serial #14431, 9mm blank firing cartridges, 5" barrel.  The stainless
steel-like, plated metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several minor light handling marks.  The imitation wood grips rate very
good plus but exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  Included with the blank firing pistol are six stainless steel magazines, parts, 50
unfired blank 9mm cartridges by Umarex, and a factory hardcase. (136724-316) {NON-GUN}

2122. KEL-TEC SUB-2000 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #EGD85, 9mm, 16 1/8" barrel with a near excellent, mostly bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% factory original blued finish, although with some minor faint marks.  The black syn-
thetic furniture rates near excellent and exhibits only minimal faint handling marks.  The carbine features a peep rear sight and red post
front sight.  The carbine can be collapsed to allow for easier transport or storage.  Included with the carbine is a single 10 round Glock
magazine, manual, and factory original box. (136724-303) (250/450)
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2123. KIMBER CONVERSION KIT Consists of a kit to convert 1911 pistols to fire 22LR cartridges.  The kit includes a Kimber slide and
barrel assembly designed to accommodate the smaller rimfire ammunition, a single stack magazine capable of holding and loading the
rounds, tools, manual and papers, and a factory hardcase.  The slide features adjustable target sights.  The perfect accessory for those
with a 1911 pistol, who want to shoot without breaking the bank on the cost of ammo. (136724-147)

2124. HERITAGE MANUFACTURING ROUGH RIDER CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER serial
#HZ19766, 22 LR/22 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 96% facto-
ry original nickel finish, but do exhibit some minor faint handling marks.  The faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent, exhibiting minimal
extremely faint handling marks.  The revolver features a 6 round 22 LR cylinder as well as a manual safety.  Included with the revolver is an
additional 6 round 22 Magnum cylinder, Heritage Rough Rider belt buckle, manual, and factory original box. (136724-101) (200/400)

2125. ISSC AUSTRIA MK22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A390328, 22 LR, 16 5/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 93% factory original matte blued finish, but do exhibit several light handling marks.  The black
synthetic pistolgrip rates excellent, while the collapsible stock rates very good plus although exhibiting several minor light handling marks.
The stock features a three position adjustment as well as an adjustable cheekpiece; the stock appears to have originally been capable of
folding to the side, however this function has since been disabled.  The rifle features a pincatinny quad rail and a set of folding iron sights,
which, when in the flipped down position, become a set of three-dot pistol sights.  The standard muzzle brake has since been replaced
by a plain threaded muzzle device.  The safety and magazine release are both ambidextrous; the charging handle can be fitted to several
locations on either side of the rifle.  Included with the rifle are tools, a manual, and its factory original box; however, no magazine is pre-
sent. (136724-289) (300/500)

2126. ATI IMPORTED GSG KALASHNIKOV SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A348696, 22 LR, 16 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% factory original matte blued finish, but do exhibit several light handling
marks.  The black synthetic furniture rates near excellent, but does exhibit minimal light handling marks.  Included with the rifle is a cham-
ber flag, tools, manual, and black nylon tactical softcase with pouches; however, no magazine is present. (136724-298) (250/450)

2127. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #520187, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus factory original blued finish.  The checkered walnut stock and
forearm with ebony end cap both rate excellent and exhibit only minimal faint handling marks.  The receiver has been factory drilled and
tapped.  The rifle features a set of open sights, with the rear sight appearing to be an aftermarket replacement.  Included with the rifle is
a single detachable box magazine. (136758-24) (250/450)

2128. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #194729, 35 Remington, 22" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 90% factory original blued finish, although having become faded
and exhibits some minor faint oxidation as well as light wear.  The smooth walnut stock features an embedded compass and rates very
good despite several instances of light wear and handling marks.  The ribbed forearm also rates very good and exhibits comparable lev-
els of wear and handling.  The receiver has been factory drilled and tapped.  The rifle features a front ramp sight, but its rear sight has
been replaced with a filler block; however, an aftermarket Lyman rear aperture sight has been installed to compensate for the absence.
No magazine is included with the rifle. (136741-35) (150/250)

2129. MOSSBERG MODEL 640KS CHUCKSTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 Magnum, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some minor light oxidation along
the left side of the barrel below the rear sight.  The deluxe checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus but exhibits some
light age related wear and handling marks.  The rifle maintains its rear adjustable open sight but is missing its front sight post; however, a
4x23 Bushnell Banner riflescope has been mounted above the receiver.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 93% of its fac-
tory original black finish, but exhibits numerous minor light handling marks.  The duplex reticle displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The
rifle features a golden colored trigger, integral finger grooves, and sling swivels and includes a single 5 round detachable box magazine.
(136758-19) (200/300)

2130. SAVAGE MODEL 23B SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 25-20 WCF, 24 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% factory original blued finish although exhibiting some slight fading as well as faint oxi-
dation.  The bolt rates very good plus but displays its age, as well as some light wear.  The checkered walnut stock rates near excellent
and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a front ramp sight but its missing rear sight has been replaced with
a filler block.  The receiver displays a couple of added drilled and tapped holes and features a Weaver K6 series riflescope mounted above
the receiver.  The scope rates very good and retains about 90% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits moderate light age related
fading and a few minor light handling marks.  The fine crosshair reticle displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Included with the rifle is a sin-
gle detachable box magazine. (136735-5) (150/250)

2131. SPRINGFIELD-SAVAGE MODEL 840 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #169183, 222 Remington, 24" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate every good plus and retain about 89% factory original blued finish although exhibiting faint oxidation
along the barrel reaching toward the receiver, as well as considerable light fading of the finish.  The bolt rates very good plus but does exhib-
it some minor light wear.  The checkered American hardwood stock rates near excellent but with some minor light handling marks.  The rifle
features a set of open sights as well as an unmarked rifle scope installed on a Weaver side mount.  The scope rates very good plus and
retains about 93% of its factory original blued finish, but does exhibit some light handling marks.  The fine crosshair reticle displays a crisp,
clear sight picture.  Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine and brown leather sling. (136724-300) (100/200)

2132. COLT COLTEER 1-22 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Magnum, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 94% factory original blued finish but do exhibit some light handling marks along the barrel
as well as slight silvering of the triggerguard's edges and an impact mark at the muzzle.  The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very
good plus but exhibit several instances of light wear and handling marks.  The barrel exhibits two holes that appear to have been factory
drilled and tapped for a missing rear sight; oddly, however, there are no provisions for a front sight.  Mounted above the receiver is a
Weaver B4 series riflescope.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 96% of its factory original blued finish but does exhibit
some light handling marks.  The fine crosshair reticle displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Also featured with the rifle is a set of sling swivels.
(136724-211) (200/400)

2133. SAVAGE MODEL 4C BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S/L/LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retain about 91% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit several light handling marks.  The checkered walnut stock rates
excellent and displays negligible faint handling marks.  The rifle maintains its original open sights and features a Lyman 22 Junior riflescope
on a Mossberg No. 8A scope mount offset above the receiver.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 85% factory original
blued finish although exhibiting several light handling marks and fading of its finish.  The fine crosshair reticle displays a clear sight picture.
Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine. (136724-213) (75/150)
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2134. SAVAGE MODEL 23AA SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #135808, 22 LR, 23" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 89% factory original blued finish although exhibiting some slight fading as well as
faint oxidation and some minor light handling marks.  The bolt rates very good plus but does display some light wear.  The smooth walnut
stock with Schnabel forend rates very good plus but exhibits numerous handling marks.  The rifle features a target front sight and open
rear sight.  In addition, a Redfield aperture rear sight has been installed at the rear of the receiver.  Included with the rifle is a single detach-
able box magazine and sling swivels. (136741-21) (150/250)

2135. SAVAGE MODEL 23AA SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #133357, 22 LR, 23" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 91% factory original blued finish although exhibiting some slight fading as well
as a few minor light handling marks.  The bolt rates very good plus but does displays light wear.  The smooth walnut stock with Schnabel
forend rates very good plus but exhibits some light wear and handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights; additionally, a set
of holes has been factory drilled and tapped at the rear of the receiver.  Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine.
(136741-4) (150/250)

2136. SAVAGE MODEL 4 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good
plus and retain about 91% factory original blued finish although exhibiting some slight fading as well as faint oxidation and some minor
light handling marks.  The checkered walnut stock rates very good but displays extensive wear and handling marks.  The rifle maintains
its original open sights, but also exhibits drilled and tapped holes in the rear left side of the receiver.  Included with the rifle are a single
detachable box magazine and a set of sling swivels. (136724-217) (50/150)

2137. SAVAGE MODEL 4 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good
plus and retain about 93% factory original blued finish although exhibiting some slight fading as well as a few minor light handling marks.
The checkered walnut stock rates very good but displays several instances of light wear and handling marks.  The rifle maintains its origi-
nal open sights, but also exhibits drilled and tapped holes in the rear left side of the receiver.  Included with the rifle are two detachable
box magazines. (136724-212) (75/150)

2138. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 27" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% factory original blued finish, with only a few faint handling marks.  The smooth
walnut stock rates very good plus but exhibits several light handling marks.  The stock also exhibits a set of more noticeable parallel
gouges measuring approximately 1 1/2" and extending rearward from the bottom of the pistolgrip, as well as a chip missing from the
bottom of the butt.  The rifle maintains its set of open sights.  The bolt has to be manually cocked after loading a cartridge in order to
fire. (136741-38) (100/300)

2139. INTRATEC AB-10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A044580, 9mm, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original matte black finish, but do exhibit some light handling marks.  The checkered black
synthetic grip rates excellent to like-new and lacks any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a locking charging handle and
includes a single 10 round blued magazine as well as a factory original hardcase. (136724-183) (200/400)

2140. INTRATEC TEC-DC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D076792, 9mm, 5" threaded barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original matte black finish, but do exhibit some light handling marks.  The check-
ered black synthetic grip rates excellent to like-new and lacks any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a locking charging han-
dle, as well as a threaded barrel with barrel shroud.  No magazine is included, but the pistol does come with a shrouded barrel extension,
single point black nylon sling, manual, and a hardcase. (136724-336) (300/500)

2141. INTRATEC TEC-22T SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #089208, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original matte black finish, but do exhibit a few light handling marks.  The ribbed black
synthetic grip rates excellent and exhibits some signs of light handling.  The pistol features an ambidextrous safety, as well as a threaded
barrel.  Included with the pistol are two 30 round magazines and a factory hardcase.  (136724-182) (250/450)

2142. INTRATEC TEC-22T "SCORPION" SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #089208, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original matte black finish, but do exhibit a few light handling marks.  The
ribbed black synthetic grip rates excellent and exhibits some signs of light handling.  The pistol features an ambidextrous safety, as well
as a threaded barrel.  One magazine is included and the pistol does come with a shrouded barrel extension and a factory hardcase.
(136724-188) (250/450)

2143. MARLIN-GLENFIELD MODEL 30 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #A856546, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish, although exhibiting some minor light handling
marks.  The receiver has been factory drilled and tapped.  The smooth walnut stock and forend both rate very good plus but do exhibit
light signs of handling.  The rifle features a set of open sights and an installed aftermarket hammer extension.  An economically priced and
likely adequate all-purpose rifle chambered for a popular cartridge. (136741-3) (100/300)

2144. MARLIN MODEL 336A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #H20566, 35 Rem, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% factory original blued finish, although exhibiting several light handling marks and iso-
lated instances of light oxidation as well as particular levels of fading around the receiver area.  The smooth walnut forend rates very good
plus but does exhibit some light handling marks.  The stock rates only very good, exhibiting crude notches cut along the top of the stock
as well as a 3/4" crack stemming rearward from the upper tang and a 1 1/4" crack stemming rearward from the lower tang.  The rifle fea-
tures an open rear sight and ramp front sight which is missing its hood.  In addition to the iron sights, the rifle features a Weaver V7 2.5-
7x riflescope mounted above the receiver.  The scope rates very good plus and retains about 93% of its factory original blued finish despite
exhibiting some light handling marks and scattered oxidation.  The scope features a post-and-crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear
sight picture.  The rifle also features a set of sling mounts and an installed Pachmayr "White Line" ventilated recoil pad which increases
the length of pull to 14 1/4". (136741-19) (200/400) 

2145. JPE IMPORTED NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11097453, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain, on average, about 90% factory original finish but do exhibit some light han-
dling marks as well as pinprick pitting along the gas block.  The original wood stock has since been replaced by a black synthetic side-
folding stock with pistolgrip.  The stock features a checkered pistolgrip and forend as well as a ventilated recoil pad, and rates very good
plus overall, but does exhibit evident signs of handling.  The length of pull with the stock extended is 14 3/8".  The triggerguard, bolt, bolt
carrier, receiver, and receiver cover all display matching numbers; however, the factory number is partially covered by the installed stock
and cannot currently be identified.  In its original configuration, the rifle likely would have been a paratrooper model as identified by its
shortened barrel length.  The original Chinese folding spike bayonet has since been replaced by a Russian-style folding blade bayonet,
and the fixed magazine has been removed to allow for the use of detachable magazines; however, no magazines are included with the
rifle.  The cleaning rod has also been removed.  This rifle would likely make an excellent option for those looking for an all-purpose firearm.
(136724-322) (300/500)
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2146. CENTURY ARMS IMPORTED CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7237, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus but have turned to a mottled gray with some traces of their factory original
blued finish.  The smooth wood stock rates very good plus, but does exhibit several light dings, scratches, and other general handling
marks.  The triggerguard, magazine, stock, bolt, bolt carrier, receiver, and receiver cover all display matching numbers.  Aside from the ser-
ial number, and what would appear to be a concealed production date of 1968, the rifle displays no manufacturing markings, with Century
Arms itself denoting the rifle as being of Chinese origin.  The folding bayonet is of the Russian blade-style, which coupled with the low
serial number lends credence to the belief that this is an extremely early production unit.  Included with the rifle is its cleaning rod, as well
as a cleaning kit which is housed in the butt trap. (136724-275) (300/500)

2147. AMT GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A22091, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stain-
less steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit several light handling marks, as well as oxidation along the rear sight.  The check-
ered black rubber Pachmayr grips rate very good but do show some minor signs of handling.  The pistol maintains its original set of fixed sights
and an ambidextrous safety.  Included with the pistol is a single 7 round blued magazine and a hardcase. (136780-S17736) (300/400)

2148. HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC M-101 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2095268, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit a few minor light han-
dling marks.  The checkered brown plastic grips rate excellent and lack any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a set of fixed
sights and includes a single 10 round blued magazine. (136779-D29552) (200/300)

2149. SARSILMAZ HANCER 2000 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ACH00233, 9mm, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish with a few minor light handling marks.  The factory
black leather grips rate and feel excellent.  The pistol features a set of three-dot sights and includes a single blued factory magazine.
(136779-D29404) (200/400)

2150. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 442-2 AIRWEIGHT DOUBLE-ACTION-ONLY REVOLVER serial #CLW9097, 38 Special
+P, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% factory original matte black
finish, but do exhibit a few minor faint handling marks as well as a light turn ring on the 5 shot fluted cylinder.  The black rubber grips
rate near excellent but display some light signs of handling.  Included with the revolver is a holster, manual, and factory original box.
(136780-S17951) (250/450)

2151. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #147139, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excel-
lent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some scattered faint oxidation.  The rifle features an aftermarket black
synthetic aftermarket Ram-Line side-folding stock with pistolgrip.  The stock rates near excellent with some minor light handling marks.
The rifle maintains its factory original folding leaf rear sight, however a Ram-Line sight has been installed in place of the factory sight; in
addition, a Ram-Line carry handle with peep sight has also been installed above the receiver.  The rifle features an installed flash sup-
pressor as well as a Savage-Springfield Model 1540B 4x15 riflescope.  The scope rates very good and retains about 95% of its factory
original gloss black finish, but does exhibit several minor light handling marks.  The optics display a crisp clear sight picture, however the
crosshairs have since snapped and left the scope without a reticle.  Included with the rifle is one 30 round Ram-Line magazine as well as
two factory 10 round rotary magazines.  Ruger factory records indicate the rifle as an early production model which was manufactured in
1965, with its configuration having been significantly altered since then. (136792-5) (200/300)

2152. ATI IMPORTED GSG-5 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A278673, 22 LR, 16 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus of their factory original blued finish with extremely negligible faint handling marks.  The black
synthetic furniture rates near excellent overall, with only the pistolgrip exhibiting some minor light handling marks.  The rifle maintains its
factory original iron sights but also features an installed Bushnell Holosight mounted on a picatinny rail above the receiver.  The holographic
sight rates near excellent and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks; however, the optic does not currently function but likely only
requires two Type N batteries as none are included.  The rifle features a faux sound suppressor barrel shroud and sling mounts.  No mag-
azine is included, but the rifle does come with its factory original box. (136724-310) (350/550)

2153. BINGHAM PPS/50 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY F.LLI PIETTA serial #7410, 22 LR, 16" barrel with a very good although slightly
dark bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% factory original blued finish but do exhibit some light handling
marks.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibits only negligible handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights
and a ventilated barrel shroud, but does not include any magazine. (136738-14) (200/400)

2154. MARLIN MODEL 336CS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #06025839, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus of their factory original blued finish.  The checkered walnut stock and forend both
rate excellent to like new.  The stock features a factory brown recoil pad.  The top of the receiver has been factory drilled and tapped for
the installation of a scope base.  The rifle features an adjustable open rear sight and hooded front sight.  The rifle maintains its original
hangtag and inspection sticker.  Included with the rifle is its manual and factory original box. (136777-1) (300/500)

2155. MARLIN MODEL 39A 3RD MODEL 2ND VARIATION LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #H17263, 22 S,L,Lr, 24" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light han-
dling marks as well as light oxidation and other wear.  The smooth walnut stock and forend both rate very good plus but exhibit some light
wear and handling marks.  The rifle features a hooded ramp front sight but lacks any rear sight.  Instead, a Western Field Model 60-1223
2.5-7x20 riflescope has been installed above the receiver and barrel.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 98% of its factory orig-
inal gloss black finish.  The scope features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  The rifle features a hammer
extension and sling swivels.  Included with the rifle are a set of leather lens covers and a softcase. (136824-1) (250/450)

2156. MARLIN MODEL 80E BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very
good and retain about 89% factory original blued finish, exhibiting several minor light handling marks and slight fading.  The smooth wal-
nut stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some minor light handling marks and scattered remnants of what appears to be green
paint.  The rifle features a fixed front sight, with its original rear sight absent and since replaced by a Lyman aperture rear sight.  Included
with the rifle is a single 7 round detachable box magazine. (136792-6) (75/150)

2157. MOSSBERG MODEL 46M(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 23" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate very good but have converted to a largely mottled gray finish.  The smooth walnut Mannlicher-style stock rates very good plus, exhibit-
ing only a few minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights and integral finger grooves at the pistolgrip of the stock.
(136758-29) {C&R} (150/250)

2158. MOSSBERG MODEL 46M(B) BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 23" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near very good but exhibit a layer of light oxidation.  The smooth walnut Mannlicher-style stock rates very good, but exhibits several
light to moderate handling marks.  The rifle maintains its rear sight but is missing its front sight.  The rifle features integral finger grooves
at the pistolgrip of the stock. (136780-S17909) {C&R} (75/150)
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2159. MOSSBERG MODEL 100 ATR (ALL TERRAIN RIFLE) BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #BA138104, 308 Winchester, 22" bar-
rel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 94% of their factory original matte blued finish,
but exhibits several light handling marks.  The checkered black synthetic stock rates very good although with numerous light scratches pre-
sent; featured with the stock is a factory recoil pad.  The rifle features a folding bipod and Barska 4-16x riflescope.  The scope rates near
excellent and retains about 97% of its factory matte black finish, but does exhibit a few light wear and handling marks.  The scope features
a duplex reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture.  Also included with the rifle is a black nylon sling. (136780-S17761) (250/350)

2160. CDI IMPORTED RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #LV1187/CCCP81934, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, with only a few minor light handling marks.
The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus but does exhibit some minor light handling marks.  The receiver cover identifies that the
rifle was produced at the Tula arsenal in 1951.  The magazine floorplate, triggerguard, stock, receiver, receiver cover, bolt carrier, and bolt
all display matching factory serial numbers.  The rifle features a folding Russian blade-style bayonet and includes an oiler, cleaning kit,
cleaning rod, stripper clip, and green canvas sling. (136783-1) {C&R} (300/500)

2161. INTERSTATE ARMS IMPORTED NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1405545, 7.62x39mm, 20" bar-
rel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 96% factory original blued finish, with only a few minor
light handling marks.  The smooth walnut stock exhibits an orange tone and rates very good plus, but does display light scratching and
other minor handling marks.  The receiver identifies that the rifle was produced at factory 206.  The magazine floorplate, triggerguard,
stock, receiver, receiver cover, bolt carrier, and bolt all display matching factory serial numbers.  The rifle features a folding Chinese spike-
style bayonet and includes a cleaning kit, cleaning rod, and green canvas sling.  The rifle comes with an aftermarket 30 round detachable
steel magazine, but also includes its original fixed magazine. (136792-4) (300/500)

2162. AMERICAN ARMS INC. SPECTRE HC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #K4465, 9mm, 5 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 91% factory original matte black finish, but do exhibit several light handling
marks and wear as well as some instances of slight silvering.  The black synthetic grip rates excellent and exhibits no discernible han-
dling marks.  The pistol features an installed rail below its barrel as well as an ambidextrous safety, ambidextrous decocking lever, and
ambidextrous charging handle.  No magazine is included, but the pistol does come with a manual, black nylon sling, and its factory orig-
inal box. (136724-317) (300/500)

2163. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO MG-42 LOOK-ALIKE RIFLE serial #238-80968, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retains about 93% of factory original blued finish, but does exhibit some minor light handling
marks, extremely sparse instances of oxidation, and minor slight fading.  The factory original stock has since been replaced by an MG42
cosmetic drop-in kit.  The installed black synthetic furniture rates very good but exhibits extensive wear from handling.  The kit seems to
be of sturdy construction and also includes a folding bipod.  The sights included with the kit are adjustable.  With the installed kit, the
length of pull measures 12 1/2".  Included with the rifle is a single 30 round magazine from Eagle International Inc. which features an
extended magazine release function. (136738-22) (250/450)

2164. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial, 22 LR, 19 5/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near excellent and retain 97% plus of their factory original blued finish, although exhibiting a few minor light handling marks.  The
checkered brown plastic stock and forend both rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor light handling marks.  The rifle maintains
its factory original open sights, with a Weaver V22 3-6x riflescope having also been installed above the receiver.  The scope rates excel-
lent and retains about 98% of its factory original blued finish, however the scope does exhibit a small crack in the plastic along its top tur-
ret.  The scope features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (136780-S17953) (200/400)

2165. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #213585, 300 Savage, 22" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor light
wear and handling marks as well as some fading.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus but does exhibit a few minor light han-
dling marks.  The ribbed forearm rates very good plus but exhibits some minor light handling marks.  The rifle features is factory original
open sights and includes a single detachable box magazine. (136779-D29573) {C&R} (200/300)

2166. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #20357444, 22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal sur-
faces rate excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish.  The walnut Monte Carlo stock features factory carved grooved with
punch-dot stippling on both the forend and pistolgrip; in addition, a factory etching of a squirrel is present on both sides of the pistolgrip,
with the right side being somewhat worn, as well as factory etchings on oak leaves of both sides of the forend.  The stock rates near excel-
lent and exhibits extremely limited minor light handling marks, with a factory sticker still in place.  The rifle features a set of open sights as
well as a Glenfield Opti-Centered 4x15 riflescope.  The scope rates excellent and retains about 98% of its factory gloss black finish.  The
scope features a fine crosshair reticle which displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (136780-S17764) (100/200)

2167. ITHACA DELUXE MODEL 49 SINGLE SHOT LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #490438845, 22 S,L,Lr, 18" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and overall retain about 93% factory original blued finish, with some instances
of silvering along receiver edges as well as moderate speckling along the receiver.  The smooth walnut forend rates excellent and exhibits
only negligible extremely faint handling marks; while the checkered walnut stock rates near excellent with minimal faint to light handling
marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights. (136779-D29247) (75/150)

2168. MOSSBERG MODEL 702 PLINKSTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #EHG345506, 22 LR, 18" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent to like new and retain about 99% factory original blued finish.  The checkered "Realtree" camo
synthetic stock with Schnabel forend rates excellent and exhibits only negligible faint handling marks.  The rifle features an adjustable open
rear sight and hooded ramp front sight.  Included with the rifle is a single 10 round detachable box magazine, manual, lock, and factory
original box. (136780-S17952) (100/200)

2169. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 27" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 91% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit faint signs of oxidation.  The smooth
walnut stock rates very good plus but exhibits some minor light handling marks as well as some areas of added varnish.  (136779-D29643)
{C&R} (150/250)

2170. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 27" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 93% factory original blued finish, but do exhibit faint signs of oxidation.  The smooth
walnut stock rates very good but exhibits several handling marks.  (136780-S17760) {C&R} (150/250)

2171. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,Lr, 25" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces
rate near very good but exhibit an layer of moderate oxidation.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good but exhibits some light han-
dling marks as well as some areas of pronounced varnish loss.  The rifle features a set of open sights and includes a single 5 round
detachable box magazine.  Additionally, the rifle features a grooved receiver as well as a chrome plated bolt handle and triggerguard.
(136780-S16507) {C&R} (200/300)
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2172. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #D904101, 22 Magnum / 20 Ga., 24" barrels with excel-
lent, bright bores; the 20 Ga. barrel features a modified choke.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% factory orig-
inal blued finish, but exhibit some slight distortions in the finish along the left side of the barrels; the frame retains its vibrant factory case-
hardened colors.  The checkered walnut forend and Monte Carlo stock both rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light han-
dling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights. (136724-253) (250/350)

2173. SAVAGE MODEL 24V-A OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #23908, 222 Remington / 20 ga., 24" barrels with
excellent, bright bores; the 20 Ga. barrel features a full choke.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% factory origi-
nal blued finish, but exhibit some instances of light oxidation along the rear edge of the frame; the wildlife scene engravings on both sides
of the frame have also been very well retained.  The checkered walnut forend and Monte Carlo stock both rate near excellent and exhib-
it only a few minor light handling marks; featured with the stock is a Pachmayr White Line ventilated black recoil pad which brings the
length of pull to 15".  The rifle features a set of open sights as well as an installed Weaver K1 1x riflescope.  The scope rates near excel-
lent and retains about 96% of its factory blued finish with only minimal minor light handling marks.  The scope features a post-and-crosshair
reticle which displays a clear sight picture. (136820-4) (300/500)

2174. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER/UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #G664099, 223 Remington / 12 ga., 24" barrels with
excellent, bright bores; the 12 Ga. barrel features a modified choke.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98% facto-
ry original blued finish.  The checkered black synthetic forend and stock both rate near excellent to like new and exhibit no discernible
handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights as well as an installed optic mounting rail. (136724-216) (350/550)

2175. SEARS-ROEBUCK MODEL 101.40B SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 ga., 28" modified choke barrel
with a very good plus bore which exhibits remnants of oxidation.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but exhibit a layer of light to mod-
erate oxidation as well as some more minor light handling marks.  The smooth walnut forend and stock both rate near very good and are
extremely worn from handling.  The shotgun features a bead front sight. (136780-S17919) (50/75)

2176. EASTERN ARMS COMPANY SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #78317, 20 ga., 28" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus but have converted to a largely mottled gray finish.  The smooth walnut forend
rates excellent and lacks any discernible marks; the stock rates very good plus but does exhibit a fixed crack in the left side extending rear-
ward from the frame measuring 1 3/8", the buttpad also exhibits an impact mark along its left edge.  The shotgun features a bead front
sight. (136746-8) (50/100)

2177. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION TOP SNAP SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #IIBX, 16 ga., 28" full
choke barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus but are almost completely in the white after having
been buffed; the frame retains most of its factory case-hardened color but has become dulled and faded slightly through a combination of
age and handling.  The smooth walnut forend and stock both rate very good but do exhibit some light handling marks as well as a small
chip in the stock just rear of the upper tang.  The shotgun features a bead front sight, but has since lost its original buttpad.  Included with
the shotgun is a brown slip-on Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad. (136758-8) (50/100)

2178. STEVENS-SAVAGE MODEL 94C SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #24, 12 ga., 30" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% factory original blued finish, exhibiting only some faint
oxidation and a few minor light handling marks; the frame retains most of its factory case-hardened color but appears to have dulled slight-
ly with age.  The smooth walnut forend and stock both rate near excellent but do exhibit a few faint to light handling marks.  The shotgun
features a bead front sight. (136815-14) (50/100)

2179. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER MODEL SB1 SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial
#NB285477, 12 ga., 28" full choke barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% fac-
tory original blued finish and exhibiting only some scattered light oxidation; the frame retains its vibrant factory case-hardened colors.  The
smooth walnut forend and stock both rate near excellent but do exhibit some minor faint wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features
a bead front sight. (136780-S17918) (75/150)

2180. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #NT385407, .410 bore, 22"
full choke barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 94% factory original blued finish,
exhibiting only some light oxidation.  The smooth black synthetic forend and stock both rate near excellent but do exhibit some minor faint
wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight. (136780-S17915) (75/150)

2181. GAMO WHISPER BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE serial #04-1C-211330-08, .177 caliber, 20 1/2" barrel.  The metal surfaces rate
excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, exhibiting only minimal extremely light handling marks.  The textured black syn-
thetic Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus, but exhibits some minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a set of fiber optic sights
as well as an optic mounting base.  Included with the rifle is its factory original box. (136815-65) {NON-GUN} (75/150)

2182. RUSSIAN AIR RIFLE LOT Consists of a single Russian made Baikal IZH-60 air rifle serial#9412761, .177 caliber, 16 1/2" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish.  The black synthetic furni-
ture rates excellent to like new and exhibits no discernible handling marks.  The rifle features a set of iron sights, with the rear sight appear-
ing to have been moved rearward from its original position.  The rifle also features a side cocking lever and a telescoping stock.  An eco-
nomical air rifle with an exotic and compact design. (136792-10) {NON-GUN} (50/100)

2183. HAMMERLI MASTER AIR PISTOL serial #24506, .177 caliber, 6 7/8" barrel.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about
98% factory original blued finish.  The checkered brown plastic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor faint handling marks.
The pistol features a set of adjustable sights as well as an adjustable trigger.  Included with the pistol is its factory original box which rates
in near excellent condition, displaying only a few minor light storage and age related marks. (136680-23A) {NON-GUN} (300/400)

2184. RWS/DIANAWERK MODEL 6M AIR PISTOL serial #21836, .177 caliber, 7" barrel.  The metal surfaces rate near very good but
exhibit a layer of light to moderate oxidation.  The checkered wood-texture plastic grips feature a thumbrest and rate excellent, exhibiting
only negligible extremely faint handling marks.  The pistol features a set of adjustable sights and a full length barrel shroud. (136680-23B)
{NON-GUN} (150/250)

2185. BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #22, 31 caliber, 2 3/4" barrel with a very good, but lightly oxidized
bore.  The metal surfaces rate good but are inundated with pinprick pitting and exhibit a gunmetal gray finish.  The metal also exhibits a
cracked section just rear of the folding trigger.  The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some minor faint handling
marks.  The revolver is in need of mechanical attention as the trigger must be manually manipulated as it will not return forward otherwise;
in addition, the cylinder does not lock on a chamber unless the firearm is cocked.  The revolver is also missing its ejector rod. (136680-7)
{ANTIQUE} (50/75)
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2186. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #A61997, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 91% factory
original nickel plating, but do exhibit several faint to light handling marks as well as some isolated loss of nickel and oxidation along the
base of the grip.  The checkered black hard rubber grips rate good.  However, both grip panels exhibit cracked sections measuring about
3/4" along their respective bases; the left grip panel has retained its cracked section while the corresponding section has since been lost
from the right panel.  The pistol features a five shot cylinder. (136780-S16509) {C&R} (100/200) 

2187. STEVENS MODEL 58 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 26" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate
near excellent and retain about 93% factory original blued finish, with a few minor light handling marks and faint signs of oxidation devel-
opment.  The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus but exhibits numerous handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight
and adjustable choke.  Included with the shotgun is a single 2 round detachable box magazine. (136779-X9847) (75/150)

2188. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.16 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 28" full choke barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and exhibits
only a few faint handling marks; featured with the stock is a ventilated recoil pad which exhibits cracking and is quickly deteriorating.  The
shotgun features a bead front sight. (136785-3) (75/150)

2189. MOSSBERG MODEL 185K BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 Ga., 26" ported c-lect choke barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 96% factory original blued finish, with a few minor light handling marks and faint
signs of oxidation development.  The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock with Schnabel forend rates very good plus despite exhibiting some
light handling marks.  Included with the shotgun is a single 2 round detachable box magazine. (136779-D29633) {C&R} (100/200)

2190. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J619862, 12 Ga., 28" ventilated rib C-lect choke barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish, with some minor silvering
from wear.  The checkered walnut forearm and pistolgrip stock both rate excellent and exhibit only negligible extremely faint handling
marks; featured on the stock is a ventilated recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 14".  (136779-D29560) (150/250)

2191. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AB SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G324486, 12 Ga., 28" modified choke barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 92% factory original blued finish, with some minor silvering from wear
and faint signs of oxidation development.  The checkered walnut forearm and pistolgrip stock both rate very good plus and exhibit only
some minor light handling marks; featured with the stock is a factory ventilated recoil pad. (136785-2) (200/300)

2192. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #55599, 12 Ga., 27" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% factory original blued finish but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks;
the wildlife scene engravings on both sides of the frame have also been very well retained.  The checkered walnut forearm rates excellent;
the checkered walnut stock rates very good but exhibits several light handling and wear marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight
and an installed adjustable choke. (136821-4) (200/300)

2193. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #237344, 12 Ga., 28" adjustable choke barrel with a near excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 94% factory original blued finish but do exhibit some minor fading
as well as minor light wear and handling marks; the wildlife scene engravings on both sides of the frame have also been very well retained.
The checkered walnut stock and ribbed forearm both rate very good plus, exhibiting a few minor light handling marks a ventilated
Pachmayr recoil pad brings the length of pull to 14". (136758-6) (200/300)

2194. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #534757, 16 Ga., 28" modified choke barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish; the wildlife scene engrav-
ings on both sides of the frame have also been very well retained.  The shotgun is missing its stock, but the ribbed forearm rates very
good plus although exhibiting a few minor light handling marks as well as slight wear.  The shotgun features a bead front sight.
(136758-47) (150/250)

2195. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #229386, 270 Winchester, 22" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% factory original blued finish.  The rifle is missing its stock,
but the ribbed forearm rates very good plus although exhibiting some minor light handling marks.  The rifle features a set of open sights
and has been factory drilled and tapped for the installation of a scope base.  Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine.
(136758-48) (150/250)

2196. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #598008X, 20 Ga., 28" improved cylinder
choke barrel with a near excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good overall and retain about 85% factory original blued fin-
ish but do exhibit a few light handling marks as well as some faint oxidation and instances of silvering from wear.  The checkered walnut
forearm rates very good but exhibits several light handling marks as well as some dulled checkering.  The checkered walnut stock rates
near very good but exhibits numerous extensive wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight and matted top bar-
rel.  Included with the shotgun is a softcase. (136780-S17913) {C&R} (150/250)

2197. REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #515143, 20 Ga., 26" (shortened) barrel unchoked with a near
excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but have largely converted to a mottled gray finish.  The smooth walnut stock
and ribbed forearm both rate very good plus, but do exhibit some minor light wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front
sight and matted top barrel.  (136741-42) {C&R} (150/250)

2198. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN MODEL (11) SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN #1068453, 20 Ga., 28" barrel with a near excellent,
bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% factory original blued finish, but exhibit faint signs of oxidation
development; the wildlife scene engravings on both sides of the frame have also been very well retained.  The checkered walnut forend
and stock both rate excellent and exhibit only a few minor faint to light handling marks.  The shotgun features a bead front sight and an
adjustable choke. (136821-1) (200/300)

2199. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 MAGNUM SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN #M428762M, 12 Ga., 30" full choke ventilated rib barrel
with a very good bore.  The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 85% factory original blued finish, but exhibit isolated areas
of light pitting along the left side of the receiver, as well as some slight silvering and a few light handling marks; the scrollwork engravings
on both sides of the frame have also been very well retained.  The checkered walnut forend and stock both rate very good but do exhib-
it several light handling marks; additionally, the pistolgrip area of the stock exhibits a hastily repaired crack just rear of the triggerguard
and emanating from the receiver.  The shotgun features a bead front sight and a factory ventilated recoil pad. (136785-1) (200/300)

2200. WINCHESTER MODEL 140 RANGER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N1021908, 12 Ga., 24" Deer Slug barrel with a very
good plus, bright smooth bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% factory original blued finish.  The checkered
walnut forend and stock both rate near excellent and exhibit only minimal minor light wear and handling marks.  The shotgun features a
set of open sights.  Included with the shotgun are a black hardcase and an extra blued barrel.  The 28" ventilated rib barrel features an
improved choke and rates excellent with about 97% of its factory original blued finish retained.  The "Gun Guard" hardcase rates very good,
but exhibits damage from having previously been forcibly opened. (136780-S17920) (200/300)
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2201. NAA 22 MINI SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D53421, 22 LR, 1 5/8" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel
metal surfaces rate near excellent but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks.  The checkered black hard rubber grips rate very good plus
but do exhibit some light signs of previous handling.  The revolver features a 5 shot non-fluted cylinder. (136520-3188) (75/150)

2202. SUNDANCE INDUSTRIES POINT BLANK OVER/UNDER DERRINGER serial #D001764, 22 LR, 3" barrels with excel-
lent, bright bores.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% factory original matte black finish.  The black synthetic fur-
niture rates excellent.  A portion of the latch on the right side is missing from the derringer; in addition, the action does not appear to work.
(136520-3165) (50/75)

2203. BAUER FIREARMS CORP. BAUER .25 ACP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #151333, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit some light handling marks.  The checkered walnut
grips rate excellent and lack any discernible handling marks.  The pistol features a set of fixed sights.  Not included with the pistol is its 6
round magazine. (136520-436) (50/100)

2204. MERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY 38 TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #272951, 38 S&W, 3 1/4"
barrel with a somewhat oxidized bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate good but exhibit numerous marks from handling and wear.
The revolver features a 5 shot fluted cylinder.  In addition to lacking its grips, the revolver requires mechanical attention as the hammer will
not cock using single action. (136519-568) (50/75)

2205. COLT NEW POCKET MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #13209, 32 Colt, 2 1/2" barrel with a somewhat oxidized
bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but are largely obscured by a layer of light oxidation, as well as several bright scratches.  The
checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus but do exhibit some light signs of previous handling.  The revolver features a 6 shot
fluted cylinder.  The revolver is in need of mechanical attention as the cylinder will not lock in place unless cocked and the hammer will
not cock using double action. (136519-560) (75/150)

2206. COLT NEW ARMY MODEL 1901 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #111861, 41 Colt, 4 1/2" barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces rate very good but retain very little of their factory original blued finish and exhibit more of a mottled to
gunmetal gray tint.  The checkered black hard rubber grips rate excellent and exhibit only negligible faint signs of handling.  The revolver
features a 6 shot fluted cylinder which displays a light turn ring. (136520-3376) (100/200)

2207. LOT OF LUFTWAFFE MODEL AIRCRAFT Consists of two scale model plastic airplanes.  The first item is a 1:39 scale model of a
German Junkers Ju 87 "Stuka" dive bomber and ground-attack aircraft manufactured by 21st Century Toys.  The model rates near excellent
and exhibits only a few minor faint to light scratches and a repaired section of plastic in the rear cockpit.  The plane features full rotating pro-
peller blades and wheels, adjustable rear tail flaps, and sliding canopy sections.  Included with the plane are figures for the pilot and rear
gun operator.  The second item is a roughly 1:18 scale model of a German Messerschmitt Bf 109 (Me 109) fighter aircraft by 21st Century
Toys.  The model rates excellent and exhibits only a damaged gun under its right wing.  The plane features full rotating propeller blades and
wheels, folding wheels, adjustable rear tail flaps, and folding canopy section.  Included with the plane is a figure for the pilot. (136668-6,7)

2208. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of three.  Confederate Longarms and Pistols: A Pictorial Study, by Richard Taylor Hill and William Edward
Anthony; c. 1978 Richard Taylor Hill and William Edward Anthony.  304 pages hardcover with gold embossed raised lettering over a
fancy grain black faux leather and signed by Hill under the last paragraph of the introduction on page v.  Confederate Rifles & Muskets:
Infantry Small Arms Manufactured in the Southern Confederacy 1861-1865, by John M. Murphy, M.D. and Howard Michael Madaus;
c. 1996 John D. Murphy M.D. and Howard Michael Madaus. 421 pages hardcover with jacket and a small liquid stain at the lower
edge of the body. The Confederate Bowie Knife Guide, by Lee Hadaway; 92 pages paperback dedicated by the author. All three books
are in excellent condition.  (75659-1)

2209. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three.  Know Your Broomhandle Mausers, by R.J. Berger; c. 1985 Blacksmith Corp., 96 pages paperback with
a creased upper corner of the front cover and minor dirt stains along the page edges.  Luger Variations, Vol. I, by Harry E. Jones; 304
pages hardcover with jacket having a small tear on upper front light scattered yellowish spotting.  Dedicated by the author July, 1986.
Also included in this lot is an owner's manual written entirely in German and titled Mauser Selbstlade-Pistole, Kaliber 7,63 mm, Modell
1930.  The 30 page booklet has a light emerald green cover featuring an image of the pistol.  Item is not dated and has a couple of minor
stains.  The lot is in near excellent overall condition.  (75659-2)

2210. LOT OF BOOKS  This lot consists of three large (12"x9") hardcovers by Robert M. Reilly: United States Martial Flintlocks; c. 1986
Robert M. Reilly. 263 pages.  Very good to near excellent with creasing to jacket and light dirt on page edges.  United States Military Small
Arms 1816-1865; c. 1970 The Eagle Press, Inc. 275 pages with torn and tattered jacket, light corner wear to cover and mild dirt staining
on page edges.  Near very good overall.  American Socket Bayonets and Scabbards; c. 1990 Robert M. Reilly. 209 pages, excellent con-
dition with brown stain to back of jacket.  A collector's jackpot.  (75659-3)

2211. LOT OF BOOKS  This lot of two hardcovers, each being 1 of 1000 and signed by the author, George Madis and in excellent condition
with gold embossed titles over a rich brown, almost pebble grain like texture and the raised image of the rider on horseback  on the cover
of The Winchester Era; c. 1984 George Madis. 167 pages. and the old W/RA Co, logo on The Winchester Handbook, c. 1981 George
Madis, consisting of 287 pages.  Books appear unused.  (75659-4)

2212. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of three.  High Standard: A Collector's Guide to the Hamden & Hartford Target Pistols, by Tom Dance; c. 1991
Tom Dance. 191 pages 11"x8" pages paperback rating about excellent with crisp edges and a price sticker and a larger custom label
attached to the first page.  Also included in this lot are two hardcovers by K.D. Kirkland, each rating excellent with boldly illustrated jack-
ets: America's Premier Gunmakers, Browning; c. 1989 Brompton Books Corp. 112 pages, America's Premier Gunmakers, Winchester; c.
1989 Brompton Books Corp., also 112 pages.  Each includes dozens of color photos and illustrations.  (75659-5)  

2213. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of five.  The Broomhandle Pistol: 1896-1936, by Wayne R. Erickson and Charles E. Pate; c. 1985 Wayne R.
Erickson and Charles E. Pate. 298 pages hardcover with embossed and raised letterer title over nicely textured brown surface, mild cor-
ner wear and a splitting spine but otherwise excellent.  The Bowie Knife: Unsheathing an American Legend, by Norm Flayderman; c. 2004
Normand Flayderman.  512 pages thoroughly illustrated and excellent condition hardcover with jacket.  The Winchester Book, by George
Madis; c. 1985 George Madis. 654 pages hardcover. This Silver Anniversary Edition is 1 of 1000 and features a blue pebble grain cover
with silver embossed lettering, illustrated frontispiece and title page signed by the author. Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the
Company that Made Them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1989 Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.  696 pages excellent
condition hardcover with jacket.  The Winchester Model 94: The First 100 Years, by Robert C. Renneberg; c. 1991 Robert C. Renneberg.
208 pages excellent condition hardcover with light edge wear.  An opportunity to acquire some very popular books in one lot. (75659-6)
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2214. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNI-
TION BOXES  This lot consists of two
.22 cal. boxes.  The first is an empty one
with a light green top label with black print
and an upper section that reads
"Winchester" (in quotation marks) between
"50" at the corners and below is "Trade
Mark./.22 Long Rifle/Rim Fire
Cartridges./Trade Mark Registered in U.S.
Pat. Off./Manufactured by the/ Winchester
Repeating Arms Co./New Haven, Conn., U.
S. A."  Also printed on the label is the code
"37" and "11-6".  The green appears only
slightly faded with the black text still pro-
nounced with a scuff where the caliber is
depicted on the fully present and intact
label.  The orange side label also rates

about excellent with the back still sealed and the box itself has a bottom panel
with a penciled in note and a side with a slight crease and the usual dark areas
where the ammunition once resided.  There is a small amount of corner wear
and light dirt but overall this is a strong box with nice condition. The second
box contains 26 rds. of correct ammunition and a label with a turquoise body
with red border and blue text that consists of "50" at each upper corner and
below that is "Marksman Cartridges/.22 Cal. Long Rifle (the Western logo)
High Velocity/Lesmok Powder/Manufactured by/(company name and
address)”.  The sides are present but the right in particular is peeling and about
half of the bottom portion of the label is missing.  The box features thumb
cutouts with the lid being fully intact, the bottom compartment with front and
back showing nearly full length splits where they meet the bottom panel.
There are scattered spots of dirt and grime and light edge wear.  The ammu-
nition shows only light tarnish and oxidation.  (76679-36AA)
2215. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of
three boxes of UMC .22 short rimfire.  The first of these two piece boxes con-
tains 46 correct and excellent condition cartridges and a bright orange top
label with images of the headstamp and cartridge at the center and above:

"50 .22 Short Smokeless/Rim Fire Cartridges" and below them is the company name and address.  The match-
ing color side label is about 95% present and the bottom one is fully intact with a code of 4-A and virtually blem-
ish free, the side with light scuffing and the top with even lighter scuffing.  A very strong box with minimal wear.
The second box is factory sealed with a bright red side label and top label showing very light fading and reading
".22 Short R.F. Lesmok/50 Cartridges" over the Remington UMC circular logo, an image of the cartridge and "29
Grs. Bullet".  Below that is the company name and address.  The bottom is stamped what appears to be "J12P".

Box exhibits minor edge wear to the green areas but overall an excellent condition collectible example. The last box contains approximately
35 rds. of correct, excellent and very clean ammunition.  The box has a yellow top label with an image of the cartridge at the center with
a faded dot logo to its left and "29 Grs. Bullet to its right.  The description is above them and below is the company name and address.
All original labels are present with scattered fading. Also evident is minor edge wear and the right side still sealed and acting as a hinge.
A nice trio not readily found.  (76679-36AB)

2216. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a lot of two Winchester .22 cal. rifle cartridges.  The first of the two piece boxes
has a light green top label that reads "50 (cartridge illustration with "22 Long" within it) No.22 Rifle Cartridges/Manufactured By The"
over the company name and address and headstamp and patent logos on either side.  The box is separated at every seam but two and
rates about good to very good as does the enclosed ammunition consisting of about 20 correct rds with mild oxidation and tarnish.  The
second box exhibits a brighter green label that is still sealed at the back and a top with bolder, nearly identical graphics to the example
described above but this one states that the cartridges are .22 Short, of which four good to very good rds. are enclosed. The interior reveals
extensive glue repairs to both top and bottom compartments, still a nice looking old box with strong colors.  (76679-36AC) 

2217. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is a two piece box with a light green top label with an image of the cartridge at the cen-
ter and bearing the ID: "U.M.C./.22 Winchester", to its left is the red dot "U" logo and at the right is "7Grs. Powder/4.5 Gr. Bullet".  Above
this section is "50 .22 W.R.F./Rim Fire Cartridges".  The lower section consists of the company name and address.  The darker green side
label and salmon colored bottom labels are complete with the left side exhibiting some adhered paper obscuring a portion of the red dot
logo.  The box is fully intact with light edge wear, dirt and foxing.  The bottom label is coded 4-A and is stamped "BZ".  Also included is
one correct cartridge in very good to excellent condition.  (76679-36AD)

2218. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX  This is a two piece box containing approximately 25 rds. of correct cartridges.  The lid has
a red label with the cartridge image as a focal point at the center. It bears "22 Short" along the case, to its left is "Swaged Bullets" and to
the right is the "U" trademark.  The upper portion reads "50 .22 Cal. Short/Rim Fire Cartridges" and the company name and address com-
prise the lower section.  About 30% of the red side label remains, the salmon colored bottom one is fully present. All text is easily dis-
cernible as the colors have held up nicely. The light green base layer that covers the balance has areas of mild scuffing and the box is fully
intact.  The cartridges exhibit mild tarnish and oxidation.  (76679-36AE)

2219. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES  This lot consists of two examples of Peters boxes for .22 Short.  The first of these two piece boxes
is empty with a label whose top section has a buff colored main body with red borders, yellow highlights and black text that includes "50"
at each upper corner, the Peters logo between them and below that is ".22 Short Smokeless Rifle Cartridges".  Below that is a riband con-
taining the cartridge image, the Peters trademark logo and "Rim Fire".  The company name and address makes up the bottom.  All sec-
tions of the label are present with the exception of the right panel which reveals the buff cardboard.  Overall the box is fully intact with light
edge wear.  An honest old box with legible graphics and scattered light grime.  The second box contains 49 correct cartridges in very
good condition and bears a one piece label with a top section exhibiting crisp bright graphics including a green main section with red bor-
ders, black text and a yellow riband that holds "Semi-Smokeless Powder" a colored image of the cartridge and the trademark "P" logo.
The upper section consists of "50" at each corner and the Peters logo at the middle.  Below that is "22 Short R.F. Rifle Cartridges" and
the lower section has "Non Corrosive Priming/The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, Ohio."  The label extends to the sides and bottom and
is about 95% present and clean. The lid has thumb cutouts and two back panel perforations, one of which has come undone as has the
right side panel.  The bottom compartment has four intact perforations and a side panel that has come unglued.  A virtually full box with
attractive graphics.  (76679-36AF)
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2220. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE
AMMUNITION  This lot consists of
three UMC boxes for .22 cal.  The first of
the two piece boxes is factory sealed with
red labels over a black base.  The top label
is slightly faded and has the cartridge
image at the center reading ".22 Long"
with "Swaged Bullets" to its left and to its
right is the "U" trademark logo.  The upper
part reads "50 .22 Cal. Long/Rim-Fire
Cartridges" and the bottom includes the
company name and address.  The side and
bottom labels are intact with fully legible
text.  The box exhibits mild edge wear and
light foxing to the top label.  The second
box is also factory sealed with gold labels
at the sides and top which reads ".22 Long
Rifle R.F. Lesmok/50 Cartridges/(red dot

logo), (image of cartridge with "22 Long Rifle"), "40 Grs. Bullet".  The company name and address comprise the
lower section.  The bottom label is also present and includes the code 4-A.  The edges of the box exhibit mild
scuffing with other areas showing only light scattered marks.  The third box is empty with a black outer base color
and a faded olive green top  label depicting this also as long rifle, as it is presented along the casing portion of
the cartridge image displayed at the center, with "Swaged Bullets" to its left and the trademark "U" logo to its

right.  The upper portion reads "50 .22 Cal. Long Rifle/Rim Fire Cartridges." The lower portion is where the company name and address reside.
The upper portion of the side sealing label is not present but the lower is about 90% present with strong print.  The guarantee label at the bot-
tom is fully present and bears the code 4-A.  Overall the box is fully intact, perhaps benefiting from the still enclosed cutout Styrofoam filler and
there is mild to moderate scuffing observed, mainly at the edges.  The top label, fully adhered and present shows light foxing.  A great group-
ing for the UMC or .22 box collector to consider.  (76679-36AG)

2221. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of U.S. Cartridge Co. .22 Long: (2) empty and
(1) full of Long Rifle; (1) containing five rds. of Long Shot.  All four have the dark blue base with orange and white accents. One of the
empty examples which are the two piece type, has side panels with the extra large ID text while the other makes use of the oval compa-
ny logo for ID purposes.  Both are fully intact with mild edge wear and light grime on one of the bottom panels.  The full box has ammu-
nition with fairly bright cases but mildly oxidized tips that has transferred to other areas.  The box is the end flap variation with both flaps
missing and small sections apparently cut out. Also evident is an overall oily coating, a couple of small splits and light edge wear.  The long
shot  box  has one side flap missing but otherwise near excellent as are the enclosed cartridges.  (76679-36AH)

2222. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  This lot consists of three 50 rd. size .22 cal. boxes.  The first contains the full 50 rds. of
excellent condition cartridges and the fully intact one piece box by Remington has a red base with buff colored text with a top that reads
".22 Long Rifle/50 Rim fire Cartridges/Palma Match/Lesmok Powder" above the company name and address.  The box exhibits sharp
edges and clear graphics. Excellent overall.  The second is a two piece Remington UMC box with a mottled black main body and a faded
red top label highlighted by a cartridge image that pronounces the product as “.22 Long Smokeless” and to its right is depicted “29 grs.
Bullet”.  This box exhibits moderate corner scuffing and mild foxing to the top label and well-done glue repairs to the interior and side panel.
The third box is an  empty and fully intact one piece with yellow, orange and black graphics with a top section declaring this as “ICI .22
Long Rifle All Range”.  The bottom panel reads "Manufactured at the/Kynoch Factories of /Imperial Chemical Industries/Limited/London,
England".  The box rates excellent with only light edge wear.  (76679-36AI)

2223. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of U.S. Cartridge Co. .22 cal.  First is a fully
intact one piece with orange and white graphics over a dark blue backdrop declaring that this is .22 Short.  The box shows a mostly dark
oily appearance with some ingrained dirt and light edge wear.  Enclosed are approximately 40 rds. of correct cartridges rating about very
good with light to mild oxidation and tarnish.  Next is a full one piece box with a missing end flap, a blue main body and orange and white
graphics declaring the contents as long rifle.  The side panels exhibit the extra large font and the box shows scattered light scuffing.  The
last box is full and has an inverted color scheme, this with orange serving as the background with blue and white identifying this as "long".
The one piece box has a separated left end flap, of which only the top is present.  The balance of the box is somewhat faded and there is
edge wear causing the onset of a split at the bottom. The enclosed 50 original rds. of ammunition rate excellent with clean tips and fairly
bright cases.  A nice lot from the former Lowell MA. manufacturer.  (76679-36AJ)

2224. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION
BOXES  This is a lot of three boxes for
.22 cal.  First is a full 50 rd. box of
Remington LR Palma. The fully intact box
has faded to a gold yellow tone with a top
panel exhibiting a nearly completely oblit-
erated red dot logo as a result of the fad-
ing, but all the black text is legible.  The
box shows only light wear and areas of
foxing, the ammunition is near excellent.
The second box is the same design but is
much brighter in color and missing the
right flap.  It has sharp edges and is quite
clean as are the enclosed 15 rds. of cor-
rect cartridges.  The third box is also one
piece and has a light red top panel that
reads "Fifty-Cal. 22-Short/U.S. Gallery
Ammunition/United States Cartridge
Co./Lowell Mass., U.S.A.”  The box is very
clean with sharp edges but the right end
flap is nearly fully separated.  The box con-
tains no ammunition but houses a form-fit-
ting block of wood.  (76679-36AK) 
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2225. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  This lot consists of three UMC boxes for .22 cal. The
first of these two piece boxes is factory sealed with a lime green backdrop to red side and top labels
and a salmon colored bottom label with a 4-A code.  All colors are bright and the virtually blemish free
box rates excellent.  The top label reads ".22 Short" within the cartridge image with the "U" headstamp
logo to the left and "Black Powder" to the right.  The second box has a mottled black backdrop to a
faded red or cranberry colored  top label revealing text that is difficult to discern at the upper areas but
the ID within the cartridge reads "22 Long", with "29 Grs. Bullet" to its right.  Only a small section of
the red side label remains, the bottom one fully intact.  The edges show moderate wear and the
enclosed cartridges, amounting to about 25 rate good to very good with about moderate oxidation and
mild tarnish.  The last box is empty with a light orange top label stating that this is ".22 Long Smokeless",
the label adhered at a slight angle.  The side label is fully present and over it on each end is a blue sur-
charge label.  The bottom label is present but also applied at a considerable angle. The box shows mod-
erate edge wear and areas of foxing or direct contact with liquid.  (76679-36AL)

2226. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot consists two partial boxes of shotgun shells: (1) containing 20 rds.
of Winchester Super Speed 12 ga., 2 3/4", #6 shot in paper shells; (1) containing six rds. of Western
Super X 410 bore, 3", Maximum Load, #7 1/2 chilled shot in paper shells. Excellent condition lot.
(72923-94A)

2227. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester .45-70: (1) of .45-
70 Winchester High Velocity S.P., 300 gr. in an excellent condition old style two piece box with bright yel-
low label; (1) of 45-70 Govt. 405 gr. S.P.  The lot rates excellent overall.  (72923-94B)

2228. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of 357 Magnum: (1) of S&W
125 gr., jacketed s.p.; (1) of UMC 125 gr., jacketed s.p.; (1) containing 49 rds. of Remington 158 gr.
semi-jacketed H.P. and one rd. of Remington f.m.j.  The lot is in excellent overall condition.  (72923-94C)

2229. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three boxes of rifle ammunition: (1) containing six rds. of Winchester 38-55 Win. 255
gr., s.p.; (1) containing five rds. of Remington .33 C.F., one rd. of Winchester .33 W.C.F., and ten rds. of Remington .45-70 Govt.; (1) con-
taining 12 rds. of Peters 33 Winchester,  five rds. of Remington 33 c.f., and three rds. of Winchester 33 W.C.F.  The ammunition rates very
good with very faint tarnish on some.  (72923-94D)

2230. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a lot of a wide range of ammunition and related items.  First is a full 50 rd. box of Remington .45 cal.
Ball in the plain tan box. Very good to excellent condition.  Next is a full 20 rd. box of 30-06 cal. from the St. Louis Ordnance Plant in the
tan box with buff label with red stripe. Ammunition rates near good with moderate oxidation.  Next is a partial box of 25 rds. of Winchester
.45 cal. 250 gr. cast lead in the light blue box with rider on horseback.  Next is a box containing approximately 35 rds of UMC .41 cal.
mildly oxidized tips and tarnished cases, Next is a bag of about 25 rds. of old mixed rifle calibers in various conditions. Next is a plastic jar
of lead balls and a nearly full 250 rd. size box of Hy-Score No. 11 percussion caps.  (72923-94E)

2231. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This is a full buff colored one piece box with a top panel exhibiting black text that reads
“12/Revolver Ball/Cartridges,/Calibre, .45/Franford Arsenal, 1878.”  The box rates about good overall with the back and right side panels
experiencing extensive splitting and deterioration at the edges.  Cellophane tape has been applied to both ends and the left side appears
to be still factory sealed.  The box also shows significant scattered flaking of the protective coating and dark spots on the back panel.  What
little can be observed of the ammunition is cartridges rate about very good with only light tarnish and oxidation.  The original string is still
present.  (72923-94F)

2232. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOTTLES  This is a lot of two excellent condition glass bottles by Remington UMC.  They are identical with
the exception of the numbers depicted at the bottoms: “2” and “5”. These corked bottles (none present) are of a light blue, maybe aqua
color and stand 5” in height with no cracks, blemishes or residue present. Each face reads in raised lettering: “Rem-Oil/(Remington UMC
circular logo)/Powder/Solvent/Lubricant/Rust Preventive.  A nice find for the bottle or Remington UMC collector.  (74813-4A)

2233. LOT OF WINCHESTER COLLECTIBLES  This is a lot of two gun care product containers. First is an empty 3 oz. metal can with
a green front and back with the company trademark logo in red displayed above “Gun Oil” in bright silver.  The can rates excellent with
light scattered scratches and comes complete with spout and cap. The other item is an empty box measuring  5”x2”x1” with a front that
exhibits the big bold W and company name trademark logos in red at the top and below that is “Crystal Cleaner/For Dissolving The Copper,
Nickel, And Powder Fouling From Gun Barrels/3 Oz. Bottle/Prepared In The Laboratories Of The Winchester Repeating Arms Co.”  The box
rates excellent with sharp edges and green and red graphics over a tan background but does have small hole and pealing at the lower
right panel. No bottle included.  (74813-4B)

2234. COLLECTIBLE OIL BOTTLE  This is an excellent condition glass bottle standing 5 1/2” in height and exhibiting a pleasing light blue
hue and a faded red front label that reads “Savage Red Oil/For Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, &c./Lubricates and Prevents Rust.  Will not Gum or
Freeze./Price 15 Cents./Savage Arms Co.,/P.O. Utica, N. Y., U. S. A.”  The back of the bottle exhibits a horizontal layout the product name
and company address in large raised glass letters. The label shows spotting from contact with the oil or some other liquid but is fully adhered
with strong black print and the interior bottom of the bottle shows very light residue.  A rare find in remarkable condition.  (74813-4C)

2235. VINTAGE GUN CARE PRODUCTS  This lot consists of two items by Savage with original boxes.  First is a 2 oz. size bottle of sol-
vent with a maroon wraparound label with yellow and white graphics.  The brown bottle retains about 2/3 of the liquid and rates excellent
with original cap.  The label is clean and intact with the exception of a small area of peeling and creasing at the back.  The box is red with
yellow graphics and shows minor edge wear and a missing top panel.  The second item is “Rust-Veto Gun Grease” contained in a 4” tube
with a front that states “Prevents Rust/For Firearms And Metal Surfaces”.  The tube is a pink red color with yellow accents and appears
virtually unused showing minor impressions from handling. The original black plastic screw-on cap is present and the red one piece box
rates about excellent with light wear mainly at the corners.  (74813-4D)

2236. COLLECTIBLE BOTTLE  This is an excellent condition aqua colored glass bottle measuring 4 1/4” in height.  The rectangular shaped bot-
tle has a front with raised glass letters stating: “Stephen Young’s 303 Cleaner”.  Included is what appears to be the original cork.  (74813-4E)

2237. COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON LOT  This is an excellent condition aqua glass bottle for “Rem Oil” with a yellow front label that con-
sists of the product name in a red diamond logo displayed above “A Lubricant/Powder Solvent/Rust Preventative/Do Not Dilute In Any
Way”.  Below it is the company name and address.  The 2 1/2 oz. bottle also has identification in the form of raised lettering on the back.
A few drops of the oil currently reside in the bottle and included is what is likely the original cork with metal ring.  Also included is the
original box minus the lid and two bottom flaps.  Featured on the front and back of the tan box are color images of the bear dressed in
a sweater bearing the Remington abbreviation “R”. The box exhibits an oily coating and is portions of the upper panels.  An interesting
collectible.  (74813-4F)
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2238. VINTAGE OIL BOTTLES  This is a lot of four examples of interesting collectibles.  First is a 1953 dated glass bottle measuring near-
ly 3” in height and bearing a gold front label declaring this as Herter’s Silicone Lubricant for Reels & Guns.  Bottle is virtually full of the
black liquid and comes with its original screw-on plastic cap/applicator.  The second bottle is an empty small (2” tall) bottle with original
tan label that reads “W.F. Nye Inc. Superior Watch Oil”.  Also on the label is a stamp “649”.  Complete with original plastic cap, the bottle
shows some residue on the interior.  Next is “Pflueger Speede Reel Oil No. 379” complete with front label and combination cap/applica-
tor.  The nearly 3” tall bottle retains about 2/3 of the original oil. The last of these clear glass bottles is labeled Signet Oil and states that it
is made by the manufacturers of LePage’s Glue.  The 4” tall bottle retains a small portion of the golden oil and shows residue on scattered
areas of interior.  The lot is in excellent overall condition.  (74813-4G)

2239. LOT OF GUN CARE PRODUCTS  This lot consists of 13 containers of a variety of lubricants and solvents.  Examples include Lyman
Ideal Bullet Lubricants, Outers Solvent, Youngs “303” by Parker Hale and a virtually unused vintage glass bottle of Pacific Gun Cleaner and
Lubricator.  Most of the containers are nearly full or unused and in excellent condition.  (74813-5A) 

2240. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE GUN OIL  This is a lot of four factory sealed sample vintage glass bottles each measuring about 2” in height.
First is a beautiful triangular shaped and grooved emerald green bottle with raised letters that read “Sample/3In-One-Oil/Cleans, Oils,/
Protects”.  The bottom bears the number 5 within a circle.  The second bottle is clear and contains a white wraparound label with a red bor-
der and black text that reads “Free Sample/NY Oil/Lubricates, Cleans & Prevents Rust/Mfg. by W.M.F. NYE. Inc. New Bedford Mass., U.S.A.”
Next is another clear glass example with red and black wraparound label identifying it as J.C. Higgins Gun Oil and that it is “polarizing” and
“contains silicone”.  The enclosed oil is a light purple color and the screw on metal cap is black.  The last of these scarce items is a four sided
clear glass bottle with a red metal cap and a three sided label with a blue front declaring the product as Fiendoil with the name emblazoned
over the image of a red devil.  A portion of the enclosed oil has separated. An excellent condition lot overall.  (74813-5B)

2241. LOT OF VINTAGE GUN OIL  This is a lot of seven containers by Nyoil.  Included are five glass bottles for Nyoil 4 highlighted by a fac-
tory sealed example and one of two with original box.  The remaining two items are metal cans consisting of one with metal cap and the other
with plastic spout and cap.  The containers retain various amounts of oil.  An excellent condition and uncommon lot overall.  (74813-5C)

2242. LOT OF GUN CARE PRODUCTS  This lot consists of 13 items, much of which could be categorized as vintage.  Included are four
twist off cans and four tubes of gun grease, rust inhibitor and barrel restorer, three empty collectible glass oil bottles, a complete and
unused Daisy BB Gun Cleaning Kit in metal box and a bag of approximately 50 cleaning patches.  The conditions range from very good
to excellent. (74813-5D)

2243. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOTTLES  This is a lot of two empty glass oil bottles.  First is a nearly 4” tall aqua glass bottle with plugged
cork and a label that reads: “Parrafine Oil/specially prepared for/Gun Locksand Sabres/by Amasa Mason/Agent/28 & 30 Canal St. Boston”.
In addition the back and sides read in raised glass letters “Gun Oil”, “Bailey & Eaton” and “Paraffine” respectively.  The bottle is mainly rec-
tangular in configuration and exhibits light residue spotting to the interior.  The label is fully intact and shows some dark spots and light
foxing.  The other bottle is by the Boye Needle Co., is clear, stands 6” high, comes with an apparently original red metal twist off cap, a
wraparound neck label stating that this is a 3 oz. bottle and a main label that reads “Stainless/warranted Not To Gum/High rade Boye Oil”.
The black and white label features orange graphics and is slightly creased at the middle causing it to have a somewhat angular appear-
ance beginning at a small separation on the right side.  The bottle is rectangular in configuration and retains scattered light residue to inte-
rior walls.  An excellent condition lot overall.  (74813-5E)

2244. LOT OF GUN OIL CANS  This is a group of 14 containers from various manufacturers.  Examples are Fiend Oil, Stazon, Young’s
303, and Sheath.  Overall the cans are mainly empty or near empty with some exceptions.  The conditions range from very good to
excellent.  (74813-5F)

2245. LOT OF GUN OIL CONTAINERS  This lot consists of nine gun care product cans and bottles. Some examples are two clear glass
bottles of Ranger Solvent, one empty and one nearly full, two metal oilers by Remington including one with original box, and two glass
bottles for J.C. Higgins Solvent.  The quantities of enclosed product varies and the overall condition is very good to excellent. (74813-5G)

2246. LOT OF GUN OIL CONTAINERS  This is a lot of five containers including two by Shell consisting of Soap Box Derby Lubricant and
Handy Oil. Also included are Sunoco Household Oil, Mobil Handy Oil and Gulf Household Lubricant which is contained in a glass bottle,
the others in metal cans.  The quantities vary from empty to nearly full and the overall condition is excellent.  A fun group representative of
major and competing oil companies.  (74813-6A)

2247. LOT OF REMINGTON ITEMS  This is a lot of three gun care products by the popular manufacturer.  First is a full 3 oz. can of gun
oil that could be described as a reproduction as this is a modern can that replicates old style Remington design patterns.  Excellent con-
dition.  Next is a virtually empty 1 oz. size plastic bottle of Remoil and the last item is an apparently full can of Powder Solvent with the front
rating excellent and the back showing indications of contact with some solvent as about 50% of the graphics are partially or fully obliter-
ated.  A nice trio of Remington products.  (74813-6B)

2248. COLLECTIBLE OIL BOTTLES  This lot consists of four empty clear glass bottles including a 6 1/2” tall example with a front label
that reads “Standard/Stainless/Sewing Machine/Sperm Oil/F.C. Henderson Co./Boston Mass./Stainless.  The sides read in raised letters
“Made in U.S.A.” and “3 Oz.” and the bottle exhibits dark residue mainly at the bottom. No cork present.  The second one is 8 oz. size and
the mottled tan label identifies it as “Jackson’s Moby Dick Sperm Oil by the Gunjuice Co. of New London, Conn.” It shows light scattered
residue to the interior sides and a properly fitting and likely original screw on metal cap. Next is a nearly 6” tall example  by Crofts & Reed
of Chicago with a label that reads “Sewing Machine and Bicycle Oil” and exhibiting a brown residue over most of the interior surfaces.  A
cork is applied firmly to the spout.  The last one is by Wm. F. Nye of New Bedford Mass. with a label pronouncing it as Sperm Sewing
Machine and Bicycle Oil. Bottle is mainly clear with cork applied.  The label has a couple of small missing sections but the other three labels
in the group are fully intact.  A near excellent condition lot overall.  (74813-6C)

2249. LOT OF VINTAGE OIL BOTTLES  This is a lot of three clear glass general purpose oil bottles.  The first is by Three In One and is
the 1 oz. size with front and rear labels about 98% present and intact. The rectangular empty bottle also has identification in the form of
raised letters on either side, shows light residue to the interior and is accompanied by a snugly inserted cork and the original box which
is missing the top panel. There is moderate tearing to the sides and upper portion. The next one is also by Three In One but is larger (5
1/2” high) and has fully intact labels on the back and front which states “For Bicycles, Guns, Sewing Machines, Typewriters Etc.”.  It also
features raised letters on the sides consisting of the product line (Three In One) and the manufacturer (G.W. Cole Co.).  The bottle shows
only slight discoloration from residue and includes a cork.  The last one is the 8 oz. size by Nye’s that retains approximately 90% of the
label that declares it as “Nye’s Finest Sewing Machine and Bicycle Oil”.  The sides feature raised letters and about a tablespoon of oil is
retained.  An interesting group in about near excellent condition. (74813-6D)

2250. LOT OF WINCHESTER ITEMS  This lot consists of four containers for gun care products by the famous maker.  First are two glass
bottles for Gun Oil.  Both 3 oz. bottles have fully intact wraparound labels with one exhibiting a coating of oil and with a significant amount
of oil retained in the bottle, the other is empty.  Next is an empty 3 oz. size metal can for “New Gun Oil” that features the traditional red
and yellow color scheme with some black text. The metal spout is intact but there is no cap.  The last item is an empty clear glass bottle
measuring nearly 5” in height and features the trademark company name logo in raised letters in a vertical layout along the front of the
bottle which is very clean and in excellent condition. The balance of the lot rates near excellent to excellent.  (74813-6E)
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2251. LOT OF OIL CONTAINERS  This lot consists of vintage containers in the form of three clear glass bottles and one metal can for
general purpose oil.  First is an empty bottle with a red, black and white label that reads “A-Penn/All Purpose Machine Oil”.  This empty
5” tall bottle from the Butler PA. manufacturer features raised horizontal grooves on each side and a funnel shaped spout with no cork.
Next is a 4” tall bottle with cork from The Binghamton Oil Refining Co. of New York with a label that reads “Superior Sewing Machine
Oil”.  The third item is Signet Oil by LePage’s Glue and is also 4” in height but is nearly full with cork and original box that is missing the
top panel, the bottom is separated but present.  The right side panel has portions cut out. The bottle has a label that was attached slight-
ly off center and the left side reads in raised letters “Signet Oil”, the right: “Russia Cement Co.”  The last item is a 4 1/2” tall metal can of
“Ever-Ready Machine Oil” by Plough, Inc.  The empty can is complete with spout and screw on metal cap.  The items in this lot are in
excellent condition.  (74813-6F) 

2252. LOT OF VINTAGE GUN CARE CONTAINERS  This lot consists of two cylindrical metal containers.  First is a complete and
unused 4 1/2” container of Nimrod Gun Blue by Fur Fame Bait Co. of Fremont OH.  The internal components are factory sealed and the
instruction manual is included.  The tube has a wraparound green label with a dark liquid stain that extends slightly into the main identifi-
cation portion. The full size metal cap is present and the can shows no dings or dents.  The second can is empty and is slightly smaller
and bears a brown label with gold text that reads “Price’s Rangoon Oil./Recommended and adopted by the/War Office Authorities”. The
can is virtually bare metal but is free of blemishes and includes a metal cap.  An interesting item from the London maker.  (74813-6G)

2253. LOT OF OIL CANS  This lot consists of four metal oil cans including three U.S. issued rating near excellent with one being empty and
the others virtually full.  The fourth is “Ol Sarge” manufactured by The American Oil & Supply Co. of Newark N.J. for the Universal
Engineering Co. of San Diego. The can is nearly full and has moderate dark staining at the side of the label and  about 50% surface oxi-
dation to the lid.  (74813-6H)

2254. LOT OF GUN CARE PRODUCTS  This is a compilation of oil related items including three U.S. WWII era OD green cans and one
marked “Made in U.S.A.-Eagle-Pat. February 27-1923, complete with screw-on spout.  Also included is a “Perfect Pocket Oiler” and a small
rectangular shaped one with an 1896 pat. date.  Lastly are three modern plastic pocket oilers: two from Colt and one by Pennzoil.  A near
excellent lot overall.  (74813-6I) 

2255. LOT OF OIL BOTTLES  This lot consists of eight empty glass bottles with no corks: (6) One oz. size aqua glass “3 In One” bottles
with embossing on sides; (2) with Winchester name embossed on fronts including one clear and one aqua.  Excellent condition overall
with only very light residue on some.  (74813-6J)

2256. LOT OF SPORTING SUPPLIES  This is a grouping of several hunting related items most of which are archery related.  Included
is a Bitzenberger fletching jig, an Esterbrook clamp, two packages of Saunders Nok Set Nocking Point, one package of Allen String
Whiskers, a Browning Rack & Pinion Bow Sight With Rangefinder, a package of Napo Thunder Head 125 with six broad heads and a 25
pack of Outers 3”x3” All Ga. Patches.  All of these packaged items are unused.  Also included is a fluorescent orange hunting vest, a
partial tube of Bear Fast archery cement and an antique metal storage box measuring 6”x3 1/2”x1” and marked South Africa 1900.  Other
items include but not limited to a Flipper Rest-II folding arrow rest, a Lohman “Call’em In Close” and a “Primos Canada Goose Flute”, all
appearing unused.  (73026-3)

2257. MILITARY LOT  This is a desk nameplate stand for “N.M. Martinsen, Captain U.S.N.”  The wood stand measures 10”x6”x3 1/2” and
rates about near excellent with light handling marks.  Captain Martinsen was the 1964 recipient of the Moreell Medal which is presented
for outstanding contribution to military engineering.  (73658-8)

2258. LOT OF LITERATURE  This is a lot of two categories of military related literature from 1898. First is a wonderful copy of the book
titled Our War with Spain: The Army and Navy; Cuba, Puerto Rico, Hawaii and the Philippines; c. 1898 by Belford, Middlebrook & Co.
Printed in Chicago by R. R. Donnelley & Sons, this fine work is highlighted by the 250 plus photographs and illustrations, in many cases
encompassing entire pages each, of the people places and equipment from this historical event.  This is a large (13”x10”x2”) and heavy
book with thick glossy pages with a gray hardcover featuring title identification with red and blue print.  The front cover is separated at
the spine, the bottom fully attached.  Otherwise this example rates about near excellent with wear limited mainly to some corners and
some ingrained dirt and fading along the page edges.  The pages are not numbered but about 350 might be a reasonable total estimate.
A comprehensive and painstaking compilation, particularly for the period.  The next category is a collection of approximately 50 of the pho-
tographic sections of the Boston Sunday Journal from the year 1898.  Each of these “Part Three” sections contains 8 pages and measures
18”x12”, showing some minor fading, a few with liquid stains but overall very good to excellent condition.  A great emphasis of these pub-
lications was placed on war coverage, some covering nothing else.  An opportunity to acquire some scarce military literature in surpris-
ingly nice condition.  (74449-14)

2259. LOT OF WINCHESTER DISPLAYS  This lot consists of two unused and complete in the original packaging retail display kits.  The
first one is for the Winchester Model 94 Golden Spike Commemorative.  It measures 38”x13” with the wide angle illustration of the rail-
road scene serving as a backdrop to a close-up image of the firearm with nice raised embossed highlights. Included are two foil medal-
lions that measure 9” in diameter and can be displayed separately.  The instruction sheet and outer shipping box are included.  The other
display is for the Winchester Centennial ’66 and includes the window/wall/counter display, an easel backed Norman Rockwell Stagecoach
display and an easel backed display promoting the 20th Century Fox production Stagecoach.  The instructions are included as is the outer
shipping carton which shows a large liquid stain.  Each carton was addressed to the famous Winchester expert Herb Glass.  Small traces
of the liquid are detectable on the movie display.  A nice ensemble overall.  (73559-53, 54) 

2260. LEG-O-MUTTON LOT  This unmarked brown leather case measures 29”x7”x3” and retains original lid and sling.  The leather is still
quite supple and the stitching is intact. The mottled brown leather surface exhibits areas of small scuff marks and the onset of cracking is
evident at the upper area.  The interior shows light wear and some brown spotting.  (75081-3)

2261. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two separate items.  First is a U.S. cavalry block insert filled with 18
rds. of excellent condition Frankford Arsenal 45-70 cal.  The block also rates excellent with sharp edges and minor grime spots.  The other
item is a 20 rd. box of Frankford Arsenal .45 cal.  The Aug. 8, 1903-dated faded blue box has upper side panels that are connected only
at the top allowing for a partial inspection of the exposed cartridges, revealing moderately tarnished cases.  The box exhibits mild foxing
but is virtually wear free.  The original string is still attached.  A nice vintage pairing.  (74413-3, 5)

2262. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS  This lot consists of two flasks, the first being of brass, measuring 6” in length and similar to #887 in
Riling.  The flask retains its top and both hangers and exhibits an uneven patina with only a couple of dings and rates very good to excel-
lent overall.  The second is of zinc and measures 4 1/2” while retaining about 20% original finish.  A light green American Powder Mills
reproduction label has been applied.  The flask rates about good to very good and retains top and hangers. (74413-2)

2263. LOT OF BOOKS  Five total.  French Military Weapons: 1717-1938, by Major James E. Hicks; c. 1964 N. Flayderman & Co. 281 pages
hardcover with jacket.  This is a revised and retitled edition of the original 1938 publication “Notes on French Ordnance”.  This is a useful
drawings based reference work.  The Military Arms of Canada, by the Upper Canada Historical Arms Society; c. 1963.  47 pages staple
bound paperback.  British Military Firearms: 1650-1850, by Howard L. Blackmore; c. 1961 Howard L. Blackmore.  295 pages hardcover
with jacket.  United States Martial Pistols and Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman; c. 1956 The Stackpole Co.  249 pages hardcover with jack-
et.  The History of Weapons of the American Revolution, by George C. Neumann; c. 1967 George C. Neumann.  374 pages hardcover with
jacket.  The books rate very good overall with small tears to the jackets and dirt, dust and fading to the page edges.  (74749-21A)
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2264. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of six.  United States Muskets, Rifles, and Carbines, by Colonel Arcadi Gluckman, U. S. Army; c. 1959 The
Stackpole Co.  430 pages hardcover with jacket.  American Gun Makers, by L. D. Saterlee and Major Arcadi Gluckman, U. S. Army; c.
1940 Otto Ulbrich Co., Inc.  186 pages hardcover dedicated and dated Oct. 26, 1951 by Gluckman after he retired as a colonel.  A
Gunroom Story of Sporting Arms, by Major Hugh Smiley; c. 1947 Hugh Smiley. 20 pages staple bound paperback.  Enclosed is a four page
pamphlet reprint from “Muzzle Blasts” featuring a photo of  Major Smiley on the cover page and dated Oct. 1954. The Whitney Firearms,
by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1946 Standard Publications. 335 pages hardcover with jacket.  The Sharps Rifle: Its History, Development and
Operation, by Winston O. Smith; c. 1943 Winston O. Smith. 138 pages hardcover with jacket.  Early American Gunsmiths: 1650-1850, by
Henry J. Kauffman; c. 1952 The Telegraph Press.  94 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall condition of the lot is very good with some
showing jacket tears and most exhibiting foxing, particularly along the top edges.  Light wear overall.  (74479-21B)

2265. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of four.  Early Percussions Firearms: A History of Early Percussion Firearms Ignition-from Forsyth to Winchester
.44/40, by Lewis Winant; c. 1959 Lewis Winant. 291 pages hardcover with jacket.  Small Arms Makers: A directory of fabricators of firearms,
edged weapons, crossbows and pole arms, by Col. Robert Gardner; c. 1963 Robert E. Gardner.  378 pages hardcover with jacket.  The
Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven;c. 1964 The Stackpole Co. 272 pages hardcover with original vinyl covered cardboard sleeve
with label.  The Kentucky Rifle, by Captain John G. W. Dillin; c. 1924 N. R. A., this fourth edition c. 1959 George Hyatt.  154 pages hard-
cover with original cardboard sleeve with embossed label.  These books rate very good with light foxing, edge wear and a few small tears
to  jackets and sleeves.  (74749-21C)

2266. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of five.  Team Yankee: a novel of World War III, by Harold Coyle; c. 1987 Presidio Press,  313 pages hardcover
with jacket.  War: A Classic Collection of 56 Great War Stories of Our Time, edited by John E. Lewis.  575 pages hardcover with jacket.
Second to None: The Second United States Infantry Division in Korea 1950-1951, by Lieutenant Clark C. Munroe.  227 pages hardcover
with moderate separation at the spine, light fading and wear.  The cover features a raised image of the divisions iconic Indian with head-
dress, also the focal point of an included shoulder patch.  1941: A World at War, from the World War II Remembered series; c. 1991 U. S.
Postal Service. 40 pages hardcover with W.W. II Mint Set Item No. 8842 collection of stamps and documents.  All items are as new in orig-
inal packaging.  1942: Into the Battle, also from the World War II Remembered series; c. 1992 U. S. Postal Service. 40 pages hardcover
with W.W. II Mint Set No. 8920.  All items are as new in original packaging.  The first two books in this lot rate very good to excellent with
a couple of minor blemishes.  (74749-21D)

2267. LOT OF BOOKS  Two total.  The Photographic History of the Civil War: Three Volumes in One, Edited by Robert S. Lanier; c. 1983 Outlet
Book Co.  Approximately 900 pages hardcover with jacket showing sun fading at spine.  This is a compilation by several authors and of
three categories: Armies & Leaders; The Cavalry; The Decisive Battles.  Near Excellent condition with light foxing and a personal note writ-
ten on the first page indicating the book was a gift.  A Pictorial History of U.S. Single Shot Martial Pistols, by James M. Kalman with text
by C. Meade Patterson; no copyright date.  The main body of the book is comprised of 44  single page plates of color illustrations, each
with an accompanying description page.  This is a large (14"x11") coffee table style book with extremely thick paper stock used for the
pages.  The book is dedicated by Kalman and Patterson on the plain frontis piece and also signed by them on an ensuing page and hand
numbered as no. 1660 of an edition limited to 2500 copies.  This one appears unused and complete with jacket and original outer card-
board box. As new with the exception of very faint foxing and a tiny tear on jacket.  (74749-21E) 

2268. LOT OF LITERATURE AND MEMORABILIA  This lot consists of  approximately 12 items mainly pertaining to military items and
culture.  Included are a 1953-dated U. S. Army-issued manual for .30 cal. carbines as well as a 1965 issue for the M1 Garand with notes
written. Each rates very good with light discoloration.  Also included are two excellent condition booklets: a 1959 dated copy of U.S.
Military Muskets Rifles-Carbines and their Current Prices, by Martin Rywell; one dated 1964 and titled American Socket Bayonets 1717-
1873, by Donald B. Webster Jr.  Next is a group of four items pertaining to Bannerman Catalog: a Jan. 1949 edition complete catalog with
flaking occurring; a 1922 dated issue that is missing the cover and first six pages, rating good to near very good; a 100th Anniversary
issue from 1966, complete and near excellent with minor foxing; and about a dozen loose pages dated 1901 with a brownish tone and
slightly brittle.  Also included are complete Sets No.'s 1 & 2 from The American Soldier Series by The U.S. Army Center of Military History.
Each set consists of ten color prints, each measuring 13"x9" and accompanied by information booklets. Near excellent condition. The
series focuses on period military attire.  Also included are two 19th Century prints of that size originally produced in 1884 depicting Civil
War commanders from each side.  The last category is a group of W. W. II  war ration books issued to Mass. Residents and in very good
condition.  (74749-21F)

2269. LOT OF BOOKS  This lot consists of 13 paperback price guide type books in about near excellent condition overall.  Examples include
4th., 6th., and 7th. Edition copies of Flayderman's, a 1997 copy of Gun Digest and a couple of Dixie Gun Works.  (74749-21G)

2270. AVIATION RELATED LOT  This lot consists of three categories of items.  First is a collection of seven unassembled and complete
1/4" scale models of WWI airplanes, by Aurora, circa 1956, 1957 and as new in original boxes showing light scuffing on some.  The mod-
els are Nieuport 28, Fokker DR-1 Triplane, German Albatross D-3, British SE-5 Scout, Sopwith Camel, Spad XIII and German Pfalz D-3.
Next is a book titled Aviation Pioneers: A Collection of U.S. Stamps; c. 1992 U.S. Postal Service.  56 pages paperback with glossy photos
and is accompanied by a sealed package of Item No. 8919, a collection of U.S. stamps with display stands. Book is as new and in origi-
nal sleeve.  Lastly is a group of three 11"x8 1/2" color prints from the World War II Fighters series by Willow Creek Publishers.  The mod-
els depicted are Navy F4U "Corsair", P-47 "Thunderbolt" and P-51 "Mustang" and the prints exhibit mild foxing.  (74749-18)

2271. LOT OF AVIATION DVD'S  This is a complete 24 DVD set from the National Archives of the United States titled Aviation: A Filmed
History featuring material that includes newsreel and documentaries formatted in five sets: Classic Aviation, WWII Air War, America's
Fighting Jets, Fighter Pilots and Military Air Power.  DVD's appear unused and are housed in original carry case.  (74749-20)

2272. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of seven 50 rd. size boxes of .38 Special: (2) full of 1967 dated Remington M41 in the
white box with black print; (1) full of Remington (+P), 95 gr. semi-jacketed h.p.; (1) containing 49 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 158 gr.
steel jacket; (1) full of Winchester Western X 145 gr. lead; (1) full Styrofoam tray of mixed manufacturer lead bullet; (1) box containing
approximately 40 rds. of mixed manufacturer FMJ.  The conditions range from very good to bright excellent and the boxes exhibit mild
scuffing.  The lot is housed in a green metal military ammo can.  (74289-2A)

2273. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of six 50 rd. size boxes of Western .38 Special: (2) full and (1) containing approximately
47 rds. of 158 gr. Lubaloy; (3) full 50 rd. of Super Mid-Range Match, 148 gr. lead, Clean-Cutting.  The overall condition is excellent with
the boxes showing varying degrees of wear and foxing, one has hand written notes, another tape repairs.  (74289-2B)

2274. HOLSTER LOT  This is an H.H. Heiser leather belt holster for a Colt 1911 with belt loop and strap intact.  Maker name is crisp with
"2426" stamped below it.  Leather shows light scuffing and remains strong as does the stitching. Interior shows only light contact wear.
This is the open version with brown snap.  Near excellent condition overall.  (73617-157A) 

2275. GUN CASE LOT  This an unmarked padded nylon long gun case measuring 52"x10" with quilted nylon interior, velcro closure side
pocket and dual handles. The zippered  black case has seen very little use and rates excellent overall.  (74113-10)
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2276. LOT OF BOOKS  Five total.  Field Cover and Trap Shooting, Captain A. H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the World; c. 1891 Forest
and Stream Publishing Co.  494 pages hardcover with embossed image of the author on the front and nicely embellished and illustrated
spine.  The inside cover and frontispiece are separated from the spine and there is light wear along board edges and a general darkening
of page edges bringing the overall condition to about near very good. Guns Through the Ages, by Geoffrey Boothroyd; c. 1961 Geoffrey
Boothroyd.  190 pages hardcover with jacket. The American Rifle for Hunting and Target Shooting, by C. E. Hagie. 174 pages hardcover
with torn jacket and ID stamp of previous owner on front end paper.  Our Rifles, by Charles Winthrop Sawyer; c. 1920 The Cornhill Co.,
this edition 1946 Williams Book Store.  412 pages near excellent condition hardcover with jacket.  Pageant of the Gun, by Harold L.
Peterson; c. 1967 Maco Publishing Co.  352 pages hardcover with jacket.  Light foxing to top edge and small jacket tears, about excellent
otherwise.  (73615-6A)

2277. LOT OF BOOKS  14 paperbacks total.  Operation and Tactical Use of the Lewis Automatic Machine Rifle, introduction by Col. I. N.
Lewis, U.S. Army; c. 1917 D. Van Nostrand Co.  147 pages pocket size manual.  The Golden Guide to Guns: Complete Handbook of
American Firearms, by Larry Koller; c. 1961 Golden Press. 157 pages.  Gil Paust's Gun Book: The perfect guide for every hunter; c. 1956
Warwick Publications.  192 pages.  Next are Vols. I, IV, V and VI from The Sportsman's Bookshelf series (a sub-division of The Hunter's
Encyclopedia); c. 1950 Stackpole & Heck Inc.  The titles in order are Rifles, Past and Present, Shotguns and Shotgun Shooting, Rifle
Shooting, and Upland Game and Gaunning. 128 pages each.  The Warner Collector's Guide to American Longarms, by H. Michael Madaus.
255 pages visual identification guide.  Arms and Ammunition Annual, by Jack O'connor; c. 1952 Popular Science Publishing Co, Inc.  252
pages by Outdoor Life.  Know your Broomhandle Mausers, by R.J. Berger; c. 1985 Blacksmith Corp.  95 pages paperback.  Lyman
Reloader's Handbook, 42nd. Edition; c. 1960 Lyman Gun Sight Corp.  188 pages.  The Belding & Mull Handbook No. 37: hand loading
ammunition; published 1957 Belding & Mull. 145 pages.  Learn Gunsmithing: The Troubleshooting Method, by the editors of American
Gunsmith; c. 1992 A.G. Media Inc.  The Shooter's Bible No. 36, 1945 Edition from Stoeger. 512 pages.  The overall condition is very good.
(73615-6B)

2278. LOT OF BOOKS  Total of six hardcovers.  Advanced Gunsmithing, by W. F. Vickery; c. 1940 Thomas G. Samworth. 429 pages hard-
cover.  The Gunsmith's Manual, by Stelle & Harrison; entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1883,by Jesse Haney & Co., repub-
lished in 1945 Thomas G. Samworth.  376 pages with jacket and ID stamp on front free endpaper. Antique Firearms:Their Care, Repair &
Restoration, by Ronald Lister; c. 1963 Ronald Lister.  220 pages, excellent condition with jacket.  Pepperbox Firearms, by Lewis Winant; c.
1952 by Greenberg: publisher, a corporation.  188 page with jacket.  American Firearms Makers, by A. Merwyn Carey; c. 1953 A. Merwyn
Carey.  145 pages, excellent condition with jacket showing faded spine.  Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c. 1955 Lewis Winant.  281
pages, excellent condition with jacket.  Unless otherwise noted the conditions are about very good.  (73615-6C)

2279. LOT OF MANUALS  This lot consists of 10 items including an excellent U.S. Army manual for .30 cal. carbines and dated 1953, a 1941
War Dept. Basic Field Manual/ Soldier's Handbook rating near very good and one titled How to Shoot the U. S. Army Rifle; c. 1943 The
Infantry Journal Inc. in very good condition with light foxing and creasing.  Also included is a 1957  Gunsmith Supplies catalog by Frank
Mittermeier rating excellent and a 1951 NRA Basic Pistol Instruction manual rating excellent with light fading.  Rounding out the lot are
pamphlets Gun Stocks by Bishop, Guns of the Old West,  Examination for NRA Rifle Marksmanship Instructors, and one from Fairfield
Gallery.  The last item is a used  1942 dated U.S. issued Combination Score Book for rifles.  Unless otherwise mentioned the items rate
very good to excellent.  (73615-6D)

2280. LOT OF STEVENS CATALOGS  This lot consists of two with the first being an original Catalog No. 52 that measures 8"x5 1/2" with
a color illustrated front cover that reads "J-Stevens Arms & Tool Company" at the center and at the bottom "Stevens Shoot Straight The
World Over/Chicopee Falls Massachusetts, U.S.A.".  The slogan is surrounded with the images of sample international users of the firearms
clad in traditional attire and with some representative habitats.  A very creative concept for the 1907 cover with a back featuring color
images of the factory.  With 157 pages, this example reveals separation through the entire length of the spine at the back, a crease to the
front and a corner starting to fold back.  Also evident is light dirt, foxing and a liquid stain.  The catalog covers the myriad of products made
available by the legendary New England manufacturer.  Examples are the "Ideal" No. 44 and the "Repeating Gallery" No. 80 rifles and the
Double Hammer Nos. 250, 260, 270 and 280 shotguns.  The other item is catalogue No. 58 and appears to be a reproduction that includes
a separate sheet with the header: "Stevens Retail Prices/Effective January 2nd, 1931".  The 9"x7 1/2" staple bound booklet has pages
beginning to separate at the middle and some dark stains on the cover.  (73615-7E)

2281. COLLECTIBLE CATALOG LOT  This is a scarce original item by Savage considered by some as the most desirable of all their cat-
alogs, this being the one with the fabulous color image of the warrior with headdress and war paint with an engraved Model 1899 held
in his left arm and below it in red reads "Savage Rifles" and below that in small print "Copyright, 1905, By Savage Arms Co.  The title page
reads "Catalogue No. 16/Savage Arms Company/Manufacturers of High Grade/Hammerless Fire-Arms/Ammunition, Reloading Tools,
Sights, Etc.". The 9"x 6" 56 page offering is bound by two fully intact staples and is adorned with many illustrations and much information.
The front cover shows some creases but there are few blemishes to the piece, some areas of dirt on the back, which features an image
of one of the iconic '99's, and the pages show light scattered dirt and liquid stains.  Certainly an item that has retained its luster through
the years.  (73615-7F)

2282. LOT OF VINTAGE LITERATURE  This lot consists of two paperback items.  First is an original Remington catalog for 1908.  It mea-
sures 9"x8" with a red cover with bold black print announcing the company name, the back bearing the company logo.  The title page
reads "Remington/Fire Arms/'World Renowned'/1908/ Manufactured By/Remington Arms Company/Ilion, N. Y."  The catalog contains 59
pages of illustrations, tables and information on their product line at the time.  Examples include Hammerless "Trap" Gun, with the F. E.
Trap grade listing at $60, a model 10 K leather case for $3.75 and a No. 1 Standard Autoloading Repeating Rifle for $30.  The piece is
bound by two fully intact staples, shows a 1" tear at the spine bottom, and a crease running the length vertically at the center of front and
back cover. There is scattered wear spotting and creasing but overall the condition is very good.  The second item has a red cover with a
title section that reads "Handbook On Shotgun Shooting" and a section at the bottom that reads in smaller print "Prepared under the
Direction of and Published by Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute. New York 1939".  Between the two is a stamp that
reads "Compliments of Remington Arms Co., Inc. Bridgeport, Conn."  The 9"x6" book is bound by three intact staples and appears to be
virtually unused and blemish free. The red front cover shows sun fading particularly towards the top but actually forms a natural blend with
the light yellow accents and back cover.  Consisting of 99 pages with illustrations, an interesting item that includes input from famous
shooters.  (73615-7G) 

2283. LOT OF BOOKS.  Total of six paperbacks.  Shooter's Bible Gun Trader's Guide, by Paul Wahl; c. 1964 Paul Wahl.  190 pages.  "The
Shooter's Bible" 1952 Edition: No. 43; c. 1951 Stoeger Arms Corp.  414 pages with a name written in pencil on front cover.  2008 Standard
Catalog of Firearms: The Collector's Price & Reference Guide 18th. Edition, by Dan Shideler; c. 2007 Krause Publications.  1502 pages.
Gun Digest Treasury: the best from the first fifteen years of the Gun Digest, edited by John T. Amber; c. 1961 The Gun Digest Co.  384
pages with a price sticker attached to the front cover.  Gun Digest: 27th. Anniversary 1973 Deluxe Edition, edited by John T. Amber. 480
pages.  The Gun Digest Book of Modern Gun Values Seventh Edition, by Jack Lewis; c. 1989 DBI Books.  The conditions of the books in
this lot range from very good to excellent with some showing minor tears, wear or spotting.  (73615-7H)
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2284. LOT OF LITERATURE  This lot consists of a wide range of over twenty items including books, pamphlets, booklets, catalogs and other
documents.  Examples include Colt Guns, by Martin Rywell; c. 1953 Martin Rywell. 134 pages paperback, a 1913 dated Abercrombie &
Fitch Co. catalog, Catalog no. 12 from A. F. Stoeger: American and Imported Arms and Ammunition, circa 1929 and two nearly  complete
Bannerman's catalogs. Also included are several small vintage booklet size catalogs and price guides, a couple of illustrated booklets on
Scottish weapons, and Arms & Armor of the Pilgrims, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1957. 29 pages booklet.  Also notable is a wonderful col-
lection of 14"x 11" prints, each one featuring an historic firearm from America's past, including the Harper's Ferry 1807, the Sharps Buffalo
Rifle and the Kentucky Rifle.  The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent.  (73615-7I)

2285. LOT OF COLT MEMORABILIA  First is a group of four excellent condition stock certificates.  The two older examples use the com-
pany name "Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company" and consist of a 1934 dated certificate for 4 shares and one for 15 dated
1949.  The other two are under the header "Colt's Manufacturing Company", and from 1953 (20 shares) and 1954 (100 shares).  The
other segment  of the lot is titled " A Collection of Colt Historical Prints 1836-1873" consisting of six black and white sketches measuring
14"x11", each with a large image of a featured firearm in the foreground of a western or military backdrop. The models include Paterson,
Walker, Wells Fargo, Navy, Army and Peacemaker.  Accompanied by the prints are the description folder, card for additional orders, illus-
trated sleeve and cardboard envelope.  In addition the lot includes a copy of postcard 27 from the Tower of London: Armouries series fea-
turing Presentation Colt Revolvers Dragoon and Navy.  The back reads "Ministry of Works Crown Copyright. Printed in England".  A nice
group of Colt related items in excellent condition.  (73615-7J)

2286. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND LEATHER ITEMS  First is an unmarked holster for a semi-auto, with belt loop and shoulder strap with
hangers.  Holster has mild mildew over much of the exterior surfaces showing wear particularly heavy at the corners and name written in ink
on inside flap. Belt shows lighter wear.  Next is a Bucheimer 545 rating near excellent with nylon strap attached.  The third one is a dark brown
revolver holster with floral pattern tooling and attached to an excellent non matching Hunter cartridge belt marked 155-LG 9421.  Also from
Hunter is a small revolver holster marked 1100P 30 with straps, snaps and belt loop intact, and showing light wear and spotting.  Next are
single and a double black cartridge cases by Jay Pee and a small black belt holster for a semi-auto.  Two cartridge belts round out the lot, a
1 1/4" size small for 22 cal. and a tan nylon example for large rifle calibers.  The overall condition of the lot is very good.  (73615-13) 

2287. GUN CASE LOT  This is a Doskocil black plastic hard case for a long arm. Measuring 52"x9", it features sliding hinges, inset handles
and egg crate style foam liners.  Excellent condition protective case for your rifle or shotgun.  (74318-14A) 

2288. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two 50 rd. size boxes: (1)  containing approximately 30 rds. of Western Super Match
38  Special 158 gr. lead bullet, nickel plated case in a lightly worn yellow and navy blue box with some red text; (1) containing 34 rds. of
Remington UMC Kleanbore .38 S&W. Special Mid Range Shard Shoulder in a dog bone style box rating excellent were it not for missing
an end flap.  The ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition.  (73615-2A)

2289. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super Speed .22 cal. in the yellow, blue and red
box: (2) partials combining for a total of approximately 60 rds. of Long Staynless Kopperclad; (1) containing about 30 rds. of mixed LR.;
(1) empty box for .22 short  The overall condition is very good to excellent with the boxes showing light to mild wear and some flaps miss-
ing.  (73615-2B)

2290. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a brick containing ten full 50 rd. size boxes of Remington Kleanbore Hi-Speed .22 LR.  The lot is in
excellent condition.  (73615-2C)

2291. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three 50 rd, size boxes of Remington Kleanbore: (1) full dog bone style with missing
end flaps of .32 S. & W. 88 gr. lead bullet rating excellent; (1) containing ten rds. of .32 long rim fire also in the dog bone style box and
rating very good with light oxidation; (1) containing approximately 25 rds. of 30 Luger (7.65 mm) rating very good to excellent with box
showing edge and corner wear  (73615-2D)

2292. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes: (1) containing about 48 rds. of Remington Kleanbore .32
Winchester (.32-20) 100 gr. S.P. bullet; (3) containing a mixture of 42 rds. and five fired cases with Winchester, Remington and USC head
stamps.  The boxes are vintage, as the Winchester is the orange with blue and white graphics, an interesting Sears Roebuck Pro-Tex-Bor
yellow box with blue print and the green and red Remington.  Very good condition lot overall.  (73615-2E)

2293. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three partial 50 rd. size old style boxes: (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Winchester
.32 Auto Colt-7.65 mm Browning, 74 gr,. bullet, full patch; (1) containing about 28 rds. of Winchester 32 Auto. (7.65 mm) 71 gr. full patch;
(1) containing 17 rds. of Remington UMC Kleanbore 32 (7.65 mm) auto 71 gr. metal cased bullet.  The ammunition rates very good to
excellent overall, the boxes, very good with wear and some missing flaps.  (73615-2F) 

2294. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 45 Colt 250 gr. lead bullet rating bright excel-
lent,  the green and red box shows some edge wear and fading.  (73615-2G)

2295. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three 50 rd. size buff colored boxes with black print that reads "Lot W.C.C." by Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp. of .45 Ball: (2) full of 1955 dated W.C.C. head stamps rating excellent; (1) partial  containing approximately 28
rds of mixed head stamp rating very good.  The boxes rate excellent. (73615-2H)

2296. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of one partial box containing approximately 40 rds. of Remington UMC Kleanbore .41 Short
Rimfire with mild oxidation to the tips.  The box shows scuffing along the edges and has a small number written in ink. About very good
condition overall.  (73615-2I)

2297. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of Remington Kleanbore .30 Remington 170 gr.: (1) full and (1)
containing 18 rds. of Soft Point Bullet in the UMC dog bone style box; (1) full of Corel-Lokt in the green and red box.  The ammunition is
clean and rates excellent.  The boxes are quite impressive also with mostly lightly worn edges, all flaps present and one small area starting
to separate.  (73615-2J)

2298. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of .30 Remington: (1) full of Western Super-X Autoloading 170
gr. boat tail S.P. bullet in the yellow, blue and red box  with strong graphics and a little edge scuffing.  (1) containing 28 rds. of Remington
Express 165 gr. Mushroom Bullet in the blue box with red and white graphics including the image of the locomotive and missing the end
flaps.  The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition.  (73615-2K)

2299. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS  This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes of 33 Winchester: (3) full of Winchester 200 gr.
S.P. in the "big bold W" style box with red yellow and white graphics; (1) tattered Remington Kleanbore box containing six mixed rds.; (1)
Winchester box (as described above) containing 19 mixed fired cases. The ammunition and brass rate very good to excellent, the boxes
slightly below that overall.  (73615-2L)

2300. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This is a variety pack lot consisting of approximately 100 rds. of mixed manufacturer and caliber.  The larg-
er quantity calibers are .22 lr and .30 cal.  The conditions range from good to near excellent .  Included are a few fired cases and an
unmarked plastic ammo box.  (73615-2M)
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2301. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  This lot consists of five boxes: (1) 25 rd. size containing 18 rds. with mild tarnish of Remington UMC Nitro
Club 20 ga. in the original box rating near excellent with fully intact label with image of flying duck under the beaming company dot logo
and stamp that reads "2 1/4 Drs. Equiv. 5/8 Oz. No. 9 CH” (2) full five rd. boxes of Remington Express Extra Long Range 20 ga. 2 1/2"
RX20 RS Rifled Slugs; (1) containing three rds. of Winchester Super Speed 16 ga., 2 9/16" Rifled Slugs in the original plain white box with
red and blue print and also containing one 16 and one 20 ga. Remington shells; (1) empty vintage Peters box for 10 ga. High Velocity
Hard Hitting with a missing flap and stored flat. The overall condition of the lot is very good.  (73615-2N)

2302. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two Remington boxes for 32 short rim fire.  The first one is a two
piece with a red top label that features the image of the cartridge at its center and the dot logo to its left and "80 Grs. Bullet" to its right.
The upper section reads ".32 Short R. F./50 Cartridges".  The lower portion consists of the company name and address.  The side label is
about 70% present, the bottom one fully intact.  There is some pencil writing on the top label but all of the text is strong. The edges show
mild wear to the original plaid covering and the box is fully intact.  Enclosed are 19 correct cartridges showing mild to moderate white oxi-
dation and light tarnish.  The second box rates excellent with some light edge wear.  This is the green and red Kleanbore style one piece
box with code 8432 and containing about 40 rds. of correct excellent cartridges.  (73615-5A) 

2303. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES  First is a two piece box with a mottled tan top label with black print with an upper sec-
tion consisting of the United States Cartridge Co. logo at the left and "50  Cal. .38 Long” with an image of the cartridge just below and
under it is "Metallic Cartridges" and the company address is below that.  The powder blue side label is about 90% present with tape
repairs covering a couple of corner sections and provide support for the two sides of the lid that have separated, and the bottom com-
partment has a couple of small tears.  Enclosed are three correct cartridges rating good to very good with moderate oxidation to the tips.
The second box is also a two piece, this one empty and with a green top label that reads "100 No. 1 Pistol Cartridges/ Manufactured by
the Union Metallic Cartridge Company,/Bridgeport Conn./ Under the Patent Smith & Wesson,/Issued April 17, 1860."  The focal point of
the label is a large image of  the revolver and to its right, those of two cartridges. The matching green side label is about 70% present and
like the top one is adhered to a marbled brown and tan layer.  The box is fully intact with a bottom compartment that is bowing in some-
what  at the front and rear panels.  The top label shows mainly a dual shade of green with some ingrained dirt and the box overall show-
ing only light wear.  (73615-5B) 

2304. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT  First is a U.S. Army Air Forces Aerial Dead Reckoning Computer Type E-6B  manufactured by
Cruver Mfg. Co., Chicago IL.  This is a 6" long aluminum and plastic  device used for altitude computations.  The second item is 9"x4"with
a flat surface featuring a yellow graph like background to numerical settings and is contained in what appears to be its original tan leather
sleeve, neither of the components is marked.  Next is an empty mess kit marked U.S./E.A. Co./1945.  The last item is a U.S. issued OD
green canvas two pocket magazine pouch with a back stamped "George S. Rumney Co./1943. and snap and loops firmly attached.  The
overall condition of the lot is near excellent.  (73615-3) 

2305. LOT OF SHOT SHELL WADS  This is a factory sealed box containing 2500 Winchester Western AA shot shell wads for 410 ga.
The yellow box has red graphics and measures 17"x7"x9" with the tape showing small tears and a few spots of grime along the box
surface.  (73746-2A)

2306. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of two as new in the box components by Lyman.  First are 2 Cavity Mould Blocks, Group A,
Bullet No. 454RB for use with Large Handles, in factory sealed wrap and complete with instruction pamphlet.  The other item is the Large
Mould Handles mentioned previously.  (73746-2B)

2307. M1 GARAND ACCESSORIES  This lot consists of 30 excellent condition eight rd. stripper clips and seven cardboard sleeves.  Also
included is an excellent 1953 dated six pocket bandolier for the clips.  (73746-5) 

2308. LOT OF HARD CASES  This lot consists of four molded plastic handgun hard cases.  The first two are approximately 18”x14”x4” tan
duel handle cases by GunGuard and Doskocil with no interior foam and in near excellent condition.  Both come with keys.  Next is a
9”x14”x4” tan duel handle case by Doskocil also with no interior foam and in near excellent condition with keys.  Last is a black DoskoSport
12”x8”x3” lighter weight plastic case in near new condition with its foam interior.  (126229-A71)

2309. LOT OF HARD CASES  This lot consists of two long gun hard cases.  First is an unmarked black and gray 53”x13”x4” aluminum
framed case in very good condition showing some scratches and bruises on its exterior and having a missing foot.  The interior is in excel-
lent condition.  It has a single carry handle and four lockable latches with no key.  Second is a tan 48”x9”x4” plastic duel handle case by
GunGuard also in very good condition.  The exterior shows a few light blemishes; the interior foam has a couple of spots of oil staining.
This case has four exterior latches, two of which are lockable though it comes without a key.  (126161-25)

2310. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS AND LONG GUN CASES  This lot consists of six pistol soft cases, five long gun soft cases, and one
long gun hard case.  First are six pistol soft cases in various colors ranging from 12” to 15” in length, made of either fabric or suede.  Four
have full zippers, one is a zippered sleeve, the last one is a Velcro flap sleeve.  Second are five full zippered long gun soft cases in various
colors ranging from 31” to 46” in length made of either fabric or vinyl.  Last is a 48”x9”x4” tan GunGuard plastic hard case with plastic
slide latches and a foam liner showing a couple of small customized cutouts.  All the cases are in very good to near excellent condition
with most showing some light wear and minor blemishes.  (126350-15)

2311. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES  This lot consists of nine soft cases in various colors ranging from 45” to 53” in length, made
of either fabric or vinyl.  Eight have full length zippers, one is a sleeve with a zippered end.  They are in good to very good condition show-
ing some light to moderate wear.  (125824-1A)

2312. LOT OF SOFT CASES  This lot consists of eight long gun soft cases and two small pistol rugs.  First are eight zippered cases in var-
ious colors ranging from 41” to 51” in length and made of either vinyl or fabric including five with full length zippers (four tapered one rec-
tangular), and three with short partial length zippers (two are broken).  They range from good to very good condition.  Second are two
pistol rugs 8” in length, one suede, one fabric, both in very good condition.  (125614-31C)

2313. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES  This lot consists of six zippered long gun cases of various colors ranging from 41” to 48” in
length and made of either fabric, vinyl or suede.  Three have full length zippers, three have short partial zippers.  All are in good to very
good condition, a few with some light staining, all with some light wear.  (125855-1)

2314. HARD CASE LOT  This lot consists of one black Protector series plastic hard case by Plano.  This tapered case is 51”x 8” and is in
excellent condition.  (5598-1A)

2315. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES  This lot consists of ten long gun soft cases of various colors ranging from 42” to 53” and made
of either vinyl, suede or fabric.  Seven have full length zippers, two of which are broken or very stiff to operate; two cases have short par-
tial zippers that operate stiffly; and one is a string flap sleeve.  They range from good to near excellent in condition.  (125614-31A)

2316. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES  This lot consists of a total of 10 zippered cases of various colors ranging from 41” to 52” and
made of either vinyl, suede or fabric.  Four have full length zippers, one of which is a well-padded double case.  Six have 1/4 length zippers,
one of which functions stiffly.  Also included is a 32” zippered barrel case.  These cases are in good to very good condition.  (125614-31B)
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2317. LOT OF LONG GUN CASES  This lot consists of two hard cases and one soft case.  First is a rectangular green plastic hard case
measuring 52”x13”x3 1/2” in very good condition showing a few external blemishes, some mild soiling, and a couple of oil stains and small
chips out of the lightweight interior foam.  It has three lockable latches with no key.  Second is a black plastic rectangular hard case by
Koplin measuring 48”x9 1/2”x3 1/2” in very good condition showing some light exterior soiling and moderate scratches, and a near excel-
lent lightly soiled interior.  Last is a 52” fabric soft case by Boyt in near excellent condition with leather trim, a quilted interior, a near full
length zipper, and a leather sling.  (126004-4)

2318. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS  This lot consists of 30 zippered pistol rugs in various colors ranging from 5” to 16” in length.  All rugs are in
very good to near excellent condition with some showing a little light staining and/or minor wear.  Also included is one leather trimmed
fabric holster by Bucheimer, one pistol sock, and one long gun sock.  (126393-389A)

2319. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS  This lot consists of 33 zippered pistol rugs in various colors ranging from 6” to 16 1/2” in length.  All rugs
are in very good to near excellent condition with some showing a little light staining and/or minor wear.  Also included is a fabric flap clo-
sure pistol sleeve.  (126393-389C)

2320. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX 50TH ANNIVERSARY CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#268-46220, 22 LR/ 22 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue.  The
Cocobolo wood grips rate excellent.  The barrel is roll marked in gold lettering “50 Years of Single Six 1953 to 2003”.  This new-in-the-box
revolver comes with its original red plastic case, lock and manual.  (126724-195) (250/450)

2321. REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #137216, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered light freckling and a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good with some small areas of flaking, multiple light scratches and other minor handling blemishes.  The gun is fitted with a
Weaver K3-F scope and sling swivels.  (126741-17) {C&R} (300/500)

2322. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #2755203, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with a couple of faint scratches and minor impact marks on the barrel and magazine tube, and some
spots and small areas of oxidation leaving a gray-brown patina on the receiver.  The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a cou-
ple of minor handling blemishes.  This rifle features a Williams receiver mounted aperture sight.  The rear iron sight has been replaced with
a slot blank.  (126749-6) (200/300)

2323. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #176K208, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The satin stainless steel finish rates excellent showing a few minor handling marks and a light turn ring on the six shot fluted cylin-
der.  The Goncalo Alves target grips rate excellent.  Comes with its original factory box, tools, and manual.  (126714-125) (300/500)

2324. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C615692, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with the backstrap, topstrap, some high edges, and other small area thinning
to a gray-brown patina.  The cylinder also shows a little thinning to gray-brown with a light turn ring.  The trigger and hammer exhibit
excellent case colors with a little fading to gray-brown.  The checkered hardwood Magna grips with S&W medallion rate very good to near
excellent with a few minor handling blemishes.  This very nice revolver comes with an unmarked factory box.  (126724-149) (150/350)

2325. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 639 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A834684, 9MM, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
stainless steel finish rates excellent with a couple of light handling marks and a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The checkered walnut grips also
rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  This pistol appears to have seen little use, features an adjustable rear sight and slide
mounted decocker/safety, and comes with its original factory box, tools, a total of two magazines, and a manual.  (126724-90) (300/500)

2326. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK FLATTOP SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #37-22102, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2”
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some silvering and a few light scratches on the alloy
gripstrap and triggerguard, and a few tiny scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of
light handling marks.  This gun comes with the correct un-numbered factory box.  (126724-124) (250/450)

2327. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX NRA EDITION SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #264-38447, 17HMR, 6 1/2”
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint turn ring on the cylinder and the loading gate
showing a nice dark plum color.  The rosewood grips with NRA medallion rate excellent.  This revolver appears to have had little if any use
and comes with its original factory plastic case, lock, and manual.  (126724-130) (300/500)

2328. RUGER MARK II 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #222-83061, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue.  The checkered black plastic grips with Ruger medallion in red
background rate excellent.  The gun features the Ruger medallion on the rear of the stainless steel bolt and a 50th anniversary Ruger
medallion on the top of the frame.  This new-in-the-box pistol comes with its original red plastic case, a total of two magazines, lock and
manual.  (126724-197) (250/350)

2329. RUGER MODEL P97DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #663-16972, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slides
matte stainless steel finish rates excellent.  The black polymer frame with integral grips also rates excellent showing a few minor handling
blemishes.  This pistol features an ambidextrous decocker and comes with a total of two magazines, loader, lock, manual, and the original
factory plastic case.  (126724-189) (250/350)

2330. RUGER MODEL P95DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #311-03684, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slide’s
bright stainless steel surface rates excellent with a few faint handling marks.  The black polymer frame with integral grips also rates excel-
lent with a few light handling marks.  This pistol features an ambidextrous decocker and comes with a total of two magazines, manual, and
an unmarked factory plastic case. (126724-192) (250/350)

2331. RUGER MODEL P94 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #341-01608, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slide’s matte
stainless steel finish rates excellent with a couple of tiny spots of light oxidation.  The dark gray alloy frame and textured rubber finger
groove grips also rate excellent with a few very minor handling marks.  This pistol features an ambidextrous decocker/safety and comes
with a total of two magazines, manual, and an unmarked factory plastic case.  (126724-112) (300/500)

2332. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #65-70802, 22LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with some minor light handling marks and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The
walnut grips also rate excellent.  This revolver appears to have seen some light use and comes with a red cardboard factory box grease
pencil-numbered to the gun.  (126741-30) (350/450)

2333. RUGER MARK II GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #217-02631, 22LR, 6 7/8” bull barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two.  The checkered black plastic
grips rate excellent.  This pistol appears to have had little if any use and comes with an un-numbered yellow and black cardboard factory
box and a manual.  (126741-27) (300/400)
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2334. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4043 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VDL4760, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel slide’s surface rates excellent with a few light handling marks and a little rub wear on the front edges.  The alloy frames
anodized finish rates near excellent with some light wear most prominent on the beavertail backstrap.  The black plastic wraparound grips
rate very good to near excellent with multiple light scratches and minor handling marks.  Comes with its original factory blue plastic case.
(126741-14) (300/500)

2335. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAW9621, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish with a couple of minor handling blemishes.  The black polymer frame with integrat-
ed grips rates excellent showing a few faint handling marks.  The pistol comes with a S&W blue plastic case.  (126741-13) (300/500)

2336. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with a few scattered freckles and a spot or two of oxidation by the muzzle and on the triggerguard.  The pistolgrip wal-
nut stock rates excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  The hard rubber buttplate is also in excellent condition.  This rifle appears
to have seen very little use.  (126703-15) {C&R} (200/300)

2337. COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL CONSECUTIVELY NUMBERED TWO-PISTOL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL SET ser-
ial #5644W/#5645W, 22 Short, 6” barrels with lightly frosted bores.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original black enamel finish with mul-
tiple light scratches and minor handling marks with the bulk of the blemishes being around the barrel release pins.  Also one pistol shows
an area of flaking on the cylinder.  Both guns have brass frames with scroll engraving on the bottom of the gripstrap in near excellent
condition showing a couple of spots of tarnish.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a few minor handling marks.  This set comes in a
fabric lined case with a gold colored rampant Colt on the inner lid and gold colored “Civil War Centennial Model” printed on the lid’s
exterior.  The case is in good to very good condition showing some soiling primarily on the outer lid with lightly worn corners and edges.
(126738-1,1A) (250/350)

2338. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with some light freckling and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation.  The buttplate is blue with silvering on the toe and heal, and
a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The walnut military style pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few minor handling blemish.  The rifle has an
ID number scratched on the barrel, barrel band, and magazine.  (126724-222) {C&R} (200/300)

2339. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11397B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with some areas fading to a gray-brown patina, some scattered spotty oxidation, and the
grip safety flaked to gray.  The checkered plastic grips rate excellent with a few faint handling blemishes.  (126724-30) {C&R} (250/450)

2340. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
80% original blue fading to brown with some scattered light freckling, a few tiny spots of oxidation, and a couple of light handling marks.
The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks, a couple of chips by the heal and toe, and an added fin-
ish.  (126724-266) {C&R} (150/350)

2341. MARLIN MODEL 57 LEVERMATIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE 22 Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue fading to brown on the barrel and spotty wear to brown on the magazine tube with scattered light
scratches, a couple of scuffs, and a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a cou-
ple of scuffs and a few other minor handling marks.  This rifle is missing the front sight hood and comes with a Bushnell Sportview scope
mounted on the top of the receiver.  (126724-229) (250/350)

2342. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #64-92140, 22 LR/22 Mag.,
9 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of spots of oxidation on the hammer
and a turn ring on the fluted cylinder.  The anodized alloy gripframe has a couple of minor handling blemishes.  The walnut grips rate excel-
lent with a few small dings.  The top of the barrel is roll marked “Made in the 200th Year of American Liberty”.  This revolver comes with
a black nylon holster.  (126724-95) (300/500)

2343. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBM6411, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The satin stainless steel finish rates excellent.  The black polymer frame with integrated grips also rates excellent.  This gun
appears to have had little if any use and comes with a total of three magazines, lock, manual and the original factory blue plastic case.
(126724-172) (250/350)

2344. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 50% original blue fading to brown with some spotty oxidation staining and a ding at the muzzle.  The walnut pistolgrip stock
rates near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes and an added finish.  The bolt handle fits slightly loose to the bolt.
(126724-270) {C&R} (150/250)

2345. RUGER MODEL P91DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #340-17263, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
slide’s brushed/matte stainless steel finish rates excellent as does the dark gray anodized aluminum frame.  The textured rubber grips also
rate excellent.  This pistol features an ambidextrous decocker and appears to have had little if any use.  It comes without a magazine, but
with a manual and a factory black plastic case.  (126724-154) (300/400)

2346. RUGER MODEL P90DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #660-21977, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slide’s
brushed/matte stainless steel finish rates excellent with a couple of faint handling marks.  The dark gray anodized aluminum frame also rates
excellent with a couple of minor handling marks.  The rubber grips rate excellent.  This pistol features an ambidextrous decocker and appears
to have had little use.  It comes with a total of three magazines, manual, lock, and a black plastic factory case.  (126724-155) (300/500)

2347. TAURUS MODEL 85 ULTRA-LITE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #YL24548, 38 Spl, 2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The satin stainless steel cylinder and barrel rate excellent with some light polished wear and turn ring on the five shot fluted cylin-
der.  The aluminum frame is in excellent condition with a couple of tiny handling marks.  The textured rubber grips also rate excellent with
a couple of minor handling marks.  This revolver comes with its manual, internal lock keys, and factory box.  (126724-338) (200/400)

2348. TAURUS MODEL PT24/7 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TWL35783, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slide’s
satin stainless steel surface rates excellent as does the black polymer frame with integrated rubber grip.  This pistol comes with a manu-
al, bore brush, and factory plastic  case.  (126724-186) (300/500)

2349. TAURUS MODEL PT24/7 PRO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NYK58017, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The slide’s
stainless steel surface rates excellent.  The black polymer frame with integrated grip also rates excellent with a few faint handling marks.
This pistol comes without a magazine but includes a manual, bore brush, and black plastic factory case.  (126724-152) (300/500)

2350. TAURUS MODEL PT24/7 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SXG93916, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The slides
satin stainless steel surface rates excellent as does the black polymer frame with integrated rubber grip.  This pistol comes without a mag-
azine, but includes a manual, bore brush, and black plastic factory case.  (126724-156) (300/500)
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2351. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 5906 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TEU5733, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
matte stainless steels finish rates very good to excellent with a few light scratches, a couple of dings, and spotty holster wear giving the
surface a mottled bright/matte appearance.  The black checkered wrap-around grips rate excellent with a few light handling marks.
(126741-1) (300/500)

2352. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces are about 70% original blue thinning to brown with a few light scratches.  The oil finished pistolgrip walnut stock rates excel-
lent with a few minor handling blemishes and a tiny chip at the toe.  (126724-286) {C&R} (100/200)

2353. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with a few scattered tiny spots of oxidation, a couple of small dings, and a few scratches.  The
pistolgrip walnut stock rates near excellent with several light scratches and a couple of scuffs.  (126741-32) {C&R} (150/250)

2354. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few scattered tiny spots of oxidation and a few light scratches.  The pistolgrip walnut stock
rates near excellent with a few tiny scuffs and scratches.  On the bottom of the grip is stamped “W604”.  This rifle is equipped with an
adjustable rear aperture sight.  The front sight is fitted off center in the dovetail slot.  (126741-31) {C&R} (175/275)

2355. DAEWOO MODEL DP51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #408785, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue and dark gray anodized finishes with a couple of light handling marks.  The checkered plastic grips rate excellent.  Comes
with a total of two magazines.  (126724-141) (200/300)

2356. TRESSITU MODEL TZ99 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #T001947, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This South
African made pistol’s metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and dark green-gray anodized finishes with a few minor handling marks
and a scratch on the left side of the receiver.  The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent.  This pistol comes without a magazine.
(126724-175) (150/250)

2357. MAGNUM RESEARCH BABY DESERT EAGLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY ISRAEL MILITARY INDUSTRIES serial
#130321, 40 S&W, 4 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light scratches and
minor handling marks.  The textured plastic grips rate excellent.  This pistol appears to have seen little use and comes without a magazine.
(126724-344) (300/500)

2358. ORTGIES POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #120653, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with a few minor handling marks, the front strap thinning to a brown patina, and some light
freckling and minor oxidation evident primarily along the grip straps and on the front and back ends of the slide.  The hardwood grips rate
excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes.  A near excellent condition pistol made by Deutsche Werke of Germany.  (126741-2)
{C&R} (200/400)

2359. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V115523N, 20 ga Magnum, 28” choke
modified barrel with a 3” chamber and a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with rub wear from the slide
action and some silvering on the front edges of the receiver.  The gloss finished checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excel-
lent with a few minor handling marks and feature a duck embossed gripcap and a ventilated recoil pad.  (126759-47) (150/250)

2360. WINCHESTER MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #831576, 12 ga, 28” choke full barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue.  The barrel shows a thinning blue starting to turn brown with a few scattered freckles
and tiny spots of oxidation, and some rub wear along the barrel’s left side.  The frame has some light freckling and oxidation, and a cou-
ple of small areas worn to a brown patina.  The magazine tube shows some rube wear from the action.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and
grooved forearm rate near excellent with multiple light scratches, a few minor dings, and a finish that is flaking in a couple of spots.
(126741-34) {C&R} (300/500)

2361. BROWNING AUTO-5 SHOTGUN BARREL LOT  This lot consists of a 24 1/2”, 12 ga shotgun barrel for a Browning Auto-5 fitted
with an adjustable Poly-Choke and having a bright excellent bore.  The barrel’s metal surface retains 95% original blue with scattered light
freckling, a few tiny spots of light oxidation, and a couple of spots of rub wear.  This barrel comes with a lightweight 46”x10”x4” foam lined
long gun case, two Invector screw in chokes (modified and full) with a choke wrench, and an Auto-5 instruction booklet.  (126753-1)

2362. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #256405, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
are a mottled gray-brown patina with about 30% original blue still present, scattered pinprick pitting, and some scattered oxidation stain-
ing.  The hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent showing some light wear and a few minor handling marks.  The magazine is
not correct as it is marked “380 Cal”.  (126724-70) {C&R} (75/150)

2363. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13329B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good to near excellent mod-
erately frosted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 50% refinished blue fading to gray with scattered pinprick pitting and several minor scratch-
es.  The black hard rubber grips rate fine with a few minor handling blemishes.  (126724-56) {C&R} (100/200)

2364. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #92266, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% refinished blue with some scattered light freckling, a few spots of pinprick pitting, and a spot or two of light
oxidized pitting.  The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and a small chip on the right side.  The includ-
ed magazine is unmarked and appears to be new.  (126724-76) {C&R} (200/400)

2365. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #244255, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a moderately frosted bore.  The metal
surfaces refinished nickel rates about very good with scattered pinprick pitting, a couple of small spots of oxidation and oxidized pitting.
The black hard rubber grips rate about very good with some handling wear and a few light handling marks.  It comes with a single blue
magazine that is fading to brown and is in very good condition.  (126724-59) {C&R} (100/200)

2366. BSA NO. 12 MARTINI SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #58335, 22 LR, 29” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue with some scattered light freckling, a few spots of light oxidation, and some silvering around the muzzle.  The
lever is a gray-brown patina with a couple of hints of the original case colors still present.  The smooth walnut stock and checkered forearm
rate very good with multiple dings, light scratches, and a small chip by the heel and another on the forend.  The forearm has a couple of
small holes and three additional holes likely for sling swivel studs that are not likely original.  The buttstock appears to have been shortened
with an 11 3/4” length of pull.  The rubber buttpad appears to have been trimmed and is hanging proud of the wood with a crack in the
rubber at the toe.  This rifle features BSA front and rear target sights, but is missing the aperture eyepiece.  (126814-3) (300/500)

2367. SMITH & WESSON MODEL M&P9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAF5723, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte black finish with a couple of light handling marks.  The black polymer full size frame rates
excellent also with a couple of light handling marks.  A Hogue finger groove grip sleeve is fitted over the grip frame and is in excellent con-
dition.  (126780-S17773) (300/500)
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2368. WINCHESTER MODEL 270 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #633669, 22 S,L, LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of very minor handling blemishes.  The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and
forearm rate excellent with a few light scratches and other minor handling marks.  (126758-15) (100/150)

2369. WINCHESTER MODEL 320 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #D28247, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of freckles and several light scratches.  The checkered hardwood pistolgrip Monte
Carlo style stock rates excellent with a few light dings and several light scratches.  Both sling swivel studs are missing.  This rifle comes
without a magazine.  (126758-5) (250/350)

2370. BROWNING MODEL BL-22 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #01067PX126, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this Japanese made rifle retain 98% original blue with some light scratches and minor dings.  The hardwood stock
and forearm rate near excellent with several light scratches, scuffs and other minor handling marks.  (126779-D29172) (300/400)

2371. BROWNING MODEL BL-22 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #06775RT126, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This Japanese made rifle’s metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few freckles, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, and a couple of
scratches and dings.  The hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with a couple of moderate dings and scratches, mul-
tiple light scratches, and a few chips in the finish.  (126779-D29136) (300/400)

2372. MARLIN MODEL 25N BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #00316167, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 97% original blue with some scattered light freckling, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, a couple of chips on the triggerguard,
and a few other minor handling blemishes.  The press checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates excellent with a few minor handling
marks.  (126780-D29694) (100/200)

2373. SAVAGE MODEL 23A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7091, 22LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 80% original blue with an area thinning to gray, a few scattered tiny spots of oxidation and a couple of areas of light pitting.  The
plain pistolgrip hardwood stock with schnabel forend rates very good to near excellent with several small dings and light scratches, a small
chip in the pistolgrip, and an added finish.  Comes with no magazine.  (126741-22) {C&R} (125/225)

2374. WARDS WESTERN FIELD NO 47C BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue with some thinning to brown primarily on the magazine tube.  The barrel is showing a slight fading to plum,
has some scattered light freckling, a few scattered small spots of oxidation, and a few light handling marks.  The pistolgrip hardwood stock
with cheekpiece rates near excellent showing several light blemishes and a moderate ding on the buttstock.  (126758-20) (100/200)

2375. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #2703343, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel and magazine tube’s metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light freckling, spotty oxidation, and several light handling
marks.  The barrel bands show some fading to gray-brown.  The receiver is brown and gray-brown with a few hints of original blue still pre-
sent.  The lever, trigger and hammer show strong blue with light freckling and some thinning to gray-brown.  The checkered buttplate shows
very good blue with some silvering around the edges and a spot that has faded to brown.  The walnut stock and forearm are primarily void
of any finish showing several scattered scratches and dings.  The front sight hood is missing.  (126780-S17896) (200/300)

2376. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with a few light freckles, a couple of small spots of oxidation, and a few light scratches.  The pistolgrip walnut stock rates
excellent showing a few minor dings, some light scratches and light handling wear.  A name is etched into the right side of the receiver.
This rifle comes with a single detachable box magazine.  (126779-D29285) {C&R} (150/250)

2377. STEVENS REPEATER NO 66 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces are a
mottled blue and gray-brown with a few light handling marks and an added cold applied blue.  The metal buttplate is primarily blue with
some light oxidation.  The refinished pistolgrip hardwood stock rates near excellent with a few light to moderate scratches and other minor
handling marks.  (126780-S17755) {C&R} (50/150)

2378. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a near bright lightly frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces are a brown patina with a few dings, some light scratches, a few spots of light oxidation, and a little paint splatter.  The walnut pis-
tolgrip stock with finger grooved forend rates good with multiple light dings and scratches, a small crack in the forend, and another larg-
er crack running forward from the wrist.  (126772-6) {C&R} (50/100)

2379. JC HIGGINS MODEL 31 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85%
original blue with light spotty oxidation throughout. The alloy receiver shows a few minor scratches and has a number etched onto its left
side.  The hardwood stock and beavertail forearm rate very good to near excellent with several dings, light scratches and other minor han-
dling blemishes.  The stock is fitted with a retractable sling that is missing the end buckle.  The plastic buttplate is cracked with a piece
missing.  This rifle is fitted with a JC Higgins 4X scope.  (126780-S17735) (75/150)

2380. RWS DIANA MODEL 48/52 AIR RIFLE serial #02061438, 177 cal, 17” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
on this side lever pneumatic rifle retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excel-
lent with a couple of small dings and light scratches.  Comes with its original factory box.  (126805-5) (200/400)

2381. BROWNING AUTO-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #02371PX146, 22LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces on this Miroku made rifle retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks.  The checkered pistolgrip stock and fore-
arm rate excellent with a couple of dings, and a few light scratches.  This rifle comes with a Tasco 3-7x20 scope mounted on a cantilever
scope rail.  (126758-42) (350/550)

2382. MARLIN MODEL 70P SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #09407970, 22LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with several minor handling marks and a tiny spot or two of light oxidation.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates excellent with a couple of light dings and other minor handling marks.  Comes with a Tasco 4x15 scope mounted on the grooved
alloy receiver.  (126780-S17750) (75/150)

2383. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER MODEL 158 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AG241309, 12ga, 28”
barrel with a mostly bright bore showing a couple of areas of light to moderate pitting.  The barrel’s metal surface retains 95% original blue
with scattered spotty oxidation and light freckling.  The frame exhibits excellent case colors with some light freckling throughout.  The pis-
tolgrip walnut stock and forend rate near excellent with a couple of minor dings, a few other light handling marks and an added finish
which spilled over onto the barrel during application.  The buttstock is fitted with a ventilated rubber recoil pad.  (126792-7) (75/150)

2384. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MODEL NAA 22 MAGNUM CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#E020792, 22LR / 22 Magnum, 1 5/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The stainless steel finish rates excellent with a couple of light
handling marks.  The laminated rosewood grips also rate excellent.  Comes with two cylinders (22 LR and 22 Magnum), a North American
Arms clip-on black leather holster, and the original factory box.  (126792-2) (150/250)
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2385. BERETTA MODEL 21A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BAS28520V, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling marks.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a few light handling
blemishes.  This pistol comes with a Case Logic clip-on holster.  (126792-1) (150/250)

2386. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #816557, 22 S,L,LR, 22” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces are a brown patina with some remnants of original blue, some scattered spotty oxidation, and a few minor dings and light
scratches.  The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with multiple light dings, and a few scuffs and scratches.  The hard rubber
buttplate has a worn edge, a chip on another edge, and multiple light blemishes.  (126735-4) {C&R} (150/250)

2387. REMINGTON MODEL 12C SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #815565, 22 S,L,LR, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are a nice even brown patina with hints of a fading blue, and a few scattered light dings and scratches.  The walnut
pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light scratches, a few minor dings, and an added finish that has spilled over
onto the metal in a couple of places.  The gun has a Lyman rear aperture sight fitted on the back of the receiver, a slot blank where a rear
sight would be, and a front bead sight.  (126735-3) {C&R} (300/500)

2388. LORCIN MODEL L25 LADY LORCIN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #004128, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a near bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surface’s black finish rates near excellent with a few light handling marks.  The pink plastic grips also rate near excel-
lent with a couple of minor blemishes and a couple of small cracks.  (126780-S17265) (40/80)

2389. RAVEN ARMS MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #982174, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The
metal surface’s chrome finish rates near excellent with several light dings and scratches.  The walnut grips are devoid of finish showing a
few light scratches and rate near excellent.  Comes with a black Uncle Mike’s clip-on holster.  (126780-S17912) (40/80)

2390. R.B. INDUSTRIES MODEL FRASER 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #005031, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surface’s stainless steel finish rates excellent with a few minor handling marks.  The black plastic grips also rate excellent.
(126779-D29554) (80/120)

2391. ROBAR MODEL MELIOR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113792, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few light scuffs, scratches and dings, and a spot or two of light oxidation.  The checkered black
plastic grips rate near excellent showing some light soiling and a few light blemishes.  (126779-D29567) {C&R} (150/250)

2392. WALTHER MODEL PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #360915K, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This war
time production PPK’s metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue worn to gray with some scattered light pitting and scratches.  The
black plastic grips rate excellent showing a few minor blemishes and are marked “Made in Germany”.  The gun shows the “Eagle N” proof
on the right side of the barrel and slide, and the “Eagle C” marking on the left side of the frame behind the trigger.  It comes with two
magazines; one is older with some light pitting and appears appropriate to the age of the pistol; the other is a modern finger extension
version that is a little long for the gun.  (126780-S17585) {C&R} (600/800)

2393. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #264-13478, 22 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few scattered freckles, a couple of mild handling marks, and a
faint turn ring and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation on the cylinder.  The hardwood grips rate excellent with a few faint handling marks.
The gun has an adjustable rear sight.  (126780-S17910) (300/400)

2394. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-4 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #56K4362, 357 Magnum, 6” pinned barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with scattered spotty oxidation, several minor dings, some light
scratches, and a light turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The trigger and hammer show strong case colors with a little light freckling
and a couple of small spots of oxidation.  The walnut target grips rate very good with a worn finish, a few small dings and light scratches,
and a slight rounding of the checkering.  (126780-S17911) (200/400)

2395. STAR MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #633585, 9mm, 5” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with silvering on some high edges, scattered freckling, a few small spots of oxidation, multiple light scratches, and a couple
of small areas thinning to gray-brown.  The brown checkered plastic grips rate very good to near excellent with a couple of dings, some
light soiling, and a little minor wear on the checkering.  (126780-S17970) (250/350)

2396. NORINCO MODEL 213 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #710436, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a little silvering on the slide towards the muzzle and a few light scratches and minor handling marks.
The black plastic grips rate excellent.  This pistol was imported by Sport Arms of Miami, FL.  (126780-D29297) (100/200)

2397. STAR MODEL BM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1797788, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
60-70% blue fading to a brown patina with some scattered freckling and light oxidation, and a few minor handling marks.  The checkered
black plastic grips rate excellent with a couple of minor blemishes.  (126779-D29496) (100/200)

2398. NORINCO MODEL 213 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #728799, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 97% original blue with a couple of spots of oxidation and a few minor handling marks.  The black plastic grips rate excellent.
This pistol was imported by IAC of Billerica, MA.  (126779-D29401) (100/200)

2399. BERNARDELLI MODEL 80 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #04604, 22LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with some silvering towards the muzzle, a few light scratches, a little scattered freckling, and a couple of
tiny spots of oxidation and light pitting.  The black plastic grips with thumb rest rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks.  This
pistol includes a single magazine that has a broken follower.  (126779-D29325) (100/200)

2400. BERSA MODEL 644 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #018754, 22LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with a little thinning to gray on the gripstrap, a spot of oxidation, a few light freckles, and several tiny scratches.
The right handed thumb-rest black plastic grips rate excellent with a few minor handling marks.  There is a name scratched into the base
of the gripframe.  (126779-D29679) (100/200)

2401. FEG MODEL PA-63 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HC4969, 9mm Short (380 ACP), 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal on the slide, trigger and triggerguard retain 95% original blue with scattered oxidation and light pitting.  The aluminum frame rates
excellent showing a few light handling blemishes.  The black right handed thumb rest grips rate near excellent showing some soiling and
a few minor blemishes.  (126779-D29568) (75/150)

2402. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 939 ULTRA SIDEKICK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AD17373,
22 cal, 6” slab sided ventilated rib barrel with a bright very good bore showing a couple of spots of light to moderate pitting.  The metal
surfaces on this nine shot revolver retain 97% original blue with some scattered light freckling, a couple of small spots of oxidation, and a
few light scratches.  The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition but do not fit the frame.  The adjustable rear sight has a bro-
ken blade.  This version of model 939 has a safety key lock.  The key is not present.  (126779-D29596) (150/250)
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2403. HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #224, 22 RF, 18” barrel with a moderately frost-
ed, lightly pitted bore.  This pistol was likely originally nickel plated with the barrel now showing primarily a brown patina with a few rem-
nants of nickel, some light scratches, a couple of spots of oxidation, and a few dings.  The frame shows scattered remnants of a nickel fin-
ish mostly in protected areas with a thinning applied black finish overall.  The hardwood grip has been crudely repaired and is in overall
good condition.  This pistol comes with a 12” leather Lawrence holster.  (126780-S17763) (150/250)

2404. COBRAY FMJ MODEL O/U DERINGER PISTOL serial #E00008360, 22 LR/45 LC/410, 3 3/4” barrels with excellent bores.
This spur trigger pistol’s metal surfaces retain 90-95% original back finish with a little light handling wear and a few light scratches.  The
black plastic grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks.  (126779-D29572) (50/150)

2405. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1551, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore showing a little light
pitting towards the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with some fading to gray-brown, some silvering on high edges, mul-
tiple small dings, and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation.  The case colors on the trigger remain strong  The checkered metal grips rate very
good to near excellent with the blue fading to gray on the high edges, several light dings, and a few minor scratches.  The slide fits a little
loose in the frame.  Comes with a single magazine showing some good blue with light superficial oxidation.  (126724-8) {C&R} (100/200)

2406. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10870, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a moderately frosted lightly pitted bore.
The metal surfaces are a gray-brown patina with scattered light pitting, several spots of oxidation staining, and multiple minor handling
marks.  The checkered metal grips are gray-brown with a few small dings and some light pitting.  The magazine has a dark brown oxi-
dized surface.  (126724-6) {C&R} (50/100)

2407. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2375B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 70% splotchy blue mixing with brown and gray patinas showing a few minor scratches and a couple of tiny dings.  The black
hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few light scratches and some minor handling wear.  (126724-32) {C&R} (100/200)

2408. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24532B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a gray moderately frosted lightly pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces are brown and gray with a few remnants of blue and showing some light pitting.  The trapezoidal grips are
worn with some light flattening of the checkering, some minor scratches, a crack on the right side, and are in overall good to very good
condition.  Comes with a single magazine that appears fairly new and is marked “Mexico on” its base.  (126724-54) {C&R} (75/150)

2409. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13024, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 85-90% original blue with areas fading to gray-brown, some scattered mild oxidation and light freckling, and a few light
scratches.  The trigger exhibits strong case colors.  The black hard rubber grips rate near excellent with several light handling blemishes
and a tiny crack on the left side.  Comes with an unmarked reblued magazine.  (126724-21) {C&R} (150/250)

2410. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #174303, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a light to moderately frosted bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 80-85% original blue with areas fading to gray-brown with some light freckling, a couple of small spots of oxidation,
and a few minor handling blemishes.  The trigger has moderately strong case-hardened colors fading to gray with some light freckling.
The black hard rubber grips rate excellent with a couple of minor handling marks.  (126724-26) {C&R} (150/250)

2411. LEATHER GUN CASE LOT  This lot consists of four leather long gun cases.  The first two are zippered on the end going a quarter
length down each side. One is 49”x9 1/2”, is fully tool engraved with Native American scenes and scrolling and with a felt liner.  The sec-
ond case is 48”x10 1/2”, has half of one side showing a scene of deer, woods and mountains with the rest being suede, has a fleece inte-
rior, and is marked “MEXICO”.  The next two cases are two piece dark brown suede with fleece linings also marked “MEXICO”.  One is
50”x7” with a deer scene in the middle of one side.  The other is 49”x7” with a small patch on one side with a deer scene on it.  All cases
are in very good to excellent condition.  (126778-13)

2412. MARKSMAN REPEATER AIR PISTOL serial #97486480, 177 cal, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good lightly frosted smooth bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 97% original black finish.  Comes with an Uncle Mike’s holster.  (126780-S16509A)

2413. WEBLEY & SCOTT TEMPEST AIR PISTOL 177 cal, 6 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98%
black enamel finish with a few minor handling blemishes.  The black plastic grips with right handed thumb rest and black plastic forearm
rate near excellent with multiple light handling marks and a scuff on the grips’ right side.  The forearm is marked “Tempest”; the right side
of the body is marked “Beeman’s” with its San Rafael address.  (126815-13) (100/200)

2414. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MODEL NAA-22 serial #C43230, 22 LR, 1 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel
finish rates near excellent with a few minor dings and light handling marks.  The black plastic grips rates near excellent also with some
minor handling marks.  This pistol is currently not functioning and will require professional attention.  The hammer spring has been
removed, but is present with the gun.  (126399-4) (40/80)

2415. REMINGTON MODEL 14 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #120557, 30 Rem, 22” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 40% original blue with areas faded to gray and brown, some light freckling, a few spots of oxidation and multiple light han-
dling marks.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate very good to near excellent with multiple minor dings and scratches,
and an added finish.  (126623-16) {C&R} (150/250)

2416. SAVAGE MODEL 1914 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #41195, 22 S,L,LR, 24” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The
barrel and magazine tube’s metal surfaces retain 80% original blue that is fading towards brown with light freckling, some scattered
spots of oxidation, a few dings and other minor handling marks.  The receiver is a brown patina with some spots of oxidation and a few
hints of original blue in protected areas.  The metal buttplate is primarily brown and hangs slightly proud of the wood.  The walnut pis-
tolgrip stock and grooved forend rate very good with multiple light scratches, minor dings, and a few cracks in the buttstock by the
receiver.  The gun features a Lyman No 1A tang mounted aperture sight, a replacement leaf rear sight, and an ivory bead front blade
sight.  (126724-290) {C&R} (100/200)

2417. RELIC MANHATTAN NAVY TYPE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #81, 36 cal, 5” octagon barrel.  This pistol was pur-
portedly found damaged in San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake and fire.  It is mostly intact with the grips missing and the trig-
gerguard broken.  Some of the engraving on the cylinder is still visible as is most of the manufacturer name on the top of the barrel.  It
is not functioning and has parts that are frozen in place and/or broken.  A collectable piece of history.  (126229-666) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (200/400)

2418. MANHATTAN NAVY TYPE SERIES I PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #435, 36 cal, 3” octagon barrel with a lightly pitted
bore.  The frame is dark gray with some oxidation pitting.  The Series I cylinder has trapezoidal cylinder stops and is well oxidized.  The
brass gripframe has some light tarnish, several minor dings and a few remnants of silver plate.  The frame and gripframe are numbered
alike.  The later replacement grips are in very good condition with some dings, scratches and minor handling marks.  This series I pistol is
in near relic condition with a cut-down barrel with a non-matching number.  The missing barrel wedge has been replaced with a wood-
en wedge.  (126229-650) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/400)
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2419. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 158 grain 38 Special + P semi-wadcutter
lead with a nickel plated brass casing.  There is a little light tarnish on some of the bullets and casings.  Comes in S&W blue and white
boxes.  (126778-15A)

2420. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 158 grain 38 Special + P semi-wadcutter
lead with a nickel plated brass casing.  There is a little light tarnish on some of the bullets and casings.  Comes in S&W blue and white
boxes.  (126778-15B)

2421. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 158 grain 38 Special + P semi-wadcutter
lead with a nickel plated brass casing.  There is a little light tarnish on some of the bullets and casings.  Comes in S&W blue and white
boxes.  (126778-15C)

2422. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 148 grain 38 Special lead wadcutter with
brass casing in excellent condition.  Comes in S&W blue and white boxes.  (126778-15D)

2423. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 38 Special.  Three boxes are 148 grain
lead wadcutter with brass casings; one box is 158 grain lead round nose.  All in excellent condition.  Comes in S&W blue and white
boxes.  (126778-15E)

2424. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson ammunition.  Three boxes are 38 Special +
P 158 grain semi-wadcutter lead with a nickel plated brass casing.  The last box is 9mm Luger 115 grain jacketed hollow point with brass
casings.  All are in excellent condition.  Comes in S&W blue and white boxes.  (126778-15F)

2425. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four full 50 round boxes of Smith & Wesson 357 Magnum with nickel plated brass cas-
ings.  Two boxes are 125 grain jacketed soft point, one box is 158 grain jacketed soft point, and one box is 158 grain jacketed hollow point.
All are in excellent condition.  Comes in S&W blue and white boxes.  (126778-15G)

2426. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three boxes of 9mm luger ammunition.  The first two boxes are Winchester 115 grain
full metal jacket with brass casings; one is a full 50 round box, the other is a partial 17 round box.  Last is a full 50 round box of CCI Blazer
115 grain total metal jacket with an aluminum casing.  All are in excellent condition.  (126780-S17953A)

2427. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four boxes of ammunition.  The first two are full 50 round boxes of Blazer 40 S&W total
metal jacket round nose flat point with brass casings housed in  boxes marked Independence.  The third box contains 49 cartridges of Prvi
Partizan 40 S&W 180 grain total metal jacket round nose flat point.  The last box marked CCI Blazer contains 41 cartridges of 380 Auto;
26 CCI total metal jacket with aluminum casings, 11 Winchester Silvertip jacketed hollow point with brass casings, and 4 full metal jacket
round nose with R-P headstamp and brass casings.  All are in excellent condition.  (126780-S16509B)

2428. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot consists of three Colt Mustang 6 round magazines in excellent condition.  Included is a DeSantis fab-
ric clip-on holster for a small handgun.  (126780-S16509B1)

2429. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three full 20 round boxes of Hornady 405 Win 300 grain flat point in excellent con-
dition.  (126560-6)

2430. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two full 20 round boxes of 405 Win. rifle ammunition.  First box is Hornady 300 grain
spire point.  Second box is Winchester Theodore Roosevelt 150 Year Commemorative Series 300 grain flat point with nickel plated cas-
ings.  All are in excellent condition.  (126560-6A)

2431. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two boxes of 44 Rem Magnum and one box of 12 ga. shells.  First is a full 50 round box of
UMC 44 Rem Magnum 180 grain jacketed soft point flat point.  Second is a partial box containing 35 rounds of Magtech 44 Rem Magnum
240 grain soft point flat point.  And last is a partial box containing 11 shells Buffalo black powder 12 ga. 7 1/2 shot shotshells.  (126146-3,4)

2432. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four 15 round boxes of Argentine manufactured 7.65x54 Argentine Mauser ammunition.
The head stamp is marked “7.65x54 SF 81”.  Some of the cartridges show some light tarnish and are in overall very good condition. The
boxes are a military style and are open without tops.  (126146-1A)

2433. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three boxes of 7.65 Argentine Mauser ammunition.  First two boxes are Argentine man-
ufactured with the head stamps marked “7.65x54 SF 81” that come in military style boxes with no tops.  The cartridges show some light
tarnish and are in very good condition.  Last is a full 20 round box of Norma soft point in excellent condition.  Also included is a nylon butt-
stock cartridge carrier.  (126146-1B,2)

2434. NOVELTY LOT  This lot consists of Big Mouth Billy Bass.  This is an electronic mount that looks like a bass that moves and plays ren-
ditions of “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” and “Take me to the River” with the push of a button.  This can be freestanding or hung on a wall.  The
freestanding stand is broken, but does work.  (124299-14)

2435. LOT OF BOOKS  This lot consists of four books relating to reloading, and gun care and maintenance.  1) Gun Owner’s Book of Care,
Repair and Improvement, by Roy Dunlap, 336 page jacketed hardcover.  2) Gunstock Finishing and Care, by Donald Newell, 493 page
jacketed hardcover.  3) Firearm Blueing and Browning, by RH Angier, 151 page jacketed hardcover. 4) Ideal Handbook: Reloading
Ammunition, by The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., 179 page spiral bound softcover.  These books are all in very good condition showing some
wear from use.  (125407-1)

2436. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS 1) The Springfield 1903 Rifles, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1985 by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy,
USAR, Ret.  616 page hard cover.  The cover is red linen with gilt embossed lettering with some minor blemishes from handling and impact
marks on a couple of the corners.  2) The Fighting Garand Owner’s Manual, edited by Nolan Wilson.  94 page softcover.  3) A Collector’s
Guide to the ’03 Springfield, by Bruce N Canfield.  160 page softcover.  4) List of All Parts of Rifle, U.S., Cal..30, M1903, M1903A1,
M1903A3, and M1903A4 (Snipers), an Army Service Forces Catalog ORD 9 SNL B-3.  116 page catalog.  All books are in near excel-
lent condition showing some light handling marks and wear.  (125407-2)

2437. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  1) How To Hunt Whitetail Deer, by Luther A Anderson; c. 1968 Luther A Anderson.  116 page jacketed hard-
cover.  2) Shotguns By Keith, by Elmer Keith; c. 1968.  340 page jacketed hard cover.  3) Big Game Rifles and Cartridges, by Elmer Keith; c.
1936 Thomas G Samworth.  161 page hard cover.  4) Managing & Mastering the Set Triggered Rifle, by Frank DeHaas; c. 1986 Frank deHaas.
55 page softcover.  These books are all in near excellent condition with some light handling marks and wear.  Also included are an instruction
pamphlet for a Winchester model 43, a Lyman sights pamphlet, and a retail price list for Ideal Loading Tools dated 1951.  (125407-4)

2438. 45 CAL AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of one 20 round unopened box of FrankFord Arsenal 45 Cal pistol ball cartridges
likely 1936 production and head stamp marked “FA 36”.  The tan/brown box is torn at the top giving visibility to the first two cartridges
and is in overall near excellent condition showing some scuffs and light impact marks on its corners.  (125407-7)

2439. 22 CAL PELLET LOT  This lot consists of six Smith & Wesson unopened tins of 22 cal. air gun pellets in a S&W vertical blue and white
cardboard dispenser.  Each tin contains 250 pellets.  (125407-3)
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2440. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION  This lot consists of 8 1/2 lbs of mixed pistol and rifle ammunition ranging from 22 RF to 50 Cal
from what appears to have been the start of a collection.  Included are some empty cases, loose bullets, and some cartridges that may
not contain any powder.  The cartridges come in a variety of conditions including many showing some oxidation of the lead and moder-
ate tarnish on the brass.  This lot will make a good start or addition to your collection, but it is not recommended to fire any of this ammu-
nition.  Included are three plastic 50 round cartridge containers.  (125407-5)

2441. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS  This lot consists of two boxes of shotgun shells.  First is a full box of Winchester 12 ga, 5 shot, 2 3/4”
plastic shells in excellent condition.  Second is a partial box containing 23 mixed shells from various manufacturers and in a variety of
lengths of paper and plastic shells, in 10, 12, 16, and 20 ga.  All appear in very good condition.  (125407-6)

2442. LOT OF PISTOL CASES  This lot consists of four 8”x12”x2 1/2” black plastic pistol cases; three by Gun Guard, one by Doskocil.  All
are foam lined and in near excellent to excellent condition, showing light use.  (126802-18)

2443. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES  This lot consists of five Bore Stores gray fabric long gun sleeves with Velcro flap closure measuring 46” long.
All are in excellent condition.  (126777-27)

2444. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES  This lot consists of 15 Bore Stores gray fabric long gun sleeves with Velcro flap closure measuring 40” to
46” long.  All are in excellent condition; a couple sleeves have a few light stains.  (126771-21)

2445. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS  This lot consists of 31 black fabric pistol rugs ranging from 12” to 13 1/2” in length.  All appear to be from
one manufacturer with the only identifier being a made in China label.  They are all in excellent condition with some handwritten markings
identifying past contents written on the outside.  (126332-143B)

2446. SHOOTERS BOX LOT  This lot consists of a four-pistol shooters box by Gun-Ho.  This black box has a plastic back, top and door
with vinyl covered sides.  The interior has a single pull-out shelf with a clamping four pistol holder.  The door has a clamp to hold it open
with a flip-up spotting scope bracket.  The door has a combination lock latch.  There is a single carry handle on top and two brackets for
connecting a carry strap (carry strap not included).  This box is in excellent condition showing only a few minor handling blemishes and
would make a great addition for the target shooter to have everything you need on the line at the range.  (126726-9)

2447. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS  This lot consists of 31 zippered pistol rugs of various colors made of either suede, fabric or vinyl ranging from
6” to 16” in length and varying in condition from good to near excellent with a few showing wear from being used.  (126393-389B)

2448. GREASE GUN MAGAZINES  Includes three 30 round blued steel stick magazines with some minor scratching in the finish con-
sistent with use and in excellent condition.  (106247-49AT)

2449. GREASE GUN MAGAZINES  Includes three 30 round phosphate finished stick magazines with some minor scratching in the fin-
ish consistent with use and in excellent condition.  (106247-49AU)

2450. GREASE GUN MAGAZINES  Includes three 30 round stick magazines.  There are two blued finish and on phosphate with some
minor scratching in the finish consistent with use and in excellent condition.  (106247-49AV)

2451. CETME MAGAZINE LOT  Includes four Spanish manufactured 20 round Cetme steel magazines.  Each magazine shows light han-
dling marks and is in very good overall condition.  (106247-49AW)

2452. CETME MAGAZINE LOT  Includes five Spanish manufactured 20 round Cetme steel magazines.  Each magazine shows light han-
dling marks and is in very good overall condition.  (106247-49AX)

2453. FAL MAGAZINES  Includes four 20 round steel magazines and a loading tool, all in excellent condition.  (106247-49AY)
2454. FAL MAGAZINES  Includes four 20 round steel magazines, all in excellent condition.  (106247-49AZ)
2455. FAL MAGAZINES  Includes four 20 round steel magazines and a loading tool, all in excellent condition.  (106247-49BA)
2456. FAL MAGAZINES  Includes four 20 round steel magazines, all in excellent condition.  (106247-49BB)
2457. LOT OF HK PARTS  Includes five items; First are two steel magazines for use in an HK G3 or 91 rifle.  First is a 20 round G3 mag-

azine that is HK marked dated 4/67 in excellent condition.  Second is a Tapco 30 round HK 91 magazine in excellent condition.  Third
is a Buffer Technologies HK 91/93 recoil buffer in its original package.  Fourth is an E&L Mfg. Inc., HK 91/93 adjustable stock exten-
sion in its original sealed package.  The fifth item is a synthetic forend for an HK91 in very good to excellent condition, needing only
mounting screws.  (106247-49BC)

2458. LOT OF MIXED MAGAZINES  Includes three; two pistol, and one rifle.  First is a 20 round M-14 magazine with faint scratches
in the parkerized finish; in excellent condition.  Second is a Browning Buckmark 10 round .22 cal magazine with original box in excel-
lent condition.  Third is an Argentine manufactured 1911-style magazine with a 2 round extension in its original packaging in excellent
condition. (106247-49BD)

2459. MAGAZINE LOT  Includes five steel 32 round magazines similar in style to a SWD M-11/nine mm magazine and are in excellent con-
dition. (106247-49AD)  

2460. LOT OF M1 GARAND CLIPS  Lot includes 73 eight round en-bloc clips all in very good to excellent condition.  (106247-24)
2461. PEWTER GRIP LOT  Includes a set of elegant foliate scroll grips from J. Adams.  The grips are in excellent condition with minimum

handling marks and are dated “1989-Vermont” on the inside panels.  (106247-37A)
2462. LOT OF 1911 GRIPS  Includes three; first is a pair of rosewood grips showing minor damage around one of the screw holes on the

right side panel.  The checkering is crisp and the points are sharp.  These grips are in excellent overall condition.  Second are two pack-
ages of Colt / Pachmayr custom wood grips.  The grips have a smooth finish with Colt Custom brass inlays.  One package is sealed, the
other has been opened and the grips are in excellent condition.  (106247-37B)

2463. GRIP LOT  Includes seven items; first are two Target Sports wrap-around rubber grips for a 1911 style pistol in their original packag-
ing in excellent condition.  Second is a hard rubber grip for a Desert Eagle pistol in very good condition.  Third are two Pearce Grip exten-
sions; one for a Glock 26/27 and one for a Para Ordnance pistol, both in original packaging in excellent condition.  Fourth is a pair of rose-
wood double diamond cut 1911 grips from Chip McCormick Corp. in their original package in very good to excellent condition.  Fifth is a
Colt AR-15 Duck Bill Tactical grip in its original package in excellent condition.  (106247-37C)

2464. LOT OF RUGER GRIPS  Includes four pairs of MKII grips and four screws.  The screws are new with no visible tooling marks and
the grips include three pairs of hard rubber and one set of wooden checkered grips.  All bear the silver and black medallion and rate from
very good overall to excellent.  (106247-37D)

2465. LOT OF S&W GRIPS  Includes five sets of N frame Goncalo Alves target grips.  There are four sets of checkered with all showing
some minor imperfections from storage of handling and are in excellent overall condition.  Also included is a set of smooth target stocks
showing only a couple of minor blemishes on the left side panel also in excellent condition.  (106247-37E)
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2466. LOT OF S&W GRIPS  Includes two pair of Goncalo Alves J frame grips.  First is a set of checkered target grips with robust check-
ering and no visible blemishes on either panel except for a “J” in magic marker on the inside.  Second is a set of Goncalo Alves smooth
grips with a few light minor scratches in the clear coat but overall rate excellent.  (106247-37F)

2467. LOT OF S&W GRIPS  Includes four sets of square butt K/L frame grips.  First are two pairs of checkered Goncalo Alves target grips
with the old style cut outs.  One set has moderate flaking in the clear coat and flattening of the points but remains in very good overall con-
dition. The second pair has a couple of minor blemishes in the clear coat and is in excellent condition.  Second are two pairs of checkered
Walnut magna grips; both have robust checkering and are in very good to excellent condition.  (106247-37G)

2468. LOT OF GUN ACCESSORIES  Includes an assortment of parts and grips.  There are six assorted used Pachmayr grips that will
fit a range of large frame Colt revolvers and Smith and Wesson K/L and J frame.  They range in condition from good to excellent.  Also
included in this lot are a small bag of Walther P22 tools and parts, a baggie with two unidentified backstrap inserts, a Magnum
Research Muzzle Break 30 cal. thread protector and two sight kits.  The first kit is a Mec-Gar adjustable rear replacement sight kit
marked “Colt 70-80-90”.  It is complete and in its unopened original packaging.  The second Mec-Gar Kit was for a Beretta pistol but
only the factory sight remains.  (106247-37H) 

2469. LOT OF PISTOLGRIPS  Includes seven sets of factory and Pachmayr pistolgrips.  First are two one piece wrap-around Smith &
Wesson grips with instructional sheets and drift pins in excellent condition.  Second is a pair of Beretta Model 92 grips in excellent con-
dition.  Third are three Pachmayr Signature grips numbers BDA-30, P226, and B92 all in original packaging in very good to excellent con-
dition.  (106247-37I)

2470. LOT OF GRIPS  Includes five sets of revolver grips; first is a pair of aftermarket Colt Police Positive checkered thumb rest grips.  The
grips are in very good overall condition with a few light handling marks with some softened points in the checkering.  Second is a pair of
Colt smooth walnut grips with King Cobra medallions sealed in their original packaging.  Third is a pair of checkered walnut grips with gold
rampant colt medallion sealed in its original packaging.  Fourth is a set of checkered walnut Colt grips for a large frame revolver in a
Pachmayr package in excellent condition.  Fifth is a set of one piece smooth walnut grips for a large frame Dan Wesson revolver in a
Pachmayr pack in excellent condition.  (106247-37J)

2471. LOT OF SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES  Includes four items; first is a full 25 round box of Winchester 10 ga., 2 7/8" Blanks in good
overall condition with most shells showing oxidation staining on the brass.  Second is a bandoleer containing 50 Activ 12 ga., 2 1/4" plas-
tic hull shotshells in excellent condition.  Third is an unmarked aftermarket checkered black plastic pistolgrip likely for a Mossberg style
shotgun with screw in very good to excellent condition.  Fourth is a black painted 15 rib smooth finished forend likely for a Mossberg slide
action shotgun showing minor handling marks in excellent condition.  (106247-37I)

2472. LEATHER CASE  Measures 12 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 4" overall with shoulder strap.  The leather is supple showing several scuffs, abrasions
and spots of crazing near all over.  The stitching remains tight overall and there are a couple of pulled stitches near the top corners.  This
is an overall very good condition early leather case.  (106129-3G)

2473. ACCESSORY LOT  Includes four items; first are two Harris Bipods series 1A2 model L in original packaging with instructions in excel-
lent condition.  Second is an E&L Mfg. Inc., dual clip holder for use with Ruger 10/22 magazines in its original packaging in excellent con-
dition.  Third is a fixed length military spring tension bipod with OD green canvas case in excellent condition.  (106247-31)

2474. HOLSTER LOT  Includes two black leather unmarked flap holsters.  These European designed large frame revolver holsters are in good
to very good overall condition with tight stitching and dried lightly crazed but supple leather.  (106129-3H)

2475. LOT OF GUN LEATHER  Includes six assorted leather holsters.  There are two unmarked leather flap holsters one for a medium frame
revolver with up to a 3" barrel, the other for a small framed pistol, both in good overall condition.  Second are two shoulder holsters, one
S&W marked and one Hunter marked, both for small framed automatic pistols in very good condition.  Third are two quick draw small
framed revolver holsters in good overall condition.  (106129-3I)

2476. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Includes three unmarked military / police style holsters likely for a High-Power pistol to include two drop style
with magazine pouch and one belt style. The holsters are in good to very good condition with some spots of verdigris and light mildew
staining.  (106129-3J)

2477. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Includes four military style flap holsters; first is a Waffenamt marked 1942 dated CZ 27 holster.  The leather is
supple and the stitching remains tight with expected light handling and usage marks present in very good to excellent condition.  Second
is a Waffenamt and “dba 42” marked High-Power holster showing crazed slightly dried yet supple leather with several light scuffs and
scratches in very good overall condition.  Third is an unmarked flap holster likely for a Steyr 1908/34 or similar frame style pistol.  The leather
is dry and cracking with a few separated stitches and the closure strap is intact but has very deep cracks and is tender at the base of the
loop but the holster remains in good overall condition.  Fourth is a Belgian manufactured Armand Gavage soft shell holster in very good
condition showing some light scratches in the supple leather that has markings inside the flap to worn to distinguish.  (106129-3K)

2478. LOT OF P-38 HOLSTERS  Includes five German manufactured P-38 break away holsters.  There are two post war 1963 dated black
leather holsters in very good overall condition.  Second is a Waffenamt marked bla / 1944 black leather holster in good overall condition.
Third is a “clg” marked brown leather holster that has had the flap re-stitched in good overall condition.  Fourth is a post war commercial
P-38 holster in very good to excellent condition.  (106129-3L)

2479. LOT OF SPANISH MILITARY HOLSTERS  Includes two shoulder strap holsters for the Astra 400 pistol.  These holsters are
unmarked in fair condition with dry crazed leather showing multiple scuffs, scratches and use marks.  One of the shoulder straps is bro-
ken but complete.  (106129-3M)

2480. LOT OF P-08 HOLSTERS  First is an unmarked Artillery style holster with cleaning rod.  The holster has tight stitching with spots
on the back that appear to be missing a flap or loop for holding shoulder straps.  The holster itself is in fair to good overall condition.
Second is a 1918 dated German manufactured holster with "L.Z.A. / eagle / J. Coln" on the back.  The stitching remains mostly tight
with a few popped stitches along the magazine pocket and the closure strap has a small tear in it but the holster remains in good over-
all condition.  (106129-3N)

2481. HOLSTER LOT  Includes two unmarked clam style holsters likely for a Steyr M0del 1901/05 pistol.  The leather has a white residue
deep in the cracks likely from someone trying to clean them up but they are completes in very good overall condition.  (106129-3O)

2482. LOT OF LINKED 303 BRITISH  Includes a full 250 round cloth link of 303 ball ammunition head stamp marked “HXP / 70” in excel-
lent overall condition.  (106247-40)

2483. LOT OF LINKED 303 BRITISH  Includes a full 250 round, 1943 dated Vickers cloth link of 303 ball ammunition head stamp marked
“HXP / 70” in excellent overall condition.  Ammunition is stored in a military ammo can.  (106247-40A)

2484. LOT OF LINKED 303 BRITISH  Includes a full 250 round Jan/44 dated Vickers cloth link of 303 ball ammunition head stamp
marked “HXP / 70” in excellent overall condition.  (106247-40B)
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2485. LOT OF LINKED 303 BRITISH  Includes a partial 250 round (248 cartridges) 43 dated Vickers cloth link of 303 ball ammunition
head stamp marked “HXP / 70” in excellent overall condition.  (106247-40C)

2486. SCOPE LOT  Includes one Chinese manufactured 3x20 M-16 / AR-15 carry handle mount scope.  The scope has a duplex reticle with
crisp clear optics and rates very good to excellent overall.  (106247-43)

2487. MAADI STOCK LOT  Includes the buttstock, pistolgrip, forend, and top hand guard with gas tube, and a cleaning kit.  The wood
rates excellent showing only a few faint handling marks on the hand guard and forend.  There are no visible marks on the pistolgrip
or buttstock and the forend has been drilled to accept a cleaning rod.  The stock has been drilled and has the removable cleaning kit
that is complete.  (106247-28)

2488. M1910 FEED TRAY  Included in this lot is a Maxim Model 1910 machine gun feed tray.  The part is numbered “21” along one of its
flat edges and retains much of its original finish with a few spots of light oxidation staining present.  The action moves freely and this part
is in very good to excellent condition.  (106247-26)

2489. MONO POD  Includes a brown painted mono pod for the British PIAT Launcher.  It appears complete and in working order showing
some finish loss mixing with an older red paint layer underneath.  (104011-1)

2490. NURSE CADET INSIGNIA  This lot consists of two arm patches, four pins, 10 buttons and two shoulder tabs.  The ten buttons are
all marked Waterbury Button Co., and come in two sizes.  There are four about 7/8" in diameter and six, 9/16" in diameter, varying in lev-
els of condition from good to near excellent.  (103444-75B6)

2491. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is missing the sprue cutter screw and has moderate pitting on the face of the sprue cutter making the markings illegible.  The handles and
body show several tiny impact marks (likely from wedge pin removal) and spots of light pitting and oxidation staining.  The cavities remain
clean with trace amounts of oxidation staining in the groves of the conical cavity.  (106229-88) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2492. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The sprue cutter screw shows
light slot wear and the mould has a mostly plum colored patina with some silvering along the edges and points of use.  The cavities remain
clean and this mould would make a great addition to any cased Manhattan Revolver.  (106229-85) [Elliot Rigs Collection]

2493. PAIR OF UNMARKED DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULDS  First is a .36 caliber round ball and smooth conical bullet mold
that is similar in design to the Manhattan Navy bullet mould with the key difference being that it has straight handles instead of slightly
curved ones.  The mould is in excellent condition retaining most of its blue finish with several light impact marks along the sides of the
body.  Second is a modified .36 caliber round ball with .41 caliber cylindrical bullet.  The cavities remain clean and the mould itself is in
very good overall condition.  (106229-92, 28) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2494. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and .44 caliber conical mould is in
very good condition with a blended brown and silver patina.  The mould is marked "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y."
on top of the sprue cutter and the screw shows light slot damage.  The cavities remain in good overall condition with a couple of spots of
very fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining present.  (106229-40) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2495. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The sprue cutter screw shows
light slot wear and the mould has a mostly plum colored patina with some silvering along the edges and points of use.  The cavities remain
clean and this mould would make a great addition to any cased Manhattan Revolver.  (106229-87) [Elliot Rigs Collection]

2496. AIR PISTOL LOT  Includes a Crosman Model 130 .22 caliber air pistol with 8 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The air pistol
retains near 85% of its original blued finish with loss due to use of the working parts and light oxidation in spots.  The air pistol will need
mechanical attention as it does not build pressure when pumped.  (106585-3)

2497. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
is clearly marked  "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is mostly in the white with
patches of brown oxidation blending.  The cavities remain clear and ready for use.  (106229-39) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2498. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
is in fine refinished condition.  The mould is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue
cutter and shows many spots of fine pinprick pitting.  The cavities have small scattered spots of oxidation staining with very light pitting
present in the conical cavity.  (106229-7) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2499. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
has a good clear struck "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould has a smooth brown
covered patina with traces of gray blending nearly all over.  The cavities have moderate oxidation staining and show no signs of pitting.
(106229-56) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2500. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and two groove conical bullet mould
has a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter with evidence of tooling marks present along
the edges.  The cavities remain smooth and clean, an overall very good condition working mould.  (106229-33) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2501. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber round ball and conical bullet mould is clearly
marked "MANHATTAN FIREARMS / MANUFG. / CO. / N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter that is missing part of the swing stop (right side
loop has been cut away).  The mould is an overall plum patina with many light impact marks along the handles and body with relatively
clean and lightly oxidized cavities.  (106229-32) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2502. LOT OF UNPRIMED BRASS  Includes six full 20 round boxes of Winchester / Western 284 Win., unprimed brass cases in excel-
lent condition.  (106768-1)

2503. LOT OF UNPRIMED BRASS  Includes six full 20 round boxes of Winchester / Western 284 Win., unprimed brass cases in excel-
lent condition. (106768-1A)

2504. REMINGTON AUTOMATIC HAND TRAP  Complete and in good working condition; the metal surfaces show moderate oxi-
dation staining and the handle has several light handling marks.  An overall good condition working hand trap, fit for use or as a dec-
oration.  (106768-4)

2505. LOT OF WOODEN BATONS A total of three; first is an 11" smooth handle baton with 8" wrist strap.  The leather strap is lightly
crazed and in overall very good condition.  Second is a ribbed handle 22" long police style baton that has been refinished, in good over-
all condition.  Third is a 24" ribbed handle straight police style baton in plastic packaging in excellent condition.  (106768-5)
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2506. LOT OF GUN RELATED PRINTS  Includes six prints, each measuring approximately 13" x 18" with images marked “Courtesy of
the Anne S. K. Brown Collection, for the Treasury of the Gun”, copyright 1962.  The prints are titled as follows; "Henry Deringer's Famous
Single-Shot Pistol", "Kentucky Rifle made in Reading, Pennsylvania, C.1770", "Matchlock carried by Spanish Explores in the late 1500's",
"English Dog-Lock Musket used in America, C1640", "Arms and Armor-equipment of the age of chivalry", and "British Troops Battle at
El-Kebir, Egypt, 1884”.  (106768-2)

2507. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed boxes of collectible ammunition.  The buff colored two piece boxes
both have full labels that read "20 / Winchester / .30 Government Model 06 / Soft Point-220 Gr., / Smokeless Cartridges / Made in U.S.A."
Box one has some minor scuffing and staining along the edges but remains sealed in near excellent condition.  Box two has damaged cor-
ners but remains sealed with some light dirt staining and spots of moderate scuffing along the top.  (106414-1)

2508. LOT OF BROWNING SHOTSHELLS  Two full 25 round boxes; first is a one piece box of Browning 35 Power, 20 ga., 2 1/2", 1 oz,
No. 6 shot in very good overall condition.  The box shows light scuffing along its edges with spots of dirt ingrained staining but is com-
plete.  The second box is a Browning 45 Power, 20 ga., 2 3/4" Magnum, 1 1/8 oz, No. 4 Shot in very good condition.  The box rates very
good with light scuffing and all the shotshells rate good to very good overall.  (106414-2)

2509. LOT OF RIFLE CRATES  Includes two wartime rifle crates labeled Springfield Armory.  The first crate measures 49"x16"x14 1/2" with
an end label that reads "10 rifles / C/30 / Unserviceable / Low Numbered / Category No. 1" in very good overall condition.  The crate also
has an intact shipping label from Railway Express.  The label is near complete, missing a tiny sliver.  The second crate measures
48"x18"x12" and is painted OD green with black stenciled letters that read "Springfield Armory / Rifle Cal. 30 - M1 / 5 EA. C/CB / Special
Order 591926 LG" in excellent condition.  (106321-19) [Please Note due to size these items will require additional shipping.]

2510. FRAMED PRINT  Included is a Large poster sized framed print measuring 37 3/4"x27" overall and is titled "Armed Forces Decorations
and Awards".  Shows illustrations of various U.S. campaign and award medals The print shows light ingrained dirt staining with some spots
of water damage but remains in very good to near excellent condition.  (106321-20)

2511. LOT OF SPRINGFIELD ARMORY LITERATURE  Includes a binder filled with photos, papers, news prints and other such relat-
ed items pertaining to the Springfield Armory.  There are three photos, 19 post cards (most with hand written transcripts), three pocket
sized manuals, 13 prints titled Armorer, and 24 issues of the Armory News.  An Interesting grouping of Springfield Armory history in very
good condition.  (106321-21)

2512. CUSTOM MADE PINE GUN CABINET  A nine gun cabinet that appears to have been built in-place at its former residence with
measurements of 37" to 37 3/8" on the sides by 31" wide and 9 3/4" deep.  (It does not sit plumb) The cabinet is well built and would be
ideal in an older colonial style home that has right-sloping floors.  (106031-6A) [Please note due to size extra shipping will apply]

2513. BROWNING TAKEDOWN CASE  Dark brown colored leather luggage style case measuring 29 1/2"x9"x4 1/2" overall with brass
hardware including two keys.  The interior of the case is lined with brown faux fur with enough space to accommodate 28" barrels.  This
would make a great field case for your trusted Superposed or similar style take down.  (106795-5)

2514. BROWNING LUGGAGE CASE  Light brown colored measuring 32"x10 3/4"x4" with brass lockable hardware (no keys included).
There are several stickers on the outside of the case and the interior is white faux fur that has darkened due to oil staining and will accom-
modate a pair of 30" barrels.  This case is in very good condition with lots of life left in it.  (106673-7B)

2515. BROWNING LUGGAGE CASE  Light brown colored measuring 32"x10 3/4"x4" with brass lockable hardware (keys included).
There are several stickers on the outside of the case and the interior is white faux fur that has darkened due to oil staining and will accom-
modate a pair of 30" barrels.  This case is in very good condition with lots of life left in it.  (106673-7A)

2516. STOCK LOT  Includes a stripped M1 Garand stock that has been lightly cleaned.  The stock shows expected light handling marks and
has a 3 1/4" stable with the grain crack running to the rear from the middle of the receiver cutout.  The front sling swivel is present and
there is no other hardware included.  (106768-3)

2517. MILITARY STOCK LOT  Includes two; first is an unfinished 1903-A3 stock with no hardware in excellent condition.  Second is a
shortened Mosin-Nagant stock measuring 33" overall, devoid of any hardware or handling marks.  (106768-3A, 3B)

2518. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes two full one piece boxes of Federal 20 ga., shotshells.  The first box is a Hi-Power with flying duck
illustration on the label with several scuffs along the edges and a couple of split seams along the end flaps but remains in good overall
condition.  The 25 paper hull shotshells are 2 3/4", 1oz, No. 6 loads showing light discoloration on the brass and are in very good overall
condition.  The Second box contains 25 plastic hull 3" magnum 1 1/4 oz, No. 2 shot loads in very good condition.  (106414-4, 11)

2519. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Lot contains three 40th Anniversary tins.  Each decorative tin is sealed and contains 25 rounds of
AA 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8" No.8 shot target loads in excellent condition.  (106417-12A)

2520. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Lot contains three 40th Anniversary tins.  Each decorative tin is sealed and contains 25 rounds of
AA 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8" No.8 shot target loads in excellent condition.  (106417-12)

2521. REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Remington Gun Club 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot target loads.
There are two 1 1/8 oz and one 1oz boxes all in excellent condition.  (106417-11E)

2522. REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Remington Gun Club target loads.  These 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1
1/18oz, No 8 shot loads are in excellent condition.  (106417-11B)

2523. REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes of Remington Gun Club target loads.  These 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1
1/18oz, No 8 shot loads are in excellent condition.  (106417-11D)

2524. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Lot contains three 40th Anniversary tins.  Each decorative tin is sealed and contains 25 rounds of
AA 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8" No.8 shot target loads in excellent condition.  (106417-13)

2525. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Lot contains three 40th Anniversary tins.  Each decorative tin is sealed and contains 25 rounds of
AA 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8" No.8 shot target loads in excellent condition.  (106417-13A)

2526. REMINGTON SHOTSHELLS  Lot contains three full 25 round boxes of Premier STS Light Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8oz, No. 9 loads
in excellent condition.  (106417-11C)

2527. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes; first is a Remington Ducks Unlimited commemorative tin containing 25 all
brass hull 12 ga shotshells in excellent condition.  Second are two full Estate Super Sport Competition Target Load 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz,
loads.  There is a box of No. 8 and No. 7 1/2 shot box in excellent condition.  (106417-11A)

2528. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three full 25 round boxes,  first is a box of Federal 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8oz, No. 9 shot in excellent
condition.  Second is a box of Winchester Universal 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Third is a box of Remington
Gun Club 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-11)
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2529. WINCHESTER KNIFE LOT  Includes a sealed three knife set with lithograph tin.  There is a two blade pen knife, a 4" fixed blade
sporting, and a medium sized folder with serrated blade. The knives have pinned wood and bone inlay handles and are in their original
sealed factory packaging.  (106417-3)

2530. WINCHESTER KNIFE LOT  Includes a 2007 limited edition two tone wood inlay gift set.  The set includes three knives; first is a sin-
gle blade Lockback, second is a two blade Stockman, and third is a fixed blade hunter with sheath.  The knives come in a wooden pre-
sentation and are in their original sealed factory packaging.  (106417-3E)

2531. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE LOT  Includes two first is a model CK35 "Cuttin Horse" a 5" thumb assisted folder with Sure Grip inserts
in excellent unsharpened condition with box and papers.  Second is a SW990 Neck Knife in excellent unsharpened condition with box,
paper, and chain.  (106417-2X)

2532. WINCHESTER KNIFE LOT  Includes a sealed 2007 3 piece Ersatz Scrimshaw gift set.  The set includes a single Lockback, multi
function money clip, and a small Swiss Army style folder.  The knives have wildlife scenes to include ducks, deer and fish and come with
a wooden display all in sealed original factory packaging.  (106417-3D)

2533. LILE KNIFE  A Model L-1 (with dot) knife measuring 7 1/2"
overall with a full length tapered tang.  The blade measures 3
3/8" and appears unsharpened.  The pau ferro finger groove
handles are held in place with aluminum pins and show no
blemishes.  The knife comes with an ambidextrous factory fitted
leather sheath.  A fabulous late model Lile knife with dot in
excellent condition overall.  (106417-2AL) 

2534. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES  Two total; first is
a Model CK1027TX "Cuttin Horse Trapper" two blade Texas
Hold'em commemorative folding knife with antique mother-of-
pearl handles.  The knife comes with original factory box and
papers and all are in excellent condition.  Second is a Model
CK35 "Cuttin Horse 5" 24-7" thumb assisted folding knife with
Sure Grip inserts.  The knife comes in its original factory box with
papers and is in excellent condition.  (106417-2T)

2535. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES  Two total; first is a Model CK35 "Cuttin Horse 5" 24-7" thumb assisted folding knife with
Sure Grip inserts.  The knife comes in its original factory box with papers and is in excellent condition.  Second is a Model CK9H "G10
Homeland Security" thumb assisted folder with Tanto style blade in its original factory box with papers in excellent condition.  (106417-2W)

2536. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE LOT  Includes an Extreme Ops model CKG103BS folding knife with Tanto blade in its original factory
box with papers in excellent condition.  (106417-2AF)

2537. OPTICS LOT  Includes three red dot scopes; first is a Tasco Pro Point with single Weaver style ring in good working condition.  Second
is an Ultra Dot 30MM with a set of unmarked rings in good working condition.  Third is a Bushnell Sport view with Weaver style rings in
very good working condition.  (106417-8A)

2538. OPTICS LOT  Includes a Tasco Accu Dot red dot scope system in very good working condition and comes with 3 sunshades, a set of
lens covers, a spare battery, and warranty card, all housed in a decorative duck tin.  (106417-8)

2539. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES  Two total first is a Model CK1028/TX "Cuttin Horse Trapper" three blade Texas Hold'em
commemorative folding knife with antique mother-of-pearl handles.  The knife comes with original factory box and papers and all are in
excellent condition.  Second is a Model CK35 "Cuttin Horse 5" 24-7" thumb assisted folding knife with Sure Grip inserts.  The knife comes
in its original factory box with papers and is in excellent condition.  (106417-2S)

2540. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES  Two total; first is a Model CK1027TX "Cuttin Horse Trapper" two blade Texas Hold'em com-
memorative folding knife with antique mother-of-pearl handles.  The knife comes with original factory box and papers and all are in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a Model CK35 "Cuttin Horse 5" 24-7" thumb assisted folding knife with Sure Grip inserts.  The knife comes in
its original factory box with papers and is in excellent condition.  (106417-2U)

2541. AUTO KNIFE LOT  Includes a Magnum 01BO007 power assisted opening knife by Boker with a 3 1/4" drop point blade and integral
belt clip.  The knife appears unsharpened and comes with its original box.  (106417-2AE) [Item can be sold to N.H. residents only]

2542. LOT OF AUTO KNIVES  Two total first is a Xing Wen small axis No. 135 auto knife measuring 6 1/2 overall with a 2 3/4" drop point
blade in excellent condition.  Second is a Boker Automat Kalashnikov 74 auto knife measuring 7 1/2" overall with a 3 1/4" drop point blade
that remains unsharpened in excellent condition.  Knife comes in an AK-47 magazine shaped box.  (106417-2AA) [Item can be sold to
N.H. residents only]

2543. GERBER KNIFE LOT  Includes two Model 05898 serrated edge Ridge knives in original factory packaging, both in excellent condi-
tion.  (106417-2R)

2544. WINCHESTER MULTI TOOL  A nine blade multi-tool with a stainless finish and walnut grip panels.  The tool comes in a black nylon
sheath and is in excellent condition.  (106417-2AJ)

2545. LOT OF BOKER KNIVES  Includes two Tree Brand Classic two blade folding knives with Derlin handles in excellent condition.  The
knives are numbered 5274 Derlin SMKW on the endflap of their original boxes.  The blades appear unsharpened and these knives are
made in Germany.  (106417-2AC)

2546. GERBER KNIFE LOT  Includes two Model 05898 serrated edge Ridge knives in original factory packaging both in excellent condi-
tion.  (106417-2V)

2547. WINCHESTER KNIFE LOT  Includes a sealed three knife set with lithograph tin.  There is a two blade pen knife, a 4" fixed blade
sporting, and a medium sized folder with serrated blade. The knives have pinned wood and bone inlay handles and are in their original
sealed factory packaging.  (106417-3B)

2548. WINCHESTER KNIFE SET  A 2005 limited edition Ersatz mother-of-pearl three knife gift set to include one fixed blade hunter a
small frame Lockback, and a two blade pen knife all sealed in their original factory packaging.  (106417-3F)

2549. WINCHESTER KNIFE SET  A 2005 limited edition Yellow Boy Set in a decorative tin featuring a father and son with their trusty dog
that includes two pocket knives and a hat pin all sealed in their original factory packaging.  (106417-2P)

2550. WINCHESTER KNIFE SET  A 2007 limited edition "Sheep Horn Stockman" set with two knives, hat pin and decorative display tin
all sealed in their original factory packaging.  (106417-3A)
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2551. SMITH & WESSON COMMEMORATIVE SET  Texas Rangers 180th anniversary set to include a decorative tin with banner
reading “1823 Texas Rangers - 180th Anniversary 2003”, a badge and thumb assisted folding knife.  The set is in excellent condition and
has plastic wrap over the bottom half of the tin covering the badge and knife.  (106417-2F)

2552. WINCHESTER ACCESSORIES  Includes three factory sealed pocket knives.  There are two serrated blade folding knifes with belt
clip and one combination set to include a 14 function mini multi tool.  (106417-2L)

2553. WINCHESTER GIFT SET  Includes a factory sealed decorative tin with cowboy holding a '94 while racing across the desert on horse-
back, two pocket knives and a hat pin.  The two knives included are in a stainless steel finish one is a small Lockback, the other a two
blade folder.  (106417-3C)

2554. WINCHESTER KNIFE LOT  Includes a sealed 2007 3 piece Ersatz Scrimshaw gift set.  The set includes a single Lockback, multi
function money clip, and a small Swiss Army style folder.  The knives have wildlife scenes to include ducks, deer and fish and come with
a wooden display all in sealed original factory packaging.  (106417-2N)

2555. SMITH & WESSON KNIFE  A collector series model CK9HTCP clam pack in decorative tin.  The large folder has a Tanto style blade
with thumb assist button.  The set is in its original sealed factory packaging.  (106417-2O)

2556. SMITH & WESSON ACCESSORIES  Includes two items; first is a model CK35 folder in a decorative soaring eagle over the
American flag in excellent condition.  Second is a model CK670 hatchet and sheath in its original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-2C)

2557. SMITH & WESSON ACCESSORIES  Includes two items; first is a model CK35 folder in a decorative soaring eagle over the
American flag in excellent condition.  Second is a model CK670 hatchet and sheath in its original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-2D)

2558. SMITH & WESSON COMMEMORATIVE SET  Includes a decorative tin with the S&W logo wrapped in ribbons that read "1852
/ 150th Anniversary / 2002" Golden Issue and a folding Bulls eye style knife both in excellent condition.  (106417-2E)

2559. SMITH AND WESSON ANNIVERSARY SET  Includes a fixed blade hunter in a blue composite 1 of 1000 labeled presentation
box.  The box has a small chip missing from the lid and right side of the bottom and is nicely stenciled with the 150th anniversary ribbon.
The knife sits in a red faux lined molded base and is in overall excellent condition. (106417-2K)

2560. WINCHESTER KNIFE SET  A 2005 limited edition Ersatz mother-of-pearl three knife gift set to include one fixed blade hunter a
small frame Lockback, and a two blade pen knife all in excellent condition. The knives come in a decorative tin with riding cowboy scene
on the lid. (106417-2Q)

2561. GUN ACCESSORIES  Includes a small zippered range bag (14"x5"x7") and 25 gun socks.  The items are in excellent con-
dition.  (106417-2)

2562. GUN CASES  Lot includes an assortment of 17 soft and hard sided pistol cases in a variety of sizes all in very good to excellent con-
dition.  (106417-2A)

2563. LOT OF GUN VIDEOS  Includes 11 instruction videos on the care, assembly, disassembly, and repair of several popular model pis-
tols and rifles.  The videos cover Glock, Ruger, 1911's, and Garands with most still sealed in plastic wrap.  Videos come in a black nylon
shooters bag.  (106417-5)

2564. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Lot includes a variety of 19 new and used holsters.  There are three Uncle Mike's still in original factory pack-
aging numbers 5312-1, 8119-1, and 7100-1 all right hand.  Two Fobus paddle holsters in original packaging numbers SG21, and WP22
both right hand.  Also included are a variety of magazine holsters, pancake style leather holsters one shoulder rig for a medium frame auto
pistol all in very good to excellent condition.  (104707-5)

2565. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Includes 17 small framed revolver and pistol holsters from a variety of manufacturers.  They include S&W, Bianchi,
Safari Land and others. All the holsters are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106417-6A)

2566. GRIP LOT  Includes 14 assorted factory and aftermarket grips for the following Smith & Wesson J and K frame revolvers, and Colt
1911's.  Some of the grips are in incorrect packaging but all are in very good to excellent condition.  (106417-6)

2567. LARGE LOT OF VIDEOS AND DVD'S  Lot includes a variety of "How To" videos and DVD’s along with several that are docu-
mentary style.  Many of the DVD's are still in their original plastic packaging.  (106417-4)

2568. LOT OF MAGAZINES  This lot includes five M1 carbine magazines.  There are three unmarked 5 round that show traces of finish
loss consistent with use.  Also included are two marked 15 round magazines with some light scratches and silvering along the edges.  The
magazines are marked U and IS and all are in very good to near excellent condition.  (105872-13B)

2569. LOT OF GRIPS AND STRIPPER CLIPS  Included in this lot are the following items; three Carcano stripper clips, nine En Bloc
clips, two 10 round brass stripper clips and 10 five round brass stripper clips, one unmarked take down tool and an assortment of grip
panels for small frame Iver Johnson revolvers and a few pistols all in good to very good condition.  (105872-15B, 21A)

2570. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Four total first is a Browning BAR MK1 magazine marked 270 / 30-06 with finish loss consistent with use
in very good to near excellent condition.  Second are two Mossberg Model 44 magazines with serrated finger release in very good
overall condition.  Third is an aftermarket unmarked 32 caliber pistol magazine similar in design to the Remington Model 51 magazine
in very good condition.  (105872-13C, 14B)

2571. LOT OF SNAP CAPS  Lot includes 18 snap caps (8-32ACP, 2-9mm, 8-.223), ten plastic .223 dummy rounds and a modified small leather
flap holster likely for a PP style pistol. Items are in very good to excellent condition with many in sealed factory packaging.  (105732-4, 9)

2572. CUSTOM RANGE BOX  A hand crafted four pistol range box measuring 16"x9 1/4"x 12 1/2" with brushed nickel finished lockable
hardware (key included).  The box is in excellent overall condition and comes with a bench sized tripod for use with many different spot-
ting scopes.  (105869-3)

2573. GUN CASE AND ACCESSORIES  Lot includes an aluminum Guard Force brief case style travel case that is black with pewter and
chrome colored trim, two boxes of ammunition and some gun leather.  The first box of ammunition is a partial mixed box of 9mm and 380
ACP.  There are 29 9mm cartridges and 20 of 380 ACP, all are in very good condition.  The second box of ammunition is a full 25 round
box of Remington Sport Load 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1oz, No.8 shotshells in excellent condition.  Also included with this lot are two leather hol-
sters for small framed automatic pistols, both in fair to good condition.  (105792-S16646A)

2574. GUN CASE AND ACCESSORIES  Lot includes six items; first is a Doskocil double pistol case in very good condition.  Second
is a 1" nylon sling with Talon quick detachable swivels in excellent condition.  Third is a 3" diameter Ruger sew-on patch in excellent
condition.  Fourth are three holsters for small frame revolvers.  There are two pancake style and one in the pocket, all in good overall
condition.  (105792-S16433A)

2575. AMMUNITION LOT  Includes a full sealed spam can of  720 rds. of Chinese manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.  (106793-2B)
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2576. AMMUNITION LOT  Includes a full sealed spam can of 720 rds. of Chinese manufactured 7.62x39mm ball ammunition.  (106793-2A)
2577. OPTICS LOT  Includes a complete Tasco Pro Point III illuminated red dot scope.  Scope appears complete with lens covers, rings, sun-

shades, and cleaning cloth in its original factory box in very good to excellent condition. (106793-3)
2578. OPTICS LOT  Includes two items; first is a Bushnell 20X40 spotting scope model No. 78-1420 with fixed height tripod.  The scope has

slightly cloudy optics with plenty of life left in it.  (106793-1)
2579. SHOOTERS LOT  Multiple items to include ammunition, cleaning aids, and holsters.  First are three full 20 round boxes of China Sports

7.62x39mm cartridges.  Second is a full 50 round box of U.S.A. 25 ACP, 50 gr., FMJ cartridges.  Third are two full 6 round boxes of Speer
cartridges, one containing .38 special HP and the other .357 shotshells.  Fourth are two factory sealed Hoppe's No.9 bore snakes (.22 cal)
and an Uncle Mike's size 5 inside the pants holster.  Fifth is an assortment of loose mixed caliber ammunition to include rifle cartridges
shotshells and small caliber pistol ammunition.  All items vary in good to near excellent condition.  (106793-5)

2580. STUN BATON  An IGC battery powered stun baton measuring 15 1/2" overall.  The unit runs on 8 AA batteries and is in very good
working condition. [Batteries were removed]  (106793-4)

2581. ACCESSORY LOT  Includes three items; first is a pair of hinged top folding knife display cases.  The cases are identical each one
measures 13 1/2"x8"x3 1/2" and holds six folding knives (not included) both in excellent condition.  Also included in this lot is a small
frame revolver holster by Hunter.  The holster is in good overall condition.  (106691-60)

2582. BOKER KNIFE LOT  Includes a signed fixed blade combat knife facsimile signed by Col. Rex Applegate.  The knife has a six inch dou-
ble ground combination blade that is serrated half way down the edge.  The blade has been etched with Applegate and Fairbairn signa-
tures and signed in marker on the back.  The blade appears unsharpened and has light wear marks from holstering.  A very well made
knife with original box that would make a neat addition in any collection.  (106714-14)

2583. MISCELLANEOUS SHOOTERS LOT  Includes five items first is a partial Remington UMC ammo crate missing its lid.  The crate
measures 15 1/2"x14"x6 3/4" showing several cracks, dings, and chips missing along its edges but remains in good overall condition.
Second are two pieces of a multi section steel cleaning rod. Third is a C.H. Tool & Die Corp. two piece die set in 6.5 Mannlicher Schoenauer
that includes a sizer and crimper in excellent condition.  Fourth is a C.H. Tool & Die Corp., three piece set to include two sizing dies and
a bullet puller all in excellent condition.  (105482-3)

2584. SHOOTERS LOT  Includes a tin and wood shooters box measuring 18"x13"x5" painted OD green with four internal compartments in
very good condition.  Also includes with this lot are and assortment of cleaning rod pieces parts to a powder measure and a paper on
how to cast bullets. (105091-4H)

2585. LOT OF GI GEAR  Includes six items first is a wooden MP style baton with frog in good overall condition.  The frog shows moderate
mildew staining but remains supple.  Second is a mess kit and canteen both in good overall condition.  Third are two leather magazine
pouches and a web belt all in very good to excellent condition.  (105872-12C, 14A, 16B, 31)

2586. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON BOXES  Includes two; first is a two piece gold colored box with metal reinforced corners.  The blue
stenciled end label reads "Smith & Wesson / 38 / Military and Police / Revolver / Blue Finish / Square Butt / 4-inch Barrel". Aside from a
few light scuffs and light dirt staining, this is a great box in near excellent condition.  The second box is a two piece gray color with metal
reinforced corners for a model 19-3 with nickel finish.  The box rates near excellent with a cleaning kit to include the screwdriver and a
grooved case color hardened trigger and rear sight slide all in excellent condition.  (106417-2B)

2587. LOT OF GUN LEATHER  Lot includes a variety of inexpensive holsters mostly right handed for semi pistols all showing light crazing
and mildew staining on the leather.  (105817-18)

2588. LOT OF AMMUNITION  A sealed case of 900 rds. of Yugoslavian manufactured M49 (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition.  Cartridges
come in a green wooden crate with metal lining (that remains sealed) and are in presumed excellent condition.  (106375-15A)

2589. COLT BOX LOT  Includes a black hinge top box with no end labels.  The interior of the box has two labels one "Colt Automatic Pistol
/ why it should be your choice" on the lid and on the box bottom "Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company".  The box has light
scuff marks along select corners and edges and a small tear in the top lid.  There is damage from a piece of tape being removed off the
lid but the box remains in very good overall condition.  (106417-2C)

2590. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Five boxes total; first are two boxes of Remington Kleanbore 25 Automatic.  One is
a full box of 50, the other a partial containing 46 cartridges all in very good condition.  Second is a 50 round box (19 cartridges 31 cas-
ings) of Federal 357 Mag., 158 gr., HPJ cartridges in good overall condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (28 cartridges, 18 casings) of
Winchester 357 Mag., 110 gr., JHP cartridges in very good condition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round box (11) of Western Super X Silvertip
30-30 Win., 170 gr., expanding bullets in excellent condition.  (105872-19A)

2591. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Six full 20 round boxes of China Sports 122 gr., 7.62x39mm, steel cased Berdan primed, non corrosive, soft
point cartridges in excellent condition. (106659-2)

2592. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Six full 20 round boxes of China Sports 122 gr., 7.62x39mm, steel cased Berdan primed, non corrosive, soft
point cartridges in excellent condition. (106659-2A)

2593. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Five full 20 round boxes of China Sports 122 gr., 7.62x39mm, steel cased Berdan primed, non corrosive,
soft point cartridges in excellent condition. (106659-2C)

2594. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Five full 20 round boxes of China Sports 122 gr., 7.62x39mm, steel cased Berdan primed, non corrosive,
soft point cartridges in excellent condition. (106659-2B)

2595. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Five full 20 round boxes of China Sports 122 gr., 7.62x39mm, steel cased Berdan primed, non corrosive,
soft point cartridges in excellent condition. (106659-2D)

2596. LOT OF SCOPE RINGS AND BASES  Includes seven factory sealed packages of assorted Millet rings and bases.  There are two
sets for a K or L frame Smith & Wesson one blue one nickel finish.  Also included are one set of bases and three medium height rings and
one adjustable sight rings.  (105714-2)

2597. LOT OF LEUPOLD BASES AND SUNSHADES  Includes an assortment of bases and three 40mm sun shades.  All items are in
their original factory packaging except for one sunshade and remain in excellent condition.  (105714-2A)

2598. LOT OF REDFIELD BASES AND RINGS  Includes ten items total; first are six assorted bases all in original factory packaging in
excellent condition.  Second are four sets of 30mm rings in their original factory box in excellent condition.  (105714-2B)

2599. LOT OF RINGS AND BASES  This lot includes an assortment of full and partial sets of scope mounting hardware from Simmons,
Burris, Buehler, and Holden.  Items all come in their original factory packaging with many sealed.  (105714-2C)
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2600. LOT OF SHOTSHELL WADS Includes four 250 count packages of plastic wads.  There are two bags of Remington 12 ga., power
piston wads and two boxes of Winchester AA 12 ga., wads all in excellent condition.  (106622-5)

2601. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 350 large pistol primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2D)
2602. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 400 small rifle primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2C)
2603. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 350 large pistol primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2B)
2604. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 350 large pistol primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2A)
2605. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 250 large rifle primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2)
2606. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 250 large rifle primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2E)
2607. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 250 large rifle primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2F)
2608. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 350 large pistol primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2G)
2609. LOT OF PRIMERS  Included is a full 1000 count brick of CCI Magnum 250 large rifle primers in excellent condition.  (106622-2H)
2610. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes six full 25 round boxes of S&W 12ga., 2 3/4" shotshells.  There are four boxes of No.5 shot and two

boxes of No.2 shot all in very good to excellent condition.  (106622-2I)
2611. LOT OF BOOKS  Includes an illustrated three volume hardcover set titled The American Gun, copyright 1960 and 1961, published by

Herb Glass and Larry Sheerin.  The set is in excellent condition featuring wonderful illustrations.  (106622-6)
2612. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes seven full five round packs of Western Super X 12ga., 2 3/4", 1 Buck super buckshot loads in excel-

lent condition.  (106622-4) 
2613. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes eight full five round packs of Western Super X 12ga., 2 3/4", 1 Buck super buckshot loads in excel-

lent condition.  (106622-4A) 
2614. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 120 round blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm, 123 gr., ball ammuni-

tion.  Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (106622-4B)
2615. LYMAN SIGHT LOT  Includes a No.2 tang sight item N0. 3902094 for a Winchester Model 94 lever action rifle.  Kit comes in an

orange plastic case with papers, screws and spare aperture.  The knurled adjuster and base show some light surface oxidation but oth-
erwise the sight is in excellent condition.  (106622-8A)

2616. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 120 round blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm, 123gr., ball ammunition.
Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (106622-4C)

2617. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two 120 round (one open, one sealed) blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm, 123gr.,
ball ammunition.  Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (10662-4D) 

2618. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 120 round blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm, 123gr., ball ammunition.
Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (106622-4E)

2619. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 120 round blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm, 123gr., ball ammunition.
Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (106622-4F)

2620. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two sealed 120 round blister packs of Russian manufactured 7.62x39mm 123gr., ball ammunition.
Each package contains six boxes of 20 rounds in excellent condition.  (106622-4G)

2621. LYMAN SIGHT LOT  Includes a No.2 tang sight item N0. 3902094 for a Winchester Model 94 lever action rifle.  Kit comes in an
orange plastic case with papers, screws and spare aperture.  The knurled adjuster shows some light surface oxidation but otherwise the
sight is in excellent condition.  (106622-8)

2622. LOT OF RCBS DIES  Lot includes dies for the following calibers, 243 Win, 30-30WCF, and 358Win.  First is a part N0.32701 group
D set of dies with and extra sizing die in 358 Win all in excellent condition.  Second is a part No.14601 group A set of dies in 30-30WCF
with shell holder and Allen Wrench in excellent condition.  Third is a part No.11401 group A in 243 Win with extra unmarked neck sizing
die in excellent condition.  (106622-3)

2623. LOT OF RCBS DIES  Lot includes four sets, first are two 7x57 Mauser one group A and one group H part No. 13801 all in excellent
condition.  Second are two part No. 15101 group A 300 Sav. dies in excellent condition.  (106622-3A)

2624. LOT OF RCBS DIES  Lot includes three sets, first is a part No. 11501 group A 6mm Rem. die set showing traces of light oxidation
staining on the body in very good overall condition.  Second are two, three die .357 Mag. sets one group B and one group E both in very
good to excellent condition.  (106622-3B)

2625. LOT OF RCBS DIES  Includes three sets, first is a part No. 10201 group A FL die set in .22 Hornet in excellent condition.  Second
are two part No.12501 group A die sets in .257 Roberts in very good to excellent condition.  (106622-3C)

2626. LOT OF BOOKS  Includes a three book hardcover set titled Winston S. Churchill.  Each book is subtitled, first is Youth 1874-1900, by
Randolph S. Churchill, copyright 1966.  The book has several wonderful illustrations and maps and is in very good to excellent condition
with minor dirt staining to the exposed page edges.  Second is Young Statesman 1901-1914, by Randolph S. Churchill, copyright 1967.
This book also contains an assortment of hand drawn and photographic illustrations and is in excellent condition.  Third is The Challenge
of War 1914-1916, by Martin Gilbert, copyright 1971, first print.  This book contains illustrations, maps, and delightful text in excellent
condition.  (106419-1)

2627. LOT OF BOOKS  Includes a five piece hardcover set titled Winston S. Churchill, volumes I, II, and III, by Randolph S. Churchill, copy-
right 1967 and 1969.  This is a three volume set with some volumes containing multiple books.  All show light dirt staining on the page
edges and is in excellent condition.  (106419-1A)

2628. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 391 page hardcover title Frederick the Great on the Art of War, edited and translated by Jay Lucas,
copyright 1966.  The book is complete with dust jacket and has light dirt staining on the page edges but remains in excellent overall con-
dition.  Second is a 321 page hardcover title The Knights of Templar, by Stephen Howarth, copyright 1982.  The book is complete with
illustrated dust cover and is in excellent condition.  Third is an illustrated 515 page hardcover title Dictionary of Weapons & Military Terms,
by John Quick, copyright 1973.  The book has a tight but slightly angled spine and a few small stains and tears in its illustrated protective
dust cover but remains in very good overall condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 354 page hardcover title Europe of the Invasions, by Jean
Hubert, Jean Porcher and W.F. Volbach, copy right 1969.  Aside from a few small tears in the dust jacket and some minor foxing on some
of the pages this book remains in near excellent condition.  (106419-2)
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2629. LOT OF FIVE BOOKS  First is a 216 page hardcover title Surgeon on Iwo-up front with the 27th Marines, by James S. Vedder, copy-
right 1984.  The book is complete in very good overall condition showing light foxing and mildew staining on the pages and edges.  Second
is a 273 page hardcover title The United States Marines - The First Two Hundred years 1775-1975, by Brigadier Gen. Edwin H. Simmons
U.S.M.C. Ret., copyright 1974,1976.  The book is in very good overall condition showing light mildew staining on the dust jacket and fox-
ing on the page edges.  Third is an illustrated 190 page hardcover title Kasserine, by Charles Whiting, copyright 1984.  The book is com-
plete with dust jacket in very good overall condition showing light dirt staining along the page edges.  Fourth is an illustrated 699 page
hardcover title Pearl Harbor - The Verdict of History, by Gordon W. Prange, copyright 1986.  The book is in excellent condition including
its illustrated dust jacket.  Fifth is an illustrated 397 page hardcover title Battle - The Story of the Bulge, by John Toland, copyright 1959.
The book is complete and in excellent condition including its dust jacket.  (106419-2A)

2630. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 342 page hardcover title Ghost Soldiers, by Hampton Sides, copyright 2001.  This book is com-
plete with illustrated dust jacket that has spots of light ingrained dirt staining but remains in excellent condition.  Second is an illustrated
195 page hardcover title The Polish Campaign - 1939, by co authors Steven Zaloga and Victor Madej, copyright 1985.  The book includes
a correct and complete dust cover with spots of light dirt staining, and shelf wear but remains in very good to excellent condition.  Third
is an illustrated 608 page hardcover title The Second World War, by John Keegan, copyright 1989.  The books dust jacket has several
small tears and wrinkles along the edges but remains in excellent overall condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 754 page hardcover title 2194
Days of War, compiled by Cesare Salmaggi and Alfred Pallavisini, copyright 1977.  The book is in excellent condition with a slightly tattered
edge dust jacket.  (106419-3)

2631. LOT OF THREE BOOKS  First is an illustrated 280 page hardcover title Patton - A Study in Command, by H. Essame, copyright 1974.
This book is in excellent condition with correct dust cover.  Second is an 859 page hardcover title Ike the Soldier As They Knew Him, by
Merle Miller, copyright 1987.  Complete with a lightly crinkled dust cover in very good to excellent condition.  Third is an illustrated 530
page hardcover autobiography titled IT Doesn't Take a Hero, by General H. Norman Schwarzkopf and Peter Petre, copyright 1992.  The
book remains in excellent condition.  (106419-3A)

2632. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Two items; first is a partial 50 count box containing 40+/- Winchester 22 Blank Extra
Loud cartridges in very good overall condition with some showing traces of light oxidation staining around the rim of the wad.  The box
is in fair condition with separated end flap, moderate scuffing and light moisture staining present.  Second is a two piece unmarked tin
box containing 35- 7mm pinfire cartridges some with light oxidation staining on the lead and brass in very good overall condition.
(103081-PNFV1, VWIN1A)

2633. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 269 page hardcover title NAM, by Mark Baker, copyright 1981 with intact dust cover in very good
overall condition.  Second is a 424 page hardcover title The Grunts and Vietnam: The Other War, by Charles R. Anderson, copyright 1976.
The book is complete with dust cover in very good condition with light foxing on the edges of several pages.  Third is a 184 page hard-
cover title Platoon Leader, by James McDonough, copyright 1985 in excellent condition.  Fourth is a 265 page hardcover title Everything
We Had, by Al Antoli, copyright 1981.  In good overall condition with a slightly tattered dust cover.  (106419-3C)

2634. LOT OF SIX BOOKS  First is a 239 page hardcover title Drop Zone Sicily, by William B. Bruer, copyright 1983.  Book is in very good
overall condition with complete dust cove showing only light shelf wear along the bottom edges.  Second is an illustrated 236 page hard-
cover title Closing the Circle - War in the Pacific: 1945, by Edwin P. Hoyt, copyright 1982 in excellent overall condition.  Third is an illustrat-
ed 322 page hardcover title Fortress Without A Roof, by Wilbur H. Morrison, copyright 1982.  This book is in excellent condition overall with
light foxing on the outside edges of the pages.  Fourth is an illustrated 422 page hardcover title Infantry in Battle, by the Infantry Journal Inc,
copyright 1939 third edition print.  The illustrated dust cover is tattered with several wrinkles and tears but the book remains in very good
overall condition with light stains on a few pages.  Fifth is a 260 page hardcover title Yesterday's Rulers, by Robert Heussler, copyright 1963.
The book is in excellent condition and the outer dust cover has a few small apologies around the edges to include scuffing, a few small tears
and wrinkles.  Sixth is a 142 page hardcover title History of Benicia Arsenal, by Josephine W. Cowell.  The book does not have a dust cover
but remains in very good plus condition with a couple of small stains and scuff marks present on the cover.  (106419-3D)

2635. LOT OF SIX BOOKS  First is an illustrated 258 page hardcover title The Fall of the Fortress, by Elmer Bendiner, copyright 1980.  The
book is in excellent overall condition with a small 1" wedge missing from the dust cover.  Second is a 236 page hardcover title Five Days
in London - May 1940, by John Lukacs, copyright 1999.  The book’s dust cover has some light liquid staining present but remains in over-
all very good to excellent condition.  Third is a 495 page hardcover title The Thin Red Line, by James Jones, copyright 1962.  Aside from
few light wrinkles and small tears in the dust cover this classic read is in very good overall condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 190 page
hardcover title Kasserine, by Charles Whiting, copyright 1984.  The book is complete with dust jacket in very good overall condition show-
ing light dirt staining along the page edges.  Fifth is a 325 page hardcover title Hitler's Raid to Save Mussolini, by Greg Annussek, copy-
right 2005 in excellent plus condition.  Sixth is a 256 page hardcover title Third Reich Victorious - alternate decisions of WWII, edited by
Peter G. Tsouras, copyright 2002.  Book and illustrated dust cover rate very good overall.  (106419-3B)

2636. LOT OF FIVE BOOKS  First is a 445 page hardcover title Fire and Water, by Ralph D. Sawyer, copyright 2004.  The book is in very
good plus condition with dustcover that shows light scuffing on the face.  Second is a 611 page hardcover title The Two-Ocean War, by
Samuel Eliot Morison, copyright 1963.  The book is in good condition with illustrated dustcover.  The pages show light foxing along the
edges and the dust cover is missing a small section on the spine and the edges are tattered.  Third is a 416 page hardcover title AN
Uncertain Hour, by Ted Morgan, copyright 1990.  The book and dustcover are in very good condition showing some light soiling along
the edges.  Fourth is a 462 page hardcover title The New Basel Capital Accord, by Benton E. Gup, copyright 2004.  The book and dust-
cover rate excellent overall.  Fifth is an illustrated 622 page hardcover title Tennozan - The Battle of Okinawa and the Atomic Bomb, by
George Feifer, copyright 1992.  Aside from some light dirt staining on a few pages the book and dustcover rate excellent.  (106419-3E)

2637. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes three collectible one piece boxes.  First is a full 25 round box of Remington Sure Shot 12 ga., 2 5/8"
paper hull shotshells in fair condition.  The shotshells show fading on the hulls and light tarnish around the brass and the box is held togeth-
er by shrink wrap. It has multiple tears in its seams but appears to be complete.  Second is a full 25 round box of Federal Hi-Power 12 ga.,
2 3/4", 1 1/4oz, No.5 CH shot.  The one piece box rates good to very good with several scuff marks along its edges and corners and the
shotshells are in very good condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Western Xpert 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 buckshot.  The box is in good plus
condition showing light scuffing and ingrained dirt staining.  The box is marked U.S. Property and has been crossed out in pen.  The shot-
shells remain in very good condition.  (106414-5, 6, 8)

2638. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS  Six boxes total; first is a full mixed 25 round box of Western Super X (19) and Remington Express
(6) 16 ga., 2 3/4" No. 6 shot plastic hull shotshells.  The mixed shells are in good overall condition.  Second is a partial mixed box of
Remington and Federal containing 12 buckshot, four slugs, and five No. 6 shot all showing varying levels of light oxidation staining.  Third
is a full mixed box of Winchester / Western, and Remington 16 ga., shot shells in good overall condition.  Fourth are 25 Western Super X
16 ga., shot shells in a Canuck box in good overall condition.  Fifth is a full 25 round box of Remington 16 ga., shotshells.  There is a mix-
ture of shot size and configurations with some showing varying levels of oxidation along the brass.  Sixth is a partial (20) box of Remington
16 ga., shotshells in good overall condition.  (106414-3, 7, 9, 10, 12)
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2639. BUCK 184 BUCK MASTER SURVIVAL KNIFE  A pre-patent dated 184 Buck Master survival knife with light weight plastic
sheath.  The knife shows some light holstering wear along the serrated Bowie style blade and remains unsharpened.  Knife measures 12
1/2" overall with 7 1/2" blade.  The plastic and nylon Buck marked holster has a compass, and fishing kit included and all items rate very
good to excellent overall.  (106417-1A)

2640. BUCK MODEL 110DA KNIFE  Includes a buck model 110DA automatic knife and leather belt loop sheath.  The knife measures 8
5/8" overall with a 3 3/4" drop point blade that is in very good to near excellent condition and appears unsharpened. The black leather
sheath rates very good plus with some light verdigris staining present inside the sheath and around the brass snap.  (106417-1B) [Item
can only be sold to New Hampshire residents]

2641. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two; first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with
a 2 5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point
blade with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1C)

2642. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a 1993 Model One R4356 Bush Pilot Bullet Knife.  A two blade folding knife measuring 7
1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" clip point and 3 1/8" spear point blade with imitation stag handles made from Derlin.  The knife is in excellent
condition and comes with a box and paper insert. (106417-1D)

2643. INERT ORDNANCE LOT  Includes eight inert projectiles ranging in size from 20mm to 40mm all in very good condition.  (105648-5)
2644. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a 2005 Model One R4353B Maverick bullet knife.  A two blade folding knife measuring 7

1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" clip point and 3 1/8" spear point blade with jigged bone handles.  The knife is in excellent condition and comes
with papers.  (106417-1E)

2645. REMINGTON KNIFE LOT  Includes two folding bullet knives.  First is a 2008 Model One RB473 Veteran Bullet knife.  A two
blade folding knife measuring 6" overall with a 2 1/2" Razor main blade and 2" curved pen blade.  The Amber colored Jig bone han-
dles rate excellent.  Knife comes with a Remington box and papers.  Second is a 1990 Model R1306 Tracker Bullet knife.  A single
lock blade knife, measuring 7 3/4" overall with a 3 1/4" clip point blade.  The Derlin stag handles rate excellent and included with
the knife is a box and papers.  (106417-1F)

2646. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two, first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with
a 2 5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point
blade with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1G)

2647. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two, first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with
a 2 5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point
blade with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1H)

2648. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R1128 Trapper knife.  The 1989 two blade knife has cocobolo handles with
lanyard hole and a 3 1/2" spey and 3 1/2" clip point blade both with edges that are untouched in excellent condition.  The knife comes
with two piece box and paper.  (106417-1I)

2649. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model R1253 Guide knife.  The 1992 production knife has a 4 1/8" clip point blade the
remains unsharpened in excellent condition. The Derlin handles remain free of imperfections and also rate excellent.  The knife comes in
its original box with paper insert.  (106417-1J)

2650. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R2253 Double Strike bullet knife.  This 2010 production  two blade design
features tree bark pattern Jig bone handles with a 2 1/2" long clip point and 2 3/8" spey blade that appear unsharpened and is in over-
all excellent condition.  Knife comes with original box and papers.  (106417-1K)

2651. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R4468 Lumberjack Bullet knife.  This 1997 production two blade knife with
cocobolo handles and 2 3/4" long clip point and spey blades rates excellent overall and comes with its original box and papers.  (106417-1L)

2652. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R1173 Baby Bullet knife.  This 1983 production two blade knife has Derlin
handles and a 2 9/16" spey, and clip point blade and comes with its original box and papers in excellent condition.  (106417-1M)

2653. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R1273 Master Guide Bullet Knife.  This 1995 production two blade knife with
Derlin handles and 3" pen and 4" spey point blades rates excellent.  Included with this lot is the original box and papers.  (106417-1N)

2654. REMINGTON BULLET KNIFE  Includes a Model One R4243 Camp Bullet knife.  This 1994 production four blade knife includes
Derlin handles, 1 3/4" screwdriver / top lifter blade, 2 3/8" sheep foot blade, 3" punch, and 3 9/16 clip point blade and original box all in
excellent condition.  (106417-1P)

2655. REMINGTON SHOTGUN COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE  Includes a Model One R870 knife.  This 1990 production single blade
jigged Derlin handled knife with 4 1/8" clip point blade rates excellent overall and comes with its original box and paper.  (106417-1Q)

2656. LOT OF REMINGTON KNIVES  Includes two, first is a small locking blade knife with cocobola handles measuring 5 1/8" overall with
a 2 5/16" drop point blade in excellent condition.  Second is a large locking blade knife measuring 8 5/8" overall with a 3 9/16" drop point
blade with cocobola handles and nylon sheath in excellent condition.  Both items are in their original factory sealed packaging.  (106417-1R)

2657. REMINGTON KNIFE LOT  Includes two; first is a N.C. Commemorative Forester Bullet knife.  A single blade Derlin handle knife with
3 3/8" clip point in original box in excellent condition.  Second is a Model One R3 Big Game knife.  This two blade Derlin handled knife comes
with a leather sheath and honing stone.  The jigged handles rate very good overall with a small crack near the lanyard hole on the left side
panel.  And the 3 3/4" clip point blade appears unsharpened.  A very good condition hunting companion with lots of life left.  (106417-1S)

2658. MICROTECH AUTOMATIC KNIFE  Includes a Mini U.D.T. automatic knife serial #3093.  The knife measures 3 1/8" closed with
a serrated 2 3/8" clip point style blade.  The black textured aluminum handles and blade rate excellent overall and the knife comes with
original box and warranty information sheet.  (106417-AJ) [Item can be sold to New Hampshire Residents only]

2659. LOT OF AUTOMATIC KNIVES  Includes two; first is a Schrade Scaly yellow handle with brushed aluminum bolsters.  The knife
measure 3 1/8" closed and has a 1 3/4" clip point style blade and comes with its original box in excellent condition.  Second is an
unmarked stiletto measuring 5" closed with a 3 1/4" double edge blade in excellent condition.  (106417-AH)  [Items can be sold to New
Hampshire residents only]

2660. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE 56 SB PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #K1079, .56 cal., 27” octagon smoothbore
barrel with a lightly oxidized very good bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with scattered light oxidation.  The lock
shows excellent color case-hardening.  The stock rates very good with overall minor dings and handling marks.  This example was a kit
gun judging by its serial number.  (36780-S17763A) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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2661. BROWNING SAFE  A green Medallion model #6418F, dial combination safe measuring 60"x40"x28" with tan carpeted interior.  This
is a fire rated 10 ga., steel body safe weighing about 880lbs.  The interior is configured to accommodate 40 long guns with a small sec-
tion of the top shelf cutout to accommodate longer barreled firearms.  Aside from a few small scratches on the exterior, the safe is in excel-
lent overall condition.  (106247-46) [Item must be picked up-shipping not available]

2662. BROWNING SAFE  A Pro-Steel Model RL2436 gold series, dial combination safe measuring 60"x30"x24" with red carpeted interi-
or.  This is a non-fire rated 10 ga., steel body safe.  The interior is configured to accommodate 30 long guns with a small cutout in the top
shelf to allow for longer firearms.  There are several light scratches in the finish but rates near excellent overall.  (106247-48) [Item must
be picked up-shipping not available]

2663. WINCHESTER SAFE  A fire rated, green painted with gold accent, dial combination safe with tan interior measuring 60"x40"x28"
weighing about 750 lbs. In its current configuration the safe will accommodate up to 30 long guns with provisions for six longer rifles
/ shotguns.  This is a late 90's production safe with 12 ga., steel body in excellent condition.  (106247-47) [Item must be picked up-
shipping not available]   
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Results will be available on Wednesday, October 1, 2014.
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•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped with-
in 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.

•   All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.

•   Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

SHIPPING

Silent auction VIEWING

•  OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.

•   Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE

ABSENTEE BIDDING
•   Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used
for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.

•   Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.

•   All Silent Auction bids are due by 2:00pm on the day  of the sale. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.

•   All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE, 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT.  THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left.  FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, September 15th through Friday, September 26th, by appointment, as well as on
the day of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates
can be obtained by calling our office. 
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